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ABSTRACT 

The results of consolidated-undrained direct-simple 
shear tests are presented on seven normally consolidated clays 
of widely varying composition and plasticity. The effect of 
overconsolidation ratio is studied with six of these clays. 
The tests were performed with the Geonor device, which uses 
a 8.0 cm dia. sample enclosed in a wire-reinforced rubber 
membrane. The vertical load is varied to maintain constant 
volume during undrained shear~ 

Consolidated undrained direct-simple shear tests are 
easier to perform than K - consolidated triaxial tests with 0 
pore pressure measurements. The test also yields data during 
consolidation similar to that obtained from conventional 
oedometer tests. 

Analysis Qf the stresses in undrained direct-simple 
shear tests show that: (1) the assumption that the applied 
stress system is one of pure shear.is only valid at low 
strains; (2) the peak value of the horizontal shear stress 
Th probably lies between the maximum shear stress in the 
sample and the shear stress on the plane of maximum obliquity; 
(3) the test does not yield meaningful effective stress 
strength envelopes at the peak Th. 

Direct-simple shear test results are compared to 
undrained data from triaxial compression and extension and 
plane strain active and passive tests for several clays. 
Based on these data and several case studies, it is concluded 
that consolidated-undrained direct-simple shear tests will: 

(1) Underestimate the undrained.modulus of lean 
clays, but yield reasonable data with plastic 
clays; 
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(2) Yield very good to slightly conservative 
factors of safety for circular arc undrained 
stability analyses involving K0 - consolidated 
non-stratified soft clays. 
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Portland, Maine. Mr. Richard B. Bovee, Graduate Research 
Assistant duringl968-1970,ran the tests on the undisturbed 
Bangkok Clay and some additional tests on BBC. The data 
on the Connecticut Valley varved clay were obtained by 
Mr. David H. Connell and Mr. Fred N. Brovold. Mr. Charles E. 
Williams, NSF Trainee and Graduate Research Assistant, 
performed the tests on the undisturbed Atchafalaya Clay. 
Dr. Edward B. Kinner and Mr. Joseph J. Rixner, former 
Graduate Research Assistants, assisted in many of the tests. 

The tests on the undisturbed clay samples from Bangkok, 
Thailand, Portsmouth, N.H., and Portland, Me. were run in 
cooperation with Haley and Aldrich, Inc., Consulting Soil 
Engineers, Cambridge, Mass. The corresponding clients were 
Camp, Dresser and McKee, Boston, the New Hampshire Dept. of 
Public Works and Highways, and the Maine State Highway 
Commission, respectively. The Massachusetts Department of 
Public Works sponsored the tests on the varved clay. 

This report constitutes work on Item b of Article 1 
of the forementioned Contract No. DA-22-079-eng-457. 

Pertinent reports under Research in Earth Physics 
are: 

1. "Research in Earth Physics, Progress Report for the 
Period June 1962 - December 1962," Department 
of Civil Engineering Publication R63-9, M.I.T., 
February 1963. 

2. Ladd, c.c., "Stress-Strain Behavior of Saturated Clay 
and Basic Strength Principles," Phase Report No. 1, 
Part 1, Department of Civil Engineering, Publication 
R64-17, M.I.T., April 1964. 

3. Bromwell, L.G., "Adsorption and Friction Behavior of 
Minerals in Vacuum," Phase Report No. 2, Department 
of Civil Engineering Publication R64-42, M.I.T., 
March 1965. 
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under investigation are: 

1. In Situ Strength and Compression Properties of 
Natural Clays 
(a) Effects of stress-system variables (anisotropic 

consolidation, intermediate principal stress, 
rotation of principal planes) on stress-strain 
behavior of clays during drained and undrained 
shear. 

(b) Effects of sample disturbance (i.e. excessive 
shear strains) on the undrained strength, stress
strain modulus, and one-dimensional compression 
behavior of natural clays. 

(c) Correlation of predicted versus observed behavior 
via model loading tests and field measurements. 

2. Influence of Environment on Strength and Compression 
Properties of granular systems 
(a) Fundamental friction properties of granular systems. 

3. The Structure of Clay 
(a) Fabric of Kaolinite 

Many of the above topics complement and/or draw information 
from other research projects in the Soil Mechanics Division. 

The data presented in this report were obtained through 
the efforts of several persons. Mr. Lewis Edgers assembled 
the Geonor direct-simple shear device and ran an extensive 
series of CK u tests on resedimented Boston Blue clay (BBC) 

0 
while working on his S.M. degree as an NSF Trainee at M.I.T. 
during 1967. Mr. Edgers later helped prepare this report 
while a Graduate Research Assistant at M.I.T. Mr. Steven 
H. Disman, Graduate Research Assistant during 1967-1968, 
continued the testing of BBC and performed tests on the 
undisturbed samples from Portsmouth, New Hampshire and 
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FOREWORD 

The work described in this report was performed under 
Contract No. DA-22-079-eng-457 entitled, "Research Studies 
in the Field of Earth Physics" between the U.S. Army 
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station and the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. This research is sponsored by the 
U.S. Army Materiel Command Project No. l-V-0-14501-B-52A-01, 
and by the Office, Chief of Em..Jineers-, Directorate- o-r
Military Engineering, Project 4A061102B52E. 

This contract was monitored at the Waterways.Experiment 
Station by Messrs. W.E. Strohm, Jr., and F.C. Townsend under 
the general supervision of Mr. J.R. Compton (retired), Chief, 
Soil Mechanics Division. Messrs. W.J. Turnbull (retired) and 
J.P. Sale were Chiefs, Soils and Pavements Laboratory. Con
tracting Officers were COL Alex G. Sutton, Jr., CE, COL John R. 
Oswalt, Jr., CE, COL Levi A. Brown, CE, and BG Ernest D. 
Peixotto, CE, Mr. F.R. Brown was Technical Director. 

The general objective of Research in Earth Physics 
is the development of a fundamental understanding of the 
behavior of particulate systems, especially cohesive soils, 
under varying conditions of stress and environment. Work 
on the project, initiated in May 1962, has been carried out 
in the Soil Mechanics Division of the Civil Engineering 
Department under the supervision of Dr. Charles c. Ladd, 
Professor of Civil Engineering. 

This report presents only one portion of the overall 
research conducted under the contract. Phases that wer0 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE 

Stability analyses based on undrained shear strengths 
are generally required for the design of structures placed 
on soft clay deposits. In many instances, the determination 
of undrained strengths by conventional procedures, such as 
via field vane tests or unconfined compression tests on 
"undisturbedu samples, leads ta conflicting resul-ts. 
Research in Earth Physics has developed a new approach for 
estimating the in situ undrained strength and stress-strain 
behavior of saturated clays. This approach employs consoli
dated-undrained (CU) shear tests and expresses the resulting 
stress-strain-strength data in a "normalized" fashion. The 
normalized parameters are related to the overconsolidation 
ratio (OCR) of the test samples. These relationships and a 
knowledge of the in situ stress _history of the clay deposit 
are then used to yield estimates of the in situ properties. 

This approach, called SHANSEP for Stress History and 
Normalized Soil Engineering Properties, has several major 
advantages over conventional procedures: 

(1) The effects of sample disturbance are minimized. 
(2) The influence of the in situ mode of failure can 

be studied. 
(3) Stress-strain data for finite element deformation 

analyses are provided. 
(4) The normalized parameters can be used to estimate 

changes in strength and deformation properties 
with in situ consolidation and rebound. 
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One of the objectives of Research in Earth Physics 
has been the generation of a set of normalized stress
strain-strength data versus overconsolidation ratio for a 
variety of clays for undrained shear conditions that are 
representative of typical in situ modes of failure. Those 
selected for study were: 

In Situ Condition Laboratory Test 

1. Under centerline of a cir- 1. Triaxial compression 
cular footing 

2. Under centerline of a cir- 2. Triaxial extension 
cular excavation 

3. Under centerline of a 3. Plane strain "active" 
strip loading 

4. Under centerline of a 4. Plane strain "passive" 
strip excavation 

5. Horizontal failure plane 5. Direct-simple shear 
under stabilizing berm 

Ladd and Varallyay (1965) reported the results of 
consolidated-undrained triaxial compression and extension 
tests on normally consolidated Boston Blue Clay. Plane 
strain active and passive cu test data on Boston Blue Clay 
at OCR values of one, two and four were presented by Ladd, 
Bovee, Edgers and Rixner (1971). This report presents 
data at varying values of. OCR from CU direct-simple shear 
tests on several undisturbed clays and on resedimented 
Boston Blue Clay. These data were obtained during 1967-1972 
with the Geonor device that was first described by Bjerrum 
and Landva (1966). 
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1.2 SCOPE 

This report first summarizes the historical develop
ment of some of the more widely used apparatus and procedures 
for performing consolidated-undrained (CU) direct shear 
and simple shear tests on clays. This is followed by a 
brief literature survey of the types of experimental data 
obtained with the various types of equipment and a summary 
of theoretical analyses of the stresses and strains in 
simple shear devices. This latter topic contains theoretical 
considerations that are still unresolved. 

Section 3 presents data from an extensive series of 
consolidated-undrained direct-simple shear (DSS) tests on 
resedimented Boston Blue Clay and compares the results with 
CU triaxial and plane strain test data. Section 4 presents 
CU test data on samples of six undisturbed clays and 
compares the results to triaxial and plane strain test 
data where possible. Section 5 discusses the results and 
compares the M.I.T. data with the findings of others. 

A detailed description of the Geonor direct-simple 
shear device and the testing procedures employed in the 
M.I.T. program are presented in Appendix B. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Consolidated-undrained shear tests are run on undis
turbed samples of clay in order to: 

{l) 

{2) 

{3) 

Determine the variation in undrained shear strength, 
s , with consolidation stress in the normally u 
consolidated range. In particular, the strength 
ratio s /a is desired for normally consolidated U VC 
clay, where a is the vertical consolidation stress. vc . 
Determine the change in strength ratio s /cr with u vc 
OCR = a /a for samples rebounded from a common vm vc 
maximum past pressure, avm. 
Ascertain the Mohr-Coulomb effective stress-strength 
parameters, c and¢, and the variation in Skempton's 
A parameter with strain.and stress history from 
tests where pore pressures are measured or known 
during undrained shear. 

{4) Determine stress-strain modulii, especially Young's 
modulus E, for use in elastic and/or elasto-plastic 
analyses. 

Triaxial compression tests are the most common form of 
CU tests since it is relatively easy to prevent drainage 
during shear. Moreover, the principal stresses are known 
and the strains are generally fairly uniform, at least for 
soft clays at low strains. However, triaxial compression 
tests have several drawbacks: 

{l) The time required for consolidation is relatively 
long; 
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(2) It is difficult and time consuming to achieve K 
0 

consolidation. Thus triaxial tests usually employ 
isotropic consolidation stresses, which generally 
yield quite different stress-strain-strength pro
perties (Ladd, 1965): 

(3) Measurement of pore pressures during undrained 
shear requires expensive equipment and a relatively 
high level of testing technology. 

(4} Triaxial compression represents only one of many 
possible modes of failure (stress systems} of 
practical interest. 

Various forms of direct shear testing have been 
developed that overcome many of the above drawbacks, al
though they pose other difficulties (see, for example, 
Waterways Experiment Station (1952} for a discussion of 
the advantages and limitations of several types of common 
tests) • The conventional box (or ring) shear test: 

(1) Achieves K0 consolidation easily and quickly with 
rather simple apparatus; 

(2) Imposes plane strain shear with a rotation of 
principal planes that is typical of in situ hori
zontal failure conditions; 

(3) Can obtain undrained shear if .the volume of the 
sample is kept constant. This can be achieved by 
varying the normal (vertical) stress so as to main
tain a constant height of sample. In tests of this 
type, the excess pore pressure is zero (assuming 
sufficient time for equilization) and thus the 
effective normal stress acting on the horizontal 
plane is· known throughout undrained shear. 
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On the other hand, with the box shear test: 

(1) The effective cross-sectional area of the sample 
changes with strain; 

(2) A small zone of weakness is created near the 
clearance between the two frames; 

(3) The strains are extremely non-uniform and a 
"progressive" shear failure occurs from the ends 
and sides of the box; 

(4) Special equipment is needed in order to exactly 
maintain a constant height during shear; 

(5) The state of stress within the sample is indeter
minate since stresses are only approximately 
known for the horizontal plane; 

(6) There is a tendency for the box to tip at light 
loads because parts of the sample are subjected 
to tensile stresses. 

Direct shear tests that employ circular samples con
fined laterally by a reinforced rubber membrane overcome the 
first three limitations described above, but not the latter 
three. Also, because of the circular shape of the sample, 
horizontal surfaces can not have uniform shear stresses. 
This problem is alleviated, but not solved, by using a 
rectangular sample. 

2.2 EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES FOR CONSTANT VOLUME DIRECT 
SHEAR TESTS 

Taylor (1952) was ,the first to show the importance of 
varying the normal load in order to achieve a constant 
volume for an "undrained" box shear test. He clearly 
demonstrated that simply running the test rapidly did not 
insure drainage control for typical clays and test equipment, 
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* 

as illustrated below for normally consolidated undis
turbed Boston Blue Clay (wN=38%, wL=46%, wp=22%) sheared 
at 0.088 in. per min in a 3 in. by 3 in. by 0.5 in. box 
shear device after consolidation to 110 psi: 

* Normal Stress 

During Shear . (psi). 

110 

55 

18.3 

5.5 

Varied to obtain 

constant volume 

Peak Shear 

Stress .(psi) .. 

> 50 

> 28 

22 

18 

26 

Horizontal 

Displacement 

> 0.3 

> 0.4 

0.03 

0.03 

0.05 

(in.) 

Unfortunately, Taylor's results are not widely known because 
"quick" direct shear tests (often with a hand operated gear 
system) are still run throughout the world in order to ob
tain the "undrained" strength of cohesive soils. 

Taylor's procedure for running undrained tests was 
cumbersome and it led to small volume changes (~H=0.002 in.) 
unless the compressibility of the apparatus was accounted 
for. O'Neil (1962) improved on Taylor's basic concept with 
development of a box shear device capable of performing 
tests very rapidly (failure in a few minutes) with less 
than 0.0001 in. change in height. It used circular samples 
with a diameter of 1.88 in. and an initial height of 0.45 
in. No correction was made for changes in sample area 
since peak strengths were usually obtained with a hori
zontal movement of only 0.045 to 0.06 in. A later version 
of this so-called R0 test apparatus (closure to O'Neil, 
1962) allowed transfer of previously consolidated specimens 
to the shear device with minimal volume changes. 

Stresses reduced immediately pri~r to shear. 
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The first direct shear apparatus capable of ob
taining uniform strains was built by the Swedish Geotech
nical Institute (S.G.I.) in 1936 (Kjellman, 1951). A 
cylindrical sample (6 cm diameter by 2 cm high) is 
confined laterally by a rubber membrane reinforced by a 
series of thin, evenly spaced aluminum rings. The ring 
spacing was such to minimize lateral expansion of the 
membrane while allowing vertical compression of the spec
imen. A horizontal shear force is transmitted as a tan
gential force by means of dentated end plates. The spec
imen was completely enclosed, thus allowing undrained 
tests by closing drainage valves after consolidation. 
Although apparently used routinely, little data from the 
device have been published in English. 

The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (N.G.I.) further 
developed the S.G.I. device during 1961-1962 (Bjerrum and 
Landva, 1966). A cyi"indrical sample (8 cm diameter, 1 
to 2 cm height) is confined in a wire reinforced rubber 
membrane that allows vertical deformations and horizontal 
displacements with little or no change in diameter. Con
solidated constant-volume shear tests are performed 
by varying the normal load via a screw-controlled loading 
mechanism to maintain a constant sample height. Special 
trimming apparatus was developed so that soft, sensitive 
specimens could be tested with a minimum of sample dis
turbance. Tests can be run either strain or stress con
trolled. The device, made commercially by Geonor, is 
called a direct-simple shear device. The M.I.T. test 
program used Geonor Model 4 equipment, which is described in 
.A.ppendix B. A photograph of the device is shown in Figure 
2-1. 

Cambridge University developed a simple shear apparatus 
employing a rectangular (6 cm square by 2 cm high) specimen 
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(Roscoe, 1953). The prototype model was very complicated 
mechanically and was only suitable for rapid undrained 
tests on relatively firm cohesive samples and on dry co
hesionless soils. Since then, seven new models have been 
developed which make the apparatus more versatile and more 
suitable as a research tool, although the equipment is 
still probably too complicated for routine use in practice. 
The new models can test soft clays and can measure ·shear 
and normal forces along the faces of the sample via 
special load cells. Measurements of local variations in 
strain within samples are also possible ·with special X-ray 
techniques. Pertinent recent references include Roscoe 
(1970), Roscoe, Bassett and Cole (1967), and Wroth (1969). 

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM CONSOLIDATED-UNDRAINED DIRECT 
* SHEAR TESTS 

Taylor (1952, 1953) performed an extensive series 
of CU box shear tests on undisturbed samples of Boston 
Blue Clay and compared the values of su to those ob
tained from CIU triaxial compression tests. The prin
cipal variables in the direct shear test program were: 
consolidation stress in normally consolidated region; 
maximum.past pressure and OCR for overconsolidated samples; 
and time allowed for consolidation and rebound. These 
data will be discussed in Section 3. 

O'Neil (1962) performed CU box shear tests (R tests) 
0 

on three remolded clays and one undisturbed clay. Primary 
emphasis was placed on comparing the Mohr-Coulomb strength 
parameters c and ~ (based on plots of peak horizontal shear 
stress Th versus vertical effective stress av) from "slow" 
and "fast" R0 tests and with the results of other types of 
tests (CD direct shear tests, CU and CD triaxial compression 

* See Appendix A for the notation and definition of symbols 
used in this report. 
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tests). The slow R. tests yielded slightly higher effec-o . . 
tive stress strerigth envelopes th~n rapid R . tests (per-. 0 
haps because of the greater time allowed for pore pressure 
equilization, Bromwell and Ladd, 1963). In general, how
ever, the R0 envelopes agreed well with envelopes obtained 
by other procedures for these rather insensitive clays. 
Data were also presented relating su to consolidation 
stress for normally consolidated and overconsolidated re-

. molded Richmond Sandy Clay (wL=54%, PI=35%) 

Bjerrum and Landva (1966) presented the results of a 
comprehensive test program on undisturbed samples of a 
quick clay from Manglerud, Norway (wN=36±2%, wL=27%, 
PI=8%). The program included CK U and CK D direct-simple 0 0 
shear and triaxial compression tests at varying consoli-
dation stresses for normally consolidated samples, as 
well as field vane and unconfined compression tests. An 
initial set of CK0 U DSS tests with times to failure, tf' 
varying from one to 10 hours showed no strain rate effects. 

The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (N.G.I.) has 
made extensive use of the Geonor direct-simple 
shear device for the past ten years. Some of these data 
are reported in the Bolkesjo Symposium (N.G.I., 1969). 
Included are: 

(1) Influence of time of consolidation and rate of 
strain on CK0 U DSS tests on normally consolidated 
plastic Drammen Clay (wN=48-56%, wL=54-66%, wp= 
33%) • 

(2) Study of the influence of horizontal consolidation 
shear stresses, The' on the undrained direct
simple shear strength of the Manglerud Quick Clay. 
The direction of The was both plus and minus 
with respect to the horizontal shear stress at 
failure in these CAU DSS tests. 
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The N.G.I. data will be discussed in a subsequent 

Section. 

Roscoe (1953) presents photographs comparing the 

deformation patterns resulting from box shear and Cam

bridge simple shear apparatus (SSA) tests on layered 

plasticene. It is demonstrated that very uniform strains 

can be obtained with the SSA if the normal load is suffic

iently large to prevent formation of tensile stresses in . 

the sample. 

Most CU test data obtained with ,the Cambridge SSA have 

been confined to tests on remolded kaolinite. These re

sults will be discussed under the section on theoretical 

considerations. 

The University of California at Berkeley has both 

the Geonor direct-simple shear device and the Cambridge 

simple shear device. Their emphasis has been on cyclic 

loading tests in connection with liquefaction studies 

rather than on "static" undrained stress-strain-strength 

considerations. However, Duncan and Dunlop (1969) com

pare data from CK0 U plane strain active and passive tests 

with CK0 U SSA data for normally consolidated undisturbed 

San Francisco Bay Mud. 

2.4 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Roscoe (1953) made an elastic analysis of the stresses 

acting in his Simple Shear Apparatus, as depicted in Figure 

2-2. The moment due to the shear stresses acting on the 

top and bottom faces is counterbalanced by the pure couple 

due to the vertical normal stresses acting on the sample 

faces minus the pure couple due to horizontal normal stresses 

acting on.the sample edges. Thus the applied shear forces 
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cause tensile stresses in the upper leading corner and 
in the lower trailing corner. However, the tensile zones 
can be reduced to virtually negligible dimensions if a 
normal force, equivalent in magnitude to the shear force1 
is applied to the sample (Roscoe, 1953). 

Dunlop et. al. (1968) and Duncan and Dunlop (1969) 
also analyzed the SSA. They point out that for horizontal 
equilibrium, the horizontal shear stresses increase in mag
nitude from top and bottom toward the middle, reaching 
their maximum values at mid-height. The difference in 
average values of Th at the surfaces versus the mid-
height was 7 percent based on Roscoe's analysis, 4 to 8 
percent based on a non-linear finite element analysis, 
and 10 percent based on experimental data* obtained from 
CK0 U SSA tests on undisturbed San Francisco Bay Mud. 

Lucks et. al. (1972) used a finite element method 
of analysis to study the stresses in a cylindrical sample 
sheared by displacing the top relative to the bottom, as 
occurs with the Geonor DSS device. They assumed linear 
elastic, isotropic material properties and infinitesimal 
strains with two types of elements: three-dimensional, 
solid parallelepiped elements with nodes at each of eight 
corners, and plane elements expanded in a Fourier series 
about the axis of an unsymmetrically loaded cylinder. 

The sample dimensions, material properties and some 
of the results are presented in Figures 2-3 and 2-4. (The 
centerline refers to the 8 cm diameter parallel to the 
direction of the applied horizontal shear stress) . 

*The shear stresses at the top of the sample were measured 
by load cells whereas the mid-height shear stress was based 
on the applied shear force corrected for apparatus friction. 
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If the stress system had been one of pure shear, the result
ant horizontal shear stress would have been: 

E 
= 

2(l+v) 

Their analyses showed: 

( 200 kg/cm2 ) 0.02 
2(1+0.49) 

= 1.34 kg/cm2 

(1) Maximum changes in vertical normal stress equal 
to about 4 kg/cm2 , or three times the average 
applied shear stress. However, these large com
pressive and tensile stresses occurred only within 
one cm of the circumference. There was essen
tially no change in normal vertical stress within 
a radius of three cm of the vertical axis. 

(2) Maximum changes in horizontal normal stresses were 
about one-half of the induced maximum vertical 
stresses and there was almost no change in hor
izontal normal stress within the middle half of 
the two cm high sample. 

(3) The horizontal shear stress acting at mid-height 
of the sample was very uniform at 1.35-1.38 kg/cm 2 

along the central 80 percent of the sample. 
(4) Approximately 70 percent of the sample had very 

uniform stress conditions. 

The theoretical analyses suggest that the stresses 
and strains in the Geonor direct-simple shear device 
should be quite uniform for a strain-hardening material at 
low strains. Moreover, the applied stress system within 
most of the sample may conform closely to that of pure 
shear. Figure 2-5 shows the resulting Mohr circles if 
it is assumed that the applied stress system is one of 
pure shear.* The top figure depicts conditions after 

*Dunlop et. al. (1968) and N.G.I. (1969) have proposed 
this approach. 
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one-dimensional consolidation of a normally consolidated 
specimen with K0 = 0.5. The origin of planes is lo
cated at the value of oh = K o . The central figure 

0 0 VO 
shows the applied stress systems, where: 

The final stresses, shown at the bottom of the figure, 
are obtained by drawing a circle through the coordinates: 

The original of planes is located at: 

Table 2-1 and Figure 2-6 present equations that can 
be used to compute the stress state (direction and magni
tude of the stresses) in a direct-simple shear test for 
an applied stress system corresponding to that of pure 
shear. These equations are based on the following 
assumptions: 

(1) The initial stresses conform to a K0 condition 
(2) The stresses are uniform throughout the samp~e 

(3) Th and ovf' the measured stresses, are the stresses 
acting on the horizontal plane 

(4) The Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria is valid, i.e. 
the point of tangency between the Mohr circle 
and the failure envelope represents the stresses 

on the failure plane (T = Tff and o = off") 
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The assumption of a pure shear applied stress sys
tem is only one of several assumptions that might be 
made in an attempt to arrive at a reasonable estimate 
of the stresses that exist in the direct-simple shear test. 
Analyses will be presented for three other assumptions: 

II. Assume that the horizontal plane is a failure 
plane, i.e. Th = Tff and crvf = crff" This is 
the standard assumption made in analyzing the 
results of drained direct shear tests. 

I I I . _Ass_ume ±ha± ±he _b.ori.zontaJ. shear stress is the 
maximum shear stress acting in the sample (Hill, 
1950; Hansen, 1961), i.e. Th = qf and avf = Pt• 
This assumption is identical to assumption I 
(pure shear) if the sample starts from an iso
tropic state of stresses. 

IV. Assume the location of the Mohr-Coulomb failure 
envelope. The Mohr circle representing the state 
of stress at failure must then pass through Th 
and crvf and be tangent to the assumed Mohr-Cou
lomb envelope.* 

Based on the above assumptions, which yield the Mohr 
circles at failure, it is also possible to calculate the 
corresponding applied stress system that caused failure. 
The equations and/or procedure for obtaining the stress 
state at failure and the applied stress system are pre
sented in Table 2-1 and Figure 2-6. 

* 

The states of stress in direct-simple shear tests 

The smaller of the two possible circles through Th 
and crvf is the more reasonable stress state. 
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that result from these various assumptions are presented 
in Table 2-2 for three representative sets of test data. 
These are: 

Case A: A normally consolidated lean clay for which the 
measured data yielded: 

K0 = 0.500 

Case B: A normally consolidated plastic clay for which 
the measured data yiera-ea-: 

K0 = 0.650 

Case C: An overconsolidated lean clay (OCR = 4) for 
which the measured data yielded: 

Th/CJ = 0.630 VO 

The first and third cases correspond to that measured from 
direct-simple shear tests on resedimented Boston Blue 
Clay. The second case is representative of measured data 
on several undisturbed CH deltaic clays. 

The computations for the two normally consolidated 
clays show the following: 

(1) The assumption of a pure shear applied stress. 
system yields the highest values of qf/cr , 

VO 
friction angle ¢f' and pore pressure parameter 
at failure Af. It involves the least amount of 
rotation of the principal planes e . The failure p 
plane also deviates the most from the horizontal 
plane. (i.e. the value of 0f} 
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(2) The other three assumptions yield significantly 
lower values of qf/crvo and ¢f, especially for the 
lean clay. As the assumed rotation of principal 
planes e increases, there is only a slight 

p -
change in qf/cr , while the angle of the failure VO 
plane with the horizontal and Af decrease con-
siderably. 

(3) The assumption that Th = qf yields the lowest 
value of qf/crvc and the assumption that Th = Tff 
yields the lowest value of ¢£. 

-For the overconso~laatea c~ay starting from an isotropic 
state of stress, the pure shear and maximum shear (Th=qf) 
criteria yield identical results, while the assumption of 
a horizontal failure plane gives a slightly higher undrained 
strength at a lower friction angle. 

The question is: Which, if any, of these assumptions 
yields the most reasonable estimate of the actual stress 
state? To help answer this question, one can: 

(1) Compare computed changes in stress to stress 
changes measured in specially instrumented tests. 
For example, the increase in rotation of principal 
planes ep is accompanied by a corresponding in
crease in the horizontal total normal stress. 

(2) Compare computed versus measured orientations of 
the failure plane. 

(3) Compare the computed parameters (qf/crvo' ~f and 
Af) with those measured in plane strain active 
and passive shear tests, which represent zero 
and 90 degree rotation of principal planes. 

Kenney (1966) and Schmertmann (1963) report the re
sults of a few CK0 U and CK0 D direct-simple shear tests on 
normally consolidated samples of quick clays where the rein-
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forced wire membrane was instrumented so that the lateral 
stress was known during shear.* These tests showed that 
ep (see Figure 2-6) increased very rapidly during shear, so 
that at "failure" (i.e. maximum measured value of Th)' 
Th was essentially equal to the maximum shear stress, i.e. 
Th = q. Continued straining produced further increases 
in ep. In other words, the ratio ah/av increased through
out shear, being approximately equal to one at failure and 
becoming greater than one after Th maximum was reached. How
ever, the value of q at "failure" (Th maximum) was not 
the maximum value that occurred during the testa._ q_ atarted 
out with a value equal to 0.5 av0 (1-K0 ). It increased 
slightly at low shear strains, and then decreased consid
erably. For example, one of the tests showed the fol
lowing: 

Shear Strain, % 

0 

1 

2 

B 

0.27 

0.30 

0.28 

0.23 

0 

0.13 

0.20 

0.23 

Remarks 

At consolidation 
Maximum q during 
test 

At "failure" 

The fact that the value of q at "failure" is less than 
the maximum value that occurred during shear is not necess
arily contradictc~y because the principal planes continue 
to rotate throughout shear. Therefore, even though the 
absolute value of q may be decreasing after an initial peak, 

* . The method of analysis based on the average stresses in 
the sample was not exact, but the errors involved were prob
ably of similar magnitude to the inaccuracies of the meas
urements (Kenney, 1966). 
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the applied shear stress t.q continues to increase until 
large deformations occur. Thereafter, the t.q probably 
remains approximately constant or it decreases. It is the 
peak in the applied stresses that is of practical concern. 
This peak probably occurs when the value of Th is at or 
near its maximum value. Consequently, the stress state 
at Th maximum is a good approximation of the failure state. 

Morgenstern and Tchalenko (1967) studied the fabric 
of a slightly overconsolidated kaolinite in drained 
direct box shear tests. The location of the failure planes 
that appeared -at -or -near the -peak stre~gth indicated that the 
central portion of the specimen was in simple shear. This 
finding supported Hill's (1950) hypothesis that the hor
izontal shear stress equalled the maximum shear stress in 
the sample, i.e. Th = qf. 

Roscoe, Bassett and Cole (1967) reported the results 
of shear tests on sand using the Cambridge Mk.6 Simple 
Shear apparatus. Both shear and normal boundary stresses 
were measured in sufficient detail to determine the magni
tude and direction of principal stresses at all stages of a 
test. They concluded from drained tests that; 

(1) The common assumption that the horizontal plane 
is a plane of maximum obliquity (i.e. the failure 
plane) appears to be quite unwarranted at any 
stage of the test. 

(2) The alternate assumption that the horizontal 
plane in a direct shear test is n plane of max
imum shear stress would seem to be justified for 
a medium-loose, but not for a dense, sample in a 
drained test. 

They further state that "data from undrained tests suggests 
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that this assumption (Th = qf) is reasonable whatever the 
void ratio; this result would be expected for a plastic 
material in a constant volume test if it was isotropic but 
not if anisotropic." 

Hansen (1961) analyzed the rupture ·of a purely fric
tional material at constant volume· in a·direct shear 
test as a function of the ratio ah/a at the start of v . 
rupture. Based on his elastic-p:lastic model for the 
case where the principal strain and.stress directions coin
ci;ne: 

For the case where the principal stresses and strains de
viated by up to f/2, the magnitude of Th always fell 
between Tff and and qf' but the ratio Th/av ranged from a 
minimum of sin ~cos ~/(l + sin 2 f) to a maximum of tan ¢ 
as crh/crv increased from the active case to the passive case. 
In other words, as ah/av increased: 

(1) Th and qf increased significantly 
(2) Th/crv increased substantially 
(3) but Th always fell between qf and Tff = qf cos ¢. 

Dr. John E. Garlanger, Assistant Professor of Civil 
Engineering at M.I.T., analyzed the results of direct-simple 

* . shear tests on the Drammen Clay based on the assumption that 
the horizontal effective stress equals K times the vertical . 0 

* This research was performed during 1971 when Dr. Garlanger 
was working at the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute while 
holding a NATO Fellowship. 
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effective stress, i.e. oh = K0 crv, where K0 was selected as 
follows: 

(1) K0 was related to the overconsolidation ratio, 
OCR, of the clay based on one-dimensional consoli
dation tests; 

(2) The OCR was equated to O'.vrr/<J.v' where .crvm equalled 
-fhe maxlmum past pressure of the clay and crv 
equalled the vertical effective stress measured 
duri~g a CK.0 u DSS test. For a normally consoli
dated clay, the OCR equals ~ /a . 

VO V 

This approach assumes, therefore, that the value of crh/(1v 
acting during undrained shear of a normally consolidated clay 
in the DSS device is the same as that which occurs during one
dimensional rebound of an oedometer test from the maximum 
past pressure. Since the stresses in the two tests, i.e. in 
the DSS and oedometer tests, are quite different because of 
the shear stresses on horizontal and vertical planes in the 
former, this assumption must be considered as an approximation 
rather than a theoretically sound approach. In addition, there 
is no volume change in a CK0 U DSS test, whereas the soil 
expands during rebound in an oedometer test, although the 
amount of rebound for a small increase in OCR is. generally 
very small. 

The assumption that crh/crv = K0 during a CK0 U DSS test 
was applied to the data on normally consolidated Boston Blue 
Clay (Case A in Table 2-2). At failure crvf/O = 0.570, · . VO 
which corresponds to an OCR= 1/0.570 = 1.75. At this OCR, - -K0 equals 0.68 and thus crhf/crvo = (0.68} (0.570) = 0.388. 
Using the general methods of analysis outlined in Table 2-1, 
one obtains the following computed stresses and angles: 
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At Failure (Th/0vo = 0.200) 

qf/0 vo = 0.220 qif = 27.4° 

Tff/0 vo= 0.195 eP = 32. s0 

pf/0 vo = 0.479 ef = 25.9° 

Applied Stress System 

!J.a 1;cr = 0.415 ea = 64.1° VO 

!J.a3/avo =-0. 097 Af = 1.03 

A comparison of these values with those in Table 2-2 
shows that, for this particular· clay, the assumption of 
'\!av = K0 yields results which agree most closely with the 
ff = 30° assumption, but with. a slightly larger rotation of 
Principal planes caused by the slightly greater assumed value 
of ahf/avf" In other words, the corresponding increase in 
late~l stress is somewhat more than that based on ~f = 30°, 
but still much less than that based on assuming that 

Th = qf. Note, also, that Th falls between qf and Tff and 
that qffcrvo is very close to the other values of qf/ovo' 
except for the pure shear assumptions. 

Based on the above experimental and theoretical con
siderations, one might expect the following conditions in 
the CK0 U direct-simple shear tests on normally consolidated 
clays: 

(1) There is a continuous rotation of principal planes 
during shear. Moreover, the ratio ah,IO'v is pro
bably increasing throughout shear. 

(2) The stress state at or near the condition corres
ponding to the maximum value of Th is a reasonable 
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definition of failure. 
(3) The magnitude of Th at failure (i.e. Th maxi

mum) probably falls between qf and Tff = qfx 
cos $'. 

(4) The relationship between Th/crvf and tan ~ will 
be highly variable because of the rapid change 
in a and crh/cr as the principal planes continue v v 
-to -rotate-. -In -all -probability, -no single assump-
tion regarding this relationship will be univer
sally applicable. However, Th/avf is most likely 
to be considerably less than tan ~-

Let us now return to the calculations presented in 
Table 2-2. For the normally consolidated clays: 

* 

(1) The assumption that the applied stresses at failure 
are pure shear leads to friction angles and 
values of Af that are too high.* Consequently 
there must be a greater rotation of principal planes 
than assumed. In other words, the assumption of 
zero change in total horizontal stress is unreal
istic. 

(2) The assumption of a horizontal failure plane 

As previously noted, the values for the CL clay are based 
.on test data for Boston Blue Clay. CK U plane strain tests 
on normally consolidated Boston Blue C~ay yielded (Ladd 
et. al., 1971) : 

Active Case 
Passive Case 

0.80 
· i.02 

-o <P . 
u 

29 34 
40 (Estimated) 4 0 (Estimated) 

The direct-simple shear test should presumably yield para
meters that fall between.these values since the strength an
isotropy of this clay is probably due primarily to rota.tion 
of principal planes, rather than a highly .anisotropic soil 
structure per se. · 
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yields values of friction angle and Af that are 
too low. In other words, the amount of rotation 
of principal planes ~nd the increase in horizontal 
stress are too large. 

(3) If the stress states based on the assumed friction 
angle are most realistic, the assumption that Th

is the maximum shear stress works well for the 
highly plastic clay. However, this assumption 
underestimates qf and¢ for the lean clay (i.e. 
the as~umed rotation of principal planes is too 
la~ge). For the lean clay, the assumption that 

~ /a = K at an h v 0 
sonable results. 

- -
OCR = crv0 /crvf yields very rea-

For the overconsolidated clay in Table 2-2, for which 
crh/crv starts out with a high value since K0 = 1, the various 
assumptions all yield fairly similar results. It is not 

·possible to choose the most reasonable assumption. 

2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS REGARDING STRESSES IN DIRECT
SIMPLE SHEAR TESTS 

The principal questions concerning interpretation of the 
results of consolidated-undrained direct-simple shear tests 
are: 
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(1) Are the stress conditions in the test sufficiently 
uniform that the measured values of shear stress 
and normal stress on the horizontal plane (i.e. 
Th and av) can be treated as realistic average 
values? 

(2) How should "failure" be defined? In particular, 
-does ~-t -occur-wh~n Th reaches its maximum value? 

(3) At the peak value of Th' is the horizontal plane 
the plane of maximum shear stress (Th= qf)' or 
the plane of maximum obliquity (Th= Tff = qf cos~), 
or some other plane? In other words, how is the 
magnitude of Th related to Tff and qf and how is 
Th/crvf related to tan ¢? 

There are still major uncertainties regarding the 
answers to these questions. Consequently, the following 
statements should be treated more as opinions than proven 
conclusions for CK UDSS tests on soft saturated clays. 0 . 

(1) The stresses and strains within the Geonor direct
simple shear test are generally quite uniform and 
the measured values of. shear strain, Th and av 
are good representations of average conditions 
within the sample, except perhaps for extremely 
sensitive clays. 

(2) The direction of the applied principal stresses is 
probably changing during shear, especially for 
normally consolidated clays. Whereas the direction 
of ~a 1 may start out at 45 degrees to the hori
zontal (i.e. a state of pure shear), this angle 
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* 

probably decreases with increasing strain. 
Consequently there is a larger rotation of principal 
planes, with a commensurate increase in horizontal 
stress, than predicted based on the assumption that 
the applied stress system is always one of pure 
shear. 

(3) Failure occurs when Th is at or near its maximum 
value because the applied stresses are near or at 
their maximum value at this condition and the shear 
strains have become very large. The sample may 
have sustained a larger value of maximum shear 
stress prior to failure. However, it is not always 
correct to equate the state of maximum shear stress 

* with failure • Rather it is the stress condition 
when the applied stresses can no longer be increased 
without producing very large shear strains. 

(4) When Th reaches its peak value, the magnitude of 
Th probably lies somewhere between the maximum 
shear stress qf and the shear stress on the failure 

plane Tff = qf cos ¢, i.e. Tff<Th<qf at the peak Th. 
(5) There is no consistent relationship between the 

magnitude of Th/av at failure and tan ¢because 
the principal planes are still rotating as Th 
reaches its peak value. For normally consolidated 

For example, the state of maximum shear stress in a CJClj 
plane strain passive test on a normally consolidated 0 

clay may occur before shear starts, i.e. at consolidation. 
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clays, Th/crvf is likely to be considerably less than 
tan ¢and it may be less than sin ¢. At very large 
strains, Th/crv probably lies between tan ~ and sin ~-

(6) The assumption that the direct-simple shear device 
applies pure shear stress increments will lead to 
values of qf and ¢ that are likely to be too large 

* for normally consolidated clays. However~ this 
assumption may·be reasonable during the early stages 
of the test. 

(7) The assumption that the horizontal plane is the 
failure plane (plane of maximum obliquity) will 
lead to values of ¢ that are likely to be too low, 
especially for normally consolidated clays at peak 

Th. 

In summary, CK U direct-simple shear tests probably yield 0 
values of undrained shear strength based on the peak Th that 
lie between qf and T ff = qf cos ¢. The tes_ts can not be used 
to evaluate Mohr-Coulomb failure envelopes, except perhaps at 
verY large strains. The initial portion of the stress-strain 
behavior may approximate pure shear stress increments, but 
not at failure •. 

* Dunlop, Duncan and Seed (1968) concluded that this 
assumption predicts realistic shear stress-shear strain 
behavior and a reliable value of qf' but not pore pressure. 
Higher measured values of pore pressure were attributed 
to progressive failure and pore pressure redistribution 
due to stress nonuniformities. 
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EQUATIONS FOR STRESSES AND ANGLES IN. 
ANALYSES OF DIRECT-SIMPLE SHEAR TESTS . 

(Note: c assumed equal to zero) 

INITIAL STRESSES 

qo/0vo 
1 (l-K0 ) crvo = ave = 2 

Kocrvo Pol0 vo 
I ( l+K0 ) 0 ho = crhc = = '>\"" 
~ 

MEASURED STRESSES AT FAILURE 

I. ASSUMPTION THAT APPLIED STRESS SYSTEM IS PURE SHEAR 

q /a = v (1-Ko) i + ( Th.)2 
f VO 4 a 

VO 

Pf/crvo = (po -. lrn) /crvo sin ¢ = qf/pf 

tan e 
Th/crvo 

ef 45 + '¢12 eP = = p 1 
+ qf/cr -(1-K ) 2 0 VO 

Applied stress system: e = 45° a 

l'.101 = -l'.la 3 = Th 

llu/cr + Th/cr 
Af 

VO VO = 
2Th/o 

VO 

TABLE 2-l(a) 
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II. ASSUMPTION OF HORIZONTAL FAILURE PLANE (Th= Tff) 

III. 

Th/ 0vo · 
qf/cr = 

VO COS 1°) 

e = 45 + ¢/2 p e - o f -

Applied stress system: tan ea 
Th/ CJVO 

= 
-/J.cr3/crvo 

/J.p/crvo 
licrh 

= 
2-0 vo 

liq/a VO (::~ + (~::1 

.60 1/0vo = (/J.p + Ciq)/Ovo 

/J.cr3/crvo = (/J.p - /J.q)/crvo 

/J. u - lia 3 
Af = Cir; 1 - /J.a 3 

ASSUMPTION THAT Th IS MAXIMUM SHEAR STRESS (Th = qf) 

qf/0 vo = T /cr T ff = Th cos¢ sin ¢ = ThfcJVf h VO 

Pfl0 vo =a f/a e = 45° e f = ¢/2 V VO p 

/J.crh;crvo = (1 - K ) 
0 

TABLE 2-l(b) 
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Applied stress system: same equations as for II. 

IV. ASSUMPTION OF MOHR-COULOMB FAILURE ENVELOPE . (Specify ~) 

Construct Mohr circle tangent to specified envelope 
that intersects T = Th and a = crvf • Point of tangency 
yields Tff and crff (less than crvf). 

ef = 45 + ¢/2 

Applied stress system: Same equations as for II. 

e 
p 

TABLE 2-1 (c) 
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STATES OF STRESS IN DIRECT-SIMPLE SHEAR TESTS 

RESULTING FROM VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS (See Fig.2-6 for definition of stresses and angles) 

Soil Type At Failure C Maximum Th ) Applied Stress System 
and Assumption -

~) 
-o 0 80 80 Measured ~ ...:ti ..!1. 
"'' 

BP 'f 60'j ~ Af - CT'vo "'vo - a 
Doto "'vo "'3f "'vo "'vo 

l!J Normally Applied s:. _ 
0,320 In deter. 0.320 Q) 90 I 19.3 Ill deter. 0.200 -0.200 45.0 1.57 Consolidated Are Pure Shear 

CL Cloy 
'/; =30° P.230 0.199 0.459 3.00 30.0 30.4 ;a9.6 0.383 -O.I05 62.3 1.10 

Th/ Uvtf' 0.200 

crvt/"'vcr 0.570 T - q h- f 0.200 0187 0.570. 2.08 20.6 45.0 10.3 0.570 -OJJ'IO 70.7 0.78 

Ko=0.50C Horizontal 
Failure 0.212 0200 0.640 1.99 19.3 54.7 0 0.698 -0058 73.8 0.65 
Plane 

lID N ormol ly Applied Stresses 
0.305 0.212 0.425 6.08 45.9 27.5 ·40.5 Q250 -0250 45.0 1.30 

Conso lido1ed Pie Pure Shear 

CH Cloy <Pt= 250 0.227 0.591 2.47 25.0 44.0 13.5 OA64 -0.132 62.2 0.89 0.250 
,., CJ\.o=0.250 

~lct°o=0.600 Th: qf 0.250 0227 0.600 2~3 24.6 45.0 j2.3 0480 -Q130 62.5 0.87 

Ko =0.650 Horizontal 
Failure 0.270 0.250 0.704 2.24 22.6 56.3 0 0.654 - 0.096 69.0 0.66 
Plane 

l£.J OCR =4 Applied Stresses 
0.630 0.550 1.300 2.88 29.0 45.0 14-5 0.630 -0630 45.0 Q26 are Pu.{.! Shear CL Cloy and trqf Th/«'q0.630 

~~1.300 Horiz. Failure 
0.700 0.630 1.605 2.55 25.9 58.0 0 1.005 -0.395 57.9 0.07 

Ko =1.00 Plane· 



Photograph.of Geonor 

Di.rect-Simple Shear Device 

Figure 2-1 
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A 

L .1.35 

1.35 
1.35 

B 1.35 

t_ 1.35 
1.35 
1.36 
1.36 
1.38 
1.42 

. 111 y 
,~z 

Top or 
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Mid-Height 

Top or 
Bottom 

Mid-Height 

1.34 
1.34 

. 1.35 

H z 
1.33 
1.35 
1.35 

I. 35 
1.35 
1.35 
1.35 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
1. 37 
1.39 

I. 34 
I. 34 
1.35 

1.33 
1.35 
1.36 

1.35 1.36 1.36 1.37 
1.35 1.36 1.37 1.37 
1.35 L36 1.37 1.38 
1.36 1.36 1.37 1.38 
1.36 1.36 1.38 1.38 
1.36 1.36 1.38 1.36 
1.37 L35 1.39 1.35 

1.38 1.35 I. 31 1.45 
1.30 1.46 0.99 
1.02 

1.33 1.33 1.32 I. 31 
1.34 1.35 I. 35 1.35 
I.~ 1.36 1.36 1.37 

1.33 1.32 I. 31 1.29 
1.35 1.35 1.35 1.33 
1.36 1.36 1.38 1.36 

From Luc ks, et. al. ( 1972) 

1.38 
1°38 
1.39 
1.38 
1°37. 
1.35 
1.26 
0.97 

1.30 
1.35 
1.38 

1.28 
I. 34 
1.35 

QUADRANT OF 
. DIRECT-SIMPLE SHEAR 

SAMPLE 

(Shear Stress applied in 
direction of X-axis ) 

A 

1.38 1.29 0.84 cl 
1.37 1.31 0.79 
1.37 1.27 0.8E 
1.36 0.97 B 
1.27 0.84 t 0.97 
0.86 

(a) HORIZONTAL 
AT MIO -HE 

1.23 1.29 1.31 
1.34 1.31 1.00 -

PLANE 
IGHT 

1.38 1.29 0.84 ... - x 
( b) SECTION A- A 

1.25 
1.08 
o.w .... 

~ x 
(c) SECTION 8- 8 

HORIZONTAL SHEAR STRESSES FROM ELASTIC 
ANALYSIS OF GEONOR DIRECT -SIMPLE SHEAR 

DEVICE 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON RESEDIMENTED 
BOSTON BLUE CLAY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section presents the results of 25 CU direct
simple shear tests run on resedimented Boston Blue Clay 
(BBC) between 1967 and 1970 by four different persons. The 
data include: 

(1) 

( 2) 

(3) 

Nine CK0 U tests on normally consolidated (N.C.) 
BBC wherein the rate of strain dy/dt and vertical 
consolidation stre~~ CT- were varied; vc 
Seven CK0 U tests on overconsolidated (O.C.} BBC 
at values of OCR equal to two,four,and eight; 
Several CK U tests on "recompressed" BBC, i.e. 

0 . 
tests in which samples were consolidated to a 
certain maximum past pressure rr , rebounded to vm 
an OCR = 8, and then recompressed to an OCR of 
4, 2 and 1 prior to shear. In some cases, 
specimens were also sheared at much higher values 
of o after first being sheared in the over-vc 
consolidated state. 

(4) Three tests which were consolidated with a 
horizontal shear stress The prior to performing 
a CU shear test wherein Th during undrained shear 
acted in the same direction as during consolidation. 
These tests are called CAU tests. Several attempts 
to perform tests with The acting in one direction,· 
with undrained shear performed in the opposite 
direction, proved to be unsuccessful. 

The results of the above tests are then compared to 
test data obtained from CK0 U direct box shear tests per
formed by Taylor in the early 1950's on undisturbed BBC 
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and to test data on resedimented BBC obtain from various 
types of CU triaxial and plane strain tests. 

Batches of resedimented Boston Blue Clay were prepared 
by consolidating a clay slurry using the procedures des
cribed in Appendix B of Ladd, et. al. (1971). The pro
cedure yields a fairly uniform source of clay with strength 
and consolidation properties similar to those of natural 
Boston Blue Clay (Ladd and Luscher, 1965). 

A slurry with a water content of 100 percent and a 
salt concentration of 16 g/l of NaCl is placed in an 

* evacuated 12 in. diameter consolidometer and consolidated 
in increments to 1.5 kg/cm2 ~ The consolidated cake, four 
to six inches high, is extruded and stored in transformer 
oil prior to testing. Specimens are then cut from the cake 
for consolidated-undrained tests that employed a maximum 
consolidation stress of from 3 to 8 kg/cm2 • 

Typical properties from numerous batches that were 
used for testing over a four year period were: 

Batch water content = 37 ± 2% 

Liquid Limit = 41 ± 2% 
Plastic Limit = 20 ± 2% 

Plasticity Index = 21 ± 3% 

Boston Blue Clay has a specific gravity of 2.78 to 
2.79, contains approximately 50 percent clay size (minus 
two microns) material, and has the following approximate 
mineralogical composition: 

* 

Quartz 15 - 20% 
Chlorite 5% 
Illite 30 45% 

See Figure B-1 of Kinner and Ladd (1970) for a picture 
of the apparatus. 
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The following sections present representative and/or 
synthesized plots of stress versus strain and stress paths 
and tabulated summaries of the results of all the tests. 
Appendix C contains tables with the detailed results from 
individual tests. 

The number of the CU DSS test is denoted by the batch 
number and the number of the test run on that batch. For 
example, test numbers 204 and 1302 ref er to the fourth 
test run on batch 200 and the second test run on batch 1300 
respectively. Compression curves obtained from the con
solidation portion of CK0 U DSS tests run on several batches 
of BBC are plotted in Figure 3-1. The data show that tests 
performed on the earlier batches (200, 300 and 400) 
exhibited lower compression curves (more vertical consoli
dation strain) than tests performed on the later batches. 
This difference could be due to improved preparation of 
the batches with time and/or improved preparation of the 
DSS samples (i.e. less disturbance during sample setup) 
with time. Although there is a significant difference in 
the consolidation strains at the final consolidation 
stresses or maximum past pressure {3 to 8 kg/cm2), there 
appears to be relatively little effect on the resulting 
undrained strength behavior, as the data will show. The 
time of consolidation under the last increment tc was 
generally standardized at about one day in order to mini
mize the influence of variation in the effects of secondary 
compression (aging). This consolidation time allowed about 
one and one half to two cycles of secondary compression 
prior to undrained shear. 
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3.2 CK0 U DSS TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED SAMPLES 

Table 3-1 summarizes the results of nine tests on 
normally consolidated BBC. Test No. 201-204 were performed 

* at nominal strain rates varying from 2.5 to 20% shear 
strain per hour in order to select a "~tandard" rate for 
subsequent tests. There was no consistent variation in 
behavior, except that the 10 and 20% per hr. rates did 
yield slightly steeper plots of Th/ovc vs y at very low 
strains (less than 1 to 2%). A standard rate of dy/dt = 

5%/hr. was selected as a reasonable compromise between 
having a slow enough rate so that the vertical stress av 

-could -be -a-ccura-rely -adjusted to ·maintain zero volume change 
and having a fast enough rate so that a test could be 

** completed within about 6 to 8 hours. 

Test No. 301, 303 and 1303 were run in order to study 
the effect of consolidation stress ave· There was little 
influence on undrained strength, although increases in 
consolidation stress did caus~ slightly lower values of 
initial shear stress versus shear strain, and hence lower 
moduli, as will be discussed. 

Test No. 1301 and 1501 were run by different persons 
during ·subs~quent years as an added check on the first 
series of tests (200 and 300 series performed by Edgers, 
1967) • 

* 

** 

The actual rate of strain during the first few percent strain 
is less than the nominal rate because of deflection of the 
proving ring used to measure the horizontal shear force. 

In some tests, the strain rate was increased after 
reaching the peak shear stress in order to reduce the 
testing time. 
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Figures 3-2 and 3-3 present typical normalized stress 

path and stress vs strain data from tests with a consoli

dation stress equal to 3 to 4 kg/cm2 and dy/dt = 2.5 to 
10%/hr. The solid lines show average results and the 

dashed lines show upper and lower limits from the six tests. 

The stress paths in Figure 3-2 essentially plot hori

zontal shear stress Th versus the vertical effective crv 
required to maintain constant volume, except that both 

stresses have been divided by the vertical consolidation 

stress cr in order to normalize the data. VC Note that the 

data are very consistent. 

a constant decrease in a 
v 

The figure shows that there is 

throughout the test. At the 

undrained shear strength s =- T max s- 1'0- =- 0 20- +- o- 01-u h , u vc • - • , 
CTV/crVC = 0.575 ± 0.025, and arctan (Th/OV) averaged only 
19.3 degrees. As discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, this 
angle is meaningless since the Mohr circle of stresses at 

this point is highly indeterminate because of the rapid 

rotation of principal planes that is undoubtedly occurring 

at this stage of the test. With subsequent straining, both 

Th and crv decrease. At very large strains, Th/ave decreases 
to 0.10 to 0.13 at a value of crv/crvc equal to only 0.18 

± 0.03. Arctan (Th/ov) equalled 31.5 ± 3.5 'degrees, which 

suggests that the horizontal plane.is close to the plane 

of maximum obliquity. 

The ·normalized stress-strain data in Figure 3- 3 again 

show very consistent results. The horizontal shear stress 

Th increases very rapidly, reaching a peak at a shear 

strain y of 5 to 6%. There is relatively little decrease 

in Th until the sheai strains become very large, exceeding 

about 15 to 20% (note that the scale in Figure 3-3 is 

compressed beyond y = 20%), even though there has been a 

substantial decrease in av between y = 5% and y = 15 to 20%, 
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as shown in the middle plot and as was shown by the stress 
paths in Figure 3-2. The bottom plot in Figure 3-3 shows 
a rapid increase in Th/crv, then a rather steady increase 
with continued straining. In many of the tests, Th/a . v 
was still increasing even though the shear strain exceeded 

. 30%. Because of the extreme distortion of the sample 
membrane at such large strains, the magnitude of membrane 
correction is in doubt and thus the data are questionable. 

Values of undrained Young's modulus Eu were computed 
from the tests based on the assumption that the direct
simple shear device yields a shear modulus G = Th/y. From 
elastic theory, G = E/2(1 + v) and since Poisson's ratio 
v-= -0. 5 for undr-ained -s-hear-: 

E = 3G = 3 T /y u h 
Values of secant modulus were computed at shear stresses 
equal to 20 to 80% of s • The data are summarized in u 
Figure 3-4, which plots E /s (log scale} versus the u u 
applied shear stress ratio Th/(Th} max = Th/su. Eu/su 
is used since it is a convenient ratio to use in undrained 
deformation analyses and it has been correlated with field 
data (D'Appolonia, Poulos and Ladd, 1971). The applied 
shear stress ratio can be equated to the reciprocal of the 
factor of safety F.S. 

Figure 3-4, which presents data for three different 
consolidation stresses, shows that Eu/su equals about 
1000 at very low stress levels, about 600 at F.S. = 2, and 
about 200-300 at 80% of the failure stress. There is relat
ively little difference in the modulus at crvc = 3 vs 4 
kg/cm2 , but a noticeable decrease in modulus at ovc = 
8 kg/cm2 based on the average of two tests which exhibited 
considerable scatter at low stress levels (Test No. 1303 
showed the higher modulus). 
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3.3 CK0 U DSS TESTS ON OVERCONSOLIDATED SAMPLES 

Table 3-2 summarizes the results of seven CK0 U DSS 

tests that were run at overconsolidation ratios of two, 

four and eight. All but one of the tests (No. 310) had a 
. - 2 maximum past pressure a of four kg/cm . Normalized vm 

stress paths, in which Th and 0 are divided by CY 1 are v vm 
plotted in Figure 3-5, along with the average curve from 

. normally consolidated samples with a = 4 kg/cm2 • Norma-
vc . 

lized stress-strain data are presented in Figure 3-6, and 

Figure 3-7 plots s /a versus OCR from all of the CKtJ 
U VC 0 

· DSS tests. The ratio E /s is plotted versus the applied u u 
shear stress ratio in Figure 3-8 for OCR = 1, 2, 4 and 8 

· and Figure 3-9 plots E /s versus overconsolidation Ratio. u u 

Undrained Strength and Stress Path Behavior 

The most marked effect of overconsolidation ratio on 

undrained strength is the increase in s /cr with 
U VC 

increasing OCR, as shown in Figure 3-7. The principal 

reason for the increase in s /a is the increase in 
U VC 

effective stress at failure a /a rather than the increase v vc 
in the obliquity of stresses Th/crv. This fact is shown 

by the summary of average or typi.cal values tabulated 

below: 

Data At Maximum Th 

OCR su/0vc 0 vl0vc Th/crv 

1 0.20 0.575 0.35 

2 0.37 0.92 0.40 

4 0.60 1. 28 0.47 

8 0.97 1.83 0.53 
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Thus, as su/crvc increases from 0.20 to 0.97, ov/crvc increases 
from 0.575 to 1.83, while Th/ave only increases from 0.35 
to 0.53. 

For normally consolidated clay, there is a continuous 
decrease in vertical effective stress with increasing strain, 
as shown in Figure 3-5. For slightly to moderately over
consolidated clay (OCR= 2 to 4), av increases and then 
decreases slightly before Th maximum is reached, whereas for 
heavily overconsolidated clay (OCR= 8), crv increases con
stantly until.Th reaches its peak value. 

Post Peak Behavior 

-A-1-1 -of -the -samples -exhibited a pronounced decrease in 
Th and crv after reaching the peak Th. This behavior would 
be expected for normally consolidated to slightly over
consolidated samples since such behavior is typical of 
fairly sensitive clays. However, the marked decrease in 
Th and ov after undrained failure was unexpected for the 
heavily overconsolidated clay-since these samples are 
presumably rather insensitive. In other words, it was 
expected that there would be only a modest decrease in Th 
while crv would remain essentially constant or even increase 
slightly based on the behavior of consolidated-undrained 
triaxial compression tests on heavily overconsolidated 
clays (Ladd, 1964; Parry, 1960; Roscoe, Schofield and 
Wroth, 1958) • 

It was thought that perhaps cap slippage, membrane 
effects, and non-uniform stress condit~ons within the 
sample may have caused the unexpected behavior of the 
heavily overconsolidated clay. Consequently, a CK0 U DSS 
test was run on a dense uniform Ottawa sand Cn10 = 0.2 mm; 
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uniformity coefficient= 1.67; relative density= 80 ± %). 
The resulting stress path, with corresponding values of 
shear strain y, is plotted in Figure 3-10. Although more 
cap slippage occurred with the sand test than was observed 
in the tests on BBC, the effective normal stress continued 
to. increase to y = 19% (the peak strength) and then 
decreased from cr /cr = 4.75 down to cr /cr = 4.0 during V VC V VC 
the next 10% shear strain. Based on these data, it is 
believed that cap slippage was not a major cause of the 
post peak decrease in effective stress observed with 
heavily overconsolidated BBC. 

One possible reason for the apparent discrepancy 
between the behavior o-f overcorrsulidate-d cTay in triaxiar 
compression versus that in direct-simple shear lies in the 
fact that much larger strains ~re produced in the latter 
test. The large shear strains, combined with a continuous 
rotation of principal planes, may cause more remolding than 
is typical of triaxial compression tests. Since all of 
the tests (from OCR = 1, to 8) end up at approximately the 

* same final stresses (see Figure 3-5) , the"critical voids 
ratio" concept of Roscoe, Schofield and Wroth (1958) appears 
to be more applicable to the condition of maximum obliquity 
(max. Th/cr ) than to the peak strength (max Th/cr ) , at V · VC 
least for CU tests on Boston Blue Clay. 

It is also interesting to note that the stress path 
from CK0 U DSS tests on normally consolidated clay forms 
an upper envelope for all of the tests on overconsolidated 
clay. 

* If the various tests in Figure 3-5 had the same final 
water content, rather than the same maximum past pressure, 
the final points would have been more closely grouped 
together. 
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Stress-Strain Behavior 

The stress-strain data in Figure 3-6 show increasingly 
steep values of Th/cr versus shear strain and a tendency VC 
for an increasing strain at failure as the OCR of the 
samples increases. This general pattern is in accord with 
that expected from triaxial compression tests. However, 
the pore pressure behavior is considerably different. As 
the OCR increases, 6u/crvc becomes increasingly negative at 
small strains. Then, at or before failure, 6u/crvc becomes 
less negative (i.e. crv/crvc decreases} and eventually 
becomes positive at large strains. This latter behavior 
is presumably. caused by remolding of the samples due to 
the la~ge shear strains and rotation of principal planes. 

The normalized undrained secant Young's modulus Eu/ave 
obviously increases with increasing OCR at a given value 
of strain. The value of E /a based on the same factor of U VC 
safety su/Th increases and then decreases with OCR, as 
sununarized below based on average test results: 

E 1-u ave 
OCR F.S. = 4 F.S. = 2 F.S. = 1. 25 

1 200 120 56 
2 395 225 92 
4 415 230 97 
8 365 160 69 

When Eu is divided by su rather than ave' a different 
pattern develops, as shown in Figure 3-8, since su/crvc 
increases as or more rapidly than E /~ with increasing OCR. U VC 
Thus Eu/su versus the applied shear stress ratio (l/F.S.) 
decreases when the clay becomes moderately to heavily 

· overconsolidated. This trend is better illustrated by the 
data plotted in Figure 3-9. 
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3.4 EFFECT OF RECOMPRESSION AND SECOND SHEAR 

The CK0 U DSS data presented in the last section were 
for samples that had been rebounded from the maximum past 
pressure. This section presents data on samples that are 
rebounded from the maximum past pressure to an OCR of eight 
and then recompressed to higher consolidation stresses. 
The resultant values _of OCR were four, two and one. In -three of these tests, the sample was reconsolidated to 
higher stresses after the first shear and a second shear 
test performed. The data are presented in Table 3-3 and 
Figures 3-11 through 3-13. 

Effect of Recompression 

Compression curves for the tests are plotted in 
Figure 3-11, which shows that the samples were consolidated 
to crvm = 4 kg/cm2 , rebounded back to crvc = 0.5 (i.e. 
OCR= 8), and then recompressed to cr = 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 

VC 
prior to undrained shear (Test lOOlA is also shown for 
comparative purposes). 

Figure 3-12 presents a plot of undrained shear 
strength s versus consolidation stress a . The solid U VC 
line is based on the data presented in Section 3.3 and 
summarized in Figure 3-7. The open symbols and the 
dashed line shown the strengths of the recompressed samples. 
These strengths are lower than those of the rebounded 
samples until cr equals a . 

VC vm 
recompressed samples is better 

The decrease in su of the 
shown by Figure 3-13, which 

plots su/o vs OCR. 
VC 

The data for the recompressed samples with an OCR of 
two and four show that: 
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(1) 

(2) 

s /o is decreased by 10 to 15% relative to the u vc 
rebounded samples~ 
This decrease in strength is caused by a lower 
effective stress at failure, i.e. the samples 
develop less negative (or more positive) excess 
pore pressures during shear. 

(3) The very initial portion of the shear stress vs 
shear strain curve is about the same as that from 
the rebounded samples, but the curve is lower at 
larger strains due to the lower strength caused 
by the lower effective stresses (see tabulated 
data in Appendix C) • 

The sample tha-t -was recomp-r-essed to the maximum past 
pressure (Test No. 1004A), exhibited a slightly higher value 
of su/a at a somewhat lower value of Cf /av and a slightly vc v c 
steeper shear stress-shear _strain curve than was ~ypical of 
normally consolidated samples with ave= 4 ± kg/cm2•· 

Based on the above observations, one concludes that 
the behavior of CK0 U DSS tests is not uniquely related to 
the overconsolidation ratio of the sample since it makes 
a difference whether: 

(1) The sample was rebounded to a given OCR~ 
or (2) The sample was recompressed to that OCR after 

having been in a more highly overconsolidated 
state. 

However, the magnitude of the effect is. relatively small 
compared to other variables than can affect undrained 
strength behavior, such as the mode of failure, or 
possible inaccuracies in evaluation of the in situ OCR. 
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Effect of Second Shear 

Overconsolidated samples that had initially been 
sheared at crvc = 0.5, 1 and 2 kg/cm2 were subsequently 
sheared at ave = 4, 6 and 8 kg/cm2 respectively (Test Numbers 
lOOlB, 1002B and 1003B in Table 3-3). The resultant con
solidation strains prior to undrained shear and the undrained 
strengths are plotted in Figures 3-11 and 3-12. Stress
strain data are tabulated in Appendix C. 

Relative to the behavior of normally consolidated 
samples presented in Section 3.2, Test lOOlB (cr = 4) showed 

VC 
a significantly higher strength and strain at failure because 

.of lower excess pore pressures at high strains. However, 
the initial shear stress vs shear strain curve was much lower. 
Consequently, prior shear strains produced a "softer" sample 
at low strains even though the final undrained strength was 
increased. 

Tests l002B and 1003B, which employed higher consoli
dation stresses, showed considerably less effects of prior 
shear. su/crvc was increased about 10% and the strain at 
failure was doubled, but the stress-strain and stress path 
data were generally very similar to the regular tests with 
a = 8 kg/cm2• Ve 

The above data suggest that the use of "stage" tests 
(i.e. using a single specimen for more than one shear test) 
can cause a significant effect on undrained strength 
behavior unless: 

(1) The first test is carried to relatively small 
shear strains: 

and/ {2) 
or 

The second consolidation stress is sufficiently 
large to bring the sample close to the original 
virgin compression line. 
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3.5 EFFECT OF ANISOTROPIC CONSOLIDATION 

This section presents data in which a horizontal shear 
stress The is applied to the sample during consolidation, 
followed by undrained shear wherein the applied horizontal 
shear stress acts in the same direction as The" This type 
of test is denoted by CAU' DSS. 

The use of this type of test to simulate in situ 
undrained shear after anisotropic consolidation is 
illustrated in Figure 3-14. The top portion of the figure 
shows an embankment on soft clay with stage construction. 
The foundation clay is allowed to consolidate under the 
Stage I fill before rapid construction to stage II produces 

-a potentia-1 -f allure surface containing Element A. The 
central portion of the figure shows the in situ consoli
dation stresses acting on Element A where the major princi
pal consolidation stress cr1c is inclined to the vertical 
and a 3c;o1c is less than K0 • Given this stress state, 
one can then compute the normal effective stress ave and 
shear stress The acting on a·horizontal plane. These 
stresses are then applied to the DSS sample. However, the 
in situ state of stress can not be exactly duplicated 
in the DSS sample because the stresses on the vertical 
plane can not be controlled. The failure stresses caused _ 
by undrained shear under Stage II construction are shown in 
the bottom portion of Figure 3-14. This condition is simulated 
in the DSS device by increasing the horizontal shear stress, 
while varying the normal· stress to maintain constant volume, 
until Th reaches its maximum value equal to su. This causes 
a further rotation of the principal planes, i.e. a 1f is more 
inclined from the vertical direction than ale" 
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Several tests were also run in which the direction of 
the applied shear stress during undrained shear acted in 
the opposite direction of The" However the results did not 
appear to be reasonable and are not presented. 

Tests with varying values of The/ave' both positive 
.(i.e. Thf acts in same direction as The) and negative 
(i.e. Thf acts in opposite direction of The)' have been 
used by the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute to simulate 
th~ in situ undrained shear strength of elements along a 
circular arc failure surface for a strip load resting on 
a K consolidated clay. Bjerrum and Kenney (1967) present 0 

data of this type. 

The results of three CAU- DS& tests run- on- norma-lly-
consolidated Boston Blue Clay are presented in Table 3-4 
and Figures 3-15 through 3-17. The tests had a final 
vertical consolidation stress of three kg/cm2 and values 
of Thc/crvc = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. Each test was consolidated 
in increments which typically equalled: 

a ' kg/cm2 
vc 

0.5 

1. 0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

Thc/0vc 

0.1 to 0.3 

0.1 to 0.3 

0.1 to 0.3 

0.1 to 0.3 

0.1 to 0.3 

0.1 to 0.3 

After each new increment of ave was applied, the value of 
The was then raised in several increments in order to 
reach a nominal value of The/ave = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 
respectively for the three tests. 

Table 3-4 and Figure 3-17 plot values of the vertical 
strain E and shear strain y at the final consolidation v c 
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stresses. The volumetric strain remained more or less 
constant as Th /ff increased (which is·somewhat surprising c vc . 
and may be due to experimental scatter), while the shear 
strain (based on the initial sample height) increased from 
zero to 25%. 

Turning t~ the undrained strength behavior, the data 
show the following trends as Th /cr increases from zero c vc 
to 0.3: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

There is a substantial increase in su/crvc' which 
is approximately proportional to the increase in 
The/ave (see Figure 3-17); 
The increase in s /a is caused by an increase u vc . 
in cr_v/Qv-c-! rather than a J.arger value of Th/av 
(see Figure 3-15). In fact, Th/av at failure 
remains essentially constant; 
The strain at failure decreases markedly from 
about 6% to 0.35% (see Figure 3-16); 
There is considerably more strain softening after 
failure, i.e. a more rapid decrease in Th/ave 
with strain (see Figure 3-16). This decrease 
in strength is caused by a more rapid decrease 
in effective stress after failure than occurred 
with the K0 consolidated sample (see ~u/o . . vc 
plots in Figure 3-16). This phenomenon may be 
the result of the large shear strains that 
occurred during consolidation. 

(5) The stress paths in Figure 3~15 indicate that 
all of the samples probably would reach about 
the same maximum value of Th/°v· However, 
the data from those tests with· a high 
value of The/ave must be considered some-
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what unreliable because of the very large shear 
strains in the sample and hence questionable 
corrections for the distortion of the membrane. 

In summary, increasing amounts of anisotropic con
solidation yields higher values of s /a , smaller strains 

U VC 
at failure, and a more strain softening material for the 
case wherein Th at failure acts in the same direction as 
Th at consolidation. 

3.6 COMPARISON OF DIRECT-SIMPLE SHEAR DATA WITH OTHER 
TYPES OF CU STRENGTH DATA 

3.6.1 Comparison with Direct Box Shear Tests by Taylor 

Taylor (1952, 1953) performed an extensive 
series of CK0 U tests on undisturbed samples of 
Boston Blue Clay using a "controlled drainage" 
procedure with a direct box shear device during 
1948 through 1953. Block samples of the clay were 
obtained from a clay pit in Cambridge, Mass., which 
had the following average properties: 

= 46% 

WP = 22% 

P.I. = 24% 

WN = 38% 
In situ crvm = 3 TSP 

At consolidation stresses of 110 psi and greater, 
the value of s /ff was constant. u vc 

Figure 3-18 compares su/ovc vs OCR from the 
DSS tests on resedimented BBC with data presented 
in Figure 3 of Taylor (1952). Taylor used a 3 in. 
square by 0.5 in. high specimen, a consolidation 
time of 40 min. (both at the crvm = 110 psi and at 
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ovc>' and. a horizontal rate of displacement equal to 
0.045 in. per min., which corresponds to a shear · 
strain rate of about 600% per hour. There is amazing 
agreement between the two sets of data, expecially 
in the overconsolidated region. However, this is 
somewhat fortuitous considering the difference in.the 
source of the clay, the very large difference in rate 
of strain (two orders of magnitude), and the difference 
in the time of consolidation (one order of magnitude 
considering the difference in sample height) . 

Taylor (1952, 1953) studied the effects of time 
of consolidation at a and ov in detail. For . vm c 
normally consolidated samples with ave = 110 psi, 
and a rate of horizontal displacement of 0.08 in./ 
min., he found a substantial increase in su with 
increasing tc, as illustrated below: 

t (min) c Ave. su/0 vc No. of Tests 

42 0.221 3 
82 0.234. 5 

182 0.240 5 
275 0.246 3 

1074 0.260 5 
3923 0.261 .3 

5520 to 10034 0.269 3 

At a tc of 450 min., which corresponds to about one 
day for a DSS sample, the following comparison is 
made at Th maximum: 

Taylor Box Shear Geonor DSS 
Shear Strain at failure 5 ± 0.5% 6% 
s /a 0.25 0.20 _u1_vc 

0.43 ± 0.03 0.575 0 v 0 vc Arc tan (Th/av ) 30 ± 20 19.3° 
dy/dt 1000 %/hr 5%/hr 
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3.6.2 

Thus Taylor's box shear tests yielded a significantly 

higher strength at a much larger obliquity than the 

PSS tests. Several factors could explain the higher 

undrained strength, such as the difference in the 

source of the clay (moderately precompressed 

slightly more plastic natural clay versus resedimented 

clay) and the much faster rate of strain. On the 

other hand, based on the non-uniform strains in the 

box shear test and the more rapid decrease in crv with 

strain, one would have expected a lower value of s . 
u 

In summary, there are insufficient data with 
which to draw any definitive conclusions regarding 

differences in the undrained strength behavior of 

Boston Blue C-lay as measured- in CK0u-airect box 

shear and Geonor direct-simple shear tests. 

Comparison of CK0 U Test Data on Normally Consolidated 

Clay 

Table 3-5 compares the results of CK0 U 

triaxial and plane strain tests with the DSS test 

data for normally consolidated Boston Blue Clay, 

where: 

Triaxial compression (TC); cr1f=crvf and cr 2f=cr 3f=crhf 

Triaxial extension (TE); cr 1f=cr 2f=crhf and cr 3f=crvf 

Plane strain active (PSA);cr1f=crvf>cr 2f>cr 3f=crhf 

Plane strain passive (PSP);cr1f=crhf>cr 2f>cr 3f=crvf 
In way of further explanations: 

Column A: K = ah /a and K = 0.50 ± 0.02 based on c c vc 0 

measured data. The time of consolidation 

under the last increment tc generally 

equalled 3 to 6 days for the triaxial tests 

and one day, after removal of the side 

platens, for the plane strain tests. 
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* 

Columns B,G: The vertical (axial) strain at undrained 
failure and at maximum obliquity for the 
plane strain and triaxial tests has been 
converted to a shear strain using the 
~elationships given in footnote (2). 

Columns C,D,H: Th/ave and Th/ave refer to the DSS 
tests, and q/crvc and ~/ave refer to the 
other tests. 

Column E: A = Skempton A parameter defined as: 
A = (~u-~crh)/(~crv-6ah) for triaxial 

compression and plane strain active 
tests 

A = (6u-6crv)/(~crh-6crv) for triaxial 
extension and plane strain passive 
tests. 

Columns F,I: ¢ refers to the DSS tests and ¢ 
refers to the other tests, as·defined 
in footnote (3) • 

Footnote (5), (6): These present undrained strength 
data for isotropically consolidated 
triaxial compression and extension tests. 

At the undrained shear strength, the DSS tests 
yield the following data compared to the other 
CKOU tests: 

(1) su/avc is only 60% of that from TC and 
PSA tests, is about equal to that from 
PSP tests, and is 30% greater than that 

* from TE tests. 

It was concluded in Section 2.5 that ih maximum in the 
DSS test probably has a value that lies between qr= 0.5x 

(a 1-a 3k and Tff = qfcos ¢. 
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(2) The shear strain at failure y is much 

greater than for those tests that do not 
involve a rotation of principal planes 

(i.e. TC and PSA), whereas the tests with 

(3) 

(4) 

a 90° rotation of principal planes (i.e. 
TE and PSP) had a strain at failure 2.0 ± 
0.5 times greater than y from the DSS 

tests. 

The obliquity of stresses ¢ from the DSS 
tests was much ~ower than f measured in 
the other tests. Consequently, the hori

zontal plane can not be the plane of 
maximum obliquity. Moreover, as concluded 

in S-ection Z. 5, cf> is a meanrngless value 
because of the unknown stress conditions 

in the DSS test at maximum Th since the 
principal planes are rotating .. rapidly 

when Th is near its maximum value. 

The effective stress at failure cr /o 
V VC 

falls between p/ovc from the PSA and TC 
tests and that from the PSP and TE tests, 

as would be expected based on the strains 
at failure, which in turn are governed by 

the amount of rotation of principal planes 

and the relative magnitude of the inter
mediate principal stress at failure o 2f. 

At maximum obliquity, the DSS tests appear to 
yield a value of ¢ that is reasonable based on ¢ 
from the TC and PSA tests (as stated in footnote (7),. 
(j) from the TE and PSP tests is believed to be too 

high). However, the strain required to achieve 

maximum obliquity in the DSS tests is much greater 
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than in the other tests. Consequently, the value of 
Th/a is significantly lower than q/ffv for this clay vc . c . 
which exhibits strain softening characteristics. 

Since the DSS test is a plane strain test with 
a rotation of principal planes that falls between 
the PSA test (no rotation) and the PSP test (90° 
rotation) , one ·would expect Th/crvc to fall between 
su/O'"vc from these two tests for non-layered clays. 
ep as defined in Figure 2-6 gives the amount of 
rotation of the principal planes. This is also 
equal to the angle B in the polar strength plot 
presented in Figure 3-19. In addition, s (V) = 

u 
PSA strength.ands (H) = PSP strength, so that K = u s 
s (H)/s (V) = 0.19/0.34 = 0.56. The results of u _u 
the CK0 U DSS tests are also plotted in the figure 
based on the various assumptions regarding the state 
of stress presented in Table 2-2 for Soil A. 
Assumption Q) and@ fall closest to the casagrande
Carillo (1944) equation, but both assumptions lead 
to ridiculous values of ¢ (90° and 19.3° respec
tively). It is believed that the actual state of 
stress probably falls between Assumptions~ andQJ, 
being closer to No.~, with ¢ = 25 to 30° and Af = 
0.95 to 1.1. If this is true, the corresponding 
values of ¢ and Af would be reasonable in light of 
the plane strain data. Although the Casagrande
Carillo equation would no longer adequately describe 
the variation ins CB}, an elliptical relationship, . . u 
such as suggested by Christian and Davis (1971), 
with b/a = 0.775 (2a and 2b equal ·the major and minor 
axes respectively) would appear to yield a satis
factory ~elationship. 
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* 

E'igures:3-20 and 3....:.21 present plots of E /cr 
u vc 

and E /s vs the applied shear stress ratio for u u*. · . 
CK u DSS , triaxial, and plane strain tests on 0 . 

normally consolidated Boston Blue Clay, where Eu 
is the secant undrained Young's modulus. For the 
triaxial tests; 

and for 

Eu 
11vc 

= 

the plane 

Eu 
0vc 

= 

(6.crv - 6.crh)/crvc 

EV 

strain tests; 

0.75 ( 6.cr -v 6.crh)/crvc 

EV 

Because of the very small strain at failure in the 
triaxial compression (E = 0.3%) and plane strain v . 
active tests (Ev= 0.4%), it was very difficult 
to obtain reliable valuesof E for these tests. u 
Therefore, the plotted difference in Eu between 
these two tests is probably not very significant 
considering the scatter in the data. 

Figure 3-20 shows a general trend for decreas
ing E /a in going from TC and PSA tests (S=O) 

U VC 

to TE and PSP tests (6=90~) to DSS tests CB 
estimated to be 35 ± 5°). Again, one might expect 
that the DSS modulus should have fallen between 
the S=O and B=90° results. The reason that this 
was not the case may be due to the fact that until 
the applied shear stress ratio 6.q/6.qf reaches about 

~/av was obtained by 
c 2 

3-4 for a = 4 kg/cm 
VC 

(E /su) (su/o ) • u vc 

multiplying the data in Figure 

by s /a = 0.20; i.e. F. /a = 
U VC --U VC 
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0.6 in the TE and PSP tests, the sample is 
actually bei!lg unloaded, .Le. the shear stresses 
are being reduced. Based on the data in Table 3-5: 

q/crvc 11q/11qf_ 
Type of Test At Consolidation At Failure at q = 

Triaxial 

0 

Extension +0.23 -0.155 0.23/0.385=0.60 

Plane Strain 
Passive +0.25 -0.19 0.25/0.44=0.57 

Once /1q//1qf exceeds 0.6, the shear stresses are 
increaaing, but with a 1 acting in a new direction. 
Figure 3-io indicates that Eu decreases more rapidly 
in the TE and PSP tests when the shear stresses 
approach -undra.ined failure-. In contrast, the oss 
sample never experiences a real unloading, but 
rather shear stresses are constantly being applied 
in a new direction. 

When Eu is normalized with respect to su 
rather than ovc' the spread in the data is reduced, 
as shown in Figure 3-21. Also, there is little 
difference between the TC vs the TE data or between 
the PSA VS the PSP data. But again, the DSS 
values fall below the others, except at high stress 
levels when all the plane strain tests appear to 
merge. 

In conclusion, given the large variation in 
E with stress level and other factors such as u 
stress history and degree of aging, the effects of 
stress system per se on Eu/su or Eu/cr;,c at a given 
applied shear stress ratio is probably not the 
predominate factor. Also, it would appear that 
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CK0 U DSS tests yield a reasonable lower bound and 

CK0 U TC or PSA tests yield a reasonable upper 

bound when compared at equal applied shear stress 

ratios. However, such is not the case based on 

the same strain level, as illustrated below: 

Eu/0vc 
Type of EV=0.25% EV=0.5% e:v=l.0% 
CK0 U Test y=0.5% y=l.0% y=2.0% 

* PSP 130 85 50 

DSS 80 50 30 
* PSA 50 30 25 

Based on this criteria of comparison, E increases u 
with increasing rotation of principal planes. 

3.6.3 Comparison of CK0 U Test Data on Overconsolidated 

Clay 

* 

Figure 3-22 compares su/ovc and the shear 

strain at failure yf vs overconsolidation ratio 

from CK U direct-simple shear, plane strain active, 
0 

and plane strain passive tests on Boston Blue Clay. 

The PSA tests have a substantially higher su/avc 

(su=qf) and the lowest strain at failure. CK0 U 

triaxial compression data fall just below the PSA 

_values (Ladd, Bovee, Edgers and Rixner, 1971). The 

DSS tests have essentially the same values of 

su/avc at low values of OCR as the PSP tests, al

though yf is only about one-half as large. At 

higher values of OCR, the DSS tests yield lower 

undrained strength ratios than the PSP tests. The 

reason for this is not clear. As the OCR increases, 

E /a from Figure 5-2 of Ladd, Bovee, Edgers and Rixner (1971) • u vc 
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K0 increases and the clay should become less 
sensitive. Thus one would expect a smaller 
ef ;f ect of the tY.pe of stress system applied during 
shear. However, the data in Figure 3~22 do not 
appear to support such an hypothesis. 

Figures 3-23 and 2-24 present modulus data 
from CK0 U direct-simple shear, plane strain active, 
and plane strain passive tests at OCR values of 
two and four. The plane strain active ~nd passive 
results, taken from Ladd et. al. (1971), were each 
based on the average of two tests. The range in 

measured values is plotted in Figure 3-23. The 
scatter was generally small, except for the PSP 
tests at an OCR of four which exhibited excessive 
scatter. 

At low stress levels, Eu/ave was essentially 
the same for all of the tests. Near failure, 
the PSA tests gave the highest values, followed by 
the DSS and then the PSP tests; there was no 
particular trend with change in OCR (see Figure 
3-23). 

When Eu is normalized with respect to su' as 
shown in Figure 3-24, there is again a very small 
spread in modulus at low stress levels. At higher 
stress levels, the lower OCR gave consistently 
higher values of E /s and again the PSA tests u u 
yielded the highest modulus and the PSP tests the 
lowest modulus. But, as was noted for normally 
consolidated clay, the effect of stress system per 
se is relatively small compared to the overall un
certainties in evaluating moduli for undrained 
deformation analyses. 
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3.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The following sununary and conclusions are based upon 
an extensive series of CK U direct-simple shear (DSS) and 

0 
plane strain active (PSA) and passive (PSP) tests at varying 
overconsolidation ratios, and of triaxial compression (TC) 
and extension (TE) tests at OCR=!, for resedimented Boston 
Blue Clay. 

Undrained Shear Strength and Strain at Failure 

The DSS test yields values of su/ovc (where su=Th 
maximum) that are 60 to 70% of s /a (where s =qf) mea-u vc u 
sured ~ith PSA and TC tests, with a much larger (order of 
magnitude) strain at failure. ComEared to PSP tests,_ the 
values of s /cr are approximately the same, but the strain U VC 
at failure in DSS tests is about two-thirds of that in psp· 

tests. Triaxial extension tests yield the lowest values 
of s /a and the highest strain at failure. U VC 

Effective Stress Strength and Pore Pressure Parameters 

The DSS test can not be used to evaluate the Mohr
Coulomb strength envelope at the peak (undrained) strength. 
However, for normally consolidated clay, the DSS test does 
appear to yield reasonable values of ¢ at maximum obliquity 
based on the assumption that ;p = arctan (Th/crv) . The test 
can not be used to evaluate pore pressure parameters 
because of the unknown state of stress in the DSS sample. 

Undrained Stress-Strain Modulus (Secant Eu) 

For normally consolidated clay at very low stress 
levels (F.S. greater than 4 to 5), values of Eu/crvc and 
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Eu/su from DSS tests are about 1/2 to 1/3 of those deter
mined from CK u plane strain and triaxi~l tests. At higher 0 . . . 
stress levels (F.s·. less than 1.5 to 2), the difference is 
smaller. For .overconsolidated clay at high factors of 
safety, all tests yield essentially the same modulus. As 
the factor of safety decreases, a trend appears to develop 
wherein: 

Eu(PSA) > Eu(DSS) > Eu(PSP) 

However, the variation in Eu with type of test is generally 
relatively small compared to the effect of stress level. 

If moduli are compared at equal values of strain, 
rather than as a percentage of the stress change required 
to cause failure, 

Eu(PSP) > Eu(DSS) > Eu(PSA) 

for normally consolidated clay. However, with increasing 
OCR, the trend changes until: 

Eu(PSA) > Eu(DSS) ~ Eu(PSP) 

In general, the DSS tests yielded more consistent 
stress-strain moduli t~an were obtained with the plane 
strain and triaxial tests. Moreover, the overall time 
required to run a test is much shorter. 

CAU Direct-Simple Shear Tests 

A DSS test specimen can be consolidated with a hori
aontal shear stress The in order to simulate in situ 
consolidation under the stabilizing berm of an embankment 
(see Figure 3-14). There is a substantial increase in 
s /0- as Th /a increases when Th at failure acts in the u vc c vc 
same direction as Th at consolidation. 
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RESULTS OF CKoUDSS TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSCl...DATED BOSlON BLUE CLAY 

All stresses in kglcm2 
Ncminal At Th Maximum ·At 'h/uv Maximum w· Test tc I - dY/dt u 

Th/~. Tt./CT.' No. vc 
( 0/o/hr.) 

y 
Tw"Vc uvl~c 

y 
Th/CT "°y/Uye 

. v (Doy) Wf 
(O/o} q,o (O/o} vc 4'0 (o/o) 

0.375 0.651 38.7 201 4.00 2.5 6.2 0.205 Q.546 20.6 31 0.127 0.195 33.1 0.9 28.6 
Q.372 0.645 37.4 202 4.00 5 6.0 0.211 0.566 20.4 32.5 0.128 0.199 32.8 0.85 2B.6 
0.356 0.610 39.4 203 4.00 10 5,5 0.206 0.579 19.6 32.7 ·0.111 0.183 31.4 0.8 28.6 

204 0.348 
0.155 

0.685 
0.85 

37.2 4.00 20 52 0.208 0.600 19. 2 35.3 0.106 34.4 29.0 

301 3.005 5 4.5 0.199 0.575 
0.346 

33.1 0,098 0.141 
0.695 

0.8 
37.0 

19.I 34.8 30.4 

303 8.00 5 6.2 0.1935 0.565 0.342 
29.8 0.1105 0.2105 0.525 0.75 35.6 

18.9 27. 7 27.0 

1301 4.00 5 5.4 0.1873 0.567 
0.330 
18.3 

Not R1eached 1.0 
35.2 

I 30.8 
0.369 I I 35.6 1303 8.00 5 9.0 0.1955 0.531 20.3 Not R1eached 1.0 27.1 
0.3165 I I 36.1 1501 4.035 5.5 4.7 02005 0.634 Not Reached 2.0 17.6 ' 30.4 

Average Values 5.8 0.201 0.575 
0.350. 

32.5 0.113 0.179 0.635 
19.3 32.4 

No1es: (I) Y = shear strain = horizontal displ~ement I pre shear height d the somple. 
(2) f = arctan (T'h/~) 

Remarks 

T'ty0y st ill 
increasing 

Top cap 
slipped 

1tr't inc' at 
Y:28% 
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RESULTS OF Cl<ol.JDSS TESTS ON OVERCONSOLIDATED BOSlON BLUE CLAY 

All stresses in kg/cm2 

Test 
Stress History At Th Maximum /:II Th/O'y Maximum W· I 

No. uvc y TtfC\tc uvl uvc 
Tt{Uy 

y Th/~ a;Javc Wf Re marks 
OCR -

Thluwn 
Thloy 

uvm (O/o) UvJOVm (O/o) Th)fi°m cJV/~ (°lo) 

2.00 0.3815 0.915 0.239 0.3865 35,5 Top cap slipped 
410 2.00 

4.00 7.1 0.1907 0.4575 0.417 32.3 Qll95 0.1932 0.619 29.1 

2..00 0.344 0925 35.6 
1302 2.00 4.00 5.4 0.172 0.4625 0.372 Not Reached 31.1 

0.996 0.609 1.290 0.326 o.so1 37~2 Tt{O; still increasinQ 
6 II 3.99 

3.98 11.7 a 1525 0.323 
0:471 41 

0.082 0.127 
0.644 

29.3 at Y=41 % 

1.00 0.644 1.317 0.422 0591 37.9 
311 4.00 

4.00 
8.5 0.161 0.329 0.49P 30.0 

0.1055 0.148 
0.715 

29~ 

1.00 0.555 1.230 35.8 1304 4.00 4.00 7.7 0.1388 0.3074 0~5, Not Reached 
31.4 

1.00 0.937 1.852 0.530 Q834 37.3 
310 8.00 9.7 

0.232 
0.5q6 31.2 

0.0663 0.104 
0.636 

27.4 8.00 0.117 

o.so 1.000 1.807 37.5 
IOOIA 8.00 4.00 12.6 0.1250 Q226 o.5~3 Not Reactt.d 30.6 I I 

Note~ dY/dt = 5± 0/olhr. for oll tests. 
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RESULTS OF CKJJDSS TESTS ON RECOMPRESSED AND SECOND SHEAR 
SAMPLES OF BOSTON BLUE CLAY . 

All stresses in kg/ cm2 
(I) (2) At Th Maximum 

(3) 

Test Stress Wi 
OCR .., 5J.. O"y 3i - .::n.. 

Remarks 
No. History ~ Wf 

(O/o} - - - -oVc °Ve o-vm ctm o-v (O/o} 

- 37.5 
IOOIA 8.0 O"'s-+ 4 ..,,.o. 50 12.6 1.000 1.807 0.125 0.226 0.553 

30·6 

Reconsolidated -
10018 1.0 

0.85~4.00 
12.5 0.257 0.561 - - 0.458 28.0 

oS~4-+0.5-+ 1.00 
37.3 Erratic initial 

I002A 4.0 9.3 0.535 I. 08 0.1335 Q270 0.495 
31.6 O" data 

Reconsolidated -10028 1.0 1.06 __. 6.00 10.6 Q223 0.526 - - 0.425 27.6 

- . 
37.2 Erratic initial 

1003A 2.0 as .:+4~0.5 .... 2.00 8.0 0.32Q 0.7425 0.160 0.371 0$130 31.4 7F data 

Reconsolidated -
1003 B 1.00 1.4 -+ 8.00 10.9 0.224. 0.542 - - 0.414 26.7 

~~4~0.5-+4.00 
? 

1004A 1.00 5,5 0.214: 0.593 - - 0.361 29.3 

(I) A indicates first shear ; B indicates secord shear at higher consolidation stresses. 
(2) 0-5 =effective stress after removing 5omple from the botch; values of °Ve do not 

include intermediate points. 
(3) d Y/dt = 5± 0/o/ hr. unless otherwise not~d. 
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RESULTS OF CAUDSS TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED BOSfON BLUE CLAY 

All stresses '" k I 2 ca cm 

Maximum (I) - (2) 
At 1fl At Th/°V Maximum W· 

Test The Ye I 
ThC 

y Th/Cfy y TWCTV Ev wf Remarks 
No. -

CTVC Th/CT\C Th/(TyC <Ty/ CTvc CTVC 
(O/o} CTV/U\C 

"'0 (O/o) c/Jo (O/o) ('Yo) 
0 0.35q 0.635 0 37.0 Average 

- 0 5.8 0.201 0.575 32.5 0.113 0.179 (3) results from 
3 to 8 19.3 32.4 

12±2 - Table 3-1 

0.307 0.304 0638 4.4 -
601 0.102 1.5 0.231 0.761 28 0.088 0.138 

3.0l2 16.9 32.5 14.7 31.1 

0.600 0.32.6 0.695 14.8 38.8 Th/CTy max. 
501 0.200 3.00 I. I 0.283 0.870 18.0 18 0.167 0.240 questionable 

34.8 14.2 29.4 

0.900 0.339 25.0 - :f-=1.5'fo/hr. 
602 0.300 0.35 0.333 0.983 Not reached 

3.00 18. 7 I I 
15.2 29.1 

Notes: (I) dY/dt= 5°/o/hr. unless otherwise noted 
(2) )(: =consolidation shear strain based Of! initial heioht of sample 

Ev 11: consolidation vertical strain 
(3} Batches 200 to 600 at <t(:=3.0 
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COMPARISON OF CKJJ TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED BOSTON BLUE CLAY 

A 8 c D E F G H I 

(I) At Undrained Strength At Maximum Obliquity 

Type of CK0 U (2) 
Th/O'"~ .Kc y 

Test or 
(O/o) q I a-vc 

(4) 

Plane Strain Active 0.52 0.8 0.34 

(4)(5) 
Triaxial Compression 0.51 0:45 0.33 

Direct-Simple Shear Ko 5.8 0.20 

(4) 

Plane Strain Passive 0.50 8.6 0.19 

' (4)'6) 
Triaxial Extension 0.54 15 0.155 

(I) C:Vc = 3to 6 kglcm2for all tests 
(2) Y = 2 fv for plane strain tests 

Y = l.5ev for triaxial tests 

( 3) t/>= orcton Tt{~ for 055 tests 

4> = ore sin q /P for other tests 

a-v/a-vc 
(3) y(2> Twa-vc 

(3) 
Remarks 

or A flaif or </Jor '/> p/a-vc (O/o) Q/O'"yc 

Based on 4 
0.70 0,80 29 7 0.29 34 tests 

0.74 0.60 26.5 12 0.25 33 Based on about 

10 tests 

0.575 19.3 32.5 0.113 32.4 
Average from 

Table 3-1 

(7) (7) Based on 4 tests and 
Q295 I.~) I 40 8.6 0. 19 40 Oj'1'3 = 4.60 failure 

criteria 
(7) (7) Based on 2 strain 0.25 1.17 38 15 0.155 38 

controlled tests 

(4) From Table 5-3 of Ladd,Bovee,Edoers and Rixner (1971) 
(5) For ~IUC tests: s./~e Q285 at Y=5°/o; Ar• l.25;4J=29.5° 

from Ladd and Vorollyoy (1965) 

(6) For ¢1UE tests,5uPVc=0.245 at Y= 9 °lo;A,=l.7;J=36.5° 
fro"'I Ladd and Vorallyay ( 1965) 

(7)Que~tionable values due to apparatus fric.tio.n ancy 
or n'ck ing of the sample 
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FIGURE 3- I 
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FIGURE 3-3 
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FIGURE 3-4 
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FIGURE 3-6 
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FIGURE 3-7 
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FIGURE 3-9 
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FIGURE 3-11 
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FIGURE 3~3 
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FIGURE 3-14 
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FIGURE 3-16 
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FIGURE 3-17 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON SIX UNDISTURBED CLAYS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This Section presents the results of CK0 U DSS tests run 
on undisturbed samples of six natural clays covering a wide 
range of soil types and compares the results with data ob
tained with other types of CU tests. The testing programs 
that yielded these data were conducted either by other M.I.T. 
research projects or in cooperation with consulting engineer
ing firms as part of their soil investigations for actual 
construction projects. In all cases the tests were performed 
with the prior understanding that the results could 
be used by Research in Earth Physics since this project 
furnished the necessary equipment. However, the actual costs 
of running the the •tests were borne by tha nther_ research_ 
proje~ts or the engineering firms. 

Data are presented on the following soils: 

(1) A very sensitive soft marine illitic clay from 
Portsmouth, N.H. 

(2) A sensitive, slightly layered, marine illitic 
clay from Portland, Me. 

(3) A soft slightly organic sandy silty clay from the 

tidal mud flats surrounding Portland, Me. 
(4) A soft plastic deltaic clay from Bangkok, Thailand. 

(5) A medium to soft highly plastic deltaic clay from 
the Atqhaf alaya Basin in southern Louisiana 

·(6) A medium to stiff varved clay from the Connecticut 
Valley at Northampton, Mass. 
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The tables and figures presenting the data are found 
at the end of the subsection (i.e. 4.2, 4.3, etc.) that 
describes the results for each of the six soils. Tabulated 
stress-strain data from the individual CU DSS tests of the 
first four soils are contained in Appendix D. Tabulated data 
on the other two clays are presented in M.I.T. research reports. 
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4.2 PORTSMOUTH SENSITIVE MARINE CLAY 

4.2.1 Background 

This program was conducted for Haley and Aldrich, 
Inc., Cambridge, Mass. in conjunction with consulting 
services provided to the New Hampshire Department of 
Public Works and Highways for the design of approach 
embankments for a major new interchange for I-95 in 
Portsmouth, N.H. (Ladd, Rixner and Gifford, 1972). 
Much of the site was underlain by 30ft of a very soft 
to soft, highly sensitive marine illitic clay that 
had been leached. T~pical properties were: 

wn. = 50 + 5% Specific gravity = 2.74 + 0.01. 

wl = 35 + 5% Salt concentration = 1.1 - 2.7g/l NaCl. 

WP = 20 + 1% Geo nor field vane s : u 
P.I. = 15 + 3% Undisturbed = 250 + 50 psf 
L.I. c 1.8 + 0.3 Remolded = 25 + 5 psf 

Because of the very poor foundation subsoils and 
the complex nature of the interchange, special tests 
were performed to investigate undrained strength aniso
tropy and a full scale test section was purposely con
structed to failure (Ladd, 1972). The laboratory 
strength program included several CIU C tests and a 
limited nuwber of CK U DSS, plane strain and triaxial 0 
compression tests performed on specimens trimmed from 
3 in. and 5 in. diameter undisturbed samples. 

The CK0 U DSS tests were performed on a 5 in. 
diameter fixed piston sample taken from a depth of 20ft 
(El. Oft MSL). The sensitive clay at this depth had 
the following average properties: 
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Net overburden stress crvo = 0.50 kg/cm2 

Maximum past pressure 
from oedometer tests crvm = 

. 2 
o.a4· + 0.04 kg/cm 

Geonor field vane: 
2 Undisturbed su = 280 psf = 0.14 kg/cm 

Remolded su = 25 psf = 0.012 kg/cm2 

s from unconfined u 
compression tests = 200 - 225 psf = 0.10 

Virgin Compression Ratio, 
CR= Cc/ (1 + e 0 ) = 0.35 + 0.1* 

4.2.2 Results of. CK u· DSS Tests .· 0 

2 0.11 kg/cm 

The results of two normally consolidated and one 
overconsolidated tests are presented in Table 4.2-1 and 
Figures 4.2-1 to 4.2-3. The two normally consolidated 
testswith values of ave equal to 1.2 to 3.6 times the 
in situ a exhibited amazingly similar stress-strain-vm 
strength data •. This was unexpected in view of the 
highly sensitive nature of the clay. The normalized. 
behavior might be explained by a breakdown of the 
"structure" of the clay during the sampling and subse
quent reconsolidat'ion in the laboratory. 

The undrained behavior of this clay is very similar 
to that measured on resedimented Boston Blue. Clay, 
except that it exhibits a more brittle stress-strain 
behavior. For example, the strain at failure is only 
one-third of that of BBC and E /s for the normally u u 
consolidated samples· is 50 to 100 percent higher. 

*The compression curves were very steep just beyond the 
maximum past pressure with a concave· upward shape at 
higher stresses, which is typical behavior for a sensi
tive clay (see Fig. 3 of Ladd, Rixner and Gifford, 1972). 
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Bjerrum and Landva (1966) reported data from 
cK

0 U DSS tests on the Manglerud Quick Clay where ave 
was varied from 1.0 to 2.6 times ovo· As a /0 invc VO 
creased, the value of s /cr remained essentially u vc 
constant, but the strain at failure increased and Eu/su 
decreased greatly. In other words, lower consolidation 
stresses produce a more brittle type behavior that 
probably better simulates the in situ behavior of the 
soil type, assuming that the samples are not too 
disturbed. 

Based on the above data, one-would expect about 
the same values of s /a , but higher values of Eu/su, u vc 
if the Portsmouth test program had included tests at 
lower con~olidation stresses. 

4.2.3 Comparison with Other Test Data· on Normally 
Consolidated Samples 

Table 4.2-2 presents the results of eight cu 
tests performed on the Portsmouth sensitive marine 
clay. The five isotropically consolidated and one 
anisotropically consolidated triaxial compression tests 
were run by Haley and Aldrich, Inc. The CK U plane . 0 
strain active and passive tests were run by M.I.T. The 
PSA test was sheared to a strain of one percent, un
loaded, and then consolidated to a higher stress for 
the PSP test. 

The five CIU C tests yielded the following values: 

e:f = 2.0 + 0.6% 

qf/0vc = 0.27 + 0.025 

Tff/0vc = 0.25 + 0.025 

Af = 0.98 + 0.25 

~ = 21.1 + 1.3° 
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These data are considered typical for CIU C tests on 
a lean sensitive clay. The single CAU C test did not 
yield an increase in s /a , as might be expected for u vc 
a sensitive clay (Ladd, 1965), unless the strength is 
compared to the CIU C data on samples from the same 
depth. A value on the order of 0.30 might be more 
typical. 

The single CK U PSA test showed a very high value 0 
of s /a compared to the triaxial compression tests, u vc 
while data on several insensitive to moderately sensi-
tive clays show that PSA strengths are usually only a 
few percent higher (Ladd, et al 1971). However, 
Bozozuk and Leonards (1972) present CK U PSA strengths 0 . ' 
on a very sensitive brittle clay from Ottawa, Canada 
(presumably similar to the Leda Clay) that were 20 ::±:. 8 
percent higher than the CK0 U c values of su. Thus 
it is possible that the difference between triaxial 
and PSA str_eng±hs increases .with sensitivity. 

The CK0 U PSP test had a value.of su equal to 44 
percent of the PSA strength, i.e. K = 0.44. Limited s 
data (Ladd, 1971) suggest that this ratio is reasonable 
for a sensitive soil such as the Portsmouth Clay. 

The CK0 U DSS test obviously yields a value of 
su/crvc that is significantly lower than that measured 
in triaxial compression and plane strain active tests, 
but much higher than the plane strain passive strength, 
as illustrated below: 

Ratio of ·~· DSS to: 

CK0 U PSA 
CIU C 

CKOU PSP 

s 
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u = Tf f 

0.67 
a.so· 
1.52 

SU = qf 

0.57 

0.74 
1.29 



The average of the PSA and PSP strengths is: 

su,lcrvc = 0.214 for s = Tff u 

su/crvc = 0.252 for s = qf u 
For circular arc cf> = 0 stability analyses of a loading 
on horizontal ground, where su is correctly defined 
as Tff' the DSS test probably yields a slightly conserva
tive value of the average s along the critical circle . u 
for the Portsmouth Clay. This hypothesis is supported 
by a full scale test embankment constructed to failure 
(Ladd, 1972). 

Stress-strain data from the CU triaxial compression 
and plane strain test program were too erratic to allow 
comparisons of values of Eu/su with the CK0 U DSS tests. 
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RESULTS OF CK0UDSS TESTS ON PORTSMOUTH SENSITIVE MARINE CLAY 

STRESS HISTORY AT Th MAXIMUM 

TEST Cfvc l{ Th ICfvc ifv lave Th lifv 

No. 
OCR 

if vm (%) Th!Civm uv ICfym cpo 

0.992 0.204 0.65g 0.314 
I l.00 2.0 

0.992 - - 17.4 

2.985 0.197 0.63.0 0.312 
2 1.00 16 

2.985 - -· 17.3 

0.267 0.607 l.32p 0.460 
3 3.73 4.6 

0.996 0.163 0.354 -

Notes: Tests run on sample 38 - U4 at depth = 20 t I ft 
4' = arc tan {Th/ o\ ) 
dd'/dt = 5 %/hr except as noted 
Ev = vertical strain prior to shear 

AT Thluv MAXIMUM WN 

t Th l~c <fv liTvc Th lliv Wf REMARKS 

(%) Th/~ uv luvm ¢0 (%) 

0.120 0.160 0.748 44.4 fc = 10 day 
31 

- - 36.8 34.3 Ev = 13.1 % 

0.077 0.112 0.688 39t3 tc = 2.0 day 

40 Ev= 11.3 % 
- - 34.5 27.1 d!(/dt= 20% from 

~ = 9.5 to27.2 % 

0.405 0.480 0.845 45.3 tc = 0.9 day 
31 

0.109 0.129 - 34.5t 

All stresses in kg/cm 2 
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RESULTS OF CU TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED . PORTSMOUTH SENSITIVE MARINE 
CLAY 

TYPE OF IN SITU LAB AT ( u 1 - u3) max •c WN' ala CONSOLI De\ TION 
TEST l.fl 

Pf /O-vc 
(J) (days) 

DEPTH AR>ROX. € Qf!C°vc d€/dt Wf 'D/o AND No. ffvo O'vc Kc (" - /- CZI 
Af cp a 

(ft) O'vm (%) Tff 10-vc CTff CTvc (%/hr) 

0.295 0.865 - 59.9 
CIUC - I 12 0.31 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.3 

0.277 0.763 
0.73 20.0 

0.5 46.9 

CIUC -2 
0.290 0.790 2.0 38.7 

18 0.44 0.8 2.00 i.po 2.0 
0.270 0.685 

0.86 21.5 
1.0 29.9 

CIUC -3 
0.270 0.800 2.0 52.7 

18 0.44 0.8 1.00 I.PO 2.6 0.89 19.8 
0.254 0.705 1.0 41.0 

cmc -5 
0.257 0.715 1.0 37.1 

26 0.62 0.95 1.09 1.00 1.6 
0.240 0.626 

1.05 21.1 
1.2 30.5 

CIUC -6 
0.245 0.641 

1.23 22.4 
2.0 38.8 26 0.62 0.95 2.20 i.po 2.1 

0.226 0.550 1.2 27.8 

CAUC -1 0.1625 
0.271 0.600 2.0 37.3 26 0.62 0.95 l.36 0.5 1.48 24.2 
0.246 0.548 I. 2 29.5 

0350 0.661 - 53.2 Cf<oUPSA-2 20 0.50 0.85 l.375 0.,475 0.3 
0.297 

0.94 31.8 
0.479 l.O 39.7 I 

I 
I 

0.155 0296 - 53.2 CK0UPSP.-2 20 0.50 0.85 2.44 0.45 - 5.9 1.01 31.5 
0.131 0.214 l.0 35.3 

CtJ Tff = Qf COS cf' (ZJ <Tf f = Tff /tan cp (.3>' cp =arc sin (Qf /pf) 2 
(.fl Ground surface el.= 20 ft MSL. All stresses 1n kg/cm 
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4.3 PORTLAND MARINE CLAY 

4.3.1 Background 

This program was conducted for Haley and Aldrich, 
Inc. as part of consulting services provided to the 
Maine State Highway Commission {MSHC) in conjunction 
with the design of I-295 in South Portland and 
Portland, Me. The complex of expressways and feeder 
routes, known as the Portland Loop, involved construc
tion of major highways across two separate tidal-flat 
areas, each about one mile in length, at the Fore River 
crossing and along the easterly edge of the Back Cove 
area. Sand drain test sections were constructed at 
both sites, called the Fore River Test {FRT) and the 
Back Cove Test {BCT) sections respectively. Aldrich 
and Johnson (1972) describe the test sections and the 
general soil conditions. 

This section deals with the deep deposit of 
marine clay at the BCT siie, a tidal mud-flat area 
with ground surface El. = -3ft, MSL. The marine 
clay, with a 5 to 10 ft drying crust, extends from 
about El. -10 to -60 + lOft. Test data are presented 
for samples from El. -29 to -44 ft, where the soil 
is a medium to soft gray silty illitic clay with 
black specks or bands and occasional shells that has 
been leached. Typical properties (Haley and Aldrich, 
1969) are: 

w = 47 + 7% n Salt cone.= 2 - 5 g/l NaCl 
w 

1 = 44 + 5% -
P.I. = 20· + 4% 

Gs= 2.78 + 0.02 

Field vane su*= 550 + lOOpsf 

Triaxial UU su = 470 + 40psf 

Virgin CR= 0.24 + 0.03 

*Run by MSHC using a torque wrench and a 3.5 in. dia. 
by 7 in. long vane with the top of the vane head level. 
with the bottom of the bore hole {Gray, 1957). 
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The laboratory program included the following 
tests performed at M.I.T. on specimens trinuned from 
3.5 in.diameter Shelby tube samples obtained by 
the MSHC: four CKOUDSS tests and four CKOUC tests 
with values of ave ranging from 0.9 to 2.5 times 
the estimated in situ crvm· 

4. 3. 2 Results of ~ DSS Tests 

The results are presented in Table 4.3-1 and 
Figures 4.3-1 to 4.3-4. Table 4.3-1 shows the in situ 
stress history for comparison with. the values of 
consolidation stress a used for the DSS tests. The vc 
approximate in situ crvm is based on the upper range 
of values from oedometer tests using the Casagrande 
construction. 

The values of s /cr ranged from. 0.174 to 0.245, u . vc 
with an average of 0.21. The scatter in this ratio is 
larger than usual and does not appear to be related to 
the values of crvc/ovm for the tests. Also the natural 
water contents were very consistent. The fact that 
these tests were the first ones performed by M.I.T. on 
undisturbed samples may have contributed to the scatter. 

The stress paths and stress-strain curves plotted 
in Figures 4.3-1 to 4.3-3 also exhibit considerable 
scatter, although the values of Eu/su shown in Figure 
4.3-4 are quite consistent (Test No. (BJ14-6)-l did 
not have sufficient initial stress-strain data to 
compute values of the secant modulus). 

The average values of s /cr and ~ at (Th) . u vc max. 
and (Th/crv)max. and the Eu/su data agree very well 
with the results obtained on normally consolidated 
resedimented Boston Blue Clay with a = 4 kg/cm2 

vc 
(see, for example, Figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4). This 
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is not too surprising since both soils are marine illitic 
clays with the same plasticity. Compared to the more 
sensitive and less plastic Portsmouth Clay (Section 4.2), 
the Portland Clay has a lower modulus and a larger 

obliquity and strain at failure. 

4.3.3 Comparison With Other Test Data on Normally 
Consolidated Samples 

Table 4.3.2 presents the results of four CK0 U 
triaxial compression tests performed on the Portland 
Clay using 1.4 in. diameter Wykeham-Farrance triaxial 

. 2 
cells with a backpressure of three kg/cm • Corrections 
were made for piston friction and the rigidity of the 
filter strips. The stress paths from the tests are 
plotted in Figure 4.3-5 and normalized stress-strain 
data for one set of the tests are shown in Figure 4.3-6. 

Representative parameters from the triaxial tests 
are sununarized below at (cr 1 - cr 3 )max.= 

Ef = 0.3%, yf = 0.45% 

q·f/crvc = o. 33:Y, T ff/ave = a-. 30 

¢ = 26.5° 

These values are similar to those from CK0 U C tests on 
Boston Blue Clay (see Table 3-5). 

The DSS tests, compared to the above data, yield 
a value of s /a that is 30 to 40 percent lower, u vc 
depending upon the definition of su' with a strain at 
failure that is almost an order of magnitude higher. 

Accurate values of E are difficult to obtain from u 
the CK0 U C tests because of the very small strain at 
failure. In spite of this problem, the tests yielded 
reasonably consistent values, (which are similar to 
those for Boston Blue Clay, see Fig. 3-21}, as suinmarized 
below: 
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llq/llqf 

0.5 

0.7 

0.9 

1700 + 600 

850 + 300 

400 + 100 

A comparison of these values with the DSS data plotted 
in Figure 4.3-4 suggests that triaxial compression 
tests yield values of E /s that are about two to three u u 
times larger, the difference decreasing as failure is 
approached. 

As was emphasized in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, the 
value of ¢ = arc tan (Th/crv) measured at (Th)max. is 
rather meaningless since the ratio of the horizontal 
to the vertical effective stress is changing rapidly 
during this stage of the test. However, at (Th/a ) , · v max. the DSS value of ¢ agreed reasonably well with if 
determined from the triaxial compression tests at 

-maximum -obliquity, -although both -sets of data showed 
considerable scatter. 
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RESULTS OF Cf<oUDSS TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED PORTLAND MARINE CLAY 

IN SITU AT Th MAXIMUM 
TEST TEST 

EL. APPROX. ~ Th 'Cty Th I Uv lS 
No. Cfvo Uvc - -

{ft) O'vm (%) i!fvc Civc cp 0 (%) 

0.310 
(BJ 14 - 6) -295 0.58 0.85 1.00 3.3 0.174 0.564 17 

- I 17.2 

0.360 
~BJl4-6) II II II 2.00 3.6 0.213 0.592 33 

• • -2 19.8 

0.426 
(BO 10 -8) -44 0.88 I.I 1.00 3.5 0.245 0.575 30 

- I 23.1 

0.407 
(BO IQ- 8) II II II 2.00 5.5 0.200 0.491 33 

-2 22.2 

Notes: BJ 14 and BO 10 refer to boring no., 6 ~nd 8 refer to the sample no. 
dll'/dt = 5 %/hr 

Ev = vertical strain prior to shear 

AT Th/Uy MAXIMUM ~ tc 
{days) 

Th 0-v Th/Uv Wf Ev - -
ifvc 'Ctvc cp 0 (%) (%) 

0.488 46.0tl.5 1.0 
0.100 0.205 

26.0 39.0 7.0 

0.682 47.0 1.0 
0.115 0.168 

34.3 37.5 12.7 

0.811 47.5 1.0 
0.163 0.201 

39.0 43.0 8.3 

0.659 47.9 1.0 
0.102 0.155 

33.4 38.1 14.1 

All stresses in kg/cm 2 
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RESULTS OF CK0 UC TESTS ON NORMJ;\LLY CONSOLIDATED PORTLAND MARINE CLAY 

IN SITU AT (o-1-o-3)max AT ( <T1 I <T3lmax 
TEST O'vc 

EL. APPROX. € qf Pt € q p 
No. O'vo Kc - - At <p 0 - - <p 0 

(ft) O'vm (%) <Tvc <Tvc (%) <Tvc O'vc 
' 

0.97 
( BAI0-5) -29 0.58 0.85 0.4 0.335 0.758 0.39 26.2 2.9 0.294 0.593 29.7 

-1 0.485 

2.06 
(BAIO -5) II II II 0.35 0.33p 0.734 0.56 27.2 9.4 0.214 0.374 34.8 

-2 0.485 

0.875 
(BJ 10- 7) -38.5 078 1.0 0.2 0.34,9 0.777 0.31 26.6 2.8 0.274 0.531 31.0 

- I 0.485 

2.55 
(BJIO- 7) II II II 0.25 0.32p 0.725 0.66 26.2 8.4 0.220 0.392 34.I 

-2 0.49 

Notes ~ ip = arc sin {q /p) 
tc = 3 day for last increment 

6€ =strain at which dE/dt increased from 1% /hr to 2.5 %/hr 
All stresses in kg/cm2 

WN, 0/o 
REMARKS 

Wf ,0/o 

50.5 !Ae at 2.7% 
46.7 

49.2 . 
6€at 1.0% 

40.5 

49.3 ~€at 2.0% 

44.9 sample tilted 

. 
46.3 6€.at 2.2 % 

36.9 Au corrected 
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SYMBOL TEST No. EL.,ft Uvc 
Q4r------i-~~~~~~~-+--~-+-~~--t~~~~--t~~~~~~-t-~~~~~--I 

1-....ci.--i(BJ 14-6) - I 
- -"1- - ,, - 2 
--G-- BO I0-8) - I 

0.3 
--<;>-- " -2 

Q2 

00 0.2 

-20.5 

-44.0 

1.00 
2.00 
1.00 
2.00 

~cp=33° 

0:4 

crv li!Tvc 

0.6 

NORMALIZED STRESS PATHS FROM CK0UDSS TESTS 

PORTLAND MARINE CLAY 

---=--1' = 20.5° 

0.8 

ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED 



-~----- --I ----- -1---r-------!--- - ---.. --- -- -- - ---

I I I i I 0 o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
o.0r--~~--~....,----~----~~--~-~-------

-- -- ---
0.6 ---_..,. 

SYMBOL TEST No. Uvc WN, o;o Wf , o/o. 

~- (BJ14-G)-r 1.00 46.0!.l.5 39.0 

--- (BJ 14-G)-2 2.00 47.0 37.5 

00 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
0.8 .....-------.--------.....------.......---

0.6 _L-----· ··-·· ···-· -------
0.4 

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
SHEAR STRAIN, 'if , 0/o 

NORMALIZED STRESS VS. STRAIN FROM CK0UDSS TESTS ON 
N.C. PORTLAND MARINE CLAY (SAMPLE BJ 14 - 6 ) 

FIGURE 4.3 - 2 
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,,,.,... 
If/'- ------------- ------ ..... __ 
fl -

I I ' 00 4 12 16 8 20 24 28 

Q8r--------,--------,.-------------. 

Au 0.4 -
o-vc SYMBOL TEST No. O"vc WN ,% Wt ,0/o 

(BO 10-9) -1 1.00 47. 5 43.0 

0.2 --- (BDIO-a)-2 2.00 47.9 38.1 

00 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 

0.8 ----------------------

---Q61--'-------+-----"'.:,.,,;£---+--_,,,--:::;--~-=---1---~ __ ,,,,, 

---------7h 0.41---+-~,,,_,,,_"---4---~-------+-------+------l 
'irv .· / 

/ 
I 

0.2 t-#-+------ +-------+-------+-----! 

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
SHEAR STRAIN (J"' , 0/o 

NORMALIZED STRESS VS. STRAIN FROM CK0UDSS TESTS ON' N.C. 
PORTLAND MARINE CLAY (SAMPLE BO I0-8) 

FIGURE 4. 3 - 3 
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SYMBOL TEST No. Uvc 
O"vc 

O:vm 

--v-- (BJ 14-2)-2 2.00 2.4 

D (BJIO-a)-1 1.00 0.9 

--<>-- (BJ 10-a) -2 2.00 1.8 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0 I. 
APPLIED SHEAR STRESS RATIO, 'l'h/Su 

. Eu /Su VS. APPLIED SHEAR STRESS RATIO FROM CK0UDSS 
TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED PORTLAND MARINE CLAY 

FIGURE 4.3- 4. 
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All stresses in kg I cm2 

TEST No. EL., ft 
APPROX 

SYMBOL oVc 
0.8 O"vm 

(BAI0-5} -1 -29 0.85 
AA 0.97 

II -2 V9 2.06 

(BJ IQ- 7)- I a II 0.875 
-38.5 1.0 <>• 2.55 

0.6 
-2 

0.4 

0.2 

0 0~~---:o~.2~~~0~.4;;-~~17:-~~~n:-~~~~~~,~.2~~-:-1-,A-=--~~1.~s~~-,~.0~~--.r10 

p =(0-1 + 0-3) / 2 

. STRESS PATHS FROM CK0 UC TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED PORTLAND 

MARINE CLAY 
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,// I 0.97 
--- 2 2.06 

0.4 
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I/ 

2 ..3 4 5 
AXIAL STRAIN' e ' 0/o 
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Kc 

0.485 
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NORMALIZED STRESS . VS. STRAIN FROM CK0UC TESTS ON N.C. 
PORTLAND MARINE CLAY (SAMPLE BA 10- 5) 

FIGURE 4. 3 - s· 
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4.4 MAINE ORGANIC CLAY 

4.4.1 Background 

This program was conducted for Haley and Aldrich, 
Inc. as part of consulting services provided to the 
Maine State Highway Commission (MSHC) in conjunction 
with the design of the I-295 highway complex described 
in Section 4.3.1. The soil is the tidal mud-flat 
material that is encountered in Long Creek and Fore 
River in South Portland and at Back Cove in Portland, 
Me. The samples tested came from one boring each 
at the BCT and FRT sand drain test sections (Aldrich 
and Johnson, 1972) and from two borings at the Fore 
River crossing. Haley and Aldrich (1969) present 
complete details concerning the overall boring 
and testing programs and Ladd, Aldrich, and Johnson 
(1969) present laboratory and field data obtained 
at FRT, including description of an embankment failure. 

The tidal mud-flat soil at FRT and Fore River is 
a heterogeneous soft organic silty clay with broken 
shells and bits of wood chips and some sandy zones. 
Ground surface elevation =-4 + 2 ft MSL and the 
clay is typically 25 to 40 ft thick. Typical properties 
at FRT are: 

w = 65 + 10% Field vane s * = 525 + 100 psf n - u 
w 65 + 10% Triaxial UU SU 280 + 70 psf = = 1 - -
P.I. = 34 + 8% Unconf. compr. s = 210 + 60 psf - u -
Gs = 2.66 + 0.04 Virgin CR= 0.25 + 0.05 -
*See Gray (1957) for test procedures. 
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The Atterberg Limits generally plotted within + 3 
percent plasticity index of the A-line on Casagrande's 
plasticity chart. 

The organic clay at Fore River had a slightly 
higher average field vane strength (600 psf), while 
the relatively shallow layer of organic clay at BCT had 
a lower average vane strength (400 psf) • 

The large discrepancy between the field vane s u 
and that measured with triaxial UU and unconfined com-
pression tests is attributed to the 'fast rate of 
rotation of the vane and the presence of the shells, 
wood chips and sandy zones. The average in situ su 
backfigured from a failure at FRT was 255 psf (Ladd, 
Aldrich and Johnson, 1969). 

The CK U DSS program consisted ·of ten tests ' 0 
performed on four 3.5 in. dia. Shelby tube samples 
where the major variables were the consolidation stress 

_and ..:the 0-verconsolidation ratio. Pertinent information 
on the four samples is summarized. below (stresses in 
kg/cm2). 

Test Boring and Depth (ft) Approx. 
No. Sample No. Location El. (ft) <J . crvm 

VO 

1,2 BD 10 BCT 6.0 0.10 0.3 
u 1 -9.0 

3 - 5 CT-19-67 FRT 0.25 0.4 
u 6 -20.5 

6 - 8 CT-20-68 Fore River 18.1 0.32 0.5 
u 2 Sta. 233 -20.1 

9,10 CT-21-68 Fore River 15.8 0.28 0.5 
u 2 Sta. 240 -19.5 
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Other CU tests included two CK U C tests by M.I.T. 
0 

on a sample from BCT (El. -8.5 ft, o 
2 VO 

approximate a = 0.3 kg/cm ) and over vm 

= 0.10, 

fifty CIUC tests 
by the MSHC on samples from Long Creek and Fore River. 

4.4.2 Results of CKU DSS Tests on Normally Consolidated 
Samples 

'!'he results of five tests are summarized in 
Table 4.4-1 and Figure 4.4-1. Normalized stress paths 
and stress-strain data from representative tests are 
plotted in Figures 4. 4- 3 and - 4, while values of Eu/su 
versus stress level are contained in Figure 4.4-7. 

The undrained strength ratio s /cr varied from u vc 
0.26 to 0.34. The scatter is not surprising in view 
of the heterogeneous nature of the soil and the wide 
range in consolidation stress and natural water content. 
The obliquity Th/OV at SU srowed a definite decrease 
with increas-ing- cons-o-l±dat±orr stress (Figure 4-. 4~rr, 
but the value of a had relatively little effect on vc . 
undrained modulus (Figure 4.4-7) or pore pressure 
generation (Figure 4.4-4). The long preshear consoli
dation time of Test No. 7 (3.4 days vs. 0.75 to 1.0 
days for the other tests) produced a much steeper stress 
path (Figure 4.4-3) and a lower strain at failure, 

.· al though surprisingly Eu/su was little changed (Figure 
4 .4-7). 

Representative values of the strength parameters 
for normally consolidated samples with t of one day 

2 c and ave = 1 to 2 kg/cm are tabulated below: 
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Condition ·~ Th/O'vc Th/av 1: 

At s 15 0.285 0.555 29 u 
At (Th/av) max. 36 0.21 0.70 35 

The strain at failure, su/crvc' and ¢ = 29° are all 
significantly higher than the corresponding values 
from the three lean illitic clays previously presented 
(e.g. BBC, the Portsmouth sensitive marine clay, and 
the Portland marine clay). These trends are typical 
for increasing plasticity index, as later data will 
show, although the presence in the soil of shells, 
sandy zones, etc. probably also has an effect. On the 
other hand, the values of Eu/su are significantly 
lower, particularly compared to the sensitive Portsmouth 
clay and to the other two clays near failure. 

4.4.3 Results of CKli DSS Tests on Overconsolidated 
Samples 

Data from five overconsolidated tests are presented 
in Table 4.4-2 and Figures 4.4-2, -3,.-5r6,-7, and -8. 
The effects of increasing OCR on the undrained stress
strain-strength behavior are very similar to those 
measured with BBC. However, s /a increases more u vc 
rapidly with increasing OCR (Figure 4.4-6 vs. Figure 
3-7). Also, the values of E /s of highly overconsoliu u 
dated samples are much lower (Figure 4.4-8 vs. Figure 
3-9). 

4.4.4 Comparison With Other Test Data 

Normalized stress-strain data from two CK u c 
0 

tests performed on normally consolidated samples 
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taken from BCT are plotted in Figure 4.4-9• The test 
procedures were the same as those used for similar tests 
on the Portland Marine Cl~y (Section 4.3.3). The data, 
which are erratic, perhaps because of the many shells 
in both specimens, show for Kc = 0.48: 

Condition £, % qf/0vc .Tff/0 vc 4)0 

At s u 0.5+0.2 0.34+0.02 0.295+0.0l 29+3 

At <cr1/cr3>max. 6 0.33+0.03 0.25+ 0.01 39+4.5? 

An extensive series of CIUC tests performed by 
the MSHC on samples from Long Creek and Fore River 
showed: 

1.0 kg/cm 2 
qf/Oc 0.4 - 0.6 a = = c 

2.0 kg/cm 2 
qf/ac 0.35 0.5 a = = -c 

The samples were sheared at 5 percent strain per hour 
in G·eonor triaxial cells. 

The DSS tests, compared to the K consolidated 
0 

triaxial compression tests, had 
at failure, while values s /a 

u vc 

a much larger strain 
were 5 to 15 percent 

lower depending on the definition of s . Thus the u 
degree of anisotropy is much less for this soil than 
for the lean illitic clays based on CK U C and DSS test 

0 
data. The values of ¢ and¢' were very similar, although 
this is undoubtedly coincidental. 

The CIUC tests yielded unusually high values of 
s /a • These ratios are not considered reliable. u c 
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During construction of the sand drain test section 
at Long Creek - Fore River, called FRT, an unexpected 
failure occurred. Ladd, Aldrich and Johnson (1969) an
alyzed the failure and presented the following data: 

Average Value of su (psf) 

255 

525 

280 

210 

210 

Method of Measurement 

Stability analyses 
Field vane 
UU Triaxial compression (qf) 
Unconfined compression. (qf) 
SHANSEP* using CKOU DSS values 

of su 

F'or the stress history used in the SHANSEP method, the 
resulting values of su based on the DSS tests were 17.5 
percent too low (the in situ OCR varied from 5.4 to 1.05 
between El. -10 to -30 ft). 

During subsequent construction of FRT, extensive 
field data were obtained and a second failure was 
imminent (cracks appeared in the fill and a slope 
indicator sheared off). Total stress stability analyses 
using SHANSEP and DSS values of su yielded a factor 
of safety very close to unity at this point. The DSS 
data were also used to predict deformations during 
construction with the finite element program FEECON 
(Simon, et al, 1972). The agreement between computed 
and measured lateral and vertical deformation was good 
to excellent. 

*Stress History and Normalized Soil Engineering Properties method, (Ladd, 1971) • 
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Based on the above field observations, it is 
concluded that CK U DSS tests on the Maine Organic 

0 
Clay yield: 

(1) Very good to slightly conservative values 
of su for total stress stability analyses 
involving embankments constructed on this 
soil; 

(2) Very reasonable values of E /s for use u u 
in finite element analyses of undrained 
deformations during construction. 
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RESULTS OF CK0 UDSS TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED MAINE ORGANIC CLAY 

IN SITU AT Th MAXIMUM 

TEST ffvo TEST ~ Th ff v - -
No. 0-vm ffvc (%) ffvc uvc 

0.10 
I 0.502 18.4 0.337 0.530 

0.3 

0.10 
2 1.50 15.9 0283 0.50~ 

0.3 

0.25 
3 0.990 15.5 0.276 0.499 

0.4 

0.32 
7 3.92 6.5 0.292 0.711 

0.5 

0.28 
9 3.00 9.5 0.262 0.560 

0.5 

Notes : &1 = dt/dt = 5 %/hr except as noted 

Ev = vertical strain prior to shear 

Th lcrv ~ 

cp 0 (%) 

0.635 -
32.4 

0.558 
37 

29.1 

0.555 
35 

29.0 

0.410 
37 

22.3 

0.468 
36 

25.0 

AT rh/Uv MAXIMUM WN tc 
(days) 

Th 'lfv Th lcrv Wf REMARKS 
- - Ev 

0-vc ffvc cp 0 (%) (%) 

65.6±1.7 1.0 "i: = 2.6 %/hr to - - -
51.5 9.4 '6': 7.6 °/o 

0.706 55± 8 0.75 
0.214 0.303 Good sample 

35.2 43.9 19.2 

0.733 70 1.0 
0.221 0.302 

36.2 58.0 14.2 

0.615 74 3.4 t = 12 %/hr after 
0.197 0.320 II"= 17.5 % 

31.6 42.7 37.5 Long tc 

0.682 77 t4 1.0 High WN 
0.198 0.290 

34.3 51.7 34.0 

All stresses in kg /cm2 
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RESULTS OF CK0 UDSS TESTS ON OVERCONSOLIDATED MAINE ~GANIC CLAY 

IN SITU TEST AT T°h MAXIMUM 

TEST Uvo C-vc '64 rhluvc uv luvc 
OCR 

No. Bvm Uvm (%) T°h/Uvm ~10-vm 

0.25 0.504 0.525 0.920 
4 1.98 16.4 

0.4 1.00 0.264 0.462 

0.25 0.213 1.056 1.780 
5 4.70 15.3 

0.4 1.00 0.225 o.~79 

0.32 1.00 0.707 1.280 
6 3.00 16.2 

0.5 3.00 0.236 0.427 

0.32 0.350 1.720 2.76 
8 10.0 13.8 

0.5 3.50 0.172 O.f76 

0.28 0.428 1.192 2.025 
10 7.00 19.I 

0.5 3.00 0.170 0.?89 

- - 0 Notes : 8' - dll"/dt - 5 Yo/hr except as note~ 

€ v = vertical strain prior to shear 

T"h/0-v 

0.570 

0.594 

0.552 

0.624 

0.589 

AT T°hl<Tv MAXIMUM WN tc 

(( 'hluvc 0-vlO-vc Wf 
(days} 

REMARKS 
T"h /0-y €y 

(%) T°h /uvm uv luvm (%) (%) 

0.425 0.566 71.5 LO ~ = 12 %/hr 
36 0.751 

0.214 0.285 58.5 - after t= 30% 

0.990 1.440 63? 0.85 rh /O'"y still 
26 0.688 increasing at 

0.211 0.307 57.5 14.4 (=26% 

0.613 1.005 60 1.8 
31 0.610 

0.204 0.335 37.5 27.6 

1.468 2.080 75t3 I. 9 
27 0.705 

0.147 0.208 42.0 32.6 

0.963 1.400 81 1.0 High w N 
38 0.688 

0.137 0.199 51.4 32.8 

,.::: All stresses in kg/cm 



SYMBOL 
BORING EL., ft 

No. MSL 
LOCATION 

c:> e BO 10 - 9 BCT 
6 A CT-19-67 - 20.5 FRT 

v • cr-20-Ga - 20 FR sta. 233 
~ • cr-21-68 - 19.5 FR sta.240 1.5 ,___.. ___ _..__,_____._-,..._._ ____ ........ _....,.... ___ .--______ __ 

1.0 20 
uvc, kg/cm2 

3.0 4.0 

2.0 r----"""'T"""-----,---"""'T"""-----.,,----------.----r-----
e 6 Ve At max Th 
e A•• At max 'T'h_/cry_ 

1.0 2.0 . 
Civ , kg/cm2 

3.0 4.0 

STRENGTH DATA FROM CK0 UDSS TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED 
MAINE ORGANIC CLAY 

FIGURE 4. 4 - I 
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0.4 

e A 11 At max lh 

• •• At max Th/ Cf v 

0.3 

e 
E 
I~ 0.2 ....... 
..c 

't-

0.1 

~-

---E 0.2 ..__------=__.c.~--. 

lb ------- ----' 

See Figure 4.4 - I for notation 

NORMALIZED STRENGTH DATA FROM Cf<oUDSS TESTS ON MAINE ORGANIC CLAY 
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SYMBOL 
BORING EL., ft 

No. MSL 

0 BO 10 - 9 
AA CT-19-67 -20.5 
'Q 9 cT-20-sa - 20 

Q.51----~ 

a• CT-21-sa - 19.5 

O A • etc. indicates max 1'h 
~ ):(.X etc. indicates max 1' h I CTv 

I 
I 

I 

/ 
/ 

I 

0. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
0.6 

tc ... I day 

Test No. 2 and 9 

08 1.0 

J:a NORMALIZED STRESS PATHS FROM CK0UDSS TESTS ON MANE ORGANIC CLAY 
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0.3 
.l - ------·------- ~ - -- .. 

=~--
i.--e--- - - - ............ ...._..___ - _. - ---- ~ -----

=( SYMBOL TEST No. LOCATION EL., ft WN Wt 0-vc 
O/o O/o kg/cm 2 

0.2 

--·-- 3 FRT - 20.1 70 58.0 0.99 
0.1 --8-- 2 BCT - 9.1 55t8 439 1.50 

- -a- 9 FR sta. 240 - 19.2 n*-4 51.7 3.00 
-
-

I I I I I I I I I I 

8 16 24 

8 16 24 
SHEAR STRAIN 'lf , 0/o 

NORMALIZED STRESS VS. STRAIN FROM CK0UDSS TESTS ON 
NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED MAINE ORGANIC CLAY 

FIGURE 4.4 - 4 
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1.0 ------.------ ..... --- -----.. .,,. 
OCR = 4.7 --,, ,, 

"" ,, 
O"vm TEST / SYMBOL OCR 

/ kQ/cm2 No. . 
r 

I 1.00 0.99 3 I 
I --- 1.98 1.00 4 

0.8 

I -----I 
4.70 1.00 5 

• 
I 

I --------...----I - ------, ,,,,,-- -- OCR= 2.0 
I 
I / 

{I 
0.4 

1/ 
' : I ,.,,.---- OCR = 1.0 -

r I 
I I I I I I 1 I 1 I I I 

16 24 

0.2 

00 8 

0.8 r---------r------..... ,-------.------

OCR = 1.0 

Au -0-vc 

-----0.4/ --OCR =2.0 __ - - ----
0 ~ -----, .._ __ --

\ 
\ 

I 

'· -0.4 ---... .-------i.---------l'-------___.______ ---
' --. _ .. 
' -' ~-' .,,. .... 

'.__ OCR= 4.7 .,,. ..- ..-
' I --~ I _,__ I I I I I -0.0 0 ij . 16 24 

SHEAR STRAIN lf , 0/o 

NORMALIZED STRESS VS. STRAIN FROM CK0UDSS TESTS· ON MAINE 

ORGANIC CLAY AT OCR = 1.0, 2.0 AND 4.7 

FIGURE 4. 4 - 5 
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2.2 r-----,.....--..---.....------.----....----.----------
2.0 t---------'--------+-------1---___. 

See Figure 4.4 -1 for notation 

1.6 i.-----~---------1--------1---1---~ 

1.2 

0.8 

2 

,y 

5 
OCR = uvm I uvc 

10 

UNDRAINED STRENGTH RATIO VS. OVERCONSOLIDATION 

RATIO FROM CK0UDSS TESTS ON MAINE ORGANIC CLAY 

FIGURE 4.4 -6 
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SYMBOL 

0 
<:> 
A 
v 
El A 
• • • 
'4 

II i'-m 
I" '"' ' ~ '-" 0, 

~~~ '" " ' ',A" ~ ' ' ' .. , ., 
•• 

. 
·~, ' 0 ' "• ~ ", ' ' ~' '\ ·~ ·~ OCR = 1.0 '· ' ' •, ~ 

"' 
. ~ 

' 0', \ ' ' ~ 

~~ ... " ' ,4 ~OCR= 2.0 

' .. ... 

" ~-", ' o OCR= 3.0 

' ' ... 4"' "'· '1 
"OCR =4.7 

OCR 
TEST 

<5"vm ""'~~ ... ·) 
No. 
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4.5 BANGKOK CLAY 

4.5.1 Background 

This program w~s conducted for Haley and Aldrich, 
Inc. as part of ·consulting services provided to the 
engineering firm of Camp, Dresser and McKee of Boston, 
Mass., who was engag_ed to develop a sewerage,_ drainage_ 
and flood protection plan for the metropolitan Bangkok
Thonburi area. For engineering purposes, the soil
profile in Bangkok can generally be divided into four 
layers (Moh, et al, 1969): 

(1) A weathered crust of 2 ~ 1 m, usually composed 
of dark gray clay having cracks due 
nate cycles of wetting and drying. 

surface El. = 1.5 to 2.0 m (MSL) in 

to alter

The ground 

Bangkok 
proper and the water table is generally at 
El. 1.0 + 0.5 m. 

(2) A soft to medium dark gray highly plastic 
marine clay, referred to as the soft Bangkok 

Clay, that usually extends to El. -12 ~ 2 m. 
(3) A stiff to hard light gray and yellow-brown 

clay of variable thickness. 

(4) Dense sand and gravel layers, with some 

sandy clay, which occur alternately to an 
indeterminate depth of at least 300 m. 

The CK0 U DSS tests were run on a 5 in. dia. open 
shelby tube sample taken at El. -5 m (depth = 6.4 m) 
in Lumpini Park. Atterberg limits run on four sets of 
trimmings (the clay was not dried prior to running the 
tests) yielded: 
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Index 

wl 
w 

p 
P.I. 

L.I. 

Average 

65~0% 

24.0% 

41.0% 

67% 

Range 

55.6 - 72.2% 
22. 0 - 26·. 2% 

32.0 - 50.2% 

58 76% 

The soil is composed of quartz, feldspar, the clay 
minerals montmorillonite, illite and kaolinite (in 
decreasing order of abundance), and contains 3 + 2 
percent organic matter (Ladd, Moh and Gifford, 1971). 
The pore fluid has a salt concentration of only a 
few grams per liter. 

* At the elevation of the ·sample, avo = 5 TSM and 
avm = 9 to 14 TSM from several oedometer tests. The 
reason from the precompression is not clear, although 
weathering and secondary compression are considered the 
most likely mechanisms. Undrained strength data from 
several nearby borings for a depth of 3 to 8 m were: 

Type.of Test 

3"x6" Sprague and Henwood 

Field Vane rotated at 

5°/min 

Average su Std. Deviation 
.. (TSM)· . (TSM) 

2. 7.5 0.50 

uu Triaxial Compression. 2.30 0.55 
Sheared at 12% strain/hr. 

The program of CK0 U DSS tests included three 
tests on normally consolidated samples, four tests on 
rebounded samples (OCR= 1.5 to 12), and four tests 
on "recompressed" samples. The Asian Institute of 
Technology performed numerous CIUC and several CAUC 

* 2 TSM = metric ton per square meter= 0.1 kg/cm 
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tests on the soft Bangkok Clay, the latter tests being 
run in cooperation with Camp, Dresser and McKee (Moh 
and Wang, 1968, and Moh, 1969). 

4. 5. 2 Results of ·~ DSS Tests 

The results are presented in Tables 4.5-1 and 2 
and Figures 4.5-1 through 4.5-7. The compression curves 
plotted in the last figure indicate a maximum past 
pressure of 8 to 10 TSM;. All but two of· the eleven·-tests 
were consolidated· to a maximum stress of 20 TSM which is 
well into the region of virgin compression. 

Figures 4.5-1 and 4.5-4 plot s vs. 0- and u vc 
su/crvc vs. OCR.respectively. Normally consolidated 
samples had a s /cr = 0.27. Samples rebounded from u vc 
crvm = 20 TSM showed a slight decrease in su until the 
OCR exceeded about two. The data show that "recompressed" 
samples have a slightly lower undrained strength than 
rebounded samples at the same OCR. The same phenomenon 
was observed with Boston Blue Clay (see Figure 3-13). 

The normalized stress path and stress-strain data 
in Figures 4.5-2 and 3 show typical trends. The strain 
at failure generally increases with increasing OCR. 
The heavily overconsolidated specimens develop 
negative pore pressures prior to failure; thereafter 
the pore pressures increase as the sample experiences 
strain softening. 

Very consistent Eu/su data were obtained, as shown 
in Figures 4.5-5 and 6. This ratio decreases sub
stantially at high overconsolidation ratios, which 
appears to be a fairly typical trend (see Figures 3-9, and 
4.4-8 for similar data on Boston Blue Clay and the 
Maine Organic Clay respectively). 
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4.5.3 Comparison With Other Test ·oata 

Moh and Wang (1968) performed an extensive series 
of CIU c tests on samples of the soft Bangkok Clay 
taken at a depth of_ eight meters. Data on normally 
consolidated samples with wn = 80 + 5 percent showed 
su/Oc = qf/crc decreasing with increasing consolidation 
stress, until reaching a constant value of 0.285 at 
crc = 40 to 85 TSM. This ratio is only slightly higher 
than that measured with the CK U DSS tests. Tests 0 
were also run on samples rebounded from maximum 
past pressures of 56 and 84 TSM. These data form the 
band plotted in Figure 4.5-4. The increase in s /0.. . u vc 
with OCR is very similar to the DSS data except at high 
values of OCR. 

Moh (1969} reports the results of several CAU c 
tests on normally consolidated samples (Kc = 0.61 + 0.01} 
taken adjacent to the M.I.T. sample. For crvc = 16 to 
60 TSM, qf/avc = 0.46 to 0.34, which is significantly 
higher than the strength ratios measured from CK U DSS 

0 
and CIU C tests. However, the samples had natural water 
contents of only 36 to 43 percent. Thus the CAD C 
data are probably not typical. 

Ladd, Moh and Gifford (1971) made a detailed 
comparison of the values of s derived from field u 
vane and triaxial compression (U and UU) tests and 
that calculated with the SHANSEP approach based on' 
the CK U DSS data plotted in Figure 4.5-4. Because 0 . 
of variations. in the maximum past pressure, there 
was a range in computed SHANSEP values of su. Typical 
results are summarized below for downtown Bangkok 
(stresses in TSM) • 
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SHAN SEP u and uu Field Vane 
Depth :Cm) DSS .S. u su: + 1 Std. Dev. .su· + 1 Std. Dev. 

4 1.85 2.1 2.7 
(1.5-2.5) +0.7 +0.8 

8 2.6 2.15 2.7 
(2.1-3.3) +0.85 +0.4 

At the shallower depth, the DSS strength is some-
what less than the U and UU strengths and significantly 
less than the field vane strength. At the greater depth, 
s from U and UU tests is the lowest (probably caused u 
by increased sample disturbance), while the the DSS 
and field vane strengths agree quite well. 

The results presented in this Section suggest 
that the soft clay encountered in downtown Bangkok 
exhibits relatively little undrained strength anisotropy. 
Bjerrum (1972) arrived at a different conclusion for 
the much more plastic Bangkok Clay cw1 = 150%, P.I. = 85%) 
encountered 40 km southeast of Bangkok city. He presents 
the following results: 

Type of Test 

CK U C 
0 

CK0 U DSS 
CK U E 

0 

Field vane 

Field vane corrected for 
strain rate effect 

8 u/0 vo 

0.70 

0.41 

0.40 

0.59 

0.47 

The laboratory CK U tests were consolidated to the 0 
in situ a The high values of s /cr are caused VO U VO 
primarily by the fact that the clay is overconsolidated 
(OCR= 1.5 to 1.7), presumably due to secondary compression 
(quasi-preconsolidation). 
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RESULTS OF CKc,UDSS TESTS ON BANGKOK CLAY 

STRESS HISTORY AT Th MAXIMUM 

TEST Uvc 'l) ThlO-vc uvla""vc 
OCR 

No. O"vm (%) Thl<Tvm ~ lovm 

20.0 0.268 0.581 
I 1.00 8.7 

20.0 II II 

10.0 0.268 0.624 
2A 1.00 7.0 

10.0 II II 

40.0 0.251 0.644 
28 1.00 10.0 

40.0 II II 

13.33 0.374 0.830 
3 1.50 9.4 

20.0 0.249 0.554 

6.67 0.661 1.322 
4 3.00 9.0 

20.0 0.220 0.441 

3.33 1.060 1.822 
5 6.00 12.0 

20.0 0.1765 0.3035 

1.66 1.655 2.610 
6 12.0 15.4 

20.0 0.1375 0.2165 

Notes : if' = d 2(4/dt = 5%/hr except as noted 
Ev= ..ertical strain prior to shear 

Th luv 

cp 0 

0.461 

24.8 

0.430 

23.3 

0.390 

21. 3 

0.450 

-
0.500 

-

0.581 

-
0.635 

-

~ 

(%) 

.. 30 

-

,.,30 

27 

28 

.. 30 

... 30 

AT Th /(jv MAXIMUM WN tc 
(days) 

Th 1a.;C (jv IO:vc Th f(jv Wf Ev REMARKS 

Tn lavm <Tv IG"vm cp 0 (%) (%) 

0.190 0.295 0.645 48.6 2.0 'if' incr. to 25 %/hr 

II II 32.8 38.I 15.5 at 'it= 15% 

52.2 l. 9 Sample reconsolida-
- - - ted to 40 TSM 

39.4 7.3 for test 28 

0.175 0.306 0.573 52.2 2.0 Volume control 
problems at 

II " 29.8 35.7 22.3 't' =I to 2 % 

0.294 0.425 0.692 52.3 1.0 Th/O"y still 

0.196 0.283 - 42.0 13.3 increasing 

0.463 0.737 0.630 51.9 I. 5 Volume control 

0.155 0.246 - 44.0 
problem at 

11.8 2(4 = 4-5 % 

0.805 1.252 o.G4a 54.I 1.0 

0.134 0.2085 - 47.2 10.2 

1.462 2.140 0.685, 58.3 1.0 Erratic Th - '6' 
curve 

0.1215 0.1775 - 49.3 10.9 

All stresses in TSM (metric tons per squaie meter) 
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RESULTS OF CK0 UDSS TESTS ON RECOMPRESSED BANGKOK CLAY 

f""ALL SPECIMENS WERE CONSOLIDATED TO a"vm = 20 TSM, REBOUNDED BACK TO a"vc =] 
L 2.5 TSM, AND THEN RECOMPRESSED TO HIGHER VALUES OF a"vc 

STRESS HISTORY AT Th MAXIMUM 

TEST cTvc ~ Th/~C lfv l~c Th !Cfv 
OCR 

No. Uvm (%) 1h lirvm ~vi~ cp 0 

10.0 0.433 0.887 0.488 
7 2.00 11.0 

20.0 0.216 0.443 -

5.00 0.742 1.366 0.544 
8 4.00 7.5 

20.0 0.185 0.341 -

20.0 0278 0.644 0.431 
9 1.00 11.9 

20.0 0.278 0.644 23.3 

4.00 0.850 1.442 0.590 
10 5.00 10.5 

20.0 0.170 0288 -

Notes : li'1 = d ~ /dt = 5 % /hr except as noted 

€ v = vertical strain prior to shear 

AT Th /a"v MAXIMUM WN fc 

't Th llfvc 0-v llfvc Th /(jVC 
(days) 

Wf Ev 

(%) Th lirvm Uv IG"vm cp 0 (%) (%) 

0.331 0.455 0.728 61. 3 I. 0 
31 

0.166 0.228 - 48.4 15.0 

0.543 0.804 0.675 42.9 4.0 
27 

0.135 0.200 - 37.5 8.3 

0.211 0.334 0.632 61.5 2.0 
32 

0.211 0.334 32.3 45.6 18.5 

61.2 1.0 
- - - -

49.5 15.0 

REMARKS 

Higher WN 

than usual 

Lower WN 

than usual 

Test stopped 

at t = 10 % 
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4.6 ATCHAFALAYA CLAY 

4.6.1 Background 

This work was performed for the New Orleans 
District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under a 

contract with M.I.T. entitled "Research Study on 
Strength - Deformation Properties of Soft Foundation 
Clays" that was monitored by the U.S. Army Engineer 
Waterways Experiment Station. The specific site is 
located at Test Sections II and III of the East 
Atchafalaya Basin Protection Levee ·(EABPL) described 
by Kaufman and Weaver (1967). Construction of the 
flood control levees in this area has been greatly 
hampered by a deposit of soft, compressible, highly 
plastic backswamp clay with a thickness of over 
100 ft. Five inch diameter samples from a depth of 
35 to 50 ft were tested. The clay, which is slightly 
precompressed, has the following typical properties: 

WN = 80 + 10% Unconf. compr. s = 300 + 100 psf u -
WL = 95 + 15% Field vane s = 500 + 100 psf - u -

P.I. 75 + 10 Net overburden stress = 1200+300 -
The program of DSS tests included eight CK u 

0 
tests on samples with OCR = 1 to 8 and three CAU tests 

with Th /cr = 0.1 and 0.2. A variety of other types c vc 
of cu tests were performed, including CK u triaxial 

0 
compression and 

passive tests. 

Ladd, Williams, 

extension and plane strain active and 
The complete results are presented in 

Connell and Edgers (1972). 

4.6.2 Results of CUDSS Tests 

The results of tests on K' consolidated samples 
0 

are presented in Figures 4.6-1 through 4.6-7 and.are 
summarized in Table 4.6-1. The above mentioned report 
contains tabulated stress-strain data. 
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The three normally consolidated (N.C.) tests 
with cr = 1,2 and 3 kg/cm2 yielded fairly constant vc 
normalized stress-strain and strength behavior with 
s /cr = 0.24 considered representative. The strain u vc 
at failure is very high (y = 20%) and there is rela-
tively little strain so~tening after failure. Eu/su 
varies from 400 down to 45-60 with increasing applied 
shear stress ratio for N.C. samples (Figure 4.6-6). 
The normalized modulus is very low compared to other 
clays. 

Data from the overconsolidated tests (OCR = 
2,4,6 and 8) show a consistent increase in su/crvc with 
increasing OCR, Figure 4.6-5. However, the stress
strain data tended to be somewhat erratic, especially 
regarding Eu/su. When Eu/su at a given stress level 
was plotted against OCR, there was too much scatter 
in the data to establish a consistent trend. 

Table 4.6-2 and Figures 4.6-8 through 4.6-10 
present the results of DSS tests consolidated with a 
horizontal shear stress equal to 10 and 20 percent 
of the vertical stress. Test No. 13 with Thc/crvc=0.10 
s_howed essentially no change in su/crv~ and Eu/s·u 
compared to K consolidated samples, although the . 0 
strain at failure was reduced. The two tests with 
Th /cr = 0.20 yielded a modest increase (about 15 c vc 
percent) in strength at a shear strain about one-
quarter of that for CK UDSS tests. The average value 0 
of E /s was also increased, especially near failure. u u 
It is interesting to note in Figure 4.6-9 that the pore 
pressure versus strain curves from both the CK0 U and 
CAU tests are the same up to 5 percent shea~ strain 
even though the increases in shear stress are markedly 
different. 
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4.6.3 Comparison With Other Test Data 

The results from the M.I.T. program of consoli
dated-undrained triaxial compression and extension 
and plane strain active tests on normally consolidated 
samples.of Atchafalaya Clay are summarized in Table 
4.6-3. Data from CK0 U plane strain passive tests are 
excluded because the tests were judged to be unreliable 
due to excessive apparatus friction. 

The data in Table 4.6-3 show several interest
ing and/or unusual results: 

(1) The CIU triaxial compression tests showed 
a pronounced strain rate effect. These. 
data, plus tests run at 63 percent per 
hour, showed 

(~su/crc)/~logE = 11.4 + 1.8% 

compared to su at E = 0.5%/hr as a reference 

(2) The CIUC and CK0 UC tests yielded essentially 
the same undrained strength and ~ at maximum 
obliquity, but significant differences in 
stress-strain behavior 

(3) As summarized by Ladd (1971), CK0 U triaxial 
compression and plane strain active tests 
usually yield very similar results. This 
was not the case with the Atchafalya Clay. 
s /cr increased from 0.24 to 0.31 (almost u vc . 
30 percent); E£ was reduced from 3 to 0.7 
percent; E /s was substantially increased u u 
(see Figure 4.6-11); and the PSA tests 
exhibited pronounced strain softening 
due to the formation of failure planes 
while the triaxial compression tests 
showed very little decrease in strength 
after failure. On the other hand, the 
friction angle data agreed with the 
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expected trends (~ increased by a few 
degrees at su and at maximum obliquity). 
As discussed in Ladd, Williams, Connell 
and Edgers (1972), it is very difficult 
to decide whether or not the PSA tests 
reflect true behavior or are subject to 
significant experimental errors. Thus 

-one has -t-Wo model~ 0£ -undrain-ed strength 
behavior for vertical loading of this 
clay: 
(a) A "low" s /a = 0.24 with a relativeu vc 

ly large strain at failure and little 
strain softening; or 

(b) A "high" su/crvc = 0.31 with a very 
low strain at failure and a large 
decrease in strength with further 
straining due to formation of failure 
planes. 

(4) The CK0 U extension tests yielded a strength 
only slightly less than that for triaxial 
compression, which is very unusual, although 
the strain at failure was much higher as 
would be expected. 

The undrained strength ratios and shear strains at failure 
from the various types of CU tests are summarized below: 
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Type of Test 

CK0 UPSA 

CAUDSS 

CIUC 

CK0 UC 

CK0 UDSS 

0.31 

0.275 

0.25 

0.24 

0.24 

0.22 

1.4 

4.5 

10.5 

4.5 

2Cl.-

22.5 

Remarks 

Distinct failure planes; 
some que~tion regarding 
reliability 

Consolidated with 
The/ave = 0.20 

For E = 0.5%/hr.; no 
failure planes 

No failure planes 

Typica-1 s- /cr- compare-d
to other· ~hay§ 
Based on limited data 

With the exception of the PSA tests, all of 
the values of s /a = 0.25 + 0.03, which indicates u vc -
that the Atchaf alaya Clay has negligible anisotropy 
with respect to undrained strength. However, the type 

of test does have an important effect on stress
strain behavior. K consolidation reduces the strain 

0 

at failure for vertical loading, as it should. Tests 
causing a rotation of principal planes, e.g. the direct
simple shear and triaxial extension tests, also cause 
a large increase in the strain at failure. 

Modulus data from several of the types of tests 
are summarized in Figure 4.6-11. Tests with vertical 

loading yielded high values of Eu/su' although the 
PSA data should be viewed with suspicion because of 

possible effects of apparatus friction. The DDS and 
triaxial extension tests gave much lower values of 
modulus, especially at high shear stress levels. 
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Foott and Ladd (1972) and subsequent work show that 
the end-of-construction deformation at the EABPL Test 
Sections could be computed quite accurately based on 

the Eu/su relationship measured with the CK0 UDSS tests. 
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RESULTS OF CK0 UDSS TESTS ON ATCHAFALAYA CLAY 

STRESS HISTORY AT Th MAXIMUM AT 'h ICtv MAXIMUM WN tc 
(days) 

TEST if"vc 't Th /O'"vc O'vlffvc Th ICfv 't Th llfvc Ctv l<Tvc Th/Cfv Wf Ev 
REMARKS 

OCR 
(%) Th lif"vm if"v lif"vm ¢0 (%) Th lif"vm <Tvllfvm ¢ 0 (%) (%) No. CTvm 

3.00 0.230 0.575 0.400 0.170 0.280 0.607 72-t 1.0 </>max too large 2 1.00 18.4 35 
3.00 II II 21.8 II II 31.2 41 25.9 

1.00 0.263 0.489 0.539 0.225 0.349 Q.645 72.6 1.5 ¢max. too large 3 1.00 22.8 33 
1.00 II ,. 28.3 II II ~~2.8 63.7 13.1 

2.00 0.237 0.5985 0.396 0.2055 0.4455 Q.461 76.3 1.7 
4 1.00 21.9 32 

2.00 II II 21.6 II " ?4.8 53.9 24.0 

1.00 0.434 0.928 0.469 0.434 0.928 q.469 91.7 0.5 Low values of 
5 2.00 22.5 22.5 

2.00 0.217 0464 - 0.217 0.464 - 62.1 25.4 Eu/Su 

0.50 0.750 1.466 0.511 0.750 1.466 ().511 86.3 LO 
6 4.00 17.4 17.4 

2.00 0.1875 0.3665 - 0.1875 0.3665 - 61.4 25.5 

0.375 1.252 1.925' 0.650 0.880 1.10 0.80 78.1 1.0 Erratic Th - t 7 8.00 10 20 
3.00 0.1565 0.241 - 0.110 0.138 - 50.9 25.2 beyond peak 

1.00 0.480 0.990 0.485 0.463 0.928 0.500 71.6 1.7 
27 2.00 20.3 25 

2.00 0.240 0.495 - 0.2315 0.464 - 52.3 22.6 

0.333 0945 1.750 0.540 0.935 1.705 0.550 74.7 2.0 Slippage of top 
28 6.00 12.1 13.5 

Su too low 2.00 0.1575 0.2915 - 0.156 0.284 - 56.6 20.4 cop. 

Notes:(f) 'ft =dlS"/dt=5%/hr for all tests (2) Ev= vertical strain prior to shear All stresses in kg/cm2 
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RESULTS OF CAUDSS TESTS ON N.C. ATCHAFALAYA CLAY 

STRESS HI STORY AT Th· MAXIMUM AT Th I <Tv MAXIMUM WN tc 

TEST The tc t i:t Th uv Th/O'v t i:t Th Uy Th/O"v Wf Ev REMARKS 
CTvc - - - - -No. Uvc (day) (%) (%) ifvc ifvc cpo (%) (%) Uvc Uvc cp 0 (%) (%) 

2 0.400 0.465 75 0 RepresentativE 
2-4 0 L5 20 20 0.240 0.600 32 32 0.205 Q.441 

:i: I 21.8 25 52 - values 

0.390 0.429 75.9 18.5 Th/ (fv max 13 1.60 0.10 1.5 12.6 31.1 0.234 0600 14.8 33.3 0.234 0.545 
21.3 23.2 62.3 25.2 not reached 

0.356 0.497 76.4 22.2 
14 2.00 0.20 2.1 4.7 26.9 0.282 0.790 15.3 37.5 0.228 Q.458~ 

19.6 26.4 51.0 29.I 

0.332 0.340 84.4 34.5 Th/Cfv max 
15 2.00 0.20 1.4 4.2 38.7 0.271 0.8185 4.7 39.2 0.271 q.796 

18.3 18.8 52.6 28.4 not reached 

Notes: (I) ~ = dt /dt = 5%/hr for all tests (3) 2:~ = 't c+ tf 
( 2) 't c = ~ at end of consolidation based on initial height of sample 

Stresses in kg/cm 2 
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RESULTS OF CU TRIAXIAL AND PLANE STRAIN TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLI DATED 
ATCHAFALAYA CLAY 

AT {o-1 - o-3) max 
¢AT DEGREE 

TYPE OF TEST • No. OF Pt At ?> q MAXIMUM OF STRAIN REMARKS CTvc E Et Qfo - -
Kc {%/hr) TESTS (%) i!fvc i!fvc OBLIQJITY SOFTENING 

2.5 6.3 3 6.5 0.274 0.683 1.08 23.7 25.6 Very Very 

CTOc consistent 

1.0 0.5 3 7 0.248 0.622 1.23 23.!> 25.2 small data 

1.1-1.5 0.31 0.77 0.8 24 28 Scatter in data 
CKoUPSA 0.3-1.0 4 0.7 Large Distinct taih.Jre 

0.68±00 :t0.02 :1:0.06 (0.45-1.85 :t l.!:i :1:2 planes 

1.5-1.9 3 0.24 0.67 1.4 21 25 Very Consistent 
CK0UC 0.3 3 

b.71*0.02 t I t0.01 t0.015 t0.I :t I t2 small data 

1.6 
CK0UE 0.4 I 15 0.22 0.54 0.9 24 25t None Limited data 

0.69 

See Ladd 1 Williams 1 Connell and Edgers {1972) for complete test data. All stresses in kg/cm2 
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4.7 CONNECTICUT VALLEY VARVED CLAY 

4.7.1 Background 

This program was conducted for the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Works (MDPW) under the Joint 
Highway Research Project between the MDPW and the 
Department of Civil Engineering at M.I.T. The 
research project, initiated in 1967, was aimed at 
improving procedures for the design of highway 
embankments constructed on t~e Connecticut Valley 
varved clays. Ladd and Wissa (1970) discuss the 
geology of the area and present a summary of the 
engineering properties of the varved clay deposits. 
The results of the CK UDSS tests presented herein, as 0 
well as other strength data, are contained in a 
report by Lacasse et~al. (1972) 

The test program was conducted on five in. 
diameter fixed piston samples taken at the inter
section of I-91 and Route 9 in Northampton, Mass. 
adjacent to the Connecticut River. The virgin 
profile for this flood plain area consists of: 

Ground Surface El~ 

Silty sand to El. 

124 ft (MSL) 

95 + 5 ft 
Medium to stiff varved clay to El. 20 + 5 ft 
Glacial till 

Water Table El. 107 ft 

The samples used for testing came from two 
boring: B3 located in the flood plain; and B4 located 
in the median strip of I-91 where the embankment 
El. m 151 ft. Typical values of stress history and 
undrained strengths at the location of the two borings 
are: 
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El. 

80 

60 

40 

ft. 

2 su,kg/cm 2 
crv0 ,kg/cm 

B3- B4 - 2 crvrn,kg/cm * ** Field Vane uuc 

1.4 3.0 3.25 0.57 0.27 
1.8 3.4 3.7 0.70 0.33 
2.45 3.9 4.1 0.81 

Thus the clay is precompressed throughout its entire 
depth at both boring locations. 

The varved clay, which was deposited in glacial 
Lake Hitchcock during Pleistocene time, is composed 
of alternate layers of highly plastic clay and clayey 
-s-i-lts. The -va:rves -vary greatly in tnicKness, but 
a thickness of about one inch can be considered 
typical. Typical Atterberg limits are: 

"Clay" layers: WL = 65 + 15%, P.I. = 39 + 12% 
"Silt" layers: WL = 35 + 15%, P.I. = 12 + 10% 

The. "clay" layers plot above the A-line on 
Casagande's plasticity chart, whereas the "silt" 
layers plot above and below the A-line. The pre
dominate clay minerals in the varved clay are illite 
and chlorite. No cementing agents such as carbonates 
are present. 

The program of CK0 UDSS tests included five 
tests on normally consolidated specimens" with 
a vc = 4 to 6 kg/cm2 and four tests on 6verconsolidated 
specimens with 
included plane 

OCR= 2,4 and 8. Other CK0 U tests 
strain active and passive tests and 

triaxial compression and extension tests. UU triaxial 
compression tests on inclined specimens and consolida
ted drained direct shear and triaxial compression 
tests were also performed. 

* Geonor field vane tests 

** UU triaxial compression tests on vertical specimens 
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4.7.2 Results of CK1i'DSS Tests. 

Tables 4.7-1 and -2 summarize the results of 
the nine tests. It should be noted that the varves 
were vertical rather than horizontal in Test No. 3 
and that Test No. 7 had a much faster rate of strain 
than usual. The normalized paths and stress vs. 
strain curves are plotted in Figures 4.7-1,-2 and 
-3. Values of su/crvc vs. OCR are shown in Figure 
4.7-4, while Eu/su vs. the applied shear stress ratio 
is presented in Figure 4.7-5. 

The tests on normally conaolidated specimens 
with horizontal varves gave quite consistent results, 
from which representative values at the peak strength 
are: 

y f = 7 + 2% 

s ;Ci = o.16s u vc 

crv /crvc = 0.625 
0 cjl = 14. 8 

The undrained strength ratio is very low 
compared to DSS tests on the other clays, primarily 
because of the low value of Th/ crv at failure. The 
tests were not carried to large e~ough strains to 
give sufficient information at c~h/ crv ) maximum. 
In spite of the very low undrained strength, values 
of E /s are typical of those measured for the less u u , 
plastic Boston Blue Clay and Portland Marine Clay. 

The effects of overconsolidation ratio on the 
undrained strength behavior of the Connecticut Valley 
Varved Clay followed the trends observed on the 
other clays. The data are consistent, except for 
the test with an OCR of eight which gave too low 
a strength. 
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4.7.3 Comparison With Other Test Data 

Table 4.7-3 summarizes the results of CK0 U 
plane strain active and passive and triaxial compres~ 
sion and extension tests on normally consolidated 
samples with ave = 3. 4 to 4 .o kg/cm2 • 

For vertical loading, the PSA and triaxial 
compression tests gave similiar results, as summarized 
below: 

Type of Test e: ( % ) 
f 

Remarks 

PSA 

TC* 
0.4 

0.9 

0.28 

0.25 

23 

21 

Failure planes 
Failure planes 

The CK0 UDSS tests yielded su/crvc = ·O ~ 165 ,· which is only 
about 60 percent of the strength for vertical loading. 
UU triaxial compression tests were run on vertical 
specimens and specimens cut at 45 degrees to the 
horizontal. The latter values of su were only 45 to 
70 percent of the vertical strengths (Ladd and Wissa, 
1972). Thus the CU and UU tests both showed similar 
degrees of anisotropy. 

The data in Table 4.7-3 show a major difference 
in strength for horizontal loading between the plane 
strain passive and triaxial extension tests, as 
summarized below: 

0 
Type of Test 

PSP 

TE 

4 

7.5 

0.255 

0.15 

26.5 

22.0 

It is possible that the PSP strengths are too high 
because of apparatus friction (Ladd, et.al., 1971). 
If so, more reliance should be placed on the triaxial 

* Based mainly on Test C-1 with e: = 0.5%/hr 
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extension strengths even though they underestimate 
s for plane strain conditions be cause of the u 
increased intermediate principal stress. On the 

other hand, an extensive series of UU triaxial 
compression tests performed on block samples of 

Connecticut Valley varved clay from East Windsor, 
Conn. by Healy (1967) showed: 

Direction of alf 
su ( f3 ) /su(V) 

to Vertical, f3 0 

0 1. 00 

15 1. 00 

45 0.37 

60 0.33 

75 0.49 

90 0.88 = su (H) /su (V) 

These data, and similar test data on other varved clay 
deposits, suggest that the strength for horizontal 
loading should be only slightly lower than the vertical 
strength. 

In conclusion, both CU and UU test data show 
that s for f3 = 45 to 60 degrees is substantially u 
less than that for f3 = o0 , i.e. su(V). However, a 
major uncertainty exists regarding the value of su 
for horizontal loading. UUC and CK UPSP tests show 

0 
that su(H) is only slightly lower than su(V), whereas 
CK0 UE tests yield a much lower undrained strength. 
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RESULTS OF CK0 UDSS TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED CONNECTICUT VALLEY 
VARVED CLAY 

TEST No. IN SITU AT Y"h MAXIMUM AT END OF TEST WN tc 

BORING <:Tvo TEST ~ UV Th /UV ?:) 'h UV Th/UV 
(days) 

REMARKS 'h Wf - - - - Ev 
EL., ft Uvm Uvc (%) if vc ifvc cp 0 (%) uvc ifvc cp 0 (%) (%) 

I 2.22 0.248 Q.334 61.4 1.0 Low 
83 6.00 8.0 0.152 0.613 20 0.138 0.413 final 
El.44.3 4.0 14.0 18.5 49.I 14.5 strain 

2 1.36 0.281 q.381 57.I 2.0 Low 
83 5.00 5.9 0.172 0.612 15 0.160 0.420 final 
El. 81.9 3.2 15.7 20.8 49.0 14.5 strain 

3 1.36 0.285 q.416 58.7 5.0 Varves 
83 4.00 4.4 0.181 0.635 16 0.163 0.392 
El. 81.6 3.2 15.9 . 22.6 51.8 14.9 vertical 

6 2.24 0.244 0.352 56.3 1.0 Low 
83 4.00 5.1 0.162 0.662 18 0.142 0.404 final 
El. 43.6 4.0 13.7 19.4 50.3 - strain 

7 3.13 0.279 0.508 59.9 1.0 Faster strain 
84 6.00 8.9 0.172 0.617 37 0.098 0.193 rate 
El. 72.2 3.4 15.6 26.9 49.1 18.4 'j{I = 35%/hr 

- - 0 Notes . "I?' - d t/dt - 5 Yo I hr except as noted .ii::'. All stresses in kg /cm 
Ev = vertical strain prior to shear 
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RESULTS OF CK0 UDSS TESTS ON OVERCONSOLIDATED CONNECTICUT VALLEY VARVED 
CLAY 

TEST No. IN SITU TEST ATrh MAXIMUM 

BORING '1-vo lfvc <5' rh llfvc lfv lave 
OCR 

EL., ft Uvm Uvm (%) Th/'fvm UvfUvm 

5 1.55 2.50 0.294 0.940 
83 2.00 7.9 
El. 73.6 3.4 5.00 0.147 0.470 

8 3.13 1.25 0.470 1.162 
84 4.00 11.4 
El.72.0 3.4 5.00 0.1175 0.291 

9 3.13 0.625 0.636 1.493 
8 4 8.00 13.7 
El. 72.0 3.4 5.00 0.0795 0.1865 

10 3.12 2.50 0.278 0.878 
84 2.00 7.4 
El.72.6 3.4 5.00 0.139 0.439 

Notes : cf' = d(l"/dt = 5 %/hr except as noted 
Ev = vertical strain prior to shear 

AT END OF TEST WN tc 

(( Thllfvc lfv l'Cfvc 
(days) 

REMARKS Wf 
T'h/ 0-v rhluv 

EV 

(%) Th/lf~m Uv ICfvm (%) (%) 

0.225 0.52;0 62.5 3.0 
0.313 25 0.433 

0.112 0.2fP 55.4 13.5 

0.386 0.7€/6 63.9 1.0 i(' = 10%/hr 
0.404 25 0.504 

0.0965 0.191 54.5 11.2 at °'t718% 

0.510 1.048 57.5 1.0 i5 = 10 %/hr 
0.426 24 0.487 at~ 7 18 % 

0.0638 0.13~ 50.0 7. 7 Max. Thlow 

0.238 0.55/5 59.4 1.0 
0.317 23 0.429 

' 0.119 o.21:a 48.7 12.4 

All stresses in kg/cm2 



RESULTS OF CK0 U PLANE STRAIN AND TRIAXIAL TESTS ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED 
CONNECTICUT VALLEY VARVED CLAY 

TYPE OF IN SITU TEST AT Cui -0-3) max. WN tc 
( 1 l 

TEST BORING 0-vo 0-vc Qf Pf Wf 
{days) 

REMARKS E . 
Kc - - At ¢0 € 

ANO No. EL., ft 0-vm 0-hc (%) 0-vc if'vc (%) (%/hr) 

B 4 3.15 4.012 61. 5 2.0 Well defined 
PSA-1 0.67 0.4 0.279 0.702 1.09 23.2 failure planes 

El.72.0 3.4 2.68 50.8 0.7 Ev = II 0/o 

B 4 3.15 4.007 60.1 3.0 Necking at top 
PSP -1 0.67 4.4 0.262 0.598 0.78 26.0 Small leak 

El. 71.5 3.4 2.70 50.I 2.0 Ev =10.2°/o 

B 4 3.15 4.005 60.2 2.0 Necking at top 
PSP -2 0.68 4.0 0.251 0.545 0.855 27.3 

El. 71.0 3.4 2.72 50.5 0.6 Ev= 9.8 °/o 

B 4 3.03 3.41 57.1 3.0 Failure planes 
C - I 0.68 1.0 0.252 0.693 1.32 21. 3 at top 

El.76.9 3.3 2.32 53.9 0.5 Ev = 5.5 °/o 

B 3 1.46 4.00 (2) 57.3 5.0 Failure. plane c -4 0.68 0.8 0.234 0.705 1.42 19.4 at 60° 
El. 76.5 3.3 2.73 55.3 0.05 Ev = 7.0 °/o 

B 4 3.08 3.44 00.0 3.0 Failure at top 
E -1 0.685 6.2 0.142 0.383 . 1.24 21.6 

El.74.5 3.4 2.32 56.0 0.5 Ev= 6.3 °/o 

B 3 1.46 4.04 56.3 5.0 Necking at top 
E -2 0.73 9.1 0.162 0.428 1.19 22.2 after failure 

El.76.5 3.3 2.94 48.7 0.3 Ev= 6.9 °/o 
(I) - ~ Ev - vertical strain prior to undrained shear 
<~>At E = 3 %, € was increased tQ 0.5 %/hr ANO q/C'Vc increased by + 0.015 

All stresses in kg/cm 
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5. SUMMARY OF DIRECT-SIMPLE SHEAR TEST DATA AND 
DISCUSSION OF UNDRAINED STRENGTH ANISOTROPY 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This Chapter first summarizes strength and 
modulus data from CK UDSS tests on normally consoli-o 
dated clays, including data.obtained by others. 
Where possible the undrained strength from CK0 U 
triaxial compression tests is included for comparison 
with a "standard" type of strength test. The effect 
of overconsolidation ratio on CK0 UDSS test results 
is then presented based on M.I.T.'s test program. 
The fin al section discusses unarainecr strength 
anisotropy by comparing the results of c~0UDSS tests 
with data from other types of shear tests. It also 
reviews special DSS tests aimed at measuring strength 
anisotropy performed by N.G.I. 

5.2 CK U DSS AND TC DATA ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED 0 

CLAYS 

Table 5-1 presents values of s /a from CK UDSS u vc 0 
and CK UC tests on 13 clays covering a wide range of 0 
composition, Atterberg Limits, and sensitivity. In 
all cases, the tests were performed on samples re
consolidated well beyond the in situ maximum past 
pressure a . The clays are listed in order of in-vm 
creasing P.I., except for No. 13, the Connecticut 
Valley varved clay from Northampton, Mass. su is 
defined as (Th) max. for the DSS tests and as qf = 
0.5 Ca 1 a 3 ) max. for the TC tests. 

The values of s /cr in Table 5-1 are plotted u vc 
vs. P.I. in Figure 5-1. Curves are drawn through 
the data points and those clays which do not follow 
the general trends are identified by name. For most 
of the clays, su/avc from the DSS tests equals 0.21 + 0.01 
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for a P.I. of less than 25 percent. This ratio rises 
to 0.26 + 0.02 for clays of greater plasticity. The 
Maine Organic Clay has a higher strength than usual, 
perhaps because of the presence of shells and sand 
lenses in the soil. The Trieste Clay, which has 
shells, also has a high DSS strength. The highly 
creep susceptible Atchafalaya Clay has a somewhat 
lower strength than typical. The varved clay has 
an unusually low DSS s /a , even when plotted against u vc 
the P.I. of the "silt" layer. UU triaxial compression 
tests on varved clays generally show very low values 
of s for samples trimmed such that failure occurs u 
parallel to the varves (Ladd and Wissa, 1970). Hence 
varved c-lays -should be treated as a -special case. 

The values of s /a from CK UC tests generally u vc 0 
increase with increasing P.I. up to 25 percent, and 
then level off at 0.34 + 0.01. The major exceptions 
are the Connecticut Valley Varved Clay and the Trieste 
and Atchafalaya Clays, which have unusually low un
drained strength ratios. 

The DSS strengths typically equal 65 + 5 percent 
of the TC strengths for clays with a P.I. of 25 
percent or less. The same relationship holds for the 
varved clay. The difference in strengths is less for 
the more plastic clays where the ratio equals 78 + 6 
percent, except' for the anomalous Atchafalaya Clay 
which has a particularly low su/crvc in triaxial 
compression, and the.Trieste Clay, which has a "high" 
DSS strength and a "low" TC strength. 

In summary, CK0 U data on ten clays typically 
show: 

P.I. (%) su/0 vc (DSS) su(DSS)/su (TC) 

10 - 25 0.21 + 0.01 65 + 5 % 
30 - 85 0.26 + 0.02 80 + 5 % 
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Exceptions to these values include a varved clay, the 
Trieste Clay with shells, and the highly creep suscep
tible Atchafalaya Clay. 

Figure 5-2 summarizes values of undrained Young's 
secant modulus from CK0 UDSS tests on five normally 

* consolidated clays. Eu is normalized with respect 
to su and plotted vs. the applied shear stress ratio. 
Two trends are generally evidence with increasing 
P.I. of the clay: (1) the overall magnitude of Eu/su 
decreases, and (2) the decrease in E /s with increas-u u 
ing stress level becomes more pronounced. 

Data are availabl~ on some- of the- c1ays- comparing
E /s from DSS and triaxial compression tests, as u u 
summarized below: 

Clay K c for TC Tests Ratio E /s 
DSS/TC u u 

Boston Blue Clay K 
0 1/2 

Portland Marine Clay K 
0 

1/2 - 1/3 
Trieste Clay K ~ 1 

0 
Atchafalaya Clay K = 1 2/3 - 1/2 

In situ values of undrained modulus have been 
determined from field cases involving four of the 
five clays in Figure 5-2. For the plastic Maine 
Organic and Atchafalaya Clays, there was excellent 
agreement between moduli measured in the CK0 UDSS 
tests and those backcalculated from field data. 
However, the DSS data for the less plastic Portsmouth 
and Boston Blue Clays were significantly less (by a 
factor of two to three) than indicated by field 

* 
Data for the Trieste Clay fall on top of the highly 
creep susceptible Atchafalaya Clay. 
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measurements. With fairly sensitive lean clays, re
consolidation in the laboratory to stresses exceeding 
the maximum past pressure probably produces a struc
ture which is less rigid than that in situ. 

5.3 CK UDSS DATA ON OVERCONSOLIDATED CLAYS 0 

Figure 5-3 presents the relationship between 
s /a and OCR for five clays of widely varying u vc 
compositi.on and plasticity. In spite of the differ-
ence in soil types, all of the clays exhibited the 
same general trend of increased strength with over-
-consolidation -rati-o. Tn other words, clays with a 
higher undrained strength ratio in the normally con
solidated range also maintained a higher su/crvc with 
increasing OCR. CK0 UDSS data on other alluvial, 
deltaic, lacustrine and marine clays will probably 
fall within the range plotted in Figure 5-3. 

The decrease in undrained strength with re
bound from the maximum past pressure for the five 
clays is plotted in Figure 5-4. The vertical axis 
gives the strength of an overconsolidated sample 
as a fraction of the undrained strength at the 
maximum past pressure. For example, rebound to one 
quarter of a (i.e. OCR = 4) causes a 25 + 5 per-vm -
cent decrease in su. Since the data fall within a 
fairly narrow band, this plot is very useful in 
helping to determine the effect of OCR on su/crvc 
for a clay with limited data on overconsolidated 
samples. It can also be used to develop an estimated 
s /cr vs. OCR for a clay which has data only on u vc 
normally consolidated samples. Calculations for a 
normally consolidated clay with su/crvc = 0.25 are 
tabulated below: 
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crvc)/(su crvm) * s /a OCR (s at at u ll vc 

1 1.00 0.25 

2 0.90 (0.90) (0.25) (2)=0.45 

4 0.75 (0.75) (0.25)('4)=0.75 
10 0.55 (0.55) (0.25)(10)=1.375 

The effect of overconsolidation ratio on undrained 

modulus for three clays is presented in Figure 5-5. 

Values of E /s are plotted at an applied shear stress u u 
ratio Th/su of one-third and two-thirds. A slight 

amount of precompression has a relatively small effect 

on the modulus ratio, but Eu/su decreases markedly 

at high values of OCR, especially.at low shear stress 
levels. 

5.4 UNDRAINED STRENGTH ANISOTROPY 

5.4.1 Comparison of ~Tests on Normally Consolidated 

Clays 

Table 5-2 presents data on four clays for which 

direct-simple shear (DSS) strengths can be compared with 

strengths measured in plane strain active and passive 

tests (PSA and PSP) and/or in triaxial compression and 

extension tests (TC and TE). In_ all cases the samples 
were K consolidated beyond the in situ maximum past 

0 

pressure. The angle S is the angle between cr 1 f and the 
vertical. The value of su for the plane strain and tri

axial tests is defined in two ways: 

upper line, s 
u 

lower line, su 

= qf = 0.5 (cr1 - cr 3 ) 

= Tff = qfcos ¢ 

max. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, su = (Th) max. in the DSS 

tests is thought to lie somewhere between qf and Tff" 

* Based on the average relationship plotted in Figure 5-4. 
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The DSS strengths are compared to the average 
su measured in PSA and PSP tests and in TC and TE tests 
in Table 5-3 based on both definitions of su for the plane 
strain and triaxial tests. The data on three clays show: 

su(DSS) 
0.75 - 0.80 based = on qf 

su(PSA & PSP) 

= 0.90 - 0.95 based on Tff 

For undrained bearing capacity analyses of a strip 
loading su should be based on qf and thus DSS strengths 
would underestimate bearing capacity by 20 to 25 percent 
for these three clays. However, for undrained circular 
arc stability analyses,·su = Tff' and the DSS strengths, 
are only slightly conservative by 5 to 10 percent. 
-l>~lthough compl-e-te da·ta are not available for the 
Atchafalaya Clay, DSS strengths would probably be 
slightly conservative for the bearing capacity of a 
strip loading and about correct for undrained circular 
arc analyses. 

The above conunents are based on limited data 
and can not be extrapolated to all types of clays, 
especially varved clays. 

Discussion of the relationship between DSS and 
triaxial tests will be deferred until after presenting 
data from N.G.I. 

5.4.2 Undrained Strength Data on Soft Clays 

by N.G.I. 

Data presented in previous tables in this chapter 
have been obtained from samples reconsolidated well beyond 
the in situ maximum past pressure, as reconunended by the 
SHANSEP approach (Ladd, 1971). The procedure used to 
study anisotropy at N.G.I. employs tests in which the 
samples are K consolidated to the overburden stress, i.e. 0 
ave = crvo This approach requires samples of extremely 
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high quality; otherwise sample disturbance will adversely 
affect the results. On the other hand, the SHANSEP method 
is not applicable to highly structured soils such as the 
quick clays and naturally cemented soils. 

Table 5-4 presents strength data from N.G.I. on 
nine normally loaded clays that have developed a quasi
~reconsolidation pressure due to secondary compression. 
The resulting overconsolidation ratios ranged from 1.8 
for the highly plastic Bangkok Clay to 1.15 for the 
Manglerud Quick Clay. 

The values of s for the CK UDSS tests are (Th) u 0 
max, while those for the CK0 UC tests are qf. The CK0 UE 
strength values are believed to be q_ at some gjven strain, 
and thus are somewhat less than qf. The "corrected" 
field vane strengths are based on Bjerrum's _(1972) correc
tion factor µ versus P.I. developed from observed embank
ment failures. This correction is different from the 
correction reported by N.G.I. which attempted to adjust 
the results of the vane tests to the same rate of loading 
as employed in the triaxial tests based on laborat~ry 
measurements of the effect of strain rate on undrained 
shear strength (N.G.I. reduced all field vane strengths 
by about 22 percent while µ ranged from 0.65 for the 
Bangkok Clay to 1.1 for the Quick Clays). 

The data in Table 5-4 show su(DSS)/su(TC) = 70+10 
percent as compared to 80~20 percent based on the data 
in Table 5-1 (su = qf for TC tests). Comparing data on 
the same clays in both tables, there appears to be some 
tendency for this ratio to decrease when ave= crvo as 
contrasted to tests with a > avm' particularly with the vc 
very sensitive quick clays. 

The next to the last column in Table 5-4 compares 
the DSS s to the average s measured in TC and TE tests, u u 
where su is equal to or slightly less than qf for the 
triaxial tests. These data and that for the two clays in 
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Table 5-3 show that the DSS strength is within 10+4 per
cent of the average of the two types of triaxial tests 
for seven of the ten clays. The ratio is only 0.81 + 0.03 
for the other three clays. There does not appear to be 
any correlation with soil type or degree of precompression 
due to aging. 

Plane strain active and passive tests yield higher 
strengths than the corresponding triaxial tests (Ladd, 1971). 
Thus, based on the. data in Tables 5-3 and 5-4, one would generally 
expect the ratie { su(DSS) / su(PSA & PSP)} to be signifi-
'cantly less than unity when su for the plane strain tests 
is defined as qf. However, if su is defined as Tff' as it 
should for total stress circular arc analyses, ~he above 
-ratio -may -we1-1 -b-e -within 5 to 1-0 percent of unity. for 
non-stratified clays. 

The final column in Table 5-4 compares the DSS s u 
to the corrected field vane strength based on Bjerrurn's (1972) 
empirical correction factor derived from fourteen case 
studies involving embankment failures. The ratio is within 
15 percent of unity for six of the seven soils. If the 
corrected field vane strengths are indeed a good measure 
of the in situ s for embankment loadings, then it appears u . 
that CK UDSS tests on very high quality samples with 0 . 
o = o will also yield a reasonably good estimate of VC VO 
strengths for total stress circular arc analyses. 

5.4.3 Use of Special CAUDSS Tests 

Soydemir (1972) performed a series of special CU 
direct-simple shear tests at N.G.I. to study the undrained 
strength anisotropy of three clays of varying plasticity. 
The principle underlying the test program is illustrated 
in Figure 5-6A. Test Type No. 1, which is the standard 
CK UDSS test, corresponds to a "horizontal" failure surface. 0 ' 
Test Types No. 2 and 3 correspond to positive and negative 
slopes of a failure surface respectively. In Test Type No. 2, 
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samples were ·trimmed at e = 30,45, and 60 degrees to the 

horizontal, consolidated under stresses of cr 8c and Tec'and 

then sheared undrained with an increment of shear stress 

flT e .which acted in the same direction. as T ec. In Test 
Type No. 3, the samples were trimmed and consolidated in 

the same manner as described above, but the increment of 

shear stress flTe applied during undrained shear acted 

in the opposite direction tothat applied during consolida

tion. 

Part B of Figure 5-6 gives the consolidation 

stresses used in the program. Since the tests attempted 

to duplicate in situ conditions the values of cr 6c and Tee 

were selected as follows: 

crec = 

'Tee ::;-

- 2 2 
crvo (cos 8+K0 sin 8) 

K ) sinecose 
0 

where a = net overburden stress and K was assumed equal VO 0 
to 0.60. This approach correctly gives the in situ consoli-

dation stresses on the e plane (assuming that a and K 
VO 0 

are correct) , but does not yield the correct stresses on 

the two planes perpendicular to the e plane, except when 

8 = o0 • In a fourth type of test, samples were trimmed 

vertically and consolidated with crec = K0 crvo· 

The approximate correspondence between these special 

CAUDSS te?ts and other types of tests, as stated or inferred 

by Soydemir (1972), is: 

Type of 

CAUDSS Test 

No. 1 

No. 2 

No. 3 

No. 4 

0 
e 

0 

+45 to 

-30 to 

90 

211 

60 

45 

Other Type of 

Shear Test 

Field vane, "horizontal 11 

failure surface 

Plane strain active 

Plane strain passive 

Field vane, "vertical" 
failure surface. 



It should be emphasized that Test Type No. 2 above 
is different from the CAUDSS tests performed by M.I.T. In 
the latter, the sample is trinuned horizontally and oa = a 

vc 
Consequently the M.I.T. values of su/ovc should be larger 
than the N.G.I. values for the same soil and stress history. 

Part C of Figure 5-6 listspertinent properties of 
the three clays that were tested. The P.I. ranged from 
13 to 48 percent, all were quite sensitive (s = 6 to 10), . t 
and the quasi - preconsolidation ratio, P /cr , equalled 

C VO 
1.1 + 0.1 to 1.5. From one to three tests were run at each 
of the a angles listed in Figure 5-6B. 

The test results, based on a smooth line drawn through 
the measured data, are plotted in Figure 5-7. su is defined 
as the max1mum value of T on the a plane at failure, i.e. 
when the measured shear stress vs. shear strain reached" 
its peak value. The angle a was defined in Figure 5-6A. 
A positive angle means that the consolidation and failure 
values of Ta acted in the same direction, whereas a negative 
angle means that the direction of Ta was reversed during 
undrained shear. The standard CK0 UDSS test is represented 

0 
by a = 0 • * 

* 

The data in Figure 5-7 show: 
( 1) . su/ovo increa;es with increasing a 

up to. a = 40 + 10 , and then decreases 
- 0 

markedly as a approaches 90 . The 
increase can be explained by the large 
shear stress at consolidation ~nd sub
sequent small change in the rotation 
of principal planes during undrained 
shear. The decrease at larger angles 
is probably caused by the small value 

The explanation of the data is that of the writers 
and not Soydemir (1972) . 



Lean 

of cr 8 / cr (see Figure 5-6B) and a larger 
C VO 

rotation of principal planes during un-

drained shear. 

(2) s /cr decreases with decreasing e down to 
u vc 0 

( 3) 

8 = -45 to -60 . The strength decrease is 

probably caused mainly by the large reversal 
in direction of shear stresses on the e 
plane. The decreasing value of cr 8 /cr also 

. C VO 
contributes to the drop in strength. The 

strength then increases at 8 = -90° (same 

test as e = + 90°) because there is no 
reversal in the direction of T 8 • 

The· variation ins /cr is most nronounced u· vo· I:'.. 

with the Lean Dranunen Clay and least pronounced 

by the plastic Ska-Edeby Clay. The variation 

in su relative to .the standard CK0 UDSS strength 
is summarize.a below for the three clays: 

s (CAUDSS) 
u 

Clay e = +40 t 10° e = 90° e = -so + 10° 

Drammen 1.45 0.65 0.40 
(P. I. = 13%) 

Plastic Drammen 1.25 0.80 0.70 
(P. I. = 30%) 

Ska -· Edeby 1.10 0.95 0.90 
(P. I. :c: 48%) 
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Soydemir (1972} measured the radial stress in the 
wire reinforced membrane in the tests on the two Drammen 
Clays. These data, plus the assumption that a uniform 
pure shear stress condition existed in the DSS device, 
enabled Soydemir to determine the Mohr circles of stress 
throughout the tests. With this information, Soydemir 
computed the maximum shear stress at failure qf and the 
angle of rotation of the principal planes Ba during 
undrained shear. 

Figure 5-8 presents values of qf/cr plotted · VO 
versus the angle of rotation of the major principal 
stress during shear. Data from CK U triaxial compression 

0 0 (Be = O} and triaxial extension CB 19 = 90 ) have been 
added for comparison. The figure shows a consistent 
and dramatic decrease in qf/crvo with increasing rotat
tion of principal planes. 

Before discussing the above dat.a in more deatil, 
it is interesting to note the relationship between 
the computed values of qf in Figure 5-8 and the measured 
values of (T 6} max in Figure 5-7. For a values of 

0 . zero and + 45 . 

Lean Drammen Clay: (Ta) max/qf = 0.87 + 0.05 
Plastic Drammen Clay: (Ta} ma.x/qf = 0.96 + 0.02 

These data support the conclusion reached in Chapter 2 
that the values of (Th} max. measured in undrai'ned 
DSS tests fall between qt and Tff 
also shows that Ba = 35 for the 
tests. This angle corresponds to 
2-2 and Figure 2-6. The computed 
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agree with the conclusions reached in Chapter 2 for 
* Clays A and B . 

The data in Figure 5-8 repres~nt a comprehensive, 
imaginative and sophisticated study of undrained 
anisotropy. The authors are unware of comparable 
data showing such a detailed effect of rotation of 

'principal planes on undrained strength. In spite of 
this, the approach employed by Soydemir is subject to 
the following criticisms: 

* 

(1) The stress state in the DSS device is 
presumedly one of plane strain and thus 
the strengths at s8 = O and 90° should be 
obtained from plane strain active and 
passive tests and not triaxial compression 
and extension tests. Plane strain tests 
will generally yield higher values of 

su/crvJLadd, 1971). 
(2) Data presented by Soydemir for the CAUDSS 

tests on the plastic Drammen Clay at 
e = + 45° show that: 

Figure 6 of Soydemir (1972) shows the Mohr circles at 
f~ilure for the 8= +45° tests on the Plastic Drammen 
Clay. The corresponding friction angles assuming 
c = O were~·= 44°. Either the soil has a cohesion 
intercept, which is possible since P /a = 1.5, or 

C VO 
the method of analysis is in error. 
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(a) cr1 c;crvo = 0.89, whereas this ratio should have 
equalled unity: 

(b) ale was inclined about 20 ° from the vertical' 
whereas it should have been vertical; 

(c) cr 3c/crlc = 0.39, whereas the test program 
was designed to have Kc = K0 = D.60. 

In other words, the imposed consolidation stresses 
did not duplicate in situ conditions. Soydemir (1972) 
realized this, but "argued that the discrepancy 
would be small enough not to obscure the overall 
behavior". This may be true enough if one is 
in_vestigating trends rather than attempting to 
measure values of su/crvo for design purposes. 

-c:n1Hgorous appTicatlon of the aata to engineering 
problems requires a knowledge of the direction 
of cr 1 f (or the direction of the "failure plane"). 
This, in turn, means that the radial stress has 
to be measured in. the test and simplifying assump
tions made regarding its significance. Alter
natively, a test device such as the Cambridge 
Simple shear apparatus, which measures stresses 
along the sides of the sample, could be employed. 

Returning to the data presented in Figure 5-8, the 
-- - 0 -CAUDSS tests with e = 45+15 yielded a smaller s /a - U VC 
than the CK0 U triaxial compression tes_ts. Thus, for 
these two clays, it is reasonable to conclude that this 
type of DSS test will underestimate the in situ plane 
strain active undrained strength. On the other hand, 
CAUDSS tests with 8-= -45+15° gave strength values 
about 30 to 35 percent greater than CK U triaxial 

0 
extension tests. The only data available comparing 
CK0 UE and CK0 UPSP strengths are for Boston Blue Clay, 
wheres (PSP) = 1.23 s (TE). Based on this limited u u 
information, one might conclude that CAUDSS tests with 
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e = -45 + 15° will slightly overestimate the in situ 
plane strain passive undrained strength. Finally, the 
CK unss (i.e.e = O) strengths are very close to the 0 

average of the CAUDSS values measured withe = +45+15° 
and e = -45 + 15 °. 

Although beyond the scope of this report, it is 
interesting to note that Soydemir (1972) compared the 
ratio of strengths measured with e = O and e = 90° 
CAUDSS tests (i.e. "horizontal" and "vertical" failure 
surfaces) to that determined from in situ field vane 
tests of varying geometry. The ratios measured by 
Soydemir agreed remarkedly well with_ those.. ohtained
from field vane tests for a variety of clays when 
the results were plotted against plasticity index. 
Representative data are: 

sl,i ("Horizontal" failure surface) 

( % ) of Clay s ("Vertical" failure surface) P.I. u 

10 1.5 + 0.1 
20 1.25 +· 0.05 
40 1.05 + 0.05 

60 1.00 + 0.05 
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UNDRAINED STRENGTH RATIO FROM CK0 UDSS AND TRIAXIAL 
COMPRESSION TESTS ON N.C. CLAYS 

CLAY 

I . Manglerud 

Quick clay 

2 Mastemyr 

Quick clay 

3 Portsmouth 
Sensitive clay 

4 Portland 
Marine clay 

5 Boston 
Blue clay 

~ Plastic 
Drammen clay 

7 Maine 

Organic clay 

8 Bangkok 

clay 

9 Son Francisco 

Bay mud 

10 Trieste clay 

with shells 

II Atchafalaya 

clay 

12 Very plastic 

Bangkok clay 

13 Conn. Valley 

Varved clay 

w Su = ti),) max 

<:11 Su = Qf 

( a-vc ,. 1.5 - 2 o-vm ) 

WL' O/o Su I Uvc Su (DSS) 

P. I. t O/o 
St 

DSS 111 TC 
CZJ 

Su (TC) 

27 

8 

35 

13 

35 
15 

44 
20 

41 
21 

53 
24 

65 

34 

65 

41 

88 

45 

75 

55 

95 

75 

147 

85 

65 
39 

0.20 0.285 
100 

t0.02 *0.005 
0.70 

Very 

large 
0.21 0.31 0.68 

10 0.20 0.27? 0.741 

0.21 
~ 0.-3-3-0- 0.-53-

t0.035 ·. 

- 0.20 0.33 0.61 

0.22 0.34 
10 

t 0.015 t 0.015 0.65 

0.285 0.34 - 0.84 
± 0.025 t 0.02 

- 0.27 - -
(J) 

8 0.25 0.35 0.72 

0.30 0.30 - 1.00 
t 0.01 t 0.01 

0.24 0.24 - ·1.00 
:1:0.01 :I: 0.01 

0.275 0.335 
6 0.82 

:1:0.02 t 0.025 

35<fJ 0.165 
12 7 :.t0.015 025 0.66 

(.JJ From Cambridge Simple Shear Apparatus 

C4J For ''clay" and "sil( layers respectively 

REFERENCE 

Bjerrum and 

Lanclva (1966) 

Graham (1969) 

M. I. T. 

- M:i.T: 

M. I. T. 

Bjerrum and 
Brown (1968) 

M.l.T. 

M.l.T. 

Dunlop et al~l96E 
Duncan and 
Seed (1965) 

M.I. T. 

Ladd et al., 

(1972) 

Bjerrum and 

Brown (1969) 

Lacasse 
et al., (1972) 

TABLE 5-1 
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~ 

UNDRAINED STRENGTH RATIOS FROM CK0 U TESTS ON FOUR NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED 
CLAYS 

C uvc ~ 1.5 - 2 O:vm ) 

UNDRAINED STRE;NGTH RATIO , Su I Cfvc 
,,, 

CLAY WL P. I. /3 = oo ,$=45:1:15° /3 = 90° REFERENCE 

(%) (%) PSA TC DSS c;n PSP TE 

Portsmouth 0.35 0.27? 0.155 
35 :t 5 15 :t 3 0.20 - Lodd (1972) Sensitive clay (0.295) {0.245} {0.13} 

Boston· 0.34 0.33 0.19 0.155 
41 21 0.20 Ladd et al., {1971) Blue clay {0.30} ( 0.295} {0.145) (0.12) 

(.3) 
Son Francisco 0.37 0.35 0.28 Dunlop et al., (1968 88 45 0.25 -
Bay mud { 0295} (0.29) (0.23) Duncan and Seed 

( 1965) 

Atchafalaya 0.31 0.24 0.22 
95 :t 15 75 :t 10 0.24 - Ladd et al., (1972) clay (0.285) (0.225) {0.20) CD 

r 
ITI 
CJ1 . <o For /3 = O and 90°, upper ratio based on Su = Qf and lower ratio in ( ) based on Su = Tff = qf cos 'ip 

CllJ Su= (rh) max 
N 

(3) Cambridge Simple Shear Apparatus 
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CD 
r 
fT1 

U1 
I 

C>I 

COMPARISON OF UNDRAINED STRENGTHS FROM DSS VS. PLANE STRAIN 
AND TRIAXIAL TESTS ON FOUR N.C. CLAYS 

( Based on data in table 5 - 2) 

(I) (/) 

wL, O/o DEFINITION OF Su(DSS) Su (DSS) CLAY 
P. I. , O/o Su Su (P$A 8 PSP) Su( TC a TE) 

Portsmouth 35 t 5 Qf 0.79 -
Sensitive clay 15 t 3 Tff 0.~4 -

Boston 41 Qf 0.755 0.825 

Blue clay 21 Tff 0.90 0.965 

San Francisco 88 Qf 0.71 -
Bay mud 45 Tff 0.~5 -
Atchafalaya 95 ~ 15 Qf 1.04 

clay 75 :t 10 Tff 1.13 

( n Su (DSS) =(Th) max 



_, 
):> 
co 
r 
fTI 

U1 

· (I I UNDRAINED STRENGTH DATA ON SOFT CLAYS BY N. G. I. 
(With uvc = uv0 for CK0U tests) ,,, 

wL,% Pc lffvo CK0 U 
CLAY 

P. I. t O/o St TC 

Plastic Bangkok 
152 1.8 

0.71 
88 6 

Kimola 62 1.8 
0.46 

31 8 

Plastic Drammen 
60 1.5 

0.40 
31 8 

Sund land 
58 1.3 

0.40 
28 II 

Vaterlond 47 · 1.25 
0.37 

20 5 

37 -
Studenterlunden 0.32 

17 5 

Lean Drammen 33 1.3 
0.34 

10 8 
(IS} 29 1.25 Mastemyr Quick 0.36 

7 100 :t 

(5) 27 1.15 Manglerud Quick 
8 100 :t 0.30 

w From Serre and Bjerrum (1973) except as noted 
< 2J Pc = quasi - preconsolidation pressure 

Su lifvo F. v. Sul O"vo Su (DSS) 

DSS TE MEAS. CORR~-'J Su (TC) 

0.42 0.37 0.57 0.37 0.59 

0.36 0.32 - - 0.78 

0.32 0.16 0.36 0.33 0.80 

0.30 - 0.35 0.325 0.75 

028 0.13 - - 0.76 

0.19 0.09 0.19 0.19 0.60 

(IJ 

0.22 0.07 0.24 0.26 0.65 

0.22 0.10 0.21 0.23 0.61 

0.18 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.60 

r 31 Corrected according to Bjerrum's (1972) 
plot of µ vs. P. I. based on embankment 
faik.Jres · 

Su(DSS) 5u(DSS) 

Su(TC +-TE) 
(J) 

Su(Corr. F.V) 

0.78 1.13 

0.92 -

1.14 0.97 

- 0.92 

1.12 -

0.93 1.00 

1.07 0.85 

0.96 0.96 

0.84 1.28 

<4-J From Bjerrum ( 1972) 
(6J From Bjerrum ll971) 
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1.8 
WL P. I. 

No. L.L O/o O/o I Maine Organic Clay 

CD 65 34 1.0 
1.6 

® 65 41 0.65 

® 
2 Bangkok Clay 

95 75 0.85 
Atchafalaya Clay I. 4 

0 41 21 0.8 

®* 65 39 
35 12 

1.2 
*' "Cloy" and "Silt" layers 

4 Boston Blue Clay 

1.0 

u 5 Connecticut Valley 1t? 0.8 1-------1-----1-~_,_-~---+-+1 Varved Clay 
....... 

:> 
(/) 

2 4 

Note: 

Su = (Th) max. 

6 8 10 

UNDRAINED STRENGTH RATIO VS. OVERCONSOLIDATION RATIO 
FROM CK0 U DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TESTS ON FIVE CLAYS 

FIGURE 5-3 
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DECREASE IN UNDRAINED STRENGTH WITH REBOUND FROM 
CK0UDSS TESTS ON FIVE CLAYS 

FIGURE 5-4 
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Maine Organic 

Bangkok 
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400·--- -
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2 

' ', 
' 

WL 

O/o 

41 

65 

65 

' ' 

P. I. STRESS RATIO Th/Su 

O/o 1/3 2/3 

21 -0-- -------
34 .6. ---·---
41 ---0-- ---·---

- l - --4--- -=~-= 

6 8 10 

EulSu VS. OCR FROM Cf<oUDSS TESTS ON THREE CLAYS 

FIGURE 5-5 
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A RELEVANCE OF CAUDSS TESTS TO IN SITU CONDITIONS 

B CONSOLLDATION- STRESSES- USED- IN- CAUOSS- T-ESTS-

8 0 "Be T8c 
Cfvo Cfvo 

0 1.0 0 
:t: 30 0.9 :t 0.18 
:t; 45 0.8 :t 0.20 
:t 60 0.7 :t 0.18 

90 0.6 0 

C AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF CLAYS TESTED 

d WN WL P. I. Pc 
CLAY St -

m O/o O/o O/o Cfvo 

Lean Drammen 16 33.5 33 13 6-8 1.2 

Plastic Drammen 6.5 54.5 62 30 G-8 1.5 

Ska - Edeby 6.5 89.5 81 48 G-10 I.It 0.1 

-INFORMATION ON CAUDSS TESTS BY SOYDEMIR (1972) 

FIGURE 5- 6 
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30 1.5 
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o.__ __ .__ ______ _._ __ ~ __ _. ________ ....._~----_._--...... 
-so -40 0 40 00 

ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL, 8 
UNDRAINED STRENGTH RATIO FROM SPECIAL CAUDSS TESTS 

ON THREE CLAYS (SOYDEMIR, 1972) 
FIGURE 5 - 7 · 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 SCOPE of REPORT 

This report deals primarily with the results of K0 
consolidated-undrained direct-simple shear (CK UDSS) 

0 
tests performed on a variety of normally consolidated and 
overconsolidated clays using the Geonor device. Chapter 2 
summarizes historical information on direct box shear, 
direct-simple shear, and simple shear tests and then 
presents the results of theoretical analyses of the 
stresses and strains in simple shear devices. The results 
of an extensive series of CUDSS tests on resedimented 
Boston Blue Clay are contained in Chapter 3. These data 
are compared to undrained strengths and moduli measured 
~n triaxial compression and ex_t_ension_ and-plane-strain 
active and pas~ive tests. Direct-simple shear data 
on six undisturbed clays are presented in Chapter 4. 

Where possible, results of other types of CU tests are 
added for comparison. Chapter 5 summarizes the results 
of M.I.T. 's test program, presents DSS data obtained by 
others, and discusses undrained strength anisotropy. 

6.2 . ANALYSIS OF STRESSES IN THE DIRECT-SIMPLE SHEAR DEVICE 

Section 2.5 presents a summary and conclusions re
garding the stresses in consolidated-undrained DSS tests. 
It is tentatively concluded that: 

(1) The·stresses and strains within the Geonor DSS 
device are generally quite uniform. The measured 
values of shear strain y, horizontal shear stress 

· Lh' and vertical effective stress crv are good 
representations of average conditions within the 
sample. 

(2) The direction of the applied principal stresses 
changes during shear, especially for normally 
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consolidated clays. Whereas the direction of 
6cr1 may start out at 45° to the horizontal 
(i.e. a state of pure shear), this angle prob
ably decreases with increasing strain. 

(3) The assumption that the applied stress system 
is one of pure shear is _reasonable when comput

- ing values of undrained Young's modulus Eu at 
low shear strains. Therefore, E = 3 Th/y • u -

(4) The undrained shear strength su measured in a 
DSS test is defined as the maximum measured 
value of Th. This peak value of Th probably 
lies somewhere between the maximum shear stress 
qf = 0. 5 (cr1 - cr 3) max. and the shear stress on 
the failure plane Tff = qf cos ~. 

(5) There is no consistent relationship between the 
magnituae of Th/crv at failure (i.e. at the peak 
Th) and tan ~ because the principal planes are 
still rotating as Th reaches its maximum value_. 
For normally consolidated clays, Th/ crv at 
failure is likely to be considerably less than 
tan ~ and may be less than sin ~. At very 
large strains, Th/crv probably lies between 
tan~ and.sin <f>. 

6.3 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CK0 UDSS TESTS 

Some of the advantages of Cif'lj'Dss tests compared to . 0 
CK0 U triaxial compression or extension tests are: 

(1) It is much easier and faster to obtain K0 consoli
dation; 

(2) One automatically obtains the same information 
than can be obtained from a standard oedometer 
test; 

(3) Fewer problems can arise during undrained shear 
due to equipment malfunctions,_ leakage, etc; 
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(4) While the time for undrained shear is generally 
comparable to that for triaxial tests (6 to 8 
hours), one obtains much larger shear deformations; 

(5) Undrained modulus data are generally more con

sistent; 

(6) The measured values of undrained strength are 
generally more applicable to circular arc failures 
than either triaxial compression or extension 
tests; 

(7) A horizontal shear stress can be applied during 
consolidation in the DSS device in order to 
simulate (approximately) stress conditions along 
a circular arc failure. 

Compared to CK0 U triaxial compression or extension 
tests, some of the- disadvantages are-:-

(1) There is uncertainty regarding exactly what the 
peak value of Th in a DSS test represents; 

(2) The DSS test does not yield a meaningful effec
tive stress envelope at the peak Th. In fact, 
the values of ¢ = arctan Th/av for normally 
consolidated clays are generally of no value~ 
(¢ is often much smaller than the real ~ for the 
clay) ; 

(3) With the Geonor device, one must manually adjust 
the vertical load in order to maintain constant 
volume during undrained shear; 

(4) The Geonor device uses a 50 square cm sample 
(diameter= 8.0 cm= 3.14 inches), and thus 
requires larger undisturbed samples than usual
ly obtained in standard practice. 

Direct (box) shear devices have been modified in 
order to perform constant volume tests (Taylor, 1952; 
O'Neill, 1962). The Geonor DSS test obviously imposes 
much more uniform shear strains than can be obtained in a 
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box shear device. There is insufficient data with which to 
draw conclusions regarding differences in measured values 
of undrained strength. 

6.4 CK0 UDSS TEST DATA ON NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED CLAYS 

The report presents stress-strain,stress path, and un
drained modulus data on seven normally consolidated soils 
of widely varying plasticity and composition (three 
marine illitic clays includingresedimented Boston Blue Clay, 
an organic clay from a tidal mud flat, two deltaic clays 
of medium to high plasticity, and a varved clay). In all 
cases, the-vertical consolidation stress ave exceeded the 
in situ maximum past pressure a . Where possible, data . vm 
from CK0 U triaxial and plane strain tests are also presen-
tea for comparative purposes (very detailed information 
is presented in Chapter 3 for Boston Blue Clay) . 

Values of s /a from CK UDSS and triaxial compression u vc 0 

(TC) tests on the above seven clays and on six other clays 
are presented in Table 5-1 and Figure 5-1. Most of the 
data fit the following pattern: 

P.I .. (%) 

10 - 25 

30 - 85 

0.21 + 0.01 

0.26 + 0.02 

su(DSS)/su(TC) 

65 + 5% 

80 + 5% 

Exceptions to these values include a Connecticut Valley 
varved clay, a CH clay with shells from Trieste, and a 
highly plastic creep susceptible backswamp clay from the 
Atchafalaya basin in Louisiana. 

Figure 5-2 summarizes values of undrained Young's 
modulus (secant) from CK UDSS tests on five clays. E . 0 u 
is normalized with respect to s and plotted versus the . u 
applied shear stress ratio. With increasing P.I. of the 
clay: 
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(1) 

(2) 

the overall magnitude of Eu/su decreases; 
the decrease in E /s with increasing stress u u 
level becomes more pronounced. 

Analysis of field cases has shown that the DSS values 
of E /s agree very well with the in situ data for the u u 
the Maine. Organic and Atchafalaya Clays, whereas the DSS 
tests underestimated the in situ undrained modulus for 
the Portsmouth, N.H. and Boston Blue Clays by a factor 
of two to three. Based on these trends, it is tentatively 
concluded that CK0 UDSS tests yield reasonable values of 
Eu/su for plastic clays of low sensitivity, but under
estimate the in situ modulus with lean clays of moderate 
to high sensitivity. In the latter case, if high quality 
samples can be obtained, DSS tests with a . = cr (_in-vc VO situ net overburden stress) may yield more realistic 
values of E /s . u u 

6.5 CK0 UDSS TEST DATA ON OVERCONSOLIDATED CLAYS 

Figure 5-3 presents the relationship between s /cr u vc and overconsolidation ratio, OCR = a / a , for five vm vc 
clays of widely varying composition and plasticity. In 
all cases, the samples were consolidated beyond the in 
situ crvm and then rebounded to lower stresses. The data 
show that all of the clays exhibit the same general trend 
of increased strength with OCR. This similarity in 
behavior is further supported by the plots in Figure 5-4, 
which give the strength of overconsolidated samples as 
a fraction of s at the maximum past pressure. This u 
figure can be used to check data on overconsolidated 
samples. It can also be used to develop an estimated 
su/cr vs. OCR for a clay which has data only on normally VC 
consolidated samples (Section 5.3 presents example calcula-
tions}. 
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Figure 5-3 gives s /cr for rebounded samples. Tests u vc 
were run on two soils in which samples were rebounded 
and then recompressed prior to undrained shear. The 
resulting values of s /cr fell slightly below the corres-u vc 
ponding curves in Figure 5-3 (see Figures 3-13 and 4.5-4}. 

The effect of overconsolidation ratio on Eu/su for 
three clays is presented in Figure 5-5 for values of 
Th/su of one-third and two-thirds. A slight amount.of 
precompression has a relatively small effect on the 
modulus ratio, but Eu/su decreases markedly at high values 
of OCR. 

6.6 SPECIAL CAUDSS TESTS 

Special DSS tests can be performed with a horizontal 
shear stress during consolidation. The results of two 
types of tests are presented in the report. The first 
simulates stage construction under an embankment, as 
illustrated in Figure 3-14. Tests of this type were 
performed on normally consolidated samples of the Boston 
Blue and Atchafalaya Clays. With increasing The/ crvc' 
su/crvc increased and the strain at failure decreased. 

A much more comprehensive study was performed by 
Soydemir (1972) at N.G.I. of the type illustrated in 
Figure 5-6. This program attempted to simulate conditions 
along a circular arc failure .. The results, presented 
and discussed in Section 5.4.3, represent an imaginative 
and sophisticated study of undrained strength anisotropy. 
However, the data suffer from the fact that the imposed 
consolidation stresses did not duplicate the in situ 
stress conditions. 

6.7 UNDRAINED STABILITY ANALYSES AND COMPARISON OF UN
DRAINED STRENGTHS MEASURED WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF 
CK0 U TESTS 
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6.7.1 Undrained Strengths for Stability Analysis 

It is well documented that the in situ un
drained shear strength su of clays varies with the 
mode of failure due to anisotropy. The definition of 
su also depends on the type of analysis employP.d. 

The ultimate bearing capacity of a strip load 
is given by: 

where: su(V) = qf from a plane strain active 
{PSA) test 

su{H) = qf from a plane strain passive 
{PSP) test 

N = bearing capacity factor that c 
is_ a_ function_ o£_ the- Dav--is-

and Christian (1971) elliptical 
strength relation. 

For total stress circular arc stability analyses, 
su is the average shear stress at failure, Tff = 
qf cosq>, along the circular arc. A reasonably good 
approximation of the variation in strength along 
typical arcs can be obtained from plane strain active, 
direct-simple shear, and plane strain passive tests. 

Since few laboratories have plane strain shear 
devices, triaxial compression (TC) and triaxial 
extension (TE) tests have been used in lieu of plane 
strain tests. Data on several soft clays show: 

s (PSA) 
u 

= 0.8 - 0.95, 

wheras data on Boston Blue Clay and fheoretical 
considerations (Ladd, et.al. 1971) suggest: 
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s (TE) u 

su (PSP) 
= 0.7 - 0.9 

for non-stratified clays. Consequently, the average s 
from TC and TE tests is likely to be about 20 + 5 per-

u 

cent lower than the average PSA and PSP strength. For 
circular arc analyses, su = ~ff = qfcos~ and cos ~ 

will typically equal 0.90 + 0.05. Thus if qf is used 
·from TC and TE tests in circular arc analyses for plane 
.strain conditions, rather than Tff' the resulting error 
should be reduced to about 15 + 5 percent. 

-6. 7. 2 -eornpar ison o·f ~ Strength Data 

Table 5-3 compares DSS and plane strain strengths 
for three normally consolidated clays. For bearing 
capacity analyses, where s = qf, the DSS tests underesti-u . 
mate the average plane strain strength by 20 to 25 percent. 
However, for circular arc analyses, where su = ~ff = qf 
cos q>, the DSS test gave a good representation (only 5 to 
l.U~ too iow) or the average strength along a failure arc 
for these three clays. 

Figure 6-1 compares triaxial compression and 
extension strengths with DSS strengths for clays of 

typical 
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s (TE). 
~_:;;:u'--~..,-~ = 0.6 + 0.2 

s (DSS) 
u 

The highly plastic clays generally show less anisotropy, 

but there are insufficient data to give typical values. 

From the data on ten non-stratified clays presented 

in Tables 5-3 and 5-4, it is typically found that: 

su(DSS) 

s {TC & TE) u 
= 1.00 + 0.15 

when su is defined as qf for the triaxial tests. There 

is no consistent variation in this ratio with plasticity 

index. 

6.7.3 Use of Direct-Simple Shear Strengths in Undrained 

Stability Analyses 

Analyses of case studies involving embankment failures 

with three clays (Portsmouth, N.H. ,_ Maine Organic, and 

Atchafalaya), correlations with Bjerrum's (1972) corrected 

field vane strengths (see Table 5-4), and the relationships 

presented in the preceding sections all suggest that cir

cular arc stability analyses using values of s determined 
u 

from CK UDSS tests will generally yield very good to slighto 
ly conservative factors of safety. For other types of 

limiting equilibrum analyses DSS strengths will: 

(1) Underestimate the bearing capacity of a strip 

load using Terzaghi's equation as modified by 

Davis and Christian (1971); 

(2) Greatly underestimate the in situ s for a 
u 

plane strain active condition, especially 

for lean sensitive clays; 

(3) Overestimate the in situ su for a plane strain 

passive condition, at least for very sensitive 
lnan. clayc. 

These conclusions are restricted to K0 consolidated 

non-stratified soft clays. 
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APPENDIX A 

NOTATION 

Note: Suffix f indicates a failure condition 

Pref ix ~ indicates a change 

A bar over a stress indicates an effective stress 

1. STRESSES AND PRESSURES 

a 
vm 

T 

Pore water pressure 

Total normal stress 

Effective normal stress 

Chamber (cell) pressure 

Consolidation pressure (K = 1) c 
Horizontal stress 

Ve-rtica-1 stress-

Major principal stress 

Intermediate principal stress 

Minor principal stress 

oh,ov at consolidation 

o1 ,o2 ,o3 at consolidation 

In situ oh' av 
Effective stress on failure plane at 
failure 

Maximum past pressure (K = K ) c 0 
Shear stress 

T on horizontal plane = horizontal 
shear stress 

Th at consolidation 

Shear stress on failure plane at 
failure 

(ov-oh)/2 or Co1 -03 )/2 

q at failure 

(av + oh)/2 = Ccr1 + cr3 )/2 
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1. STRESSES AND PRESSURES (Continued) 

p 

pf 

crec 
Te 

Tee 

2. STRESS 
A 

Af 
B 

K 

K c 
K 

0 
K s 

OCR 

RATIOS 

p in terms of effective stresses 
p at failure 

See Figure 5 - 6 

Skempton' s A parameter = (lm -licr 3 )/ (!icr 1- li~) 

A at failure, i.e. at (cr1 -cr3 ) max. 
Skempton's B parameter = liu/ lia3 
crh/crv 

°Ii/ave 
Coefficient of earth pressure at rest 
s (H) /s (V) u u 

Overconsolidation Ratio = crvrn/crvc 

3. STRAINS AND STRAIN RATES 

£ 

£ v 
y 

£ . 
y 

4. STRENGTH 

-c 

<1> 

<P -a 

a 

E 

Linear strain 
Vertical strain 
Shear strain 
Linear strain rate = d£/dt 
Shear strain rate = dy/dt 

PARAMETERS AND STRESS-STRAIN "CONSTANTS" 

Cohesion intercept of Tff vs. crff 
envelope 

Friction angle of Tff vs. crff 
envelope 

Arctan Th/a from CK UDSS test v 0 
Intercept of qf vs. pf envelope 
Slope of qf vs. pf envelope 
Young's secant modulus in terms 
of total stresses 
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4. STRENGTH PARAMETERS AND STRESS-STRAIN "CONSTANTS" 
continued 

Eu 
s 

u 
s (8) 

u 
s (H) 

u 
s (V) 

u 
\) 

E from an undrained test 

Undrained shear strength 

su at cr1 f = B 
su with cr1 f = crhf (B = 90°) 

su with cr1 f = crvf (B = o0 ) 

Poisson's ratio 

5. TYPES OF SHEAR TESTS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO 
CONSOLIDATION AND DRAINAGE CONDITIONS 

CD 

cu 
cu 
uu 
CIU, CIU 

CAU 

CK U 
0 

Consolidated-Drained 

Consolidated-Undrained 

CU with pore pressure measurements 
Unconsolidated-Undrained 
cu test with isotropic_ consolidation-
cu test with anisotropic consolidation 
cu test with K consolidation 

0 

6. TYPES OF LABORATORY AND FIELD SHEAR TESTS 

FV 

U, UC 

uuc 
CIUC, CK UC 

0 
CIUE, CK0 UE 

CK UDSS 
0 

CAUDSS 

CK UPSA 
0 

CK UPSP 
0 

DSS 

PSA 

PSP 

Field vane test 

Unconfined compression test 
UU triaxial compression test 

CU triaxial compression test 
CU triaxial extension test 
CK U direct-simple shear test 

0 . 
CUDSS test with. horizontal consolidation 
stress 

CK U plane strain active test 0 . 
CK U plane strain passive test 0 . 
Direct-simple shear 

Plane strain active 

Plane strain passive 
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6. TYPES OF LABORATORY AND FIELD SHEAR TESTS <continued) 

1. 

8. 

TC 

TE 

CONSOLIDATION 

c c 
CR 

NC 
oc 

MISCELLANEOUS 

B 

D 

-e 

e 
0 

F.S. 
G s 
L 

s 
t 

t c 
tf 
t p 
w 

wf 

WL 

WN 
w p 
P.I. 

L.I. 

s 

Triaxial compression 
Triaxial extension 

Virgin compression index 
Virgin Compression Ratio = 
Normally consolidated 
Overconsolidated 

Width of sample 
Diameter of sample 
Vo-id ratio 

Initial void ratio 
Factor of safety 
Specific gravity 
Length of sample 
Degree of saturation 
Time 

C /(l+e ) c 0 

Consolidation time under last increment 
Time to failure 
Time required for primary consolidation 
Water content 
w at failure 
Liquid limit 
Natural water content 
Plastic limit 
Plasticity Index 

Liquidi:tY Index 
Angle between o1f and vertical 
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B. MISCELLANEOUS (continued) 

0 
p 

µ 

Origin of planes 
Bjerrum's (1972) field vane correction 
factor 

A - 5 



APPENDIX B 

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURES 

1. Introduction 

The direct-simple shear device used for this inves
tigation was developed by the Norwegian Geotechnical 
Institute and manufactured by Geonor. It is very similar 
to the machine used for the tests described by Bjerrum 
and Landva (1966). The primary requirements that the 
machine satisfies are: 

(1) Ability to induce quite uniform plane strain 
shear deformations on a cylindrical sample. 

(2) Capability of performing drained or constant 
volume tests. 

(3) Ability to keep the upper and lower parts of 
the sample parallel during tests. 

(4) Controlled stress or strain. 
(5) Maximum vertical load of 800 kg. and maximum 

horizontal load of 400 kg. 
(6) Designed for 50 cm2 by 2 cm sample confined 

in a wire reinforced membrane 
(7) Capability of testing soft clays as well as 

stiff clays, silt, and sand. 
(8) A method of sample preparation was devised 

that minimized disturbance. This is described 
in N.G.I. Publication Number 56 (Landva, 1964}. 

2. Shear Apparatus (see Figure B-1) 

The shear apparatus consists of the sample assembly 
and vertical and horizontal load units. The sample 
assembly consists of lower and upper filter holders (16), 
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and pedestal (17), and a plastic reservoir for keeping 
samples immersed when so desired. Metal parts are 
generally manufactured from stainless steel or chrome 
plated brass. 

The vertical load unit consists of the base (18), 
tower (19), lever-arm (12), load-gauge (4), piston (20), 
extensometer dial-gauge (6) , and the adjusting mechanism 
(21). The lever-arm has a load magnification ratio of 
10 to 1 and is built into a U-formed hanger. A thrust 
ball bearing between the unit height adjustment screw 
and the U-hanger minimizes friction, facilitating control 
of vertical stress by weights at the end of the lever
arm. A counter-weight (22) balances the weight of the 
lever-arm, piston, sliding box, etc. 

The horizontal load unit consists of a gearbox (11) , 
proving ring load gauge (10), precision ball-bushing (9), 
connection fork J23J_, _and t.he _slitling box ~7).. The 
machine·used,Model 4, can strain the sample by moving 
the top cap while holding the bottom stationary at rates 
varying from 9.07 mm/hour to 0.004 mm/hour. The limit 
of travel is 10 mm on either side of the consolidation 
or zero s~rain condition. ·The horizontal piston (24) 
pushes the fork which in turn displaces the bott6n half of 
the sliding box. This results in a horizontal displacement 
of the top cap while the bottom cap and pedestal are 
stationary. 

3. Sample Preparation 

By a system of cutting cylinders, top and bottom 
filter holders (caps) and the pedestal, the cylindrical 
sample is mounted in position confined by the wire re
inforced membrane. The procedure is designed to support 
the sample at all times while minimizing disturbance. 
While successful in accomplishing this purpose, the equip
ment can present a great deal of difficulty to the technician 
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unfamilar with it due to the small mechanical tolerances. 
Nevertheless, after some experience and modification of 
the preparation equipment, samples could be prepared 
more rapidly than is possible in the triaxial test, 
with a sample loss percentage of only 10%. 

4. Reinforced Rubber Membrane 

Two types of wire reinforced rubber membranes, both 
manufactured by Geonor, were used in the investigation. 
One was reinforced by constantan wire with a diameter 
of 0.15 mm, modulus of elasticity of 1.55 x 10 6 kg/cm2 , 
and a tensile strength of 5800 kg/cm2 . It is wound at 
20 turns per centimeter of height. The other type of 
membrane consists of a strainless steel suture thread 
winding. The memhranes should- be- strong enough- to- maintain 
a constant sample area during both consolidation and shear. 
Any lateral bulging would indicate consolidation without 
lateral rigidity and subsequent membrane inadequacy. 

Geonor reports in the instruction manual that they 
subjected the constantan membranes to horizontal stresses 
up to 1.8 kg/cm2 , corresponding to a maximum vertical effec
tive stress of 3 kg/cm2 for their clays. They say that the 
sutured membranes may experience a horizontal stress of 
5 kg/cm2 . The constantan.membranes were usually used in 
this investigation for consolidation stresses of up to 
4 kg/cm2 . The suture membranes were used for higher 
consolidation stresses. 

The membranes presented two main problems. As the 
membrane was stretched for placement on the sample, sections 
of the winding of ten tore away from the rubber to form a 
chord, rendering the membrane useless. Fortunately, this 
effect was not observed once the unstretched membrane was 
in place around the sample. No score lines were observed 
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on samples after testing. 
The second problem was the occurrence of air pockets 

between the sample and membrane with sutured membranes 
that were used more than once. This was surprising because 
the membranes had previously been subjected to horizontal 

2 stresses of only 4 kg/cm which is less than the stresses 
that the Geonor membranes experienced. No such effect 
was noticed with the constantan membranes with samples 
consolidated to a vertical effective stress of 4 kg/cm2 • 
These problems, while not causing the loss of any samples, 
complicated the setup procedure. 

It was generally found that membranes that presented 
no problems when new could be used many more times. Wire 
slippage was apparently a random phenomenon occurring 
with some membranes but not with others merely because of 
the difficulty in manufacturing all membranes uniformly. 
-Irnrn:ediately after tes-ting, a membrane might appear weak 
and brittle, perhaps because of the long period during 
which it was submerged. It may have reacted with the 
pore fluid. After a few hours passed, however, the 
membrane recovered its strength and rigidity. Reused 
membranes did not bulge any more than the membranes which 
had not been used previously. 

5. Modifications 

One equipment change and one change in the setup 
procedure recommended by Geonor were made. The N ._G. I. 
procedure for setting up a sample was simplified slightly 
in that for a few seconds, the sample is supported only 
on its sides rather than at its bottom. The modification 
was possible because the clays tested were less sensitive 
than the Norwegian clays. It is felt that the samples 
experience little additional disturbance due to this 
modification. Secondly, the cylindrical water reservoir 
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was replaced by a rectangular reservoir to increase the strain 
capacity of the machine. 

6. Calibration of Equipment 

(a) Proving Rings 

The proving rings provided with the apparatus are 
rectangular in shape and linear throughout their range. 
They were calibrated in a calibration device at M.I.T. 
completely independently of the shear apparatus itself. 
The calibrations agreed well with those provided. 

(b) Horizontal and Vertical Friction 

Friction in the vertical load unit was investigated 
by moving the lever-arm up and down and noting changes 
in the vertical proving ring reading. Friction in the 
horizontal unit was observed by moving the horizontal 
shear assembly. This latter friction originated in the 
horizontal bushings and in the sliding box. In both 
cases, the sample compartment was empty. Although a 
more refined procedure, utilizing load cells might have 
been adopted, it was felt that the above procedure was 
adequate for the purpose at hand. Negligible friction 
was observed in both load units. 

More than 0.3 kg/cm2 of frictional resistance was 
originally observed at the bearing of the U-hanger and 
tower. This friction does not alter the experimental 
results since the vertical proving-ring dial reading 
accounts for it. Nevertheless, it alters the 10 to 1 
magnification ratio of the lever-arm and complicates 
control of the vertical load by means of weights at 
the far end of the lever-arm. The application of 
acetone, and removal of the paint on the lever-arm 
reduced this friction considerably. 

(c) Membrane Resistance 

The resistance of the membranes was determined by 
shearing them while they were filled with water. 0-rings 
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sealed the membrane to the filter holders. Normal loads 
greated than O. 3 kg/cm2 caused the 0-rings to slip. The 
results of these tests are shown in Figure B-2. An 
average correction as shown in this Figure was applied 
overgiven intervals of displacement. The correction is 
less than 0. 01 kg/cm2 for the range of normal stresses 
of interest. 

(d) Vertical Deflection 
For a constant volume test, vertical equipment de

flection should be small. If it is not, one must change 
the vertical extensometer dial reading during a test 
in order to compensate for equipment deflection. In 
order to-do this, one must accurately determine this 
deflection for all tests. 

In the case of the N.G.I. shear device, the sliding 
box assembly (7), the filter holder (16), the pedestal 
-(17), -and the base aerorm. Since the base serves as · 
a datum, its deflection is not critical. The deforma
tion of all of the vertical load system parts, except 
for the filters supplied, can easily be determined. 
This is done merely by loading a steel dummy sample 
without the filters and measuring the vertical exten
someter dial change. 

Initial measurements indicated that the deflections 
varied considerably for each trial. This occurred because 
the dipped-bronze drainage caps were warped. The coarse 
texture of the stone further hindered the determination 
of a consistent deformation pattern because of a variable 
seating error. It was difficult to achieve a reasonably 
constant zero-load vertical dial reading. Consequently, 
new ceramic stones were manufactured. They are of a 
finer texture and quite plane. The deformation of the 
apparatus with these new stones is less variable and 
approaches a hysterisis pattern after a few load-unload 
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cycles. This pattern is shown in Figure B-3. 
Having established a consistent deformation pattern, 

the experimenter could define average deformation curves, 
one for loading, the other for unloading. During testing, 
one can enter the deflection curve at the appropriate 
consolidation stress. As the load is changed, the dial 
reading is changed so that the vertical load~dial reading 
curve lies along the average deformation curve. The un
loading curve is used for normally consolidated clay, the 
loading curve for dilatent or overconsolidated soils. 
Figure B-4 is typical of the deformation curves prepared 
for actual use during constant volume tests. 

It should be noted that after a few load-unload 
cycles, the load-deflection curves of the apparatus 
approximates a hysterisis loop. Consequently, whenever 
the ceramic stones are placed in the top and bottom 
filter holders, they should be loaded and unloaded with 
a dummy sample for a few times in order to insure the 
desired consistent deflection pattern. However this 
was not always done, thus introducing a slight error 
into the test results. The discrepancy is minimal because 
although the actual deflection behavior differs from the 
average plotted curve, the slope of the two are very 
similar, differing only in the range of normal load much 
below that of any of the tests. Consequently, the change 
in dial reading for a change in normal load is consistent 
with the actual deformation pattern of the machine dur
ing testing. 
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14' ~--1 
0 © 0 

(1) Sample (2) Reinforced rubber membrane (3) Wheels 
for applying dead load (4) Load gauge for vertical 
load (5) Ball bushing (6) Dial gauge for measurement 
of vertical deformation (7) Sliding box (8) Dial 
gauge for measurement of horizontal deformation 
(9) Ball bushing (10) Load gauge for horizontal 
force (11) Gear box (12) Lever arm (13) Weights 
(14)-(15) Clamping and adjusting mechanism used 
for constant volume tests (16) Lower and upper 
filter holders (17) Pedestal (18) Base (19) Tower 
(20)Vertical piston (21) Adjusting mechanism 
(22)Counterweight (23) Connection fork (24) Hori
zontal piston 

DRAWING OF GEONOR DIRECT-SIMPLE SHEAR 
APPARATUS, MODEL 4 
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APPENDIX C 

TABULATED DATA FROM DIRECT-SIMPLE SHEAR 
TESTS ON BOSTON BLUE CLAY 

TEST NO. CK UDSS 201-204 
0 

--CK UDSS 301,303,310,311 
0 

CK UDSS 
0 

401 

CAUDSS 501 

CAUDSS 601,602 

CR UDSS 611 
0 

CK UDSS lOOlA, B, 1002A, 
0 1003A,B, 1004A 

CK UDSS 
0 

1301-1304 

CK UDSS 
0 

1501 

B, 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT _Z~t_o_B~E! __ TYPE OF TEST li<oU NO. ;/..O/ OCR /.{)() 

SOIL TYPE /3i3C 

LOCATION ____ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 38.' /.113 
Preshear 26.b 
Final :l.C/. ~~ 

TIME STRAIN 2h__ 
(Hr.) (%) -<Tye 

o:oo 0 0 

.os'2. .C"f3:1 
I /01- .OG,L/8 
.15' . ox·H-
,.1.0B .0<11'1 
.;l.b .. I 0 '1 
.)/ "13 
,3b • IJ,O 
,<f / • IJ.% 
,52 •. 13; 
• ~ '2.- . IL/ S' 
'7t- .15~ 
/,(,'¥ . I fo(c 

I: I 0 /,3() 171../ 
/.St, .180 
.J. ()~ . 187 
~.Sit .icn 

i=oo 3.11 '11'.)7 
3.63 . 199 
4-.1:{ .20l. 
1.111> .~03 

:J!<./O ~19 .:>.en 
f, 71 .~Cl/ 

3:00 {;,.J.;L 0, 1.v.i 
t...74' .~CS" 

TESTED BY i...£ DEVICE _G __ DATE 7#7 

CONSOLI DAT ION {Stresses in kJA,,/} 

crvc 4.00 

fc(Day) 0.9 

s I O/o H ( c,,, ) 
'"/lt;,S' .<. :2.47 

/.92b 

~u. .!!i_ --- -
<Tvc <Tvc 

C) I·()(} 

-~o~9 /.o~'l 
() '· 000 

• lJ If.:. .. 't9'1 
I ci./C:i ._9 S' '1 
.047 ,q 5'3 
.011 I q J,'f 
.o?I .9~1 
,ogl'.o 814 
• IC I .'3'19 
.144 • <6 S"(., 
'1L/L/ .~S"'~ 

.1<17 .io1 
. J. / (,, . 73'1 
.::z.4"1 757 

. J.lL/ . ?1l. 
.'3n .~&7 
. :nl/ '~(.I 
35'1 .. Li Li'& 

. -,g, • C:,19 
'-/0'7 .5~3 

• t./ ;;_ (:; .S'7l/ 
.'-/Y7 .~S'3 
.4S4- ,54" 
. 4 fo'I . 53(, 

The 0 O"vm ----

E/'lo) H,_1._((c(0/o)_tc(Doy) __ _ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rote (%I Hr.) :<.!i" 

Tb _2b__ .!!i_ 
REMARKS 

<Tvm -<Ty <Tvm 

0 - -
.. oi./3]. 
• t'(,,L/ R 
. o~ Y'I 
.O'IR~ 

. "0 
' I :i. ;i. 
.. I "J.'I 
• t~O 
.150 
.no 
.181 
.. le(, 

.u.:i. 

.. 137 
i5'~ 

. :ii I 
.. :Z.°i8 

. 30% 

. 3.2. <o 

.341. 
. 3t;t;' 
. %'1 
.3JS r,, "'""'"' 
. 3g J. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DE PT. OF CIVIL ENGi NEE RI NG 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT 7t08B SOIL _ _.8""""8=-· =c ___ TYPE OF TEST c."7,;ZJ NO . .2CV 

Tl ME STRAIN ~ 6u O"y ...:n_ Th ~ REMARKS -{Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc Uvc O"v '11Vm Uvm 
7.2, _.zo3 .'-17.2 .5"2~ .)8~ 
8.30 .~o:i. ,;oo .~00 .'-10£ 
9..H .:ic~ (JI .4&9 .413 

~ 

,(31. .'Ii& .1..13/ . 
"'· 35 .101 
//,f-/ . .200 .<1l4 • 4 5'Cn .Y38 . /.i',.,.J; ...... :>J..,.,.J 
/2.f'fl .1'1(0 ~fD'1 • i131 

. 
.'-/S-~ !>- ,,,~,, 

/#/-. ;!':1, .19 I . S'lHi • Lf 1'1 .L{C,/ 

. 15,57 . 1~7 . S''1) . L/O~ • t./(, I 
/£-. 8.:/ • /<g 5' . (p/((, .. 3B 1t . ..,& I . 
18,15' . ISO .~·YLI . 1S"l. . . ~c·7 . ..... """: 

19. f. {' . 319 . nc, . &Co I .~J,O 

µ·_-_ . :io. 7; ~ 1 I I . (~~ 3 • 117 • 5'L.10 
.1.t. 7:.:' . /G, (o .704 • :Z'f (,, .~ftil -
23.10 .2'X4 . ~G.tf ' I ; IC, 0 . Ill ,,c . 

'• ~).'it) .14~ 754 .:P·ll - c;'Cj 'I 
2.7.:2( • l'-1~ • 77~ • .2~~ • <.;;i~ .. 
,2~.Sv . ,-:;.; '780 .i:tt . ~IY ' .-
.29. 8·./ .131 .7q(,, ,;io4 • <o40 

11: o{" 3/.k} ,/2i:J9 .805" .1')$' • hSI 9./a:., sf.ii 
I 11'"'"~'·,',, • .. 

. . 

-
SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT ]'20'6~ TYPE OF TEST CKo l_,) NO. 2°1. OCR /. Oc> 

SOIL TYPE__.8 ....... 6....,,.C'--, __ TESTED BY L.[ · DEVICE ~G __ DATE G - ~ 7 

LOCATION ___ _ CONSOLIDATION 

""vc L/. oo 
tcCDay) 0.8 

W ,0/o e s ' 0/o H ( C)"r\) 

In i Ii a I 31 y I. O't 'J~.7 .2. 181 
Preshear ?..~.(, /. ~l/'-/ 
Final :JCJ.s 

TIME STRAIN 2h._ l:l.U. !!i_ - -( Hr.) {%) - - ""vc Uvc Uvc 

n:oo 0 () 0 I 

.osY 03fo !;; .oo" . '19~ 
• 11 (J(l. 0 054 '1'-1 '7 
• IC, ,(Jf,,13 . l)fo{, . 'f3'J 
. 22. tl~30 ,,'(?(n q ,,., 

1.7 oqRo .091 901 
'2,"]{ JOR . O't I .C/O~ 

.38 .124 !Ofo ~'14 

.i./9 . /3~ . I ti • ~~Cj 
.5L/~ ./4D . /;}.} .<-?7 9 
.&~ .14~ . /4 / .<o5q 
~I . J<;,o ./~7 '??43 

J.0<3 .17.l I <i< I S?I ~ 
J.3r . 18} .11'3 .""ZS?~ 

1:00 /.C,3 .1'?7 .i3.s' 7fo~ 
I. 'JO . ICJl ."J..7fc .7~.L/ 
:i.41./ • Jq~ .30/ t/19 
.~."Ti .'dO"J .331 ,C.,{~ 9 
3.7? .;i.07 .3<o3 . lu 3'7 
'7.G/ .1.0CJ .3~&' .l'n/2. 

/'. L( D §. 42 ;JJO . LJJ_{u .~7l/ 
('. '17 -;;? )/ .431./ ~(o{; 

G.51 . ;z II 45'1 . <;'f (, 

7.0{') . :z JI .4~0 . ~3l/ 
;).:oo 7 .. (.,0 .'J.09 . cr7~ . t;)l{ 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 

(Stresses in k~/cm.2) 

The () ""vm ---

EJ'lo) 15".r ((c{0/o}_tc(Day) __ _ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain ./ Stress __ -Rate (°lo I Hr.) -~--

~ 
-..!b_ .!5J_ 

REMARKS Uy ""vm -
""vm 

() - -
.03"17 
-0~4'1 

.0121 
0908 
1051 
,,q 
139 
.l~O 

15'ci 
173 

.190 

. .J.11 

.~31 

14'1 
':26~ 
:<'8 ~ 

. ';O] 

.~25" 

.34J.. 
7,(.,£' 

373 
• 3g(o 
'39r-
.3Ci8 

REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT 76tJ8'0 SOIL i313C TYPE OF TEST Ci'uU NO. -202 

TIME STRAIN 2h.. ~u O"' y ...:!:!L Th O"' v 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) · Uvc Uvc Uvc O"'y 1'Vm Uvm 

~.} L/ , :2 O°l 476 ')~L} 3q R' 
4. -~3 . ~oq .~oc, . 4q LJ .L/:l~ 
10-3 . :l 07 • 5'JL/ . '18, ' t./~.s' 

;;i · :}C> 10. t;i;I../ ~;7.07 . .;]. y .'-/7C. .L/14 
11.q 1 • .2 0 5"' • S'"IL/ .l.f\(,., i-60 
13.0;). • ~o )._ . ~G, I .439 .'/fol 

3:05 IL/./ 0 . ,qq . 5"78 ,412 .L/7 I 
l~-1'1 , I q G, • S-"1 CJ . "101 .~8 

3:.iS" IC.. ~S , ,q4 .t;,OS .19l • 1../9'-I 
n. 35 . riI~f . roa l/ .3/C, C:oi./ 

3:y~ IR. 45' .1Sl· .G3'1 3t:L/ .(12. 
1c1.s1 • )'80 .&'11 '337 .~3'1 

4:0{ .2 o. fOO .17(, <a8& .'314 • 5"<0 I 
J.f.{,.,~ .17 I .G9l/ • 30'1 • ~(pO 

','J;J.1~ • I ~fo . <0~1t,, . ~~4 . '5'1r 
;JL./. 8'5" • ;r;, I.. '7:J.L/ .).7b . 51?5' 
.1\.S"O .15"3 .751../ • 'J. I./{, fnJ3 
l'.lCit.:>.o . / 35" :79"1 ,:i.,04 . (.,~I./ 
l:1'l. ~S"" ,137 . 7 &I . ~'~ • (o~) 

s-~ t; <) ·1c. ~l. . /35" .1 R'l • :J.11 -
'31. 9~ . /30 :nn~ • :A/ 1 • Co II 
r,A.50 .iag . ~Of . I '19 .<oL/3 

t;,=JS" ]4.1r . ':i 3 1CS'° . i'1S' • <o30 

-

-
-

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL . ENGINEERING 

MASSAC HU SETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 
-PROJECT ___.Z_..,_'6-=-0 ....... 68,,._J_ TYPE OF TEST .CKoU NO. 2o.i., OCR I. OQ 

SOIL TYPE B13C 

LOCATION -----

W ,0/o e 
I nitia I 39. '/- /,/3 
Preshear :i I). b 

Final .1'1. 9 

TIME STRAIN 2lL 
( Hr.) (%) -O"vc 

o·.oo () 0 
•. n<03 .01·N 
• IOC c~"'I 

. l~I .oi'15" 
. lS".l .110 

.3~~ . l ~$'" 
. tJS"l. .13( 
.tr.04 .11..n 
I>( .1~~ 

. 'lOC::; .1&'1 
I. o I . /'17 
l.1i .1)8 
1.1(,, .1 ixl 
'J c I . li1 
.(.lGi . l'i1 
'J, ~, • 1'1 lJ 
),C1 I "1 '? 
1:i.7 .J.OC 

o~ ·i,~ 3,77 . ;z.c:t 
t/. "17 .J...Ol/ 
4. ~3 .J.oS"' 

0=4~ ~o~ , J.o(, 
~.~"/ .~o(, 

(,, .o4 • ::lO(o 
(;. <;'"/ . ~C;G, 

TESTED BY J.. E. DEVICE G DATE i/1:; 7 --- . 
CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in .iJk,2.) 

(T vc 4.00 

fcCDay) o.e 
s ' 0/o H ( c,,, ) 

'il). 2,40.>-

l.'1f:l9 

-b.U. !!::L --- -
O"vc O"vc 

0 1.ov 
('~., . 'B3 

.c,·1 '133 
• oc,·1 .'133 

o<i.l .'Jo~ 

. ,07 • S>'13 
I ~8' .Y.7J.. 

• l~CJ .~ll 
.1r1 .849 
• I C,C, .i34 
. 17C~ .~Jl/ 
.~cl, /C,L/ 
. ll./~ 1rJ.. 
.. ).'1 I 13 '} 
. ;). '7 :2. . 7.i8 
.:t~3 7C7 
';;q . eo8 I 
,i,43 . (;, ~7 
.3~9 , (.,'"51 
.)7{, ,<e:l.l/ 
. ";%, 'Cr,O'-{ 

.40fo .\<J4 
.1.J:ll .(79 
. 4 ?,Ct, • '5'G. y 
.t../~Co . ~l/4 

0 -The rrvm ----
Ef'/o) 17.1' O'c(0/o)_tc(Day) _-__ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate t°/o I Hr.) lo 

2h... -.!tL ..!!:Y._ 
REMARKS 

CTv O"vm O"vm 

() ·- -
. v~J.C, 
.C719 · 
.O'i ;g 

I ~1 

. /'10 
.1r{' 

. IC, 9 
. J~1t 
197 

.~o~ 

. :l.~l/ 
• 'J.l.J 7 
lS°b 
. ),.(,, l./ 

. J..1'1 
. :Z'J 0 

.. 3t5' 
.3:l0 

.3'J.7 

. '3lM 
3i./ 7 

. 3S"~ 
.3(0~ 
. T7G 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT l608f! SOIL t3Bc. TYPE OF TEST C1<,..1..J NO. 2cd 

TIME STRAIN ~ .6u Uy ~ Th .!!:_y_ REMARKS -(Hr.} (O/o} Uvc Uvc O"vc Uy ?vm Uvm 
1. oc;' :~o<..:: .471 . ~~'} . )'}0 
--7,~~ . J.c f" . '-17') . ~;i. I . ?l13 

ff· S"i r<.oS' . Jcy ,'-fl'1 . ~).I . ~'l / 
SL S"C, . ;to'/ . lJCJ{,,, • S'C"I .L/O~ 
'1. 3 j , ;J..ot.J .~cf . 4c./'i . 40~--
10. 0$' . ;l.. C- J.. 'S'JI ,c.{89 • '-/IS 
JI. os" .~Ci • ('.1,'} . i-/71 ,'-/').(, 

IJ.. S°''} , I 9 'X .((i • L/ <./" . 4'13 
13.%~ . 'q~ .57J.. .Yi& .'-/~:) 

i:·33 1Co'1 .1'1? . sq3 .407 . '171 
J{,,. 3 $'" • J'89; . (.,/0 • 390 ·4'81 
17. "o . I 'R4 . l.33 .~C.) . 501 
1~. '&S" .t79 . (., &./" 354 • S'Dlo 

1:~7 ].0. / 0 .173 . GlC, . . 3i1 . . S'3 "i . 

~I. '35'" . /{.,~ (.,,9~ . 30.s' !l/'f 
~1.<.;;:Z.. .;~o 70'6 . ~~ 'l. .~lf7 
13.90 .153 . 731 . :i." "J . ~fo'1 
1:ir. w ·- : f 4i(J .73~ - . =<'; . ~r'l -
l;JC,, (,,0 • I 7>7 . 7foJ • ,:;nq . ~7?.. 
J.7.toS' · /2.CJ . 7f?0 . .2_~0 . ':>8& 
a&. 'Io .1~8 .7~1 . ~ l'I -~8'/ 

1: '-15' 10.·ao . i1?... .7qCJ .d.u/ . l.OI 
J).70 . //Z . ~OI . r'f'I .~q2 

3).70 • I 1 l. .~n . l'in • (o/'J 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 
REMARKS~ 

DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 7608£1 TYPE OF TEST CKC)U NO. ;lol'./- OCR /.O() 

SOIL TY PE _ _,,,13'-"'8:.._;C.:;.__ TEST E D 8 Y I... E; DEVICE --=G __ DATE ;nz 

LOCATION -----

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 3!. 2 /, O'/ 
Pre shear ;/ 'l.(J 
Final 2'1.'I 

TIME STRAIN ..::tL 
( Hr.) (%) -

Uvc 

0'00 0 0 
. .oS'J.4 .OL/'-1~ 

. ;o ;' .0173 
• f S'7 . oc;::i.5 
l<Dl. . /I?, 

• .,, Ca 7 n1 
• «;ll./ ,/L/Cf 

. nsc.; . 1t;l:, 
I.OS' .n~ 

I- 31 .1R3 
}. S-7 .18''8 
;. ¥<'-I .1q1 

'),, f(J .ioo 
.2 .1(,, • 1q') 

l."'?... .1oc 
3- IL/ ,.lC1 

_3, ''° • lC5:° 
4.1'1 . 'J.C7 

4./1 .~ox 

0:11 S". J. 4 ,).08' 

~. 7fD .:le~ 

t. l '} . .i.os· 
G .. ~1 ,)C8' 

1. i·~ ·J.C7 
K.3~ .1.oC:. 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in 1'J0t1l) 

<rvc 4·00 The 0 uvm ---
fc(Day) d.S>j E/'lo) IS.I '6c(0/o)_· tc(Doy} __ _ 

St 0/o H ( C111 ) 

94.7 ~.;2 f<"t 
/.f~ 

/. ')Jj 

l:l.U. !!i_ -- -
O"vc O"vc 

0 I.av 
.on .CfR3 

·"~ i . 9 fc'i 
,t').)j • q(pCj 

.o)'I . q I/ I 
. ff]'/ ,q1~ 

,oq~ ,qo·7 
• I~ l . ~((;9 
.6fo .~4L/ 
• J8b . %14 
,;t 1$" .-n~ 
. i1S' ,7gr 
'~1./1 .7)9 
-~S'G, .1'it./ 
.X7'1 • 1.'.l I 

.3o(, . "'c; Lf 

.3~8" .t . ..,Tl. . ))/ I (.,49 
. 17S? .<.,,.:i1 

. "jO/ . ~']'t 
.401 . $"']'} 

. L/J.I . 'r7(1 
. 437 . S',3 
,'-/)2 . )L/'K 
·'-178 'S'~J. 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (O/o I Hr.) .20 

Th 2h_ .s_ 
REMARKS - -CTy CTvm O"vm 

0 - -
.ol..f SG. 
• ()"')qg 

·015'' 
, I~ S-
• fL/4 
. I c,,5" 
. t't I 
.lCR 
. :r:u' 
.. 23'i 
. 21./~ 
I J S-8 
,J.fr.7 

.).17 
• .l. 'l l. 
:~o{ 

. ' 318 
.334 
. 347 
• J4 7 
. 3r·1 
. J(,9 
. 37R' 
. 3 '}I-/ 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGi NEE RING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
-PROJECT 7{,0flf::,_; SOIL --=8--""B'"-="C,__ __ TYPE OF TEST l'lf::U NO . .ZO'I-

TIME STRAIN _5i_ .6.u Uy _::n._ Th Uy 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) Uvc Uvc Uvc Uy ~m Uvm 

q.~4 .1.0~ .~c; , 4'1CJ • 40<1 
{):7>( 10. y~ ,J.C:l.. • s;"J 'j ,lfgl , l/J..ll 

II. ~O . 19'') . (3l/ • 1.4 "ln .4?-1 
13. ;o . l't) . )"(,~ . 4 '3" • '-1 l/7 
14.L/O .)111 ·~7'1 . LJ~I ~lo_ 

0:41 JS'. 71 · 18"8' .r;q7 . L/03 .4~(., 

17.o2 • /\?:Z.. .(,,3j . 3C/1 • i.J'13 
I~ Jl/ .n~ ·&~1 . 7.47 . ~11. 
)C) • c_ 1 .n3 .f.o72 .3Ji8 .~~8 

Q: S'l. ~o. 'lS' . J~& /0/ . :i9q • C-'1 I 
;iJ.~r . /&I .T~~ "J.7f' .)~4 
J.~.~~ .1<;)' . 71'> .1~1 ,("cf\ 
Jl),CjO .149 . 7)t./ ,J lJ ' (,, ()~ 

i: I l. ll.~O .. /40 ;77'} . JJ.I .~34 
'.l~.~c • ))0 . /<}it; .~04 (,. 3~ 
~0./0 ,i').3 . ~11 I~ .t?S'I 

I: J. L/ 31. ~10 ./IC, . '!iS' . )7$' • fn(pO 
. ~:<,."]O .n~ .r;1s- .·;/y .t,Sl, 

34. o;- . II I . ~ 31/ • /~fa • (,(;; 18' 
1S"'· 3 . JOC, . 5s'fr • J (( . (~ '6( 
3l..c;,r ,JO{,.., .~l/~ . }<;( • £.8 J 

SOIL MECHANICS LABOR A TORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT TYPE OF TEST (l:'vU NO. '301 OCR /. o(J 

SOIL TYPE __ B_B_C~- TESTED BY i..£ DEVICE _G __ DATE @z 

LOCATION ____ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 37..i /,/3 
Preshear 30'1 
Final .JJ. {) 

TIME STRAIN 2h..._ 
( Hr.) (%) O"vc 

n:oo 0 0 
.. o~ .oYC.L/ 

. 0'1'j~ . 01 IC, 
• J4Ci ~-6~~ 08 llS 
.1q'} . 0'1'1) 
. ;llf'}- . tO'} 
.3i./q • I J. 4 
,L/'FJ I 1l/0 
,Jc.JR . JbO 
. 9'7'? • JC:, 7 

/. J.~ . OS' 
/. 5"0 . l~ I 

1:00 I. ·7 S" . /&1 
:J.oo . I~ fo 

1:11 ], 4'1 .Nl 
'.J . ') 'i • I q (,, 

I: J. 4 3.1./q · 1~1 
3 /4 • 1'18 
i. '19 ·I~& 

I: 33 4.~4 • fl'X 
4. L/'I • /'f'} 

, .. "-.7 4. /'-/ . 19'1 
Y.9'1 .198 

1=4o ( 4'1 ; ,qq 
6. 1.3 · lcl ~ 

CONSOLIDATION {Stresses in 1Jfim 2) 

lTvc 3.00~ 

fcCDay) 0.9 

s I 
0/o H ( Cn, ) 

'It. 7 ~ .7, ~2 tj. 
;zoo6 
~.() 'Zb 

-
~u !!::J_ -- -
O"vc O"vc 

0 l 
.o:i1 .'11~ 
. {'} 2 '-1 • CJ 7 I 
.044 ,q~~ 

1044 • Co) S-(, 

. a<c't . 'l-3-1 
, ()'1) .'fc( 
.121 ~7~ 
, 171 . ~l'l 
.Jo~ .1'ir 
.J.ol, • )Cf I./ 
. .l'3( .}'1 S' 
. Jrr' . ., I./) 
.;i7~ . /),")... 

,3n .(o~'3 

.335" . (o'f 
.371 .~:2,Cj 

. ?,'j/ . (,,O'j 

. 3CJ I ·bO~ 

.L//1 .598 

. llf 'J. . S"8S 
.42( .s1s 
.y;;J . i;7S' 
,444 . S'"S'fu 
·48, . ~31./ 

The 0 "'vm ----

E/'lo) /3 J tc(0/o)_-_fc(Day) _-__ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate r'/o I Hr.) • .:;-

2h.._ .!!::L_ Th 
REMARKS -

O"vm -O"y O"vm 

() 

,tJlf7~ 
.011R 
. oCJo(' 
. 104 

. lit 
. 11b 

.l'S'i 
. IR'~ 
. i I I 
. .lll 
. l'37 
.2L/1 
. l5'"8 
. ~K) 
.~'I~ 
I 3l 3 
. 3 '2S"° 
.'5:.?S-
. 337 
. 338' 
. ?,~(,, 

. 3L/S: 
. 3)7 
. 3).l. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
-PROJECT 7608B SOIL -~i3_o_'>_c __ TYPE OF TEST l'ir,.U NO. 30/ 

TIME STRAIN _5!_ l;i.u Uy 2:!L Th Uy 
REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) Uvc Uvc Uvc Uy ~m Uvm 

1.'/R . l't& .)t.'1. .4CJ~ .3')'-f 
5(.72. .1'11 . S'"~~ ,47)' .1./07 

2: 33 q,9g . 1'11 .r3'l . LJ'J .c..JJ7 
11. J".2 . 1gc, . (Uc .43'1 • J.../ ~fn 
11.45' I F:to .~l .Ll}g ' 41-jt.f 
13.71 . 1<6 ;;i., .f'JOi ' 1'12. . l/ (o I../ 

3 ~ ~ L/ 14 .CJ( .178 '{,,/~ .)RJ 40 7 
)(a. ;r2 .171 . &SD . 35""0 . '-19 l/ 
)/. 4f' ·Ho?, .&7'1 . 31.L/ -~17 
1~·70 . f /;I ,{oq( . '30( .~ig 

'f 13 f},qc_- .1~G ,705( .J91 ~34 
d.l.~o ·111'1 .732 .2,8' -~~7 
;l 'J. l/( .JY1 ./~4 . J."lb - ; .:/i:J 
i3.70 . .13~ .J73 .x~.7 .l,OJ 

r;: bl. .'.14/10 .. 111 .)~7 .::u3 • (p )7 
~(,,.)r, 'J;l~ . ~OS' 'I 'f~ . ful./C, 
1.7. 40 . /') 0 • cg 0'1 • 1 Cf I , (o 3 i 
~~. 70 .If)' .%:iY . / 7t'o . (,,; ~' - ~'i .-q-o .rm· .nq· . /CJ,. . t.?~.r 
.,, i. J v .JO~ .iL/0 . lfo c .Gi~3 
3l.'10 • IDL/ .~47 • 15'3 . "174 
31.-40 ./ 0 I . '?S"~ . 14& . ,~, 
J3. /0 .oc179 .~~~ .1Y I • (o'I ! 

G: ;t'? 'J,l. iiO . O'i'&j .~~'} ./41 .(p8{ 

.. 

. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 
-PROJECT TYPE OF TEST C. k(JU NO. Joj OCR 1.00 

SOIL TY P E_-=8'-=8'-°"Co:;_. _ TES TE D 8 Y .I.· E. DEVICE _G __ DATE 7/67 

LOCATION -----

W 1°/o e 
In it i a I J5,c.. /.06 
Preshear ~7.1) 

Final 2 /.Cf 

TIME STRAIN ..::tL 
{ Hr.) {%} -

O'vc 

o:oo 0 0 
.05"1'1 • 01~"1 

.010 .C1Y7 

. I & • Ol..(7?. 

. 21 .N~l' 

. i~ . c1-1S' 
,)(.: 3 . 090~ 
. ;-1 c; • i 0'6 
.779 I 3:2.. 
f. 0'1 .14~ 
I. 30 .1 S«~ 

; reo i" -~ 
1:03 ').. (;7 .174 

,] . r;•1 .1go 
"J,,, .1~f-

~.<c i . l'i(7 
Ll.i~ • I "f I 
'-I. (,,ii ,1q1 

1 • '-/O t;. /C/ .;en 

(. 71 ·l'B 
t: .1.1.. .1'1 t{ 
{~ 74 • 1'11../ 

-- 7.7.f&. ./C,1 
'i?. -10 . l~b 
q. ?.i.../ . l'iO 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in k,,),,,i.) 

""vc 800 The 0 ""vm 
fcCDay) 0.7S' E/'lo) i7.o tc(0/o)_tcCDay) _-__ 

st O/o H (cm ) 

93~- .:2, 32~ 
l.'f.:.t'i 

/.'lb 

6,u. -- !!::J._ 
- -
Uvc O'vc 

,.. . 
.. ..1 ;.co 
-.oc1. I. OC9 

-.011 f. 011 
• 0:2 0 .c(S'C 

. o~o . l'~C 
. c '.X~ . 9T:t 
. o<i,~ .93~ 

·09!' . '7cs-' 
. i ;i.( . '?/) 
.1G'1 .~Ji 

• 1cro , <3iD 
.~:io ·7go 
. ~~I ,749 
.. n~ 712 
. -~:l c l(,~0 

,34~ .l,~f 
31)9 . ~4' 
l~n ~.13 

.'-IC7 ~~3 

• <./ 1::i.. . SI~ 
.430 . j;tll 
.4LIR • S'.S",1 
.4{,{. SJi.f 
.4'14 .S'C(;; 
.r;1(; .4~4 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (Ola I Hr.) .> 

..!tL ...::h_ _!!L 
REMARKS 

O'v -O"vm O'vm 

() 

01cn 
.u'3l~ 

.04&3 

.L'~ 13 
. o TT5:' . 
.C9'18 
I ~o 

.15"1 

. 17 '-I 
.1<J 3 
.. J..C'j 

'~.3'~ 
.1(? 

,2/ ::t 
.i8b 
. :i.C/S 
- 31 ~ 
.1A{ 
'Bl/ 
1,1-(L{ 

• 3S" I 
. 3" 2 
. T7'-
'.3'14 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REM ARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT Z~o85 SOIL --"'"'--'313=-· C.-=-__ TYPE OF TEST CKC)U NO. 3a3 

TIME STRAIN ..3i_ .6.u O"y _!h_ Th O" v 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc O"vc O"y 1'Vm O"ym 

J:~_( /(). 3 ~ . /~~ .~iG, . '-/71./ . 3'i ~ 
11.40 . /~7 .\Jg '-/{,._] 40Lf 
12.4~ • I ~l/ .~S'I I../ I./ G: 4/4 
I ?,.i./q .1~3 .~74 LI]..(., • 43CJ 

3: 1< ;c;. G'( 173 • '1 11 ~gq c.J 4 '-
l~-5s'5' . I~~ . ,;, 2./ 17't . iii./</ 
I~ 1r . dc4 • fr.· '1 ;)._ .35R .4~ 
/<j, 5'0 ./!)9 .~s~ .347 'l./')7 

Lt:'~ :i.o.70 'l.~L/ .'7~~ .1·~4 .4C,0 
::i:i.oS". .147 .084 . 3; (o . '1 ft; '1 
'.l3. ·3) JL/0 ,fc~7 .ii3 .447 

. :i4.G~ 'I 3S- .733 .~,, ~4'67 
~:O( 2S". 'JO . I =1.9 .7'i4 '1\l ~01 

l1.:l.O .no . 7 S't;' .). I./(" l{"O I 
:>.%'.)0 . ,,., .770 .:no • .S-OM' 
"J '1.~C . JID ,..,qo :lJO ~ll 

5'=rs- 31. I • /CL/ .1'17 ,:lcJ .5"12 
13~.4 l't.011./ 'i I'-{ • /){&, .~;J.l/ 

I~ 1 . .lb - -~. ()q~7 .'Xl"I . ;g(o . S'0'1 , 

-

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSAC HU SETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 7tc>80 

SOIL TYPE i38C 

LOCATION ----

In it i a I 
Presheor 

Final 

TIME 
( Hr.) 

0 

W ,0/o e 
31. 3 /,O l 

27.'f 
2lJA-

STRAIN 2h.._ 
(%) <Tvc 

TYPE OF TEST C KulJ NO. 310 OCR 8-Ct::J 

TESTED BY .i..£, DEVICE --=G __ DATE i61 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in k9/c,,, 2
) 

<Fvc /,CX) The 0 <Tvm 8·00 

fc(Day) 0.8:> Ef'lo) /6.~ ((c(0/o}_tc(Day) O. 8 

st O/o H ( (ttJ ) 

C/'1.B 2.231 
/, 8:;; 
1·8B) 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rote ('>/o I Hr.) .:>" 

REMARKS 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
·-PROJECT 1/JOBB SOIL BBC TYPE OF TEST ('l(,.,U NO. 316 

TIME STRAIN _3i_ .6.u O'y ..!h_ Th O' y 
REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) O-vc O-vc O-vc O'y CJ\.m O-vm 

·7. DI _ q II -o. ~ ;"<j 1. ~s-q . '-/'10 . I/!./ .13~ 
1. S"~ . '112 -o. ~~cl J. S\ S""G . 4q (., .115"'. 13~ 

2lr. ~- 0'1 .Cfl9 -o. ~.~') I. ~.r'/ .49q . II Co . :t3l. 
~.~4 I 'i 31. -o. <:;;'} I. ~S-'l S"Ol. . '/7 ). '3~ 
q_ 17 . 93l, , O.i;•/ I. X-~'1 .~ .. 117 ~ '3 ::z. 
q,·-, I .C/37 -0. g>S1 1.. SS"~ . S'D(o .117 . .21:2 

:Hrl~"" ID. ;l1 '13~ -0.5!.1?: J.<i!JS" ' !:: J (,, .117 . ::r::r1 
n.,.:n- I0.'7& . 91.~ -o.1g:i_ J.7~:2. .~~' . ii (o .1i3 

11.g;- 'q O'il -0. ~<6~ ,,,'l}$? · .S37 I II L/ . 111 
ll.'f3 ~CJ4 -o.G ·3g I '-38 .~4C, ~" 1 .).Ot; 
iLJ.OI .~D •{). GoJ.. i. l,02.. .~4q • i/O . ;;io o 
1:;.,y1 • <;: S'i -o . .S-19 I. S' I C'j . • ~fD(o . 101 . .190 

.,,~ r: I~ r"t\ '" /){ 
.<6?,'i -o.4'1~ }. l.{ t/5:° . ~<61 I 05'" . lg/ 

r1:1r< .8'69 -o. 3f.c4 I. 3~q . 5'i I . to I 111 
Vi?. cg5· .l'K~ -c.:.:z.qq I. 1..'19 .ii01 .oqgo . I{,~ 

120. 'l..O .15"~ -0.J.Ho I. ·11 Cc .bll .()'11../5' .1~2 
~Sir g"" ~I. 5~ .-·n~ -o. ii9 1. ,gq ."111 .0910 .1"19 

23. IS' . &/i 3 -o. 137 I./ 39 . "og . OR<o( • JL/2 
2'-1.l~ . 65' f; --o. 0;1 /. O~:J.. . G27> O&l'i . , J3:l 
:i. _r;. sg . '°'~ •OJ/ .CfGC/ .G:35 .077 . 111 
:2(,. C'I~ .~OS: .o3r' . 9GS • C:,27 . 0·1s-c.. 121 
~2'.;S: .S"&O ... O(o{O q""!,'{ • (p2, .OT:J.~ .117 
1.CJ. to~ .~~7 . I /9 .~g/ .l.,)i 

• 0'1 '" 
II(} 

~hr: 3·7,..._ 3t. ls-' .$'30 . tloC. .g3&./ ,G,3t, .ot,c,3 .104 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 76oBB 

SOIL TYPE_~,8_/3~C~-

LOCATION ----

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 3!.'I /.l().3 
Preshear 2'1. 4-
Fi not :..'>o,o 

TIME STRAIN 2h__ 
( Hr.) {%) -O"'vc 

<) 0 a 
.o<; .o'f4 
.10 "*' .1S .187 
,:1s .J>;() 

. 3;- . 3a3 
,51) . ~5? 
.~s .Y17 
.JS' .41i' 
, 'iO :44/ 

i.Oc) . 457 
j,,l.;' -~~..l 

1.50 .J""J.o 
/. 81:- ,5<14-
).tXJ 5;.; 
). .J. {.., .51,.9 
.<,. S" I ·1i7B 

1.0 
;i, '' 

, 'i& 7 
3.0) ' . :)y:{ 

3.;1 ·'-Db 

+.oz. ,f&,f}, 

'f.~i .~'1..4-

1.:,· 7 ;.oz • C:>28 
S.51 .t,;.J/ 

ti.Ci z. , "Jtj. 

TYPE OF TEST C KC)LJ NO. 3/1 OCR 4.0{) 

TESTED BY ~:.E DEVICE _G_· _DATE 7/t,7 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in i'9f<..,1..} 

/. ou 
o. <J 

SI 0/o H (cm ) 

9S.S" .:/. 3'i/ 
1.991,; 
:l. 0/:> -

-b.U. s_ --- -
O"'vc O"'vc 

0 1.0() 

- .01./{ l.04S 
-.o.,c')' /.(JCjj-

·•,/<JI 1. tu<I 
-./()<'/ 1.101 
• . .;ZtJ / • .1/.3 

• . .llY I. J ).'/ 

·• .• n.'I 1 .• 1.J.'j 
·-.;l.19 /. J. lf 
-. .:.!6~ /.)ht~ 

-: 21<,:- /. l. f:..ri 
-.311 J. 317 
·-,J;z. /. 3;2 
-.-qo7 J.4D7 
-.<./()7 ), 4()7 
-.<107 /Jlo7 
··,nh /, 3'}.~ 
-.4/2 J."112 
•. 'f!l /.41l 
-.1{1,, /,cf/ l. 
·.YI{ I, ;'15 

'!Ii ,. -. :> 1.w.r 
-.3'l{ U/) 
-, ,tt. 1.3"12 
-.j 57 /. ~>7 

The 0 u vm 4· ()() 
E/'lo} /5.1 ((c(0/o}_tc(Day) O.B.'i' 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (O/o I Hr.) 5' 

_.::n._ ..!b... .!!:J._ 
REMARKS -O"'v O"'vm O"'vm 

c 0 c.>.:; :i"D 
, o'lo .011S' "oi~r 
•I :Hl .03r;{ .l.f.,/ 
-lb9 ' 0 I.( (./1 ' . -. . 
.i.is· ,ou> .in 
.)~"J • o 7 S'8 ·I· ":~_ --
.2rv .05n • 3c)L,; 
.~23 _QCf<f ~ . ~en 
d~7J' ./03fi Joi)' 

'342 . I/ 0 . 3~l. 
. 3){ •J/(/.r ,J12· 
, 373;' .113 . ~l<t 
, 31i1f ·'30 .H8 
I 3S7 .13~ .351. 

1 39:{ ,1387 •35'1" 
, lfl.J1 f • 1'1:2__ .35'1 
A./9 f ./lf!i .31/b 

.4/t. .147 . ;s3 
. . 4z.1 .149 . ~;_; 
.~zr . I S'l.. . 3s'~ 
,439 .15; ~Ill . " 
,447 .;;G ?.Yi 
.<1-5 i.J .157 .~~ , 

. %5> .19b . ~YI 
.4£,7 .!Si f . 3~8 t 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT lb08'i) SOIL ___ 13~· g_· C ___ TYPE OF TEST CKciJ NO. 3.11 

TIME STRAIN _i ~u O"y 2!L Th CJ" v 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o} O"vc O"vc Uvc O"y lYvm Uvm 

b.,,,, 2. I" 3'1 -~ ~17 . I. ~57' ,t 7t>{ ·.1io .33~ 
7.02 . E40 ··, '>17 i. 3!} ' .+&. . ()./t;c) ,jl'l 

'7.S'1.. ."42 ·~31? t.!)17 .4&·~ I &I • -=\2.'l 
802 .h43 i317 /.~17 ,41?~; . lbl .3J.9 
8.)Z. ·"41- -.317 i,3/7 . 48'1 a. 11o; ,;2.y ·4, hl4.< 

Y.oJ ,b43 ••. :.liS'r /,284- ·."ioo>" , I l, I . 3J.I 
10,oz. .t:>'i-3 ·-.212 /,)7/.. .. 'x))· .lb07 .3,~ 

11.ol • (;,41{ -: .l 3i" / . .i.38 .5/f!> . f G,0 . 3/0 
IJ.o;' . '=>.36 ' ·*. 2o 2. /,P;2. .52'1 •1'>7 ,~, 

13.78 ,62!> -. /2f /./;1'1 .sri . I S"(o .;2~.1 
/5',()) . {,/() -; ~l'i' /.07f ,56t.. .t:;."1i • l6ft{ 

/b, l.9 .5'11 -.OZ6 '/.02.l ' ,5'(JJ .l~O • .157 
17.1'2. .5[/b l:o~l o,c.n-J ./,;JtYI , / 4-6 ( . l4o>' 
/BH 1.St/t -t. ClJ4 . 916 ,t,U .141 .l~9 

4. () ·- .)(),() ' Sil . ·!'fl . 8.5'/ .fv4{ ,1~$ .. . '2/'f t 
J./.3 .s~ .186 .814 .~5'{ .1"34 • J.Ol{ 
;t.u: .~i7 ,}!t/"I .7SI ,G,f,0 "·2 '1 " .1e~ 
.238 .-9'14 .l.4'1 ,JS/ ·'-S~ • r l 'i . I~& 

4.'f 2so; .4ft) .l.8/ . 719 .tv_1,E .,J1J) ;179) 
;l.6..3 ,~61 ,32Z. 1b78 . bJ:? • 115" . l/'0 
i. 7.sf' .t:}Lll , 35:.( • 1:;,4f' 1'=8{ • 111 1~1 
2$,b .42·1 .38f ·'-// , v't'l .Jtff . i53 
30.or .42Z. ,%;'/ , S'il ,713 ·lo~> .ti./ 8t . 1'"'/ a;, 11'~ 
3'JS' .4/b ,q09 .s•11 ,1703 . I 0'-1 . i ~'& 

' 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT -.SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 76088 

SOIL TYPE BBC 

LOCATION ___ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 3S.5' 
Presheor ~'I.I 

Final 3t;.1-

TIME STRAIN ~ 
( Hr.) (%) -

""vc 
0 0 0 

,04q .OT!> 

.o '18 • 110 
,147 ,/96 

.1'/£ , /I; 2-
.t.15 .183 
~'J.f-4- .1-ro:t 
.44- .l.31-

.::ii ' l' 'Z. 
./&{ .l.8:/ 

.98 . 3"14-
/.J.).f J 315 
J.3l • ';),2. 

1.47 , J 2.::>" 

/. 72. H'f 
/J/(., , 343 
l.4)' . 3..S-c. 

1.1 2. (;'f . ~;;y 
3./8 ' ~"" 
3h/ .371.) 

-
I' 4-.<// • 37.b 
/,!} 4.9() . 378 

,"'!Fl _.,' 7 , 376:/' 
_:,", l) 'lJ I 31'1 
/;, 31 , ;t;/ 

TYPE OF TEST Cl<c.,iJ NO. 410 OCR ..?,oo 

TESTED BY ).,£ DEVICE _G __ DATE 7fo7 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in .tr/C't1t.) 

.;?. 00 

(). 9 

s I O/o H ( c;,,.., ) 

2. 320 
:1.042. 
~OlJI 

~u s_ ---
""vc ""vc 
C) /.00 
0 /. (}() 

-, 009fJ /. {J:)f (1 

·- , ()"'() l.0/18 
... , 0110 I. 0110 
-.cH48 /.o~B 

. --04'/iJ · /.0-44-S 
- 05dt3 /. OS'd'O 
... "lf\£1 /. ()/,,8 ':) 

- • JOI.• /./Ob 
-.118 1: 118 
·-, 11'0 J.118 
-. 0'14'- /.094 
-.o'l? /.094 
-.JJt9 /, ()L'l 

.. . ol'1 l· ot:/I 

.- Oh'l /.01.'l 
-.(J::IO J.090 
-. (; </() /.04() 
+.O(}/ .Cl'f 'I 

.c2u . 'lb,) 

102.c) , 98() 
. u if() .91.fJ 
. 057 . c;43 
.Of3.{ C'f 1.:{ 

The o ""vm 4.oc 

E/'lo) /;J,O tc(0/o)_fc(Doy) 0. r 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress--

Rate (O/o I Hr.} :r 

...!b... 2h.._ .!!:J_ 
REMARKS 

""v ""vm O-vm 

0 0 o.suo 
.v·a . ()3C. ~ . s--oo 
,/09 .o~:i' .,5($ 
.'139 .010 . ro£"q 
, I LcJ ,of;/ . .{"" 

,/l.{ .DC,/(' ,(li 
.18'1- .o~g- . c;;J~-
,;i.:u •117 1 Sffif-

lt'.# . / 31 . 5'34 
.l.S'i! . 11.fd.~ '5'5'3 
,.J.7'1, .1..i"L . fJ'.'i 'I 
.:J.8'1 . 15"'1 . ~5"'1 
. :i. '19- • IC, I .541 
.z.'1'1 . I GiS" .5'47 
,3/J ·I~ 7 .5~ 

,JU .1115" . ~3Y5' 
, 3J.J .178 n4S" 
.~~ . / 7~S' .5).0 
.3SZ ./83 .~w 

. ,3/2.. . l~b . Y'1~~ 
,38'1' .1~8 .4~0 
'Jtlb .189 .</-'JO 
~ )9>" .1~9 .4'10 
.'/(} -z, .1895' .411~ 
.9/l l~O~ .Y57S' 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued} 

PROJECT _29088 SOIL ---""B"-'8""'-=C~_TYPE OF TEST c~u. NO. 4/() 

Tl ME STRAIN .2b_ flu .5.. Th Th O" y 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc O"vc O"y 1Yvm O-vm 

7.10 .JBJ~- .ofi5 .'"/15 .417 ./<fC7 .4-515' r,. Jn ('L .)\ 

.:i.o 7.3..>"' ,M!J1:i ,()9 z. ''"f ()f:) • <f.Zt) .19 07 Y~4 
8.()9 ,3~i.> • /0/; . f3'1f.. .42.~ . ICJOl • YYl 
8.81 ,381:) ./9-Z. • f> .'ib '44.>'" .1qo1 . YJ.'1 
'/.8 .. 3Bl.{ ,/ 4-Z. . 8S<(. .44..)' .J1C7 ,4.zy> 

11.0.: ,J]'/ .157 ,f)43 ,450 .1~q~ .l./ll. 
/.).. l).- , 371 .181; .e14 .4"' • I<&& .Y07 
I .3. !J~ 3'14 J"t .3 . f,(17 

, """' ·167 .4o3>' 
If., 7 '~71 ,;;i:J' . 7h- .41'F .1 ~" . '-K7S" 
15.9 .JL'/- . 'lf./ ,?J? ,4y.J . . lil . ~&,95" . 
11.1>' .i5d . LlZ .728 .t:/fL :. I '/'l '3e:.4-

/ 
18 J-, ~11:) "'" .L.e3 ,;i"/{) .174 :31.f I~ 
19.6 , 3~ .:HI , "'3 .S/l.. .110 . 33/s' 
.la. q '3l1 , "3 lf3 . ~zz. .5Zj' .lb4 • 311 

.; 
.311,., .4oJ .S9l .sztt .15-c ·2'18; .:2.J. .0) . 

. ;I 
,/.] ;J.;:, '306 ,,3; • !>~ 'S' . S'f.J . JS3 .1g2r 

5.cJ )."/,~ '.L98 ,4t/ '539 ,SS-I . Ill~ .:i.<c'l~ 
:is 'i~,.. . l.87 . .490 .516 'S''-':>' ./l/Y .J.5"5"' c .... .., !,/, ..: ....... ""· 
:i8.1::' ,;.7() .;3) .4"{ ,:;gi .t35 ,'2.Jl{ 

I I I ., 

31.3;. 1-2.4': .£'/l ,4(Jj ,-£11 .fl3 . .:lotS" 
32.3 ,239 1b/.3 ,Jg7 . f.:.l8 .tl'l{ ,J'J~L '4,/ d; ::,f,;/ 

''"re"'l•·,,., 
~ 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 76086 

SOIL TYPE BEC 

LOCATION ___ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 38.13 
Presheor 2'1.4 
Final 30,5 

TIME STRAIN 2h_ 
( Hr.) {%) -Uvc 

0 0 O. ZcJO 

106 .24~ 

./2 .).~i, 

,/?) . ') ,_ '5' 
-2'1>' .l.7<1-
,4 7~· J 1.79 
.59-;· I 281 
I 77 .zs1> 
,f39 .2BZ 

1.07 ,2fB 
/.4'9 .230:/ 
2.01() '21" 
2.97 , 27o} 
3. h .2~> 

<). 'i z 4. 7) • 'J 57 
.?. 'I;;· . 24B 
77 . "23~:/ 
8.9 ,221> 
10.4 . 21:/ 

:/.() //.9 ·?t<P 
IJ.1 ,/'fb 

14.P,:/ I /H"J. 
I l. ~:>' .174-
! 7. 'O ,/(:,7 

TYPE OF TEST C AU NO. 501 OCR l.tJJ 

TESTED BY ). . .e DEVICE --=G __ DATE %1 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in &A:,,,t) 

"°vc 3.oo The o.1;0 "°vm 3.cxJ 

fc(Day) a. B 5' E.f/o) LUi..o'c{0/o)~tc{Day) __ _ 

s ' 0/o H ( ,,,... l 

i·961 
i.b83 

-l::,.LL .!!L --- -Uvc "°vc 

0 /.00 

a 1.00 

0 f. ()lJ 

.ol't /171 
.ol.9 ,C/J/ 
.041 /159 
,O?'t) .<110 
. o'io .91() 

.09() ,<"j/() 

.tJo 0 8'10 
./41 .-B5j' 
,2.o/ , 7'ir 
. l. )'/ ,740 
. 2'16' I ?~2 

• 3'15 '"2; 
flo& .5'14 
.47:/ .Sl~ 

, 

.. 52.<r .47tJ 

.571 .92'/ 
,{,OB .. !J'll 
. {, 9-'f I 351 
-~tJO • 3h) 

·714- ,2B6 
.7bu .t..w 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress --

Rate C°/o I Hr.) --> 

2b_ ..!tL .!5J_ 
REMARKS Uy Uvm -Uvm 

0.200 - -
, :!.ct-:>' 
.. .::5~ 

.'273 
. ?82. 
, 'l."/ I 
I 3<>( 

• '3<..'f,.. 
, 310 
• 3lG. -

'"' lh•,_; 
, 3l'' 

, 

,34b 
,;3(,3 
, 317 L~IJ. vJ, ,/,; j.,~ 
. <fl z. 5he.rr ~~,. 
,4/B ('?:ML> ; .II ~j 
. 4-4-f o,., Ji,.., 
,479 ·:>fl. mo/,. 
1Sl)I 

...._, 

.. s·17 J 
,5' :;f: 
,S7fj 

,bO'f 

I (p'f; f,,/i;, ~ ? ,) 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: le h,oe.I c,., 1n.1heil lie1yhl 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

~'- ~ o.~i !.o 
't'n~ .,_ 0 I 

J.a 

()b 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 
-PROJECT }f OBB TYPE OF TEST CAU NO. 60 I OCR I. CO 

SOIL TY PE_~8~tl--'c."-· _ TESTED BY ... ''fiH 0 DEVICE _G-__ DATE 1Jh7 

LOCATION ____ _ CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in lffimz) 

-

1Yvc 3. o1 z. 
fc( Day) /. / 

W ,0/o e s ' 0/o H (C..M ) 

Initial .3:>- ? 2J28 ? 
Preshear JJ./ I~ 'i 87 
Final Jl.O 

TIME STRAIN ~ 6.u. 5--- -( Hr.) (%) - -CT ye CTvc O"vc 
0 0 cJ .1c2 C) 1. o.:o 

.o; ,,,, .O'l.7 .91~ 

·IC 1 .1811 .D2'1 .<{ 11;; 
/:,'/ .1'15 .vJ4 .f'1.(. 

.127 ,lcJ.{ .0 . .::.1 li43 
.J()2 2.11 ,o/J ,"f 27 
,1s- . ll'/ ,/JI .88? 
.:JI/ .-2U. ,-/~ .. -£-tiO 

(),4z. .qe · l. 2'/ ,/S.::. 
.... 

• 81'£' 
/.Zt ,2.~ .l// . 789 
///·b ,ZJI .1.39' ,7(:,/ 
I. 71 , 2 .3/ , l,(,,/ , 73'1 
)..22. . /,. Zo/ ,3// ' "8'1 

100 2. 71. .2l7 '341 ,t>!{? 

347 . iz.i ·4o2. .S"i9 
4.4'0 • 211 ,'f.J{ ,.}t,.{' 
5,4y , 2/L .18ti ,51¥ 
,,7; ,2.o::, .... ,513 ,471 
7.7;{ '}.vi) ,!:J-fi.7 ,453 
8. 7t ,/fj4 .S70 ,4;.z 
/fJ,O .18/J ,(,;Qfj .· 3'12 

~-.."' II 'J .11n ,(;42 • .3 i""' /,),; :17~ .le;//) i ~Xi 
13. 8 t'-J ,~/IZ .~~f'} 
1:).1 ./:St;, .715 2.6 / • .'.> 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 

The (}, 307 O"vm 3.012 

Ef'/o) t41 l O'c(0/o).'1.tc(Day) __ _ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain--L Stress __ 

Rate (o/o I Hr.) -'~=-'--

..!h.. _:!h... .!!!J._ 
·REMARKS O"v -O"vm CTym 

a,102 - -
.fll. 

.t90 

, liJ z. 
.l.11 
,22~ 

I 2. 'fl; 
.w 
• 281 

. ·~'ii 

.~ ~· ,.., IMJ 

• 31 l,. 
,JJ], 
.341't 
.!>Jl-

~B" 
,41~ 

,43() 

'<HZ. 
I~/;() 

47{ 
.'t'i'lJ 
,St£ 
.. S'~ 
.Stll 

DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

REM AR KS: lc: bl(.se./ (M 111'),'11i1.;1ir 

E-;.. ~ l 3 ~ '"" ~c. : O· ';' 

t"hc. : o.o:.-- ,, :>- 'l,) 3. () a;(.. ~ () - i.o 2.0 •!> - ·Oi .IS ,l.() . l. 5' .w C-20 
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Sheet 2 of 2 
DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT Zt>O~)o SOIL __ B_/3_c~---TYPE OF TEST CAU NO. bO! 

TIME STRAIN _i .6.u -5_ ~ Th .!!:L REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O-vc O-vc O-vc 0-y 1'Vm <Tvm 
lb.3 J l'IPJ ..13tJ ,lt; 2 ,su 
17. (:, 1/4/ I 76 ]_ I 238 ,S'/-' 

.3 (, 1 }()./ ·127 , 7Ev ,l./l • .S-'-)8 
:v .. f; ,//4- .SM ./9/ ,Sfl 
~,/ .O'll .$41 ,/S4 -~~3 
28.i ,08€3 . g" z. ./ 3!3 .639 {..,/?. ,,.,....,,. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS; 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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·DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT Zbo88 

SOIL TYPE /58C 

LOCATION ____ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i o I . ? 

Pre she or :1. 9. / 
Final 32,2 

TIME STRAIN ~ 
(Hr.) (%) -Uvc 

C.i Cl 0.30J 
0.1 .t o. 'J27 
·IS" ,·n .. 1 .. 
,lOfJ .. Ho 
.).S? .331 
,}IO I }Jl. 
·~3 , ~ ~3 
,4)~ . ~3J 

- ;-f'];i J -;,1; . 
; b'l.>. .~3.J 
,J; , 3U. 
.8,f ,B1 
,9,... .;l'I 

/,()'{ ;~l~ 
i.o /.S!... d2l. 

/, f;'I I~/] 
;J., 1'7 ;;07 
:3-h ,2'17 
4.ltu 1287 
S.31 ,).7{' 

J.!>- 6.jt; ,2t3 
7.41 ,;z5.J 
'lt7 .24/ 
8. 'i'I . .2 3'. 
'f,52 • I 1.31 

TYPE OF TEST-c~·A_u_., __ 602. OCR /,CXJ NO. ---

DATE 3/t8 --- , G TESTED BY ... 5/IP DEVICE 

CON SOLi DATION (Stresses in 'J/6r1) 
crvc i ooB T'hc O,'IOZ crvm 3.CiOB 

fc(Day) 0 '15' E/'la) 15. 2 "tc(0/o)t;tJtc(Day} __ _ 

st O/o H (<.,., ) 

2. '2.40 
I. 90t.J 

t::.u. .s_ - -
Uvc Uvc 

d /. ()lf(; 

C) /, IU 
() /, clJ 
cl /, (J1) 

.013 .'/87 

.~/7 ,tf8.3 
I'll 7 .r1eJ 
, fh7 .9S3 
,0'3:f - . -,,~ -

,OJI;, "'f OSI ,949 
.0 )-/ ,f?? 
,(Jbf1 ,.q3i 
,()i,IJ 'IJZ 
,/()l ,fi9t 
./21 ,fl 71 
J'OO .82J 
.233 , 771 
,272. ,).,l(J 

.Ji.J .. b~}o 

·*~z ·"' B .42.) ,575 
,~59 ,541 
,4er; .SlJ 
, 99.3 ,St)7 

-
DURING SHEAR 

Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate rYo I Hr.) /, 5· t 

2!L -..!b._ ..5_ 
REMARKS Uy Uvm -Uvm 

a,~ -· - ") w.tf.lr~r.... 

d. >27 IJ .. ../ /n-,L 
-

0. 32.7 
0. 'HJ 

.3J-:{ 

1~3' 

133'4 c;,~ 
' . jJ9 

. ''34, 
.... 

. $4) 
.~~., 

I 3+'?J 
~;3 
,5l 

,jf,/ 

, ]'t.I 
.jJy 

I JtJ 1,. 

,,3~'1-
,4<J,,_ 

.. "fl(., 

1~41 

,tf46 

·451--
-?Sb 'fi,/ d:, ], f,1t.,;.l( 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY -.-r 0.c-1 vvc. -- .... 

'l'J c.. -. C) "'?.f { 

o. 9'1J i.41:i . 

,, .; ..,,,.;.i: .(). l [. ..,,)4. { 
,l,(J(J.. . ~ . .s· ?.-

(). 5 z,· v.s~ ..,,o)f 
C-22 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT TYPE OF TEST CkuU NO. 611 OCR 3. 99 

SOIL TYPE ___ B_,,o'-'.,c~~-- TESTED BY ..SllP DEVICE _G __ DATE Wt' 
LOCATION ____ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 3/:r 2. 

Preshear :Z9.3 
Final 3i.9 

TIME STRAIN ~ 
( Hr.) (%) -

CTvc 

0 Q..oo 
.oy.r ,041 

.11.J."' .j/J 
• '2.44- ,179 

3C/ .l42 
-4-4- . ·z'-I 
.:;9 .,;o:: 
,bJ~ . J, .. ., 

3s 111,;,, ,7K .H~ 

198 . 'J77 
/,J. 7 ,4/'b 
/. 71 • 4-s?-
I. 95 ,459 

0.93 ~.,20 .4'0~ 

:l,<.9 ,Sit) 

31~ . .;'lf) 

.3'-7 ,54o 
440 '55~ 

.6, 69 ·51:// 
5.87 ,S79 
lt:,,e,..;- .5e9 
7.!i, ( ~"'i7 
!'-30 d;O!)' 

/{), ,l7 'f.:,01:, 

/(), '71o ,(pol 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~) 
0. 'Jo/ft,, 

0.9 

s I 0/o H (Ch) ) 

:Z.46 ?! 
.:2 ,()43 

6,LL .!!L ---O"vc CTvc 

0 /.O<XJ 
0 l.o(IO 

-,04· /.04 
-./{) /./(} -. /() /.It) 

-.12. 1.12. 
-14 1.14-
-./-$ /; 1.:' 
-.r7 /./1 

-, ;l.O i.'"' 
- ~.3 /,:J..3 
-.28 /,,l~ 

-. ~8 1~.Z.~ 
·-, -~..L /,32 
-, 32.. /, 3 2. 

-. 3t.:- /,,.~ 

-, 3b /,3(.. 

-, *' /,Jc 
-.3i" /, ~7 
-.3.5' I, 3-;' 
-; J.S" /, !J )' 
·-. 35' /, ;~' 

-. 3 41- I. 3 2. 
-• .3u 1,30 

-. !J l /,Ji. 

The 0 o-vm 3· ?e> 
E/'/o) _°tc(0/o)_fc(Day) O. r; 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (o/o I Hr.) ~ -

_.::n_ -..!b... .!!.L REMARKS CTy CTvm CTvm 
C) <:> a.:zs,y 

•O'fl 

. '"l .OJ7~ .i. "() 
./(,"t 

,J..~<J ,olc) ,;l. 7;' 

,2. 3.J 
.i.e. .o 74> ( .is:: 
'7-21-
, :l8f) .Oq4,t; ''). 'i..~ 
·.311' 
• 334- ./()p{ .3o'l.· 
'351-
-~50 .I/ft ; 3 ..z.o 
, -3"~ 
I~(% '/'1. 8" -~JJ 
, ~r.~ 
• 1,1; 7 .J3iZ. I J'f c) 

,4/() 

14/i' J42f .H-3 
, 4:t'I 
. .,. 3' .147 ,33~ 

447-
;~Sec ,IS;( . He 
·461; 

s457 .1:;z. , Hu 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
-PROJECT. 7608~ SOIL -~/J.~:tl:~--TYPE OF TEST Ci<oU NO. 6// 

TIME STRAIN 2h_ 6u O"y ...:!:IL Th O"y 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc O"vc O"y "'l'r,,m O"vm 

//, 7'1 I lxJ<i -.;J.9 /,,,l9 .471 ,/52) ;·;lJ ~ma.... 
/;} 11, '"'°" -. 21) /. ;J../} ,97~ 

1310 . '1o5' /,~ ,.f~o 
- ,.. .31{ -.::z., ./~I\ 

i51J ,,JY</ -.,,2,/ /. ;/../ .49:) 
/h./,f- .S'iJ ·-. '' /.I'- -~-ii /'ff ( .J.. '10 -
/8,11) ,582. -,, l_ /.12. .S'lf 
;lo, flt> SiPf.- -:o~' /,P'/ ...:.,-i'J ,/'f/I) .:ir..() 
..i¥, t'7 ,!J" 3Z... ·r, 01f :952. .ssr 
.26. 'I ,503 .//'JI ,$f6 ,5t,~ . ,/)." ,1:u ... 
,,lf. tf . 47h , i91 .&'i' ·58fl 
.3/.8 .442- , z'/ , 71N ,589 ,/ /()! ,,,.;~ 

.Jf..Z / . ) 413 , 3iW ,,7, , "1/b 
3'.7 • ~02. ·3?5' ''°~ ,(., 31. · .c'IS"I . /5'1> 
'3"/.J{ ,353 4:0 .. slJ ,,2S 
41.6 r 32/J' • ~f.3 ,so7 ,fef,., ,()'?;/; ./27 'C,/if, ~ht/ 

'"''~ASl"fl 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 7~o8B 

SOIL TYPE B/3C 

LOCATION ____ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I :.l7.:f£ 

Preshear .30."' 
Final 

TIME STRAIN _.::n_ 
( Hr. ) (%) Uvc 

TYPE OF TEST CKuU NO. /001 A OCR 8.00 

TESTED BY ggg DEVICE G- DATE 4,&; 7 . 
CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~) 

s I O/o H 

o, 500 The o O'vm J/..oo 

i tJ EJ'lo) 'f.7 'tc(0/o)_L fc(Day) ~t~tJ __ 

{ c,.., ) DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

.2. /J l 
Rate ~/o I Hr.) .S-

REMARKS 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet 2 of 2 
DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

-PROJECT 760B<Q SOIL _ _....B<-=t3:;__:C;..__ __ TYPE OF TEST CkQU NO. 100111 

TIME STRAIN ...3!_ 6u Uy _::n._ Th Uy - REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) O"vc Uvc O"vc Uy "Vm Uvm 
~ .l".l q74 - <657 t.R57 ' S'l t;" 172 .. 1~ 'J 
q_ Y3 . '11'1 -.<x&,5' ; . ?JG!° . s:t 5'" • I :2.:t .2.31 
JD.15" 'CJ ~q - . ~1 ~ /.'Xl3 .5"18 .12.L/ .:234 
ln.i.O qq_~ - 9.11 I.~ 11 • c;3 J . i "')I.I . 2.3LI 
II.IC, • qqLJ -.~3q LSI 39 . 'S'-(J . l "J I./ .no 
11. g2 .9~S"" - . ·1q S'"" · L 1<t $"" .~)L/ .124 _114 
l:l~:l'f • '1'1S? - ,-,qc:; i.1'19 .~S5" Ll~ .J.~S 
r:l. GJ2 1.00 -.~c-1 l.~0·7 . 5"53 .125 • XJ..fn 
I"'. 11 1.00 -.I'll I .i'l l .')~g . 125' .'Ji4 
1313 1.00 - .7')..q 1.1:Jq ,("7~ . i1$'" :21 ~ 
14. ;.{) .1CJg - . ~'t2 J.'')2_ .590 .1'25' .11;, 

.. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 76088 TYPE OF TEST ™ ·c?"4kl'"NO. /001'5 OCR i,a:J 

SOIL TYPE ___ B'-""-8---"C'--' _ TESTED BY £613 DEVICE _G __ DATE 4/1;;9 

LOCATION ____ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I .:$(:, !! h:.si i 
Preshear :2.8.0 
Final :1.'1.5 

TIME STRAIN ...:tl_ 
( Hr.) {%) -

CTvc 

0 .0 
,()4., •Ot3£ 
,/()'() .o43 
11.0i' ,(Ji,~, 

.29 .Of>J"" 
.4l .Job 
• f.,{ .//9 
• f:3t) .1.32-

. 'i"f ./4() 

/.1~ .,149 
/.:ii. . 163 
2.o'I ,;7f 

.2.S9- . 187 

.J. O</- 1196 

J.s~~ , '2.oZ 
4./-i . 211 
4.83 '2/6 
b.ctJ ,2Z. 'l. 
IP. ti 'ZJ/ 
/. 6:.> ."23b 
8.0 ."%14 
l(. 7 , 24'/ 
/0. b . 2SJ 

II. 7 I 255' 
i 2.. ·s ·.l!i7 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in ~/""z.) 

s ' 0/o 
X::IA 

b,.LL ---CTvc 
0 

.ooj 
.0]7 

,04.() 

,o57 
,aw 
, IO(.; 

.127 
,143 

.lt::if! 

.1''78 
. l'IZ. 
, Z<;:, 7 
.29_j--
.3/? 
-~28 

' 3:i".3 . 
3 .-.,, . :> . 

, 38J 
. 38tl 

• 1c'J 
... 

,'1fj' 

.w; 
• "f..f. 

·43'i 

4.0<J l"hc o CTvm 400 

/.0 Etf/o) 13S ((c(0/o)-=-tc(Day) __ _ 

H (Cm ) 

.2.o46 

-
!!L -<Tvc 

J,0() 

.'j'f/; 

• <'((.,~ 

,q,(J 

.'143 

. 'I/I 
• t!J'l•f 

.873 
.. ff!/7 

. tJJ;. 
, Bt>i! • 
. '"75-a 

' 7:13 
·7().5-
,(;/i3/ 
. 6?i 
. (:47 
-~~/ 
, (,,l,t) 

·" 2. ,5·9; 
,58':> ... 
.::,- f.--~ 

.::,-t,,y 
-5bl 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (O/o/ Hr.) < 

_.:ii_ -..!h_ ..!!:J._ 
REMARKS 

CTy -O'vm CTvm 

0 
.()/ ;, 
.(.)4.j-

.o7Z. 
.Of:/P 

./;7 
. l)'J' 

./SZ 

,/69-

.179 
. 2()3 

. l..J/ 

.zs.) ... 
·2lfJ 
,297 
.31'-t 

, .3JJ( 
,347 

,JJJ 
.389 

. 410 
.426 
.4.J9 
,44~ 

.4.{'d ·(h ,,....,.. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REM ARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
c k'ot> 

PROJECT ltoBf, SOIL --=8_8_<. ___ TYPE OF TEST 2""Ji4f NO. IOOl8 

TIME STRAIN _.:n_ 6u O"y _!h._ Th CF - -=::L REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) O"vc Uvc O"vc O"v ?vm Uvm 
13 f,- . ..ZS 7 .4.'iu ,.$-5,1 ,4/:JrtJ 

/1.+ .257 ,<f.bb .S:3Y . 4e.; 
IS. f.- .2>7 .48?- ,S/b • 4-9'/ 
lb. 4-- 2S7 - / ,,50) . 4eij"..., ;~/"I 

5ra.J1 ·~, d..,,~, J r > 10 ?... 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of t 
DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT __ 76_·CB~8~'- TYPE OF TEST Ci;lt facc;•;.,t-NO. IOJ211 OCR 4.()d 

SOIL TYPE /313C.. 

LOCATION ___ _ 

W ,0/o e 
I nitia I 37.3 
Preshear 31." 
Final 

TIME STRAIN ..::n_ 
( Hr.) (%) -CTvc 

0 C) () 

.024- • o£"01 
,oi!> .10~ 
"21 • / !,'j 
12/fl .20·7 
,Jul .ll/2 
43,' J.1 (" 
1.'it):l 303 
szll .. J~i 

/.07 .3~7 
/. ;13 . 3g2 
1.;o • L/D3 
I. 7'I .4.~I 
,<.23 .44(;, 
J.S''f .4r'1 
J,/() ,471../ 
4.1> . 4'1'1 
5-.1(; . 5'11 
'1 . .i( '5'l3 
7..l)., .<"11 
r1f • S-3:2.. 
9. .lb <"3S" 
9. Br • .S--31 

10.{;4' .~31 

TESTED BY £/313 DEVICE G- DATE $r-

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in_ ft/t-i,) 

1Tvc /.oo 

fc(Day) /./ 

st O/o H (~) 

:i.o" 2 

/),.LL - CTy 
- -· CTvc CTvc 

0 1.00 
. ooo I ,qq9g 
.0001 ,qqq'g 
-.ooc,~ /. 00<08 
- Ot/x'l 1.00~'1 
-. 008'~ 1. oos9 
-. ooor,, 1. ooo&. 
.00)4 . lfq'j~ 

t")Cf7'f' · <J<f ?:4 
-. OCS-(, 1. OO~Co 

-.O'J.Slf 1. o:JS4 
-.o'.)~8 I. 03~g 
-. o.s·,·3 ;. 0~"<~3 
-.ofag7 1 Dfn87 
-.11810 I. ocg I 0 
- . I 0'-1 I. I Oi.{ 
- . JJ4 l.JJL/ 
-. I 3i Ll31 
- 1io I. I J.O 
-.108 I. 108 
- 1o<o '· i 0 (., 
-.0'610 ;. 081 
-,ors,i.f{ I. VG ~s" 
- 05"fa3 } 05"Co3 

Th O'. 4.~ c vm 
E;'lo) la'- tc(0/o)_tc(Day) /.OO 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

,/ 

Rate t°lo I Hr.} ---"=-~'----

..!.b_ _!h.._ ..!!.Y._ 
REMARKS CTy -.CTvm · CTvm 

C) .·o 0.2£'0 

.05'01 .011~ .~ro 

. iO;J.I OJ(C, .1s-u 

.15"8 .cJ.3q7 .25':J.. 

. :ws- .t)~/8 .1si 
,J.40 D~or . ~S--1 
. )..7) 11(,RR . i.s-o 
. 3C4 .07~8 J..4q 

3-;.n- . '08-Lf~ ' .1'1g-
'3'1S- .o~ 1s .1 t;'/ 
.17l .o'lr;r .15"6 
,JS7 . ID I ,'Jh0 
.39'} . ID~ . :J.~Y 
.41~ .111 ;'l,(, 1 
.41~ . rl ~ . l.10 
'4;;_9 I fl 8 .l7G 
. l/4C, 124 .J.1q 
l./)1.. • 1'18 ,:15?'3 
• 4Cei 7 .1'31 • ,Jg 0 
47C: .132 .117 

.481 . 13·~ .J..11 
'.4'f~ . 134 .170 r.. fr\""" 
. 5'01 .133 .l(D b 
. 5"02. '13.3 . '.l.C.,Y 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: Ai<. f 0V d~/Jt.... 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 7~088 

SOIL TYPE /3;3<., 

LOCATION -----

W ,0/o e 
Initial Sec IO 

Presheor :1.7.b 
Final 2'1.' 

TIME STRAIN 2L 
( Hr.) (%) -O"'vc 

0 ·O 
'~1ttffltl . OOt"I 
• {)C.14 uo<to 
. 01(p 7 .oil~ 
.0~70 1):l.Cr" 

.IOl . (ij'fl{ 
.J~q 0;49 
:lfO _()(., 14 

. 307 OR5'1 
• i.f~ .102 
~/2 i 13 
70fa ·' :z ~ 
.93~ • IL(:l 

I II It;/ 
)."30 • 15S 
j ~' . tf;£ 
?...Ot° .11'1 
~-~' .187 
·3.01 . i~5' 
4.00 203 
S:O'i . lll 
C.. O'-I . lfb 
1.17 .it'i 
~.c~ . ;QI 
q,01 . :l2J.. 

- ,..t· TYPE OF TEST C!:oU 2 JJ.ttV NO. /OOZ13 OCR _/._Cd __ 

TESTED BY £813 DEVICE· -=G-__ DATE s/b9 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in t,Jc...1..) 

""vc 6,oo The o CT'vm tAHJ 

fc{Day) Lo EJ'lo) i'1.1 "6'c(0/o)_· tc(Day) _-__ 

S 'o/o H (c,,., ) 
PZ II 

'· 953 

b.U. O"y -- -O-vc O-vc 

0 I.ow 
.AllM .O<Rq 
.oo3G . qC,t, 3 
.tH 1q • '15<80 
ou,7 .G~3i 

. OIC/I .cr~og 

OJ~'f . C}flOS-
.o:ios '179 I 
()4~1 .'157K 
0(,9' . '130] 

• U-1'15'" .420'-f 
. il1 ,ggg 
.138 . ~~2 . 
. lfc4 ,g~(O 

. iRl 818 

.io.z _7qg 
11"1 7f/~ 
. :nc, :1:i..1 
.~c9 . (/II 
.31.#~ ~Sl 
• 315' ,i.2~ 
:\qq , "O/ 

.t/~~ .~75' 
L/'l,1 '5"(; 3 
4~'1 .~L/~ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate <°lo I Hr.) .s-

..!h... .2h_ ~ REMARKS 
. O"y ""vm O"'vm 

0 - - .5C:41.,; .. 
t1014 '~/'I'~-. 

ooqo I~ 0.Ci,'/" 

.Ol:l.i rer,·c..c.,re<l 

.0108 
0351 

.o5lO 
o&:~~ 
anq 
, , 0 
l'l2.. 

.145' ,,; 
;go 

. l'i 3 
.207 
;23$" 
-;J.~'] 

;ig;z 
.~11 

• ~~}? 

; ':\!>-q 
.380 
.1<t2 
.t/0'7 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
<l.kot.J 

PROJECT Zc,oee SOIL -~f3"-"'B:;__;:c.::_· __ TYPE OF TEST 2"#fJ/cq, NO. 10028 

TIME STRAIN _:1i_ 6u ~ ..:!:h... ..:!h... Uy 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) Uyc Uyc Uyc Uy l:Yvm Uvm 

• /D.19 '1'.2 3 .4rc& .5"32 .4/9 
In. bO .1'.l3 ,i-174 • (J.{,, .i../2r h 1"14')( 

t'l. 03 .1:ll ~00 .)00 .L/4J.. 
1'3. I b .1.17 .5~0 . 4'iSO .453 
IL/. l)5/ . l 11 .5L/R .452.. .46fo 
ff;'.4~ .{03 .~7S" i./:1~ .41R 
n. ,~ • 19L/ ·''?. ~g~ .500 
/8.58 .184 . (~ '38 :~b:Z . 5'"08' 
20.0'7 .n~ ,,7l ,3ig .5'"~8 
:U.G3 .14g . T'l,l. . ~{,L{ • S'&I 
1:1C".oR .no .777 :l:Z3 .~( 
:17.39 .117 . ~0£' .i'i~ .'110 
30.3~ .101 .RJf; • I IOL/ . ,.,,~,, 

. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS~ 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT ]G0'?8 TYPE OF TEST CKo U lSewyNo. /003A OCR ~.o 

SOIL TYPE___.....8-=S-=-C __ TESTED BY BBB DEVICE G DATE 5'-f;9 

LOCATION ____ _ CONSOLIDATION 

?Fvc d..QO 

fc(Day) /. 0 

W ,0/o e s I 0/o H ( c.m) 

Initial 31.~ 
Preshear 31. LI ',;1.o~s 
Final 

TIME STRAIN _!h_ 
( Hr. ) (%) Uvc 

0 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 

(Stresses in~) 
The O crvm 

EJ'lo) _((c(0/a)_tc(Day} 

4.00 

/. 0 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate to/o I Hr.) ~ 

REMARKS 

REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGi NEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
C/<,;U 

PROJECT 7'1088 SOIL ---'-'8'--/X,=-· -"----TYPE OF TEST Kecc,.,I' NO. 10031} 

TIME STRAIN ·.3i_ .ti.u O"y ..!IL . Th O" y 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc O"vc O"y 1'Vm <Tvm 

10. 10 ~lg 2~0 7;t.O .L/4~ . 15'} .~<00 
11. 0 '1 311 ~'11 -, 03 .4~1 159 . ~5:2. 

-

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSAC HU SETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 7'70'3'3 

SOIL TYPE BBC 

TYPE ·oF TEST C.KoV .,7,.J sktifNo. /003B OCR /. 00 

TESTED BY RBB DEVICE G DATE 5 /roq • 

LOCATION ___ _ CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in,Kjkm~) 

-

W ,0/o e 
I nitia I ~ee /0 
Preshear :2G.7 
Final ~q. re. 

TIME STRAIN ~ 
( Hr.) (%) -O"vc 

() 0 
.01.'>~ • OJb/ 
. 0519 . O.l,3:2. 

.104 .0479 
. 15"~ .O~ll 

. <2'-1!./ .07'12. 
3L/8 .09(ol 

.l/~3 . II~ 
.G::J4 . ,;i3 

- .71~ .-13L/ 
I. 0 9 1 ')/ 
/. 4fo • l(o ~ 
J.9tt . ISO 
'3.02 

. '~" 4.~1 .:108 

~5"- ,2./4 
6.1 / .~18 
}. 'BO .~;?.] 

'i?. °14 .:i~3 
cr.Cf 3 .~~4 
JO. ~C. . ~;)_~ 
11.GL/ . 22..., 
J:l.4f5 .2~3 
14.4{ .~07 
/(,. Ofo . 1q.s-

CTvc i. 0 0 The uvm <?. 00 

fc(Day) /. 0 t;-10) Il.2.'tc(0/o)_tc(Day) __ _ 

s 1 °/o H ( c..rri) 

D3 A 
f. 9 ~ l/ 

L:::..u. .!!:L -- -
O"vc O"vc 

0 I 
. DooJ. . 9'}97 

-.01~1 1.015" 
-. 0100 I.Oto 

.0080 .Cf'J :2.. 

. Dlf:Z. .'1&'-1 

. O'-IO'i qr;q 
0'157 '134 
.01 J.'J c:r:i. 7 
-~0-J -R,4 

• Liq -~~I 
. 179 R2J 
2.J'7 .7%3 

.~~g .7/2 
.33fo ,(p~'f 

3~? . C,3 J 
.3~1:/ . G,O I 
• 4/fo . ~'-/ 
.'-131 • ~(,CJ 
.49~ .5f"~ 
.4~7 .~43 
L/i~ . c;34 
.47~ • ~:J.L{ 
("~g .47:1 
5'~8 .432 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain_L_ Stress __ 

Rate (o/o I Hr.) 5' 

..!.b.... ~ .!IL REMARKS CTv -CTvm O"vm 

0 - -
• OIC.I 

. n:>2.8 
.0475 
Obl7 

. 0805' 

. 100 

. J~O 

.J3'J.. 
149 
.17~ 
.~OI 

.~30 

.27&. 

.313 

.340 
. 3c,3 
.377 
. 3'1 I 
.404 
.414 ..,-;_ !"\<\')&.. 

.t./io 

.L/:J.(o 

.439 

. t.tr-o 
SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGi NEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
c~<Ju 

PROJECT 7~09B SOIL -~8~8'-"C""-' __ TYPE OF TEST .)''"1J/,G::r NO. 1ao3.f3 

TIME STRAIN _5i_ Liu 3- ~ Th .!!L REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) Uvc Uvc Uvc Uv ?vm Uvm 

17.~7 . 1~0 . (,) 3 .387 .4CO'-I 
~o. 0·1 . /C,2 . tifo 7 .333 • L./'6 fn 
JJ.f'nfo .144 ti IO 1'10 . L/9S" 

12 s-: ,, . )~9 147 ~~"3 . r1:i 
'J.7. 50 

. "" .-n7 .2~3 .~/& 
3o.or .105" . X'OO .~oo . [.<C:. . 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 76 08f!1 

SOIL TYPE 88G 

LOCATION ___ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I ? 

Presheor 21,.3 

Final h.Z 

TIME STRAIN _::n_ 
( Hr.) (%) CT ye 

0 0 

. 017 lllC.t 
'ff] 5' ,IY1 IL/ 
.03'1 .02<t7 
.Oi2 · . c1i'10 
.OS'l .Or;'/b 
. oq·~ u{,T1 
• f J') .01?lCf 
lb'8 .0933 

. _;z LI ,_Wl/ 
300 . ll '1 
40 • /35' 
.~o~ I iL/~ 
,,3 15b 
. ~I . ;r:,, 
} . O'l. .1'77 
i.31 

· '" 7 I.~ 1 .108 
~.YI../ ;ibg 

J ·"' 
.~09 

3.~I • ::l 11 
IL/. fn{,, ,JJ3 
1i;.~ . 'J..14 
C.. 3~ . A.IL/ 
7.'lL/ .)./'-/ 

TYPE OF TEST Czy K<LCc1~R NO. 100411 OCR · /,c)O 

TESTED BY £813 DEVICE G- DATE l-/l? -=---- • 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in frA"'t.) 

?Tvc 4 .ao 

tc<Day) . o.9 

c .A,...,, 
The CJ" vm ~-z._·<AJ~-

Ef'/o) .it.4 tc(0/o)_tc(Day) _-__ 

s I O/o H (c,,., ) DURING SHEAR 
· Controlled Strain__:::_ Stress __ 

2. 312.. 
Rate (o/o I Hr.) 5.S 

b,.U !!:t_ ..!b... 2!L _!!i_ 
REMARKS· -- O"y O"vm CTvc CTvc CTvm 

0 /.ooo 0 - -
0001 1.0() • 0161 

.IJDDI · I. i>O .o:ill./ 

.0104 .'i~O O:~DD 

.017'1 ,q&i .03{ib 

. a;u;- q1g .O~l7 
.02.3i Cj~ .Db~'t 
,.OJ~q . '11 I .O'B~'f 
crBI qc,1 . 09"~ 

. ~Dl.lJ.3 _,q;F .1DS 
.0774 .q23 1i~ 
.u~O( 91't .147 
o9'XO '102 • JI~ J 

.1/7 .S?g3 .i77 
. iS'O . <tfO ~ ;9{, 
. Jb9 . ~31 ~13 
.1'14 .~Ob . .l31 
. 7..37 .7'13 . J.~'1 
.300 .100 . ;i.q7 

-; i I .bf?9 .3Ci./ 
,3,3 ,,37 .333 
~7$7 .~ . 3"1~ 

. 40·7 . S13 .'3c;2 
.1./31 '~(cC, .377 
.'/~~ .5'/7 . 3'11 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY .REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
ct;,o 

PROJECT Zvo8PJ SOIL -----i3~13~c~· __ TYPE OF TEST <e,,., ... ,. NO. /a:J411 . 

TIME STRAIN ..3L ~u O"y ~ Th .!!..L REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) O-vc O-vc O"vc O"y "Vm O-vm 
fS'. 0 2 . 21~ .L/70 .5iO .403 
~- ~G, .J13 .4~0 .£'10 . l./09 
i9.ll . :2 13 .LJ'BL/ . c; Jt, . 41~ 

. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 76080 TYPE OF TEST C: KoU NO. /301 OCR I OcJ 

SOIL TYPE 8i3C TESTED BY C 13!3 DEVICE G DATE 11h.r . 
LOCATION _____ CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in k¥,,,) 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 3~2 
Preshear 30,8 

Final 31.1 

TIME STRAIN ...:t!_ 
( Hr.) (%) -CTvc 

0 0 
.tJ~l/3 ,0183 
.0535 .03Sb 
101 . Oft.JI 

. ''"'" .0151 

.:il9 ()q34 
3~1 110 

.L/33 .1~:2. 
.535' .131 
.<09 I . lt./2 

.. ~ )~8 

I.a~ 1~5' 
/.1.3. • IC, I 
I. 53 . lfo 7 
/. -,q .ni. 

:::{. 0'-1 .ns-
'J. .SL/ .1~0 
3.02 1g3 
~.41 • Vi?4 
~.~7 • HU,., 
Y.31 l~l 
4.27 l?l 
~.4~ .1~7 
C.. IR . l~l 
1.01 . /'115' 

CTVC 

fcCDay) 

4,00 0 . -The crvm ---

/.() E"/o} 'f.9 '6'c(0/o)_fc(Day) _-__ 

S 1 °/o H (C.M ) DURING SHEAR 
.l.;.Z 7f · Controlled Strain~ Stress--
:i. o.,;!;( 

Rate t°/o/ Hr.)_...._)_ 

6.U. !!::i_ _!b._ _::ii_ .!!j/_ 
REMARKS -- - CTy CTvm CT ye CTvc CTvm 

<.) /. Ot..."O 0 - -
.OIYG . 1~5' .01i~ 
.Ol'i7 '1~0 .0"3qL.J 
.o.i:n <'t17 .D635°' 
• D :lG:>~ _q73 .D17J. 
.01./~4 .95~ oci1~ 
O(;-'X ,94L/ 11 b 
070-:J .030 .131 
.0'}~9 . qoc, .145" 
.117 .SS3 . Jbl 

. 133 ,16C,.2. ./72 
!S-3 '647 IR3 

.171 .a>.:i'l .195" 

. ICJ'} . <6'0 I .'J.09 
.')..')7 .173 .:1:<3 
.~S'I .71../q . '234 
.~S?J .71~ . ;;} so 
31~ . G,81 ::u~R 
'?,4 I ·"5~ J80 
'3<;, I .03q . ;i 91 
379 ·";ti .301 
405' .~C)5' . 311.f 1'., IM'IC 

. 433 .Q,,7 33() 

. l../~l/ .St./(,, .3Y1 
.477 .$'l3 . 3E'G' 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT ?608ti SOIL --'--8_11:-=-__ TYPE OF TEST c~u NO. /301 

TIME STRAIN ..3i_ 6u 0-y ~ Th 0-y 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (%) O-vc O-vc O-vc O-v CJVm O-vm 

'X.13 .1&3 .S'09 . 4°1 I 373 
~. :io .1ca2 ~3.2. lo L/C,8 ~~8 
10.4~ .11g .55'1 44(,, ~qq 

II.YI../ .17C.. ,t;"l4 42~ . L/13 
12.YI .173 .s-g~ 417 L/ J 5'" 
13.'3~ .• 111 • &,00 .400 .l/27 
tL/.'3(.. , I(, 7 .G H? 382 • L.13 8 
I~ ":\l • f{,5" . c,y4 3 5'(, ,4(, ~ 
•c, 30 1~1 C,~7 33~ YSt1 
n.21 1~7 • r,, 9.n .310 .l.191 
1i.13 . 15' I .10~ 1'15 5'12 
:l l. ~~ .138 .75~ ~41. . sro9 
J.3.~Y • I~(., .1'10 :no r;qc, 
aC...O~ .117 .~ 15" . l~S' .Co30 
11~. J'.J ,. JO~ . 9.40 • J (., () ~ 7'J. 
l'J.'l. 4 4 . /02 . ~5"'3 147 .c,cn 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet ·1 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE. SHEAR TE.ST 

PROJECT 7l£>BB · TYPE OF TEST C'KoU NO. /3oz OCR 2.60 

SOIL TYPE BBC. TESTED BY R/313 DEVICE G- DATE 1jh9 
LOCATION ___ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 3.).b 

Presheor .3i, I 

Final 3.1./ 

TIME STRAIN ...:2!__ 
( Hr.) (%) -Uvc 

0 0 
• 0'),2g n s-:r:i 
,()((o3 OlCi'l 

'0'104 .o~cn 

, 103 .115" 
.l01 .1'15° 
• '\0£° .·100 

.4G~ "J.?.7 
(,; 3 Lf .:J~c;' 

.1~r~ . 211. 
/.OR .2~2 

.1..n - ~~tl<l 

i 3C. . 3DS" 
1.4q .310 
1.1q .318 
~.n .327 
J ~l .33) 
1.28 ::S~'l 
3.&S' .3'-11 
4.1./C, . 7,l/2 
4.q3 .343 
,~.L11./ • 1,L/l.J. 
C,,. J 0 .344 
l.:n .3Y3 
tL2" .34 I 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~) 
uvc :Z.oo 

fc( Day) O, '/ 

st 0/o H (Cm ) 

2.33.r 
.l.131 

b.tL !!L -- -
Uvc O""vc 

0 /,Ooc 

.ooo 1.00 
- oo;;u '· 00.l 
-. 02.l~ I. O.:l.3 
- 0'3(1 I. 0'35" 
-. O(qq 1.06 
~. 01'1~ /. 09. 
-.C'J970 I I 0 
-. IOS' J. 11 
-./22 I. 12. 
-. /03 1.10 

-- .-to-' - /,/ 0 
-.01no I. / 0 
- 0 rii Cf 1.0~ 
-.0~4(,., I. OSl 
-.01C,L./ 1 08 
-. Ol/S"S' /.05' 
-.ous I. o;i. 

. 00 I') ,qqg 

.02.i7 .tt71 
. 0)34 .'t41 
.07~/ ,q~~ 

. I 01 .R~q 

'132 • RbS 
. J" I .&3'1 

The o u vm 4.00 

E/'lo) 8. 7 'tc(0/oL=-tc(Day) · /.I 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (°lo I Hr.) S 

..!b... _:n._ Uy 
REMARKS -Uy Uvm O""vm 

0 0 o.-soo 
05":22 .0:2."' .~oo 

. Olf:>O .03Rt .~01 
.OBR't . . .. . ~II 
• 11 I .11(14 ,_t;'tg 
• 15"h .08~'1 .5"30 
.. , • IRJ .100 • S"'-10 
. JI(, . II~ ,54q 
.230 .121 .S53 
.24~ .13'4> I ~61 
2.lO~ .14& (_r:;'] 

.a1~ .g:o . S'S' l 
:2r. .1~2 .s~~ 

.2<64 .K(- .S'f7 

.:iq~ . 1~ci . 5'+'). 

.303 ./b3 .~'HI 

.3:l0 • I <o 7 . ~:23 

.'331 . IG'I . 5tJ 
3'il. ./71 .4'1'1 

.35"3 .111 .l./i'1 

.3~3 .• 17::J 413 
.372 ./72 .4b3 1i. ,..,Q...,.:: 

.323 , 171 4~0 
,3q5' .172.. .434 
.406 .171 .z..r.10 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REM ARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
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Sheet 2 of 2 
DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT Zt.Ob'iJ SOIL --fi~8""--C-='--__ TYPE OF TEST C J:Ql.J NO. /.302-

TIME STRAIN _l ~u O"y ~ Th O" v 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc Uvc O"y ?vm O"vm 

Cf.1'1 -?,40 I~ I g1q 415' lib L/ 09 
10. 51 . l3l .21 L/ .18b .l.f.;l~ . I~~ 3qi 
11.73 .~3~ .24'/ .·15'/ .L/43 I'"" 31~ 
12.C..l • 7,~ 0 '.2 "9 .l~J ''1~1 , /(.,5 ~f..h 
13. t, I .3:lti 2CJ2. .10R .4(,/ Jt,3 . 35'4 
r4.S5 ~'.JJ .3IO .C.90 .1"7 . I Ci I 345 
J5'.53 .311 .332 . "{,g . '11 L/ .15'8 .334 
lfn.42 . ~ID .~t;',l &.YR .41'1 , I t:'6° 1r(' . 3:l.4 
n.Q~ "l,03 . ~R5 .b 15' ,Yq1 . I 5":2 .~07 
19. 33 _:J.(j3 • LI ~;i, .5'1~ .~07 . IL/h ,,2&') 
=zo.rn5" .:J.~L/ .4'-19 '5'5'1 '51'1 'll/2 .2.75' 
~'l. 06 .:21 t;' .l./SC, ,(/'-/ .i;Js .1~8 .2.~ 
~14l. ,;i<;,3 . <;'I~ .4~7 53'1 .131 .244 
~<". 31./ .'-4~ ,. S"c;"O . L/'50 .~5'1 . I ;;2. l./ .22r 
i'l S".9 S' r.'l4J. S7~ .41~ (~g .121 • .113 
1:2".7( ::nl. .S"~~ .'-115" .S-70 . I JR .107 
12'7. "]"] .l31 .f.?Ofo iqL./ ~fr, .II~ .1'17 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 7tci8f., TYPE OF TEST C li'c.·U NO. /3o3 OCR 1.00 

SOIL TYPE 13BC. TESTED BY KB B DEVICE G-

LOCATION _____ CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in Kq/c111~ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I ~5.h 
Preshear .i 7.1 
Final 3at> 

TIME STRAIN ~ 
( Hr.) (%) -

O-vc 

0 C) 

.02'l~ . (~J.31 
OS"~G, . OY 02. 
I D:l ~ .()~~ 4 

./Yl .070'J.. 

.i10 ()~ 19 
:i,c,q .O'J.2i 
332 . I 0 I 

.400 . 1oq 
c;o~ II~ 

,G,'35' .1 :z.ca 
- .,0, I - .1-31 
,q1g .14.7> 
I 1 0 . I SI 
1·.2:t . 155' 
1.43 • JC,O 
r."ro . ll,~ 

"J...01 .173 
'J. ~1. l~O 
3.0~ IR4 
'-/.JO . l'l 0 
S".03 . 1q3 
~l'/b , /q4 
C,,1 fa . l'f 5' 
17.~7 . I q S"' 

o-vc 8·00 The 0 o-vm ---
fc(Doy) /.t() EJ'lo) _tc(0/o)_- tc(Doy) __ _ 

st 0/o H {C"i ) 

2. 409 
~- o4tl 

l:!,.U. .!!JL_ - --O-vc O-vc 

0 /. IJOO 

o~?.q . 'lll 
,O:.l'l I . q 7 I 
.03.2."1 .'H.8 
.BS3~ .'ffnG 
03b3 .9t'o4 

.01171 qs-3 

.O~l/7 • C}3 5" 
bll4 .9l9 

'01<63 . Cf 22. 
.105'° .<A'i ~ 

- .H-9 _.~~I 

• 13G, . ~Col/ 
. IS'~ . <i/4 L( 
.173 .16:l7 
. '~" .~14 
. :io :i .798 
.1~0 .110 
.lb2 .13& 
.2qo 7/0 
.'33~ .fal:,2 
,7,14 . c.~ l, 
.391 .C,03 
.4~4 • ~7&:, 
,43g . .;-'12. 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain_.,._ Stress __ 

Rate (°lo I Hr.) S" 

...!IL _.:n_ 5-- REMARKS 
U'y U'vm Uvm 

0 - -
.o:n~ 
.OL/ 14 
• Ot.OL/ 
.072l. 
.O&~O 
.oq74 
. I 08 
• 11 ~ 
. /;{8 
. l LI 3 
.I~~ 
. I ~fn 
. llR 
.1g1 
. l'l 1 
.iog 
• ;J.J, y 
7.44 
.2l.O 
.~i7 ' 

.~OR 
32~ 
.~38 
.3Y7 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERlffG 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

TYPE OF TEST C K'uU NO. 1303 

TIME STRAIN _5i_ ~u ..!!.L _:n__ Th O' v 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O'vc O'vc O'vc O'y "Vm O'vm 

i. 30 1q("' l../S"~ .~45" 3S'8 
l'l.n.3 • IC}(., .Ljfo'J . ~31 . 3'78 r~ "'"'"' 
10. '" . IC/5' . YRC, . SIY .3RO 
ll.1R • ICJ4 .(02. .Y'18 .7>&'1 
t~.Y~ . 1'13 • 5'/(o .4~4 _39g 
)'7,. c, 7 . ICJ I S';J. 'I . L/7 J .L/D4 
14.(,~ .l~'i . S"Y I ,y)~ .413 
1~. (, 3 .1g7 .~5"3 .4'17 • t.J 18 
/(,, C,0 Ii~ . S'b 7 ;YT3 I./ 30 
n. S"& . IR~ .~l?O .4l0 .441 
IQ.(') . IK4 ('J~ .LIO/ . l/S-2. 
1'1.5~ . nlf &,07 3<l3 .4'i:Z 
20. :z.o .17::1 . eo Jr .3'8'r l/l/b 

-

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST -PROJECT TYPE OF TEST ~U NO. L30f- OCR 4.0t:.> 

SOIL TYPE ___ f> ..... B"-'=0'-_ TESTED BY f.Bi.3 DEVICE _G_' _DATE 12/69 

LOCATION ____ _ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I Ji8r 
Preshear 31.4. 

Fi nol J:J. 7 

TIME STRAIN ...:!b_ 
(%) -(Hr.) O"vc 

0 0 
,o,J.:( • 081 
.Cfl7 , /;1) 

,/ Jl(J .,,, 
. 2al' I],// 

.. 'J.67 .JY.Y 

• 411- . :L9() 

• _'>''{" .3)2 

. f119 I 3 7:1J 
·'it-;" • <11{" 
I. 3J -436 
"7( if/,/ 

:2. t)" ,48(, 
:i. f./ ,SC/ 
"2. '11 .sis 
·3_91 .• j· J;' 
1-.SS' -~i"l2 

S.+t,.. ,S'-15' 
6 f,j ,5.s-1 
7. J'"f ,:;·5; 
~. b( --,. . .:>.>) 

'1.5'=> .5;3 
10.4-7 . :i..fo 
it· e-;, .S'IJ 
/~.7[ . :>33 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in .(ic,,.t.) 

<rvc /~{)<) The O <rvm .J..Q:;.l 

fc(Day) /.tJ Ef'/o) _O'c(0/o)_:_tc(Day) l.o 

St 0/o H 
( '"' ) 

:l. t'/7 

!::..LL -- 0-y 
--O-vc O-vc 

0 /~ 00 

·-. oo~' /,(){){ 

-.Oj4' /. ()jf., 

-.o.Sft. /.(,,' r;e;, 
-.()9f I.() 'f'j 

·-.II"' 1:114 
-.1~1 /,/39 
-.1&1 i.!kJ 

.... 217 /. ..217 
-:2D /.). 3:1 
-.2A3 /.283 
-. ')Jtj 1; 3 24-
-. J11 /, 341 
·-,J~ I ~Ji? 

-. 111.. 1.3/k 

" .. 310 I. 3 J () 

-. '2ff /.).'i"f 
-.1.'I/ J. :i.y1 

-.1St, /.15-0 
-.2J,; I. z 3u 
• ';J.../:>, 1:2.1.J 
- . /So /. lfl) 
-.1SS /. t5s' 
... f)M I, OfYI 
·-.o~c 1.0~~ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rote (o/o I Hr.) _")' 

..!h.. 2lL ~ REMARKS 
0-y -O-vm O-vm 

0 () O.:l S'D 

. ()i:>I .o:io . ;i5"1 
.14 • tJ ·~, I i5'1 
,,;z. .OL/O .J..~Lf 
,/<i '2. 10'i'!> .'J.74-
,;,1.:13 . Ot,l .:lie! 
, )S_..;' ,072<, ;).Sf 
,:;i.fJ; . OS3 .2CJ~ 
, '3tJ 7 .0'13, , 3o4-
.3).v . 104 .30~ 
,'40 ,10'1 I ·~'l.!' 

.JS3 .111 .33/ 
.~:) . /1-1" . 33'. 
,fll . JiS' . '332 
1392 '1'18{ . 32-9 
14dt .134 .3:1~ 
,11/1 • I!>)/ ,'3ld.. 
,/2L .13c; 3~3 
,,]9 .13~ .~I~ 

I 4SI .·/?.>ti~ ~ .*' 74- "Zh~ 
.45'?; .13'1 .. 303 
. 4'9 .r~e . 2'1~' 
41' .1375' . .J~9 

• "(-'j<tl , /J)'i .·Z'li 
I !J"t)) . 133 .2 b'-I 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DE PT. OF CIVIL ENGi NEE RI NG 
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Sheet 2 of 2 
DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT Z~OBB SOIL -D~~~o-"-C ___ TYPE OF TEST CK.JU No.1304-

TIME STRAIN -5L .D.u .!!i_ ~ Th Uy 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O-yc O-yc Uyc Uy "Vm O-vm 

13.q .:;2, -.a2r.1. /. Ol '!J ,:;-o7 .130 .J..51 
1 'J-·U ,j(,~ f •. o.:;1 I C/'19 15'~ ./21»{ . ')..37 
//;;. ~ .4'0? , /(JI . f376 .:f'fb .111 .J.lY 
ll,3 ·1-lJ . / F/ ,'(> '2./ ,57b .1/8 .Jo~ 
1e. 7 .14& ,).b; ,·7j5 .(,o7 '///} ·lf7> 
fl,b ,,,. 21 . 3il ,tp~r , f.:,;J. 1.- .107 .IT1 
~.:) ''flt . • 3'11' ,&Sl . "J_; .roY .1"13 
)../, q ,4Q) .J77 bV ,/DJ/I ·JCc.l 

.· 
'th/;,, .Jh/1 .155~ 

' 
/rJU~M~ 

. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 
REMARKS~ 

DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT 

SOIL TYPE !38C 

LOCATION ____ _ 

W ,0/o e 
I nit i a I 3t>. I /.04-

Pre shear 2').8 Cl.fl.? 
Final .Jo."'- <J.153-

TIME STRAIN _::n_ 
( Hr.) (%) CTvc 

0 " . 02 ,,_ .0/4:3 
.o47 .02'73 

.r~d .0£'10 

.4Zfo .120.;' 

·' 6, ,/4t.J 
I '1'7 , 163<J 

/.18 . /J:2 
I. fl.. , 179 

/.89.1" ,/8f• 

.).31 ,/~J{" 

~-fl~ .l'/6 
-~_!,_ -.'.).:n .-191.{ . 

41/.02. ,,Za,tl 

¢.. 71- I .looO' 
5. 2cJ .ioc4 
.). 67 • :l,0{)4-

6,39 ,2(}17.. 

7.() '1 • IC/'17 
7.f.v .19PI 
$.SI .1979 
9.'17 , I 'IS;? 

l().+c 'I tj4() 
11.0 .1'/i.s 
13.7 .18f 9 

TYPE OF TEST ClrQU NO. /SOI OCR 1.00 

TESTED BY C.EW DEVICE --=G __ DATE 11/zu 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in .fM,,,z.) 
7F. 4,().3 . .:;' 

vc 
tcCDay) 2.o 

SI 0/o H ( c.·,,., ) 
'I! :J. 3.,-

;J,// 
.,z.13; 

t:i.u. -- .!!:L -O"vc O"vc 

0 /.00(,1 

.. {)0.2;,·· ,9'11./ 
,()412. .</scfi 
.o6S-I- .':046 
,Of)l..O • 9/4(.) 
,/()~.) ,£Wo~ 

Jl// .83~1? 
. /i,,// , 03t.i7' 
.11JZZ. .8178 
.}.1/.3 ,-7"787 
,,;i.~77 .74ZJ 
.:1.7~3 .J.2t>7 
.lP-S'I · ,7096 
.~JJ9 ,1171;/ 

I 3t.£cJ I 6340 
.3/J3Y • 6161 
d93J 16067 

.4o3f .SC//£ 
.43J::/ ,S'bh{ 
.4-:,-o.3 .~-4'il 

,'ISJtJ .S'l-70 
,'-18 l:i' ,5;1~::-
. J.1937 ,£'t)i.3 

.• ~-t1U ,4939 
.52?1 . '1709 

The 0 CTvm 
EJ'lo) /{),'1 ((cC0/o)_tcCDay) ---

DURING . SHEAR 
Controlled Strain_L_ Stress __ 

Rate ~lo I Hr.) 5.!J- fo I~ 10.f ~ 

_!h.._ ...:!h_ O"y 
REMARKS 

O"y CTvm CTvm 
() - -

>0141-7 
,()2 73fi 

,0/J87 
.1318 
1/b:JZ. 

.Jf2b 
,..lo:i<J 
. ;i1st> 
.MIJ 
,;Uol 
• 2.).1..{ 

..il!Jo.>" 
,.1.957 
.3/b'I- 'lh m.a...< 
.3.lS'3 

I 3 J()'/-
3::JS'f 
,f,~ll-

• !>61€> 
,36/fl 
.~82..I 
, 3fl)J 
. Sv~tl .Oo.:,6~ rc;/ti 
..401 l.. cf Jk-4,,:, 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGi NEERING 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT 760f3e> SOIL __ B~BC~· __ TYPE OF TEST l'Kci.J NO. ;~-o/ 

TIME STRAIN _i .6.u 0-y ..::tL Th ..!!.,y_ REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O-vc O-vc O-vc 0-y crvm O-vm 
/4. z ,18~~ .5~13 43&7 ,424g 
t.S.4 ,1 ezt; ,_}~792 , '/-2t.16 . '1-1~3 
/h.'1 -178 7 , S'i3b .4f.X:;,, .93~b 
18.9 . lb,,V ,'-1347 . 3 ,,.:,-3 ,t/-6/l 
.Z./. 3 ,/S71 ."1691 13Jo'i .4 7£.'-

~-" ' ,/423 ,7/:i~"" -2.tJ4s' ,fi(X)O 

;u .. o . I.} !xJ '75'% ,l.<JS''I ,S2ftj 

28-4- 1///j(j • 7fi/9 ~:l..IB I ,s~fJ 'lii / Uv :du I 
1nct"~uJ111"' ..., 

' -

~ 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
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APPENDIX D 

TABULATED DATA FROM DIRECT-SIMPLE SHEAR 

TESTS ON FOUR CLAYS 

Portsmouth, N.H. CK0 UDSS 1,2,3 
Sensitive Clay 

Portland, Me. CK0 UDSS (BJ14-6} 
Marine Clay (BDl0-8) 

Portland, Me. CK0 UDSS 1 - 10 
Organic Clay 

--

Bangkok CK0 UDSS l', 2A, 2B I 3-6 
Clay 

1,2 
1,2 



Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT ur~ /88i 

SOIL TYPE /Jr!J,-,..,wdi 
~M1 fi.-c C-fgy 

LOCATION 38 ·U'f= 
d~,h.tl ff 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 44 . .,. 
Preshear 34,} 

Final J">:1 

TIME STRAIN _.::h._ 
(Hr.) (%) Uvc 

0 6 0 

.o~o .043 
,011 ,o /;,'O 

.14'1 ,oY'3 
11'1'1 .110 

'1.40 ,/29 

I :2. 9f> • 11-I 
131~ : 11~ 
,,97 ./Sh 

,447 ,//;! 

1S47 .170 
,t.4-t> ,/ 78 
,74~ ,/83 
. f;4) /~7 

//'i 4- .194 
I. Io/ ,/ '18 
I J, 'f .101 
J.S'I 1..lO.~ 
/.'l'f ,Jo4 
/, 'i<t ,'J.o4f 

;t 9f3 l20'1 

-"-4'?> .d04 
/,0 :t 4,47 '.20_? 

s.41-1 ,,i,e; z. 
b.4b I I 'It) 

-TYPE OF TEST Ck,;U NO. _/ __ OCR /,t.:d 

TESTED BY ,,S ltO DEVICE G DATE ~& 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in {9k,,,J.) 
<rvc O.Cf"/L 

fc(Day) /,o 

s I O/o H ( c,.., ) 

I. '166 

f:l.LL .!!i_ --- -
<rvc <Tvc 

d j, 1)0 

.ooo /,Q)L) 

.os4- , '14-(; 

.OS£ ,'f44-

,083 ,'//"/ 
;O~/ ,Cf /C/ 
. 0'15 .. 9'e2 
.1.i.:t • c;·7-) 

,/ Yt .81:>/ 

,/J7 ,8,3 
./lb • 9'24 

.17Z .B2~ 

,214- • 7bi> 
'21<1- , 71:i6 
.23~ ,·11.~ 

')_ 7$ . 7.12 
. ..2.8 2 I 7t 8 
.314 hbb 
. 347 i;.J 
._~4b I 1,,:;z 
.417 . :ib3 
. -f-S3 547 
..41.'~ .~l'Z 

.517 ' "'~ 3 . sn ,4,3 . 

The <T vm o. 99'2. 

Ef'lo) i3. 7 ((c(0/o)_tc(Day) __ _ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

.. 
Rote t°/o I Hr.) _., __ 

..!b.... _:n_ .!5J_ 
REMARKS 

Uy Uvm -Uvm 
0 - -

'04,"l; 

.07/ 

A9f1 

;/:J.d 

,/41 

.1!>·7 

,/1() 

,/~/ 

.t 8., 
'20h 
I ?J."i 

,ZJZ 
,2J<J 
.i.s'?I 

.27f 
. 2 ';() 
,.2. '/..)-

• 31 l. 
,31'1- th ln~K, 

I 3.)() 

'3 Jtf 
, ?i·n 
,417 
.427 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT !If A iffi SOIL fcr61t1, .. tG Cigy TYPE OF TEST CK,,.J NO._/ __ 

TIME STRAIN _5L ~u O"y ~ Th O"y 
REMARKS -{Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc Uvc O"y ?vm O-vm 

7.4~- ./~~ .S'~? ,433 I 45-c) ·- --
8.4.S ./'14 S8t:. ,4,4, 4t<~ 

'1. 44- .18~ ,fpO(.) ,4"l) .470 
//./& ,.,9 2.. . ,/;~~ ,,3c.9 ,1'i<I 
12. 'I- 180 ~638 362 ,497 
/3.7 <17~ . t,,f;t) .34V ,S-19-
/4.f ./6f!J .-b79 ,j~f .. sz:: 
/6.1 db;' .6 'll ,Jo<;- -~-44-

3.3 17.4- .JbU • 713 -~81 ,:;-5~ 

/8,l:J 1!5"7 '73? ,2."3 -~'lb . 
.2 I. I 114'1 ,7w .- l.4(} "22-
23.b ./41 ,J.t;{ .21.5' ·"ss" 
261 ,/3} ,19; .,2tJ5 .U'il 
:i e. ' ,1e'f ,S2o ,/80 . 71'1 ( 'lA/ .it) m.v 
.~/. c) ,!)..<) ,840 ,/ llJ , 74'j 
;z 3 ./17 ,'04J .{~7 t11'-6 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT f/fA 1881 

SOIL TYPE fcrhrn..,.,~ 
Sen~ ; f111e __;;;c.~/ "._..'1---

LOCATION 3o ·U<l-
cl= :lc>r1 lf-

W ,0/o e 
I nit i a I 3'lt.3 
Presheor 27. / 
Fi nol .i r. 3 

TIME STRAIN ~ 
( Hr.) (%) O"vc 

0 0 0 

O')'~ . C>e;.; 

.107 .os2 
O.H , / (;.0 /If 

. il.1:3 • J.1..{ 

. ~u. 1 ,nr, 
. 3d () .144 
I 3 l'J , 15.J 
, 4 27 , / '-0 
'.'i'81 ,/12 
-~94- ,119 
,g()) ,/ y _"i 
,90.., .187 
/, 07 • I 'I I 
/, J. J7 '1'11--
1.-f·f 196 
l~~o "97 
I Bi .I~ 1 
~.o?.> ,1'0 
;{ • .].'f I I '17 
~.SJ ./ 'lt.. 
;!. 'I J . I ft~ 
J.b~ ,/'if 
3.1.~ ·I~ "f 
4,21 .1 s '8 

TYPE OF TEST CKiU NO. _2 __ 0CR 1.od 

TESTED BY~ilO'/.J'J~ DEVICE _G_· __ DATE jbtJ 
. . z. 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in ,t'f/c,n ) 

a-vc .,?. 98:2 The a-vm .2. 9li;,;-

fc( Day) .:/.o E.f!o) tl..3 tc(0/o)_tc(Day) __ _ 

s. 0lo H ( <.:,.., ) 

.<. 2 '-f 

/, 8'14-

/:).LL -- .!!:L --Uvc Uvc 

0 /, O() 

.001 .'1'19 
036 . "'l. 

.Ot16 ,912. 

09.; ,~OS 

. /02 . S9fl 
, 14 . .; ,._';:;; 

. us .8~-; 

,/5.J .EH7 
,;. 17 ,78J 

, ?.17 "783 
.2~6 I "754' 
.z7-,..- , '7l.6 
.28~ ,7,4 

. 3V~ ,//i2 
• 327 ·"'J 
, ~ Yf> I ldO 
,35~ '"" ,40() . too 
,4{1 .s'" 
.4~2 , 6tf. 
. 91..5 .. .)·J 7 

.4 79 ,52J 

.s,zs J/7) 
. f 3() .47o 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (O/o I Hr.) :!>~ f.2 D 

_:!h.._ -...!h_ ..5- REMARKS 
--Uv -O"vm Uvm 

0 ·- -- d(/<it = :;-

.o':i.5' 
. c) iJ;)' 

.12 2. 

.13( 

'IS4 
, /l,f 

1( 79 

, IB'i 
.l.2.0 
, ).. .1. '1 
, -J.43 
,,2;"0 
,lbf 
.L 8() 

. 2'/I 
J 311- 'lJ. /tf.U 

t 31'1 
.-32~' 
, j<f t. 

~, 

.3t..3 
, ~ !Z. 
~Y~) 

• .tj.C() 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REM ARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT fl f/1 lff; SOIL ft•:-hm:..,1·(, <../,.,/ TYPE OF TEST cK;i; NO. _'2... __ 

TIME STRAIN _5i_ .6.u 7T. ..!1L Th Uy - ...::..L REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) Uvc Uvc Uvc Uy ?vm Uvm 
4.80 ,187 I !f<fl . 4 'i"'I .407 - -
s. (p() .18-: .:;~? .43~ .?Z? 

1.; i.4c .1&2 .571 ,421 ~32... 

7-21:> 1Bo .s·y4 .40{; ,443 dl'/dt-:.s-
8tJu . I 7'} I '10.3 ,!J'f'7 I 4.:il 
'f.34 1/ l.'i ,b2J '37? , ¢-6~ 

, 

'I. I;;() .. 179 . 6.3~ , -3 Ju .48?- -
10./f- .18 I ,,3') ,}Jc) t~~9 dl/dt:.20 
10.~ '181 • 6.:lS , ~,; .483 
11.< ,1eo - .'133 • JG. 7 , ¢ &jt) 

/~.J 17/!o • t>SI 34'1 .SitJ 
13 :~ ,J 74 • (..:S 2 • 3'/f} . SC),> 

· 11, 7 ,170 
, "'' 8 

.. 332 .512. 
1b,o • J t,a;' ,bfO ; 319 1517 
17.3 ,/ _")8 .. Jl)i.. ,,2'i4 .SJ7 
15. 7 ,JS°/ .72'() 272 .SS'/ 
.io o , 14.:;;' 737 I :lhi ,551,, 
.:/ 2. 7 ,J ?J-5' 171 , :l.1..3 ,1,,0{ 

'24,<) .!:lf; I 792.. .~og ,b15 
-<.!:>~. 3 . 1:1.~ .80'2 ,J'/ 8 ,.td.b di/tit -:.2~ 
;J.(,, 7 ,-//~ .B1l· 1/88 ''1l. <.) 

J7.~I .117 ·BIZ . 186 ,(,,,l. "L ' . 
Z'l· ~, ,J/ 2. ·82Z .t78 ,, 2'1 • J 

].7.4'V ·II l , 8Z.1 .!'7'1 • b21.. 
-l -1 /-741 .-JI/ .-H-"-' ' L-1 ,; -19 .f.il..J - . dr'/dt ... -.5' 
18.0 ,f/ 2 ,f,,j .1B? ,_.;rn 
28. f) ,/()'/ I g22. .t7S .. 6/ 2. 

Ji> 7 , 104- ,93 ~ /t.7 ,/;23 

.H.; .09.;' ~ .,-,i ./So .. '1H 
'?t-. 0 ,0'1)9 ,S£.Z. , / 3~1 ,l>4s· 
37; .oe+ 875 ·Ji{ ;{;,J2, 

1'0,o 1017 g3q • 112 , 6..t" 'V fnJ al fe;,f 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 
REMARKS~ 

DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 
DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

SOIL TYPE ftrhm, •. tft 
Sr:m1f.i1e. Clqy 

LOCATION 38 ·l/4 
J -:. ,,,to :i: I ft 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 45.3 
Preshear ~4.Sr 

Final ·-

TIME STRAIN _::n_ 
( Hr.) (%) -Uvc 

0 C) C) 

rJ. ().~/ (). 111 
1 /(),2. ·I 't-i) 

.lo..'> ,l4~ 

.JSr .ls, 
, ~C') 

. 
I ?HJ: 

,407 . ~40 
,5..,0 .:Hi 
. :; " . ~F7 
,(,I • ·~'1'1 
.L'- • 4-10 
, 71; ,4Jf 
.5t,. ,452. 

l,C Z.. ,471 
/. J.l .5.;;.J 

(),42, I .;_; .524 
1.78 ,5413 

..:<..o.3 • ~5".t;'i 
,.(,;1. "I ,5741-

i . .:;-1- ~!J·~)· 

2tl.:> , 5 'It) 
3o;' .~"'14 

J.:)l -~'I.~ 

J..J.OI .{Jc; 
4.. :t>'tl . lo? 

-TYPE OF TEST Ct'<JU NO. _3=-· __ OCR ·; 1-1 

DEVICE _c;.._· __ DATE ~/l, f TESTED BY -.5itO 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in lr']/u..'J.,) 
uvc 0, 21:. 7 The uvm o. 99b 

fc(Day) 0. '"t Ef'lo) _I_((c(0/o)_tc(Day) 0. 9 

s ' 0/o H ( ",.., ) 

,,l,,14 1: 

J.96/ 

-6.LL ..!!:J._ --- -
Uvc Uvc 

u /. 00 

0 I~ 000 

0 /.VO<..I 

- . oti( /.Of!. ') 
.... ci;;'i' I. O L'f 
.... £.l•&l 7 i.00;1 

··.14+ /. /44 
- ,u /./.1.4 
·-. t){,;.l. /. ()/:,l.. 

·-. ()o/!J I. O'/ 3 
""'. 1.{'i /. /oj''f-

-./(,,:{ /./(;,:;, 
.. 

- ./fJ.:/' i./t,,:J 
-.2Ci l 1..o; 
. • . .lt'i) , , 2..o,~ 
·.,21 /. 211 
·•,Jib !. 3tb 

•. 321 I. 3L7 
·-;Jlt I. 32.4 
-: 3/. 'f /, 32 ¥-

~. 32 'f l.;Jl.'f-

-. 32'f l.jl 'I-

-. 311.> /. j/t; 

-. Jc...:· I. 3LJ 
-,)l.c) /, 320 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate <°lo I Hr.) ~" 

.2b._ Th .!!:J_ 
REMARKS Uy CTvm -Uvm 

0 GI v. u~ 6 

d.117 
() .1 'iD .04e .tt.S 
.-iu 

, .1.,3 .ol.i ,Z.81:. 
• Jol.. ? 

.:l.'/1 ,OC(/ • ·30·1 

.3.H-
• ]bl.,I • /01/-- • Z[j·; I 
'~c..)' 
. 3~·t. , f /() I 31 LJ 
, .. HZ. 

.3iN ,/ l/ ·31L 

.~vi. 

.411 ,/ ~:;- ,·3l~ 

,4Jl ? 

.t/-1.J . 14-5 >" . ~;)J 

,4i1 

.4JY. 11.'if- ,359 

.441 
,441;, ./'5'i..' ,%:) 
. 44'1 
.4;;¥ "(;;t.' ;3S't... 
. 9-5-Y 
.. 4{;() . ./ (;, 3 , 154- ·rn m~ 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY · 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT lt{l11H.11 SOIL 1Z1rlm.,_tfi llciy TYPE OF TEST c.J<;U NO.--~--, 

Tl ME STRAIN ~ 6u 5- ~ Th CT y 
REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) <Tye CTvc <Tye CTy 1'Vm CTym 

5'~·1 . .:,·..;ft -. 27V /, .1. 7£) .471 
/. 3 {., (&;/ ,_5 C:,t.; ~. 2 ll- /, 2 2-4- 4,,;·, . ._,, .. . Jbt) d:l'I: 

7. "~ . .,·yf. -.21-1 I. .ll 4- . ftir 
8b 5"i4- : l.lb /. l.tfr> .ff·? ./57 I Ht> 
'l 7 ,~f. )# -. 1t1( I It-:: ,1'/3 
/!.€/- .')fl -oz} /. ()i.} . },-4f '/')() ;' .J.l{ 
11..J . ':J-4-S -:t'.}2..l 

' lol.J SJ1 
14.7 .52.4 .O'- 2. .Cf }:f ,ss'i '140· .:J.!ll 
/b,3 .520 ./t)c} .9a) .57~ 

If.fl .4-'lf .11'!- . V2l. .h"'- , 13 j) ,'}.").. t) 

..21.b I 9-t"l ,;L'(I/ .102 ,1:,/tl 

.).~~4 .4Sb , 3lt1 • '7.l.1.. .·1H : I ~2 > ./ltJ I 
2f.i .+-;; 4~-Z. . . • 5·/f1 .t:·w 
!x,•.; "' . 4'):, 520 • 4-i'i) -t~S' ,l()l;> 

, 
,t26'; 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 'I. 
DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT l{f A lt48 TYPE OF TEST CK'1.·l.l 
( iJ.f/4 -t.) 

NO. - ; OCR /, Ot,"1 

SOIL TYPE fbrllanc.L 
lr'J ana .:::. (,/oy 

LOCATION 13c'T 
E1. -.<e,s ff 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 46.() 1.22 
Preshear 3'!,0 ' 
Final 37.3 

TIME STRAIN ~ 
{ Hr.) {%) -O"vc 

0 0 Cl 
,208 • o7'1 
. '/-/(,, ./17 
.<.29 t110 
~.~a • / 72.. 

.J. Cf/ .17.3 
/.0 .J H ./74 

3. 7~ 17~ 

4.~·l:' ./ 7 2. 
5.Zcl ./lV 

b.04 .lb'I 

"·""' . n.1 
.<.o 8.J}., .1s9 

'/. !fl . ,1;0 

10."1 ,/'12 
11 • .i · .J:3 :,-

:i. 'i M.5 ./2'8 
13. 7 .117 

IS.O , 112. 

16. 7 ,/(;() 

ll. :-j~ ,.094 
18 7 .6~9 

19. fJ .og.>~ 

.2/.b .ol? 
i 3. C:> ,073 

TESTED BY i.E l E13~ DEVICE _&_· __ DATE £/€.I 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in l:JJo,,z.) 
I.()() The uvm /.Oc 

/,0 E/'lo) M_O'c(0/o)_tc(Day) __ _ 

SI 0/o H (c.m ) DURING SHEAR 
10:.;? :J. '!>-" Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

"1. !I IJ 
Rate (%I Hr.) 1 

O"y 2h_ -b.U. Th .!!i_ 
REMARKS - CT"v O"vm -

O"vc O"vc O"vm 

0 /,0(/() 0 - -
, 104- . b9b • ()bf! 

,/(.,I)' .b95" •I 3/ 
. 3;4 . ,.,, .2t~ 

,)~3 . 601 .2'03 
,404 .S9£ , 2'io 
.4Jt.. ·St4 • 3/D 

'" ,,., 4..i< 
.1-&4- .,!,-II> 1Hl 
. t!-fi+ . Sit. 'H.J 
.sz; .477 , 3.S"E. 
,!J~ 2J .4 77 ,J5f 
.:,-.,.r ,4SI , 3ltJ 

'60'1 '391 .4t)b 

·*'l7 ,JJJ ,4eJ 

,,4'1 dSI I 4tJ'f 

, "' / 'JJJ , '/Ob 

, 71.5 .28:: ,44~ 

'7'i7 .24 3 .4t>I 
• 7b/ , 2J'I '168 
'"l'll- .20) 1 "18'a 
.803 , I '17 • 47f> 
• 8/1 .18 'l • 470 
. t!22 , 176 .47J 
. 82r I I 7 2. . '1 S°</ 
,834- I lbb ,44<) 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REM AR KS: /nx, /;;,,"·'' m,.J,a..J 

d11..f4.. k; '''"'/'"!~ E"" 

s,,; .?,,, lc.·/c..> /a,.r 

DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE . SHEAR TEST 
(13.J' I~ -L) 

PROJECT /1£/J i/;18 TYPE OF TEST CKaU NO. - 2 OCR /.aJ 

SOIL TYPE focl/4ni 
/!24rlt7e C/4f 

LOCATION i3cl 
/51. - 2 /j~ :i ft 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 47. () i. 3:; 
Presheor ~l.S' 
Final .38.1 

TIME STRAIN ..::n._ 
( Hr.) (%) -Uvc 

0 0 0 

. OSI .· O);! 

1// I .ou~ 

,202 ,/04 

·-i~ ./ l.'d 

.401 ,143 
.5,;; -1S4 
,759 .113 
• 9/1) ./82 
l.01 ./ 81. 
/,2, . /'14 

1.52 ,/9'! 
.<.02. .2oL 
;,/. 33 .20f 

1.13 .3,04 .~12 

3. s~ 1213 
"/-. 3() 12./.l. 
,5.C)j; ,211 
to,ot. ,;uo 
l ()'f- , .i.o f> 

;l, cJ g"'o ,204-

/O,O . .l. ()() 

I/.(;, .194 
13.4 ,191 

.J.o /4.2. .18'1 

TESTED BY J.E f EIJI\. DEVICE _G_· __ DATE </ti 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in t.Jk,,,t) 

/.o 

s I 0/o H ( , .. ,.., ) 

9b.!1- :;>, 2 bt/-
/. 'i'l '1--

b.U. !!::J._ ---Uvc Uvc 

0 / ,tJdO 

,0.'>-4 .'14'. 
,074 • '126. 
./o/ . 8 91 
./JI .8~9 ,,,,.r . Bs'l 
.141 . fl S'I 
.J 83 • 817 
. 211 . 78'1 
.211 , 187 
.2S7 • 71-3 
• °l,fjO , 72,J 

,3,9 . 1.$1 
.3.;; .,4S 
·.314 . 'Zo 
.101 ,5Z3 
.ff6 ,_s·54 
,4{,b ,SJ4 
.~82 .snJ 
.S/6 .1~ 

.S43 JJ.Sl 
,S8<J ,120. 

.s91 .</C)~ 

.624 .3/1:. 
.·h38 ..31.Z 

The crv m .?. C() 

E/Yo) ~c.>.·7 'tc(0/o)_tc(Day) __ _ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain_L_ Stress __ 

Rate t'°lo I Hr.) __..::J"'---

..!h... _.:n__ .!!:L_ . 
REMARKS -Uy · Uvm Uvm 

0 - -
• 034 
.()]/ 

'"' ,/47 

""' ,//9 
,211 
.2; 
.231; 

·2&1 
• 2,7;,, 

, 3(.)'Z 

.32'1 

.3.J8 

.3b0 T'h ,,.,~ 

.382. 
,Jft# 
• .,. (lb 

.1.:v 
''i+t 
.f7t; 

.~H 
.$()~ 

.Sll 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet 2 of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT II [I! It 4fi SOIL fl.,dl(Jnd lf,'ar111e C1'tt TYPE OF TEST c;;J NO.(BJ'N-~,)--2. 

TIME STRAIN ..3i_ ..6.u ~ _:_ti_ Th .!!:L REMARKS (Hr.) (%) Uvc Uvc Uvc Uy "Vm Uvm 

/(J, 1 ./!"! ·bib , 3.!.<f ·5>2. - -
1'1.1- .it r • 7<>J ,3CtJ 1S"b:3 

,;J /. " ,15•1 . '718 ,262. .Sl9-
2.t.t> .15t; ,747 . .zsJ ,ub 

..l.3. 1 .15.J ./SJ • l<(t.3 .hZ'i! 
:(5.~ ./91' .7ly .,,}26 , ''° .2 7. j .131. , 71d. .2c'8 , u..c 
.:U.b ,/28 ·809 ,ft:// , btf 

.5. 7 :3t),3 "2~'> ,8/3 d87 , (;,5tJ 
-~-<.6 ./14 .832. .f/,.8 , fa b'-' ~,/ -~It o; M4)<: 

SN.I .//~ .f!J2 I ltt} . '-8(.) 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSAC HU SETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 
( fJl.Jd) .• 'l1) 

cx;..u NO. -i OCR PROJECT Jlt~ 16-f.tl · TYPE OF TEST /. ()() 

SOIL TYPE f'orUa11d. 
ltl (/{JO~ (/~ y 

LOCATION Ber 
El. - 1-4 H. 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 47.£' 1'37 
Preshear 43,() 

Final 43.S 

TIME STRAIN 2L 
( Hr.) (%) -

<Tvc 

(') 0 0 

.C<t.4- '" '"4-. ce? .0(0•; 

. /3J • ()f. i .l,. .122 

.35/f ,/'9-6 

.4-13 .!:i9 
·5JI ./72 

. '" 4-
.18~ ... 

• 8fl>' .204-

/. // ·.214-
l.JJ .. u2 
1.15 ,..l 32 

,13; ,.H") ,J_,, • 242. 
I. I 3. /"/ .241-

.3. :>4- • 245" 
"f.43 ·Z4i' 
S,J; .1.42. 
,_,4 .23• 

?. " .234 

lJ.'c .l3Z 
I(),/. ,224 
11.3 • ).:J.1 

1.l.f.1 1;/./5" 

TESTED BY _"-_£ __ DEVICE ~c .... _· _DATE b/t,./ 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in kfk.,.t.) 

/. () 

SI 0/o H { (.,,., ) 

o/4. ~ 2.464· 
2.2.f'I 

/:!,.U. cry 
- -
<Tvc <Tvc 

0 /. ()j)i) 

0 1:0.:;.' 

,,•'14 , S'Oi 
.o'f-1 • C/()t 

.1:1'5' .t;1; 
·12'1 • fj"l/ 
.11.0 .f>4t> 
.lbV .f/4<) 
,/91 .e,·r 
,21)l . ·794 
• Z4'1 ,75"1 

• 2 'j<) , 71c 
• J2<J . /,ft) 

.~J? cl. .,, 
, --C.7 

,Jf.f • t,21 

.42:i' ,. :; l,j" 

. 42s ,57:1-

, ?-71 ,s.z3 
-4'i3 ..j't)7 

.SJ1> ,47'-

.S7o • "'...t> 
• S'''f ,431 
.S9J .907 
·"l) .J75 
Ji;4Z • ~.it' 

The crvm 
E/'lo) 83 tc{0/o}_tc{Day) __ _ 

·DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain-X_ Stress-

. Rate <'Yo I Hr.) .!J-

..!.b_ _.:n_ ...!!:L REMARKS <Ty <Tvm 
-
<Tvm 

0 - -
,,,.~",. 

• Ct s-·~ 

• (,•89) 

,/39 

. /6 ti 
.1er 

,.lti 

,:221 

• .lS7 
, 2~.; 
'313 

. 34-1 
,-JB1-

• 3t.1~ 
.l/ZI-
. '12, •lj, In~ . 

,4"' 
·47? 
-~~I 

.5"41-
,S:!Jf• 
,550 
.Siu 
,,0(,) 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT j/fli 11:48 SOIL ?ort/rJ11d d!i:r111~ U"t TYPE OF TEST UU No.Wt?Ja-t~)-1 

TIME STRAIN _:h_ .6u .!!L 2!L 'h CT V 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) CTvc CTvc CT ye CTy 1'Vm CTym 

/-f. 'cl , lot.· ,{J6 ,32</- • ~ ~:>~ ·- -
/6,fJ °2C<I ./1)3 . 2'il ,. (,7~ 
18-h . I f.0 . 127 , l,lJ • '1f'7 
.lo.~\ ,/78 ,}94 , zse. , h'i) 

;a.1 ,/72 ,Ji'/4 . 2::.-b 
, "'' .u; ,fl/ '71.S . .i~; .· l.l-:: 

~ S:t; , /h<I/- ,777 ,J.H ,/h-
;17.J ./bf .1&1 ,;l/J i 7?..i 
:J8.3 ,/b3 • 767 ,;l/3 , JI,.:{ 

;i9, 7 ·lb3' 'l9'i ,}_()/ . 8il 'T1r/<:?., Al~ 
_3,1, b ./I;} .l~I ,Zul , 81/ 

. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT ~ SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT Jlf I!· 1618 

SOIL TYPE fbcl/11,,J 
lfl4onc . (,/9'1 

LOCATION Be· r 
£1, '""44 fl 

W ,0/o e 
I nit i a I 47.9 /. .~2 
Pres he or 38, I 
Fi not ~'1. •/! 

TIME STRAIN _.:h_ 
( Hr.) (%) -O"vc 

C) 0 0 
, ().'i.) . t' .?ii 
,/IC .05 7 

,J'J4- .cg 7 
• ~.l / .ce9 
, .33.Z. , /()/; 
,4+3 ' /.2./ 
.SS3 ,/ 34-
,l;t;:{ , 11-f-
. e 3, ,IS<J 
/.// ,/1,,J 

/, 39 ;/71 
/,i;I:. ·183 

-J.-9-{- ,-18~ 

.,/ . .)./ ,18'1 
;.n "'i-1-
),£0 .197 
4.1-3 .J'18 

/.4 S,SJ '200 

h.b5' ·1'17 
7. 71» , 19¢. 

'1.42. ,/f!,7 

10,; ,/87 
12 ... l. ,194 
/4 . .¢ ,175 

(/3DIO -'('.) 
TYPE OF TEST C~.iJ NO. ·-2 ·OCR J. oo 

TESTED BY .(. E. DEVICE ---=-G-· _ DATE tj 7 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in;,;,,,t) 
:2.oo 

/.0 

St o/o H ((m ) 

/Oi 2.-/00 

/, 80'9-

6.U. O"y - --CTvc O"vc 

0 /. oa::> 
.04) .~SS" 
.01..~ . Vil 
dOS" .89; 
, //() ,f390 

,1st .850 
,;1:,; .e;:> 
.IB i' . f-41S 
./'IS ,8l':f 
,.2.J 5' .78S 

I ~.i.c , ,g,, 
. .ls; ,]~.:J-

·:3/5' . '8.l-
.'31:1- , -;,,s;; 
, lS"u ,{,.~C 

.37£) ; t.;.._\ 

,<fJl ,s,> 
,47l. ,szei 
,509 • 1'11 

.52!1 ,471 
.SS} .41.) 
·S 79 '.t/2.1 
·t..11- . 38, .. 
.(,J1r;. , Ji.4 

·'S7 , 343 

The · u vm _.l._._o,_l --

E.f/o) _tc (0/o)_tc( Doy) ---

DURl NG SHEAR 
Controlled Strain_v_ Stress __ 

Rote (o/o I Hr.} .:$-

..!.b_ ~ ~ REMARKS O"y -O"vm CTvm 

0 - -
. o:H 
.Ott 

,096 

,C?f . 

1/:l}-

. 14) 
,/Ii;) 

.17'1 
./96 

,.:.l/ 9-

1 23? 
,21.1 

. .l.lJ 
,;i.W 

I Jt;/c.\ 

• 3.>o 
,.3;,. 
,4()7 

'"' /)!~ 
,417 

. f-J;' 
• ?-41 
·~b'4 
,sf); 

,.. 

.Sn; 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF 'CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

TIME STRAIN -1L .t:.u O"y ~ Th O" v 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc O"vc O"y 'Fvm O"vm 

/S,2.. ,!J-3 , bh'f ,3J¥ 1!J/9 
/i;, I Jilt) .1;;1'8 1~2.L . 52 fi 
17. l. • lb-I- .lo</- .L~6 .SS"f-
;~.+ , IS:>- ,73; ,z,s ,S'B.: 
;l;Z, 2. ,/43 '7b7 12JJ ' t;/r/ 
2 <}.'/ ,/3f) I lf?- • 2. ()/.: ... 6...X.• 
2. 7. 7 , I/<) ,82L ,/7~ , (;.15 
.3<,•.) ,107 ,fj i!t. "74- ,fdJ 

32-/ .103 .e-¢1- ,/.':1-6 , "Sc: 
~), 7 3J.2. ,/t>2 .M> , IS) '"SY '4,/tj'J I~ 

34.l 1()"1"! -848 .1S"l- ,'1Sl-

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS; 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT /If A /l'1'iJ TYPE OF TEST C k;;U N 0. _/ __ OCR I.()(} 

TESTED BY E/31' · DEVICE __;:_G-__ DATE 5/'-7 SOIL TYPE !fk,,,e. 
01'"jl41rL (/q'/ 

LOCATION Ber 
£1.-r.off 

W •0/o 
In it i a I tJS. ic.t 
Presheor S1 .. ':i 
Final 52,/ 

TIME STRAIN 
( Hr.) (%) 

0 0 

.rJS/ 

.o77 
• /()2 

1/43 

.Jf 4' 

.2:;i 

.4ot: 
. 9() 

I"" .,. 
.() {.f 

/,o'( 

i.2 fl 
/.'+ 
;/.o+ 
2.S", 

3 . ..Jfl 
4.lY 

S.ti: 

{;,./4-

'-· 7C 

''·"' 
fJK 
9.e; 
//.; 

e 

...::tL 
O"vc 

c) 

,G\:)'1 

.oiz. 
,03'1 

.057 
. 079: 
. ()fj) 

./}'J(p 

•I J t> 

,/)JI;, 

,/r.f 

·187. 
tf92 

,2/0 
.JJ7i 
·23~ 

.J.s> 
'26+ 
• 2 7() 
. J.7' 
. i&a 

I 2. 'll 
.303 
. 314:. 

,Jl4 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~) 
uvc o .. -so2 The o uvm O.Sc>Z 

fc(Day) /.d E;'/o) r. J.s"(c(0/o)_fc(Doy) __ --

s 1 °/o H (CM) 

it> 9 ... ..2. l"C 

l."158 

b,,,U. !!L ---
O"vc O"vc 

0 /. UL.\:J 

.01,4 • Cf 3e, 

./Z() • t~.:1•1 

.//1S ,9;5 
.185 ,fji > 
.11 'I ,f3f:\i 
,,S(J .s;c ,,,; ,,tiJ; 
.19J .807 

.is:: '81.5 
, 22 'L ,179 
. z 'lo I 7t.e 
,}.J/ , 7'f 
.lSI I J'ff 

.2,~ . J J . ./ 
, 29') ,l/o 
,Jl7 ·' ·13 
.J46 . />s-1 
,J,2 ,ld8 
,3SZ .618 

• 3fC , "o 
.3~4 ,l.06 
, 3/j·) . ,,5 

I fO'I • :i"// 
.40.J ·S97 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (o/o I Hr.) 2.o I S. 7 

...!IL ...::n_ ..!!!!J_ 
REMARKS O"v -O"vm O"vm 

0 - - 'i' ·~ ~?' 
• olo i 
.rJZ) t 
,o'I' 
.c70 
. oa9 ? 

·11.3 
.1.,te ,.. 
./6'4l 

.101 
.us 
, 2if<) 

,isc 
,l8l 

• JIO 

.J~ 

. ;j 19 

.1-<J~' 

I 'f Z.!> 

. 1"16 
.4~f 

, 18tJ 
.'l~J ; .... >, 7 
.-;1.s J 
.S31. .. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR {continued) 
--PROJECT lifftl'-4-'c· SOIL A'?(/., Or'i. Clf/y' TYPE OF TEST Cl\µU 

TIME STRAIN 2b_ ~u O"y _.::n_ Th Uy -(Hr.} (O/o} O"vc O"vc O"vc O"y 1'Vm Uvm 

12. '() I 3 3'.I JIZU .seo '.•:;'->'I - -
/3. ~ .. Bu ,#f/{) ,5~£) ,S~'l 

14./ ,JJ2 ,'f-/b . 582.. .570 
J.<:.J • !JJ 2. J/)2. ,S,8 .~iJ.'i 

16, 7 .)Ji., ,42:l -~75 .~-'lit 

17.'i ,Ob .4£B .. f;J2 . r..J, 
184 , H:!' • #/7() ,5·30 'ld>-

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 
REMARKS~ 

DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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NO._/ __ 

REMARKS 

. 

r;, ,_,.,, 
7b/- :,hnc-.I ,, 
-t"t.llr.. ,~ , 

n,,f 

re.:tc.kf'~ 



Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 
PROJECT II 111.- /l.f.'o 

SOIL TYPE nlt.unc. 

Or,1a11, ;_ c '" i 
LOCATION Bc.r 

Et. - 'lo II 

W 1°/o e 
In it i a I SS:i.f: 
Presheor -f.3.9 
Fi not 1-l.b l·l'C 

TIME STRAIN 21L 
( Hr.) (%) -Uvc 

0 0 C) 

·"S3 ,()7? 
,JO' .tJfB 
,,s~-, , /{), 
12.I z.. . ,IJB 
. u; ·127 
'371 . /42. 
,4 24- , lf-9 
,~JI.) ./bl 
.~.h· • J 7{) 
.74~ ./?9 
/,Ob 1/'il 
l.S9 ,z.17 

- ;i..-1z.. -2JD 
2.9/ ·243 
3~~ 'Z'l-1/ 
</, Z.f. .2;b 
{",(! 'f . l,, 
(;,.I) .2,4 
7. 4-:z. • U,'f 
811 . 2. 12. 
9.Sol- .z74 
IP·/.. ·l7b 
11.1 ;l78 
tJ.~ 'z 71 

·-TYPE OF TEST _C_'K,~u_U __ 2 . NO. ---OCR /.()tJ 

TESTED BY ,(c DEVICE _G __ DATE 'fl l 
• ·z. 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~) 

CTve i,So The CTvm /.so 

fe{Doy) 0 lS- EJ'lo) l'l'2 teC0/o)_tcCDay) __ _ 

s 1 O/o H ((1t7 ) 

.<. 3 :!J4 
/, fH'fl 

/CC. :l i. f ()i° 

-t:::,.u. !!:t_ -- -- Uvc Uvc 

v /.DO 

,07t, • 92.4 
• ()fJfi .</12 
.o8t> . '/12. 

.·O~ .912. 
, //() . e9o 
.116 ,8fl~ 

,//f; .. 88+ 
,/:{l .. 9-1.,. 
-!Si . 811 
,/Sb ,'E .P-f 
./82 -818 
. ZJ;' .·J•S 
-lt.+ 'l-3-b 
, !>07 .6r3 
.3Ju .hlD 
, 3'12 • b38 
,377 ,l,Z3 

, 3'11 ,/p09 
.4c3 .S'f'J 
.4l9 .S71 
.41, .:;,-IA 

. 4'1-'f . s.r1 

. '9'' .S31-

'"'' .SJ'/-

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (%I Hr.) .') 

_:n_ Uy ..!IL REMARKS Uy CTvm -Uvm 

0 - -
.086 

,/Cl 

.12<> 
,/2fl 

.143 

./U 
.//,f' 

J'll 
, Zc2. 
,l.1~ 

,~t/o 

.2E~ '_,,z.. 
. J;J 
.372 
,101 

'4-19 
,433 
.'/S'I 

"';ti 
.4f.6 
,:j()O 

.Sll 

.Sl3 -
SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT /f /tt/b4e SOIL lllu.. Orff C/q'/ TYPE OF TEST Cl(;i; ·NO. --'2"'-----

TIME STRAIN _3i_ L'.::.u O"y ~ Th .!!:JL REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) Uvc Uvc Uvc Uy cr;,m Uvm 

~ .• -l 1S.9 ,283 ,49:2 • .fivt!> .·..';>-5t'.; - - 'th~ 
l/.S- I 283 .490 • !>-/() . .5~6 
19. 'I .z78 . ~17 1483 .S7'-
i~ . .3 .2~8 .s~-o .~Su .§96 

..l~.1. ·2S'S . 3''.,, .4Zt . , "''Z. 

.i7.b .L,50 ,6/Z ,38S .i;,4f 
Jc>.2 ,2.43 ,'727 , 373 ,,5J 
J/. f:) .23~ .t;.'lb , JS If , ,.,, 
."~9-A· ·22'. ·b7S ,32:[ ·b'if' 
31,.0 ,J20 ·'18} . 317 .6f¥ 
37.I .i14 ,,'17 • 3c>3 I 'lt)b ·~/?. ~ 
J>).].. ·20't -702. ,2'ib ,7oz. 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 
·-PROJECT UIA /6-lt· TYPE oF TEST _c_~~·(lu~_ 

SOIL TYPE 111t:uae TESTED BY S'/J 

NO. ~3~-0CR 1:cv 

DEVICE _G __ DATE 12/t7 
01-:Ja11n. (ID'{ 

LOCATION E!er CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in {r/°".t) 

-

El. ·20. 5 ff 

W 1°/o e 
In it i a I 7u 
Preshear S8.t> 
Final 

TIME STRAIN _::n_ 
( Hr.) (%) -Uvc 

6 (') c) 

... 0~2 .o43 
;/03 ·01.i:, 

r/S~ .01;;e 

'/01 .Jtj/ 
·.309 ,/23 
.412. ·14/ 
, SI!>- ·tS6 
'610 ,/67 
./22. .( 7t.f ' 
/.()3 1</S 
/·2'1 ,20'1 
I.SS ,L/8 
J. RO .-224 
,).()I; .'J.JI 
,i.:;e . l39 
3.09 ,247 
4.n .. , z :,""4 
,;/. 90 • 2Gl 

5". '~ ,z'-5' 
6.4'/- ·2'., 
7. '17 .l,9 
/j.;i/ .271 
'?. s-i ,Z7~ 

/r)." ·173 

tTvc o. 'l'lu Th tT o. $'?() c. vm 
fc(Day) /.Q E/'lo) /4..:Ztc(0/o)_fc(Day) __ _ 

s I O/o H (CM) 

.2 .• u,o 
/. '140 

-b.U. !!::J._ --- -Uvc Uvc 

0 1: (){,li) 

.021 . '17'1 

.oso ,'fSQ 

.()SO «ISO 
1017 /123 

, () 7'i .921 
,/f)P. .tJ9Z 
.121 ,B 79 
./lJ ,8,1 
·/JS ,g,; 
·I'll .8c? 
,/98 ·BdZ 
• ~ZI • 779 
.l39 • 71;,1 
.2S4- ,74, 
, '28 !> . 70 
. z 'j.5" •7oS 
. 3'1£ diS~ 

.~~' ,634-
• 33.J ' .. "/ 
·'f«' .~a:l 

J/2o .stU 
.42f ,571 
. YtJl .SSb 
,'f !fo .~<J4 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Str.ain~ Stress __ 

Rate (% I Hr.) .=,-

_::n_ ..!tL .!!:L REMARKS Uy -Uvm Uvm 

0 ·- -
.Of/.f. 
• 07'> 
.092 
,//0 

.13, 
./SS 

.177 
.1'/Z. 

~Z.01 

.Z41 

.U;;O 

' ,2-6() 

,z9r 
·3d? 
, ~.J4 
-3>0 
.JS'9 
.¥/J 
• '/ZS-
.,'/40 
.463 
,"17.) 

·491 
.~(ll 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGi NEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT llff1 /b/'iJ SOIL A11t. 01'1 C:lqf TYPE OF TEST CK;J NO. _.3 __ 

TIME STRAIN _:a_ ~u ..!!L 'h 'h .!!i. REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) ""vc ""vc ""vc ""v 1'Vm O"vm 
/;;,,/ ,273 ,470 •. ,!) Jc:) .SIS - -
12. 'I .27<1 ."177 .S23 S2"1-
14. 2. 0 275 .4-;o ,.S/C) .590 
15-.5" 1l]I:> .£()) .'191 ,ssr 

""' /tt.&J-
17.S ,}. 79' S.ll ·"'~ -S8~' 
19.3 . 27} <J; -4t.) .SB'.) 

,;i /.'! ,2,4 ,s,, .4 3"1 .t,Cfj 

24.5 ,1.S'i • (pO/ • .3~9 . ,_;c) 
27. I .2.5'2. ,'12~ • 116 .,,, 
2'1~, .1.4, .I.SI , 3'1-f , 7o4 
32.7 ,'J.J/ ·b7ZJ .12z . 71'0 
33,:;,- ~l. 26 .hf.J7 , J/~ ,72y 
J-,- .22.I ,e;,'/8 .3o2 .13> 7'1../ if. ~-

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS~ 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT l/fA /648 TYPE OF TEST CK,,t/ NO. ~4 __ 0CR l.'l8 

SOIL TYPE lt1t1111e 
Ot;jon1~ C!Cty 

LOCATION ERT 
El -20,S it 

W ,0/o e 
I nit i a I 71.5 
Preshear S8.:i 
Fi nol to.4-

TIME STRAIN _!h_ 
(Hr.) (%) O"vc 

0 d 0 
,102 ./ZO 
.lo4- .I 7b 

.·211 ,203 
• 4<>C> .. l4'9-
,5.,.u .27:) 
.&s; .J2l 

/.O) -344 
/,23 ,Jot 
/.:54 . 38.;-
:<.o4 ,410 

·2. <./ ,4Z5 
3. 34- .441 
3.'i2 ,_'fS'! 
1-.So ·'166 
j-.,.; .47'1 
6,,fl ."//]'/ 

7. '"~ ·1'17 
8. ~· _. . ~ .) ;50i 
IO,(; .Sv.3 
12.4 .s 11- . 
13 '} . S";S' 
l.>.f ·SZ<) 
lb,4 ,$25' 
17 9 Sl.4 

TESTED BY E/Jt< DEVICE --'-& __ DATE 'faB 
•.. l,. 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~,,, ) 

<Tvc O.So"I- The uvm 1.00 

fc(Day) -'-1'-=-.o_t.f'lo) -=-((c(0/o)_tc{Day) ~!.~.()~-

S 1°/o H ( c:,,, ) 

I. 94-4-

f:::..LL ..i - -
O"vc O"vc 

0 /. O"{) 

-. 01;,; i. Ct,$' 

--.()t..> t.Ol5 
-.18+ l.1~4 

-.102. I. !OZ 

-J8'9- 1.184-
-.12J l./2J 

·.123 1.1l3 
-.180 /.18t> 
-.147 /,/?7 
-.1'13 1./43 

-.1J7 /,I 3'i 

--11+ /.119 
--~1 /..tJ19 

-.oSJ l.oS.3 
-: o:; 7 /.o5 7 
·-.04-r /,()~ 

-.012 /.Oft.. 

- 012. /.(.)/ 2. 

f.011,. ~ 984-
·04) •'15) 
104'1 I '/Si 
1057 .. w.3 
.o~ . 'i;J.(.) 

• /()6 I 8'1'1-

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rote (o/ol Hr.) S l12 

..!h.. _2h_ ...5._ 
REMARKS O"v O"vm -Uvm 

0 0 o. So4 y .. :,-1.,//,,-
,f/J -~() .53~ I 
./{.,~- 10lii1 ,531. + 
./71 ,/02 .s.,, 
• 22. 2. 

. 23.J . / Jc.5 .. :>-i/b 
I 2.yl 

. :30.~- ·17.3 • 56:> -
I '?JCIJ 

• .33& .194 -578 
.J.S'i 
·31£ • 21.;' ·.!J-lV 

• 41'()/ 

_,435 ~2..JI. • f;(2~ 

. 'I-ff 
,</~t;; • 2 !18 I!>- J 2 

, f-6'1 

,"/-¥/ , 25() .5/() 

.495 

.~/I ,2.53 . <l'l.S 
,:;,-Ja 
,;4z. .259 .t::/7? 
,~-SI 

·S1t) · 264- . 4t.-l. Ci.~ 
. .5"it> 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT //flt ll4fl SOIL /!ft. Or3 C/q'/ TYPE OF TEST CK:ZJ NO. __,4-__ 

TIME STRAIN ..i ~u O"y _::n_ Th O" v 
REMARKS {Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc O"vc O"y 1'Vm O"vm 

19. )~ .5z4 . /Ot; ~S'14- . ..;·~e. • 21.4- -<?Su 
.2/.t; SIS ·l'f7 ,P53 .1.107 

.2.J I:; .S/l . I }1fj • t3i 2- . ".:k> . .l 5t' .4()9 

.is."' . f'i7 I '21..3 .187 • (,.J 2. 
;i,, 7 • I.ff/ ,;,37 I 7&.3 /,,'/J .-247 ,.38~ 

2b. 7 .479 • J..ft) .· 71U 
'' l'f 

.29. t) ,4u I 37t:. I t..l.¢. .747 .234- .~/4 ~ -:1.21.//.. -. 

.3a::; 47J. ,3/'f ,61:/t I ht'f-

31. B •. 4-6/; ,Jt.1:.' ( (,,,4() 172.'I ,234- . !;2.. z, C7 

J.J. 9 ."'f4b ,<f<)/ '.i" 91 '"744-
.?>e/.1 ,437 ,4ol .S"W ( 7.Jt) . ..z .i.o . .J<.>' 
36.V .42..7 ,.4,; .S~i,,l I 7S7 ? 

364 AZ) 4Jrf • i'{,.b .7.>I , 2/4 .2/j')- 'C../,r ~ 
I 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST· 
-PROJECT TYPE OF TEST CKtd NO. 

SOIL TYPE_!M"'-'-'""""'d.t ....... ,1""""i:. __ TESTED BY '5/2 DEVICE 

OCR 4, it.' 

_G __ DATE ;/t.a 
v I 

LOCATION FRT 
I!/. - .ioslf 

W ,0/o e 
I nit i a I "~ ~ 
Presheor 6- 7.:f' 

Final t,(). I 

TIME STRAIN 2h._ 
( Hr.) (%) -Uvc 

0 0 0 
.05'1 ,04'1 
.,,y.z. ./2_3 

,/SJ ·171 
, ·z.o + ,21.{ 

.Jo7 .29~ 

·109 13.3& 
15'/J ,372 
,7,7 ,"f SO 
1.02 - .SJ+ 
1.ia .. ~rsa 
J,53 ·601 
/. 79 1b.l8 
.i.~ ·'187 
i.B1 ,741 
.ase I 7'17 
f.3~ 184' 
£. t:.:i ,90() 

"· 75' ,93:) 
7.,7 ·?63 
8.,9 .983 
9. 71 /.o"' 
/0,7 /.()()'() 

//, 7.S /. ()3/ 
~.43 IJ.8 I. 04 '2. 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in.fi/~J) 
CTVC 0,2/~ 

fc(Day) O.b.) 

st 0/o H (c,., ) 

J.tJ·u 
l.'ls·,,,4 

/::.LL .!!::£_ --- -Uvc Uvc 

0 /.Ott) 

·- -
··,cJ1f 1.0;9 

-.010 /,()/() 

-.1:;S' J.1ss 
-.n5 1.13~ 

--oH1 /.0/.8 
-.JS~ /.ISS' 

-·.1>1 /.2SI 
-. 2. 9() 1~9() 

-,;JfJO l.l8<) 

--348 /,348 
-.JJ8 /.JJS 
-. 464- 1.4'1 
--498 J.4'113 
-;S41 lr.541 
-.,2t3 l.629 

-.~A7 /.641 
-.1. '17 /. ~'17 

-,763 /, 7/:J 
-, 7:J4 I. lJ4 
-, 12.6 I. 72tJ 

-.8 3<) l.8.3u 
-.782. /.79 z.. 
-,773 1.773 

Th U /. (}() c vm 
E.flo} JM.'6'c(0/o}_tc(Day) O.i~i 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain_"'_ Stress __ 

Rate (o/o I Hr.) 5 

.!IL _.:n_ .!!:t_ 
REMARKS -Uy Uvm O-vm 

0 0 cJ.2/J 

-
, I ;J.o .02, . .Jii, 

,110 
.!87 104(. .24' 
1lS1.J 

•. 3.4 .a72 ~227 

'322. 
.~w .0'1'· .1,,{ 
.3~ 

Al. ·11'1 ·1.1"2-
,446 
·46f .( 31-- • 284-

. ,41,, 
.1-'/S _,/SJ£ - .~/8 

.s17 
.520 ,/So ,-;44 
.5'1(. 

,5s1 I I "Ff • '!>'-I 
,54, 
·S'7 12o'i • 3bcy 
·Sl;J Z. 
,SSI ,i_,.,. ."!>tto 
·S79 
1589 ,;z22 ,·H0 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT JttA 164'0 SOIL /dtt.. Otq. O~N TYPE OF TEST CK:J .J I 
NO._S° __ 

TIME STRAIN 2b... ~u 5-- ..!IL Th .:!.L REMARKS -(Hr.) (%) Uvc O-vc O-vc Uy CJVm Uvm 
13(!, l.oS2.. -; 79 2. /. 792. . 5'87 .22.4- .~8/ 
/9.B 1: OS"f -,?92. /. 792 ,s~ 
/S,.1 I.OSI> -,7130 l.J&> .Sf?- .J2~ ,37~ ~ /111/X 
/6,t., /,O!>-i. -. 73~ /.l J4 ,6/Z 
i7.9 /.()Sh .-,~57 l.'-57 ,t3f> .22.; ,3s2 -
19.J~ l.047 --647 /..'147 ,,.,3';. 
.l0.4< /.OJI .... S7? /.57'1 -{;;3 • .220 .33', 
.Z/. 7 /.()23 -.s11 /.S79 .li.1-8' 
.23. ~ 1 ... 000 ... , ~12.. l.s1z. • 6i.7 ,")./f ,32i 
:i.4.3 ~. 'lf8 -.41]3 1.983 ,673 
,i,;-,;,. ,'ff <J - .. 44d 1,9«/() ,,g 5 ,")./() '30, 1;./d:-, ~ . 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT )/fl/ /6-18 TYPE OF TEST _c_·k;--=-"-u- NO. _b __ OCR 3.oo 

DEVICE _G __ DATE e/t,f. SOIL TYPE /114111e 
OC(j Wlt~ < I (b I 

LOCATION &~ B""" 
s~ ..tJ.; £1. -:ic.1 fl. 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 60 
Presheor .31.; 
Final 

TIME STRAIN 2L 
( Hr.) (%) -

O"vc 

0 0 0 

"OS'l ./02 
,///, ,l'f:!J 
,.lH ,:231 

.4'-6 '30'1 

.S71 .~J'd 

. f .3 ,357 

'· Jtj ,94~ 

i.S6 .4/1/ 
1.9.;' 

, "''" 
~SC ,SJ3 
.3 :;.:. .57'1 
3 6-"' 1S'11 
5..1i' ·'23 
.f. '9-() ·'21 
6.!,,-6 ,,43 
8,BC 

• "" 7 
/().,j 

'" '1$ 
/IJ.9 •611 
//.b .1;s{ 

13'/ 1"197 
IS 2 .101 

/b,2.. .']07 

/J. /,. I t.'18 
19,; ·1197 

TESTED BY EBi< 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in {fie,,,') 

s I O/o 

t::.u. ---O"vc 

0 
I 012 
. (.)/ 2 

-.018 
-.071> 

-.og2 

-.t~l 

-.1s2 
-,20$ 

""': 2cli! 
-. 2"/fJ 
-~1'16 
-, 3C2. 
-.3)4 

-.B4 
-,3;0 

-.J1S 
-145? 
-.322 
-,3/f) 

-.~{.)f; 

-. '!>JO 

·-. 2t-c -. 2,, 
- • .256 

l.~c The uvm 3. a~ 

;: e E.f/o) 27.b tc(0/o)_fc(Day) 1.2~-

H ( c,., ) 
i. '3101 

/. JiS5' 

.5_ 
O"vc 

/.()CC' 

,"18& 
,9fJ6 
/, OIB 

1.011;; 
1.0~2 

I.I'; 2. 
/./S2. 

J,208 

I. 2o~ 
J,24/~ 

/, .1. 'If) 
/. 3cJ2. 
J, ~3f 

/.Hi-
j,JS'D 

/,J1'lJ 
/./~S? 
/, ~2Z. 

/, 311. 
/. l(}b 

/. 3/() 

i. n() 
/.246 
/,:IS'(J 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain-L Stress __ 

Rote (°lo I Hr.) 6-

..!tL 2b_ .!!]J_ 
REMARKS 

O"v O"vm O"vm 

0 0 0.,HJ 
'd /J , ()34 .~2.9 

• i"'/'71' 
,;2 7 • ()7} ,~ 

,29.1 
,3/2 't/;J .JC() 
. 341. 
'38' ·148 "3(;i:J' 
,391 
1411- .lb' ,4aJ 

,"/27 
,145 ,/'IJ ,4J2 
,-f.~Cb ·' ,4,,, .).()"7.5 ,14!{ 

. 47d 
,11:: .:u+ . 4S" 
,501.. 
,53,-1? ' . ,'514- .22.6 .4¢/ 

.520 

.5?>4- ,2J2 ,435 

. t>3; 
, . .,,·s2 I 2.36 .427 "ii~ 
,5Sc 
SSS .232 ,419 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT lll'lJ Lt/.'h SOIL !l!<t.. <Jr.7. Clgy TYPE OF TEST c;;u NO. _b __ 

TIME STRAIN _3i_ ~u O"'y _.:n_ Th a-y 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (%) Uvc O"'vc Uvc O"'y 1'Vm Uvm 

20,f. ,b'lh ·-, t'1t.. /,lW. .s~o .. nz . 421 
.;.1.h ,~Cf'3 -, 23'f /,l~'f 1 'i ,o 
.Z.3. 8 ,,79 -, .1./cJ /,l/C ,,:,-,, .LZ6 '40'1-.2,," ,, ~.;; --126 /,/Z '8 ,.:;tj; 
2. 7-b ,ftJ47 -.08'U l~C>8'i5 ,sc;s -l.16 . .3'- 2. 
.l.'/. c) '"~J ·-: oSfl /,() 58 . :i'i ti 
.iJ(.l ; ,,u -. 04" i,04, . s 'i''l ,lC><} • 348 
3f.() ·bl~ --.ov..: 1.00.; •'-JO .. 204 , JJS 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 
REMARKS~ 

DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT i//11 /61t) TYPE OF TEST Ci;U NO. ~'--OCR /: "o 

DEVICE --=G_· _ DATE 8fe8 SOIL TYPE IJ1a111c
Or,jvn1~ ''"Y 

LOCATION Ftue llr1u· 
Jnt .l 33 El. - .ia 1 It 

} 

W ,0/o e 
In it ia I 74-
Preshear 42.1 
Final 

TIME STRAIN 21!_ 
( Hr.) (%) -CTvc 

0 c) 0 
• ()1;}5 .o'f< 
.12-1 .f;7& 

,/f<j- •Oft) 

'J2.2l · 12~ 
,:n 7 ,IS) 

.711 1 l'1k> 
/.ft .21+ 
I.SS' .2J5 
/. 71 ,24Z 

2.17 ,25:>" 

~5'0 ,2/.'l 

2.91'> '274-

.J. 51:/ .21Jo 
1./t) 1.Zb3 
4.8:; .258 
S.1'1- • 2J9 
s:~ 2. .2Yt) 

"· si ,292 
7. 37 '2'1'2. 
8.~l . 2f'l. 
924 ' Z.'f'l. 

lo.i:J .Z72 

//."" ,z'lo 
/:J..3 ·2fi8 

TESTED BY /llt1 

CONS OU OAT ION (Stresses in tf£Mi 

S 1 °/o 

l:!.U. ---CTvc 

C) 

0 
.02() 

• OJ'/ 

,(J/~ 

• O'fl 
, us'.) 
,1()2 

.123 

.If<) 

.152. 
,lltl 
.1()() 
. '221 

I ZJt 

·1~ 

I 2JcJ 
128 
.~9 
• 3/2 

,'J7/ 
.J'Jt!j. 
. 3~-b 
·314 
,Jfj{ 

.~. 9 2. The o-vm ~3~· 9~2--
3.. f Ef'/o) J/.S" ((c{0/o)_tc{Doy) __ _ 

H { G.r-) 

.2.4'78 
i.S41f 

s_ -CTvc 

/. ()O 

I. dZ, 

. 'Mo 
.ft>/ 
,f82. 

. s--.n; 

.9.S5 

-~~ 
,871 
.. eov 
, 8"'/8 
.821.. 

, Ba:.' 
,17<; 
, ?1,t/-
I 7'1c) 
I 7Jt.> 
.111 
, 711 
, "fJ5 
• (,l'f 

·''' .J,44 
,1>2 6 

.r-1s 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Stroinx_ Stress __ 

Rate (O/o I Hr.) !J- f!Z. 

2!L -
& ..!!:i._ 

REMARKS CTv -CTvm CTvm 

() - - 'i' .: s 7.IJ~ 
. tJ4j I . .. 
•/Ct! 

•/(,, z. ' 

'.J.l't 

.z.~ z.. 
,Ju' 
. °J,?'I-

.3~Z-

.JSf 
1311 
,389 
3~6 
• 4t>:; -
.410 ~~ 
.42.f" 
--44--. -/)'/ 

.4!#-
,41Ptf 

. 4 '1-"I 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT /f/11 lb48 SOIL Ifft.. Or1 Cluy -TYPE OF TEST c~u N0._7,___ 

TIME STRAIN _i ~u .!!:L ~ Th (J' v 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O-vc O"vc O"vc O"y 1'Vm O-vm 

/3.3 .287 . b9v , "'0 . 4 ?o - -
14. ~) .Z84 ,"fo& ,srz .</8() 
Ito) , '1.77 ,~ .5"t · 1-8":; 
11. /;_ :17 J .433 ,5/. 7 .488 
/8.) ,2~~ .431 .,t;,~ .497 'jf -=. / J. r.,/ ~ 
lf.6 • 2&·z .4sc ,SS() ';;1·z.,. 
2/.1> I Z74 . .47J ,£'27 I 52.I 

2 J, /.. .211 SJ/ ,"'fl/7 , s rH'J.., ~, 

LS. b .i.s;- d-.3.l. ,4t.8 .S'/'-
)RI ( 241- • 5?(.) ~4Ji> 'S"'l.-
lJ. ~ , Z 3t> 'fi'i'T .<k/ 157> 

322. ,221 ' t.-23 ~177 •. ~f?6 
34.I ,2/ z. '64, ,J.$4 .S99 
31.. () • 20~ .6 'fl ' 3Jl ,[,// 

3lv ·lf7 ·6b() , ') 2() .t.t:f' 'T'i. I ,,r_ ~ 
38 2. . I'll . '137 

-, 
'~13 • 6/:) 

. 

501 L MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT /if /I /64e TYPE OF TEST CKcU NO. _8 __ 0CR /tJ.v 

SOIL TYPE llt11Ae 
C>r9qn1c.. Ctqy 

LOCATION For" £"'r 
.5ia .:.l .H c7. -2a 1 fl. 

TESTED BY //Pf DEVICE _G __ DATE o/tti 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~) 

<Fvc 

tcCDoy) if 
The <Tvm 

~.5(.) 

E..f/o) J2., tc(0/o)_fc(Doy) ~2~._:2 __ 

W ,0/o e s. 0/o 
In it ia I 7~rJ 

H (Cm ) 

2. :.,r.3; 
DURING SHEAR 

Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 
Preshear /. "1/7 

Rote (D/o I Hr.) S 
42.c 

Final 

-
TIME STRAIN 2h_ b.U. -- .!!Jt_ ..!!L 
( Hr.) (%) <Tye 

-
<Tye <Tye <Ty 

0 C) 0 0 i.000 0 

.18 ./29 -.10"} /,/()9 1// 6 

.1. 'I .1s3 

.h:; . 3'// -.190 /. 18 J HI 
1.31 . bl!f 

-? . .Z.7 ·826 -.~()'/ I. .l-atf ,S''/-1 

.317 .tis:: 
.3,,, I. 0)7 -.122 /, 7:l:l. , 'S'i I 
</.9'1 1.266 -.9.H /.9H , {,1. $" 

,j-,9e I. J15 ... l,07'1 2,o1Y ,b3f-
7.02 J.4// ~·/.'23 2, ZJ ,f,31 

1:v;j i. 5() -J.4~ :l.""' ,/.2f' 

'l.c'I J,ss- -/.46 2.46 ,J,jl. 

/I). 2 ,,,, -I.Se ~.SB . ·'12> 
/I. 'J. I."' -1.bS J,,S 1bl? 
12.3 /, "8) -!. 'I I 2.71 .,2 l. 

.:i .s· 1.31} i-l2t: ··/. 71,.0 2, ]/,.() ."624 

}4.5 /.?IS -/.7S7 .?. 7s7 .1:,2i. 

15.·1 
'·" 7 

-/.1,5 2,,$ ,,3, 
11 •• 8 I. fJ1S w I. S'b .i.sa , {, '3() 

18.' l.S7 - I...,,, 2.4/ .. 11s1 
I'!. I /.52) -1.?J) 1.. 37 ,,4.J 
.ia. 3 J, '1-B{ -1. 2J{ 2.2JS ,,,4 
~/.$' I. 4-'I- -/./2 2./2. ''8" 
22.5 /,46 -1.12 2.12. , Joo 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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2h_ ~ -O"ym O"ym 

0 0.100 

.I) 13 ./// 

·031 . //~ 
• oSJJ .1s1 

• /02 .112 

,/)/ .zo1 

.J~O • 2. '/-() 

·161 ,2se 

, 1'18 '211 

./72 -276 

. /{, 1 '2(,:{ 

.JS7 •l'f/ 

, ,.., 'I ,22'1 

""" ,zn .. 

REMARKS: 

REMARKS 

Ci. 111H 

-
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
-PROJECT lli'A /t4'ii SOIL i1ft:.. O/! C/qt TYPE OF TEST Ci.'vU N0.~8 __ 

TIME STRAIN _3t_ .6.u ..!!L ~ Th (}" v 
REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) U'vc Uvc Uvc (}" v 'Yvm Uvm 

4.S 2 7.S /. 46f. -1.oe,, .2()[,LJ . lo~- .14"7 ';!c.1 f'> 'Gld;."'-¥ . 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DIRECT ~SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT I/ft+ /6f.fi TYPE OF TEST --"'C""'"'·.t;;""""'pU=---- NO. --'-9' __ 0CR . /. tt:i 

DEVICE _·_G-__ DATE .1oAe SOIL TYPE Alo111e 
Or;j«n1~ · f IQl{ 

LOCATION 
SA. 210 

/Pre fl.,c-r 
El. -l'J,:sil 

W ~/o e 
In it i a I 71.t" ./-
Preshear SI. fl 
Final 

TIME STRAIN ...:n__ 
( Hr.) (%) -

"'vc 
r1 CJ a 

.034 ,(J ?>' 
.649J .047 
,/3? , 077 
• J.OIJ ./(){) 

1413 ./35 
,(;, llJ ./e,c 

17S7 "'' /,()7 .19'1 
/,z+ • 201 

/,S/ 1 209 
/.6'5 .-ZI!>' 

2,l!J .221 
;J. 72. ,Z.J~ 

J. "'" 
,z47 

-11-72 d$_!{' 

S..S'7 ,J.SB 
b-2.7 ,J.~9 

7,37 ,,2,z -
8,33 ,2,2 -

t~SI ·2'·"2. 
//. 4- ·l~2 

12.5 ·"' /{,2 • "2.6<.' ,,,3 .2~9 

TESTED BY /CB 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in lfJJ..,.it} 
3.oo 

/. {) 

s I O/o H ( (:"'1 ) 

2.2~ ~\i 

1.4s15s-

/:).LL !!:L ---
"'vc "'vc 

cJ /. {)()() 
.()43 . 'I~-, 
• ()_t;7 ,,,.,., 
,()]7 , '12.J 
,ff}t) ,qOc) 

·Ill .8 71. 
, I Jr> .e 7o 
./Sb , 841 
./73 .. 82.J 
,/83 , 8i7 
.197 ,901 
,l/J .. 187 
, 'l40 ,7~' 
1J'10 r 7411 

.. .31~ ·'-87 
_.j"#; -~S!f.-
,37S , '118 
,3e, . '''f 
,404 S'il. 
.42() ·S8o 
,44() .. s'° 
·464- .S3' 
.180 .s20 
,4'/S .s"~ 
.S<J) .,<ffjf 

The O'vm - 3-·'-'0--

EJ'lo) 51.o °tc(0/o}_fc(Day) __ _ 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain-'.:::::_ Stress __ 

Rate to/o I Hr.} S 

..!h... ..2h_ ~ REMARKS 
"'v "'vm "'vm 
0 - -

.o,~ 

• ()<lfl 

, O/J3 
11/} 

./S7 

,/1)'1-

, 2C9 
,l<lf) 

, l.'16 

,, z'" 
,z73 

·2'15 
• :JZZ. 

.3;9 
... 3'?.I 
·<111 

I '123 
·4.Jf 
·4S2. 

·'I•~ "Zit /t'Uly' 

,4f'a 
.::,(JI 

.S/:i' 

·Sl() 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY R-EMARKS: 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT /itl1!Mf, SOIL -li111.. Or9. Cit1y TYPE OF TEST Cl(ql' NO. --'9,____ 

TIME STRAIN -3!_ .6.u .!!:L ~ Th CT'y 
REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) CTvc CTvc CTvc CT'y 1"Vm CTym 

1~~6 .1 SS ,529 ,4/76 .s.l, 
.la.'J • .z .r2 .Ss7 .443 .s" 
.23. S' ,2.44 ,5,, ,43?- .S"'Z, 
~'1,Z. ,2~5 .,:;9~ ·"'""" -~83 
:Z'l f; .2:u, • 1-'YO -3w ,b/8 
33.S. ,201 -'184 ~J/6 • l.::a"f' 
j,t,2 ,l.01 ,]()6 , Z.'19 .6SI 
3.:.,0 .Jlf8 .·110 , 2 'i<J ,&,SZ 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY , REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT f/f/l lt./8 -("Yil I 7. TYPE OF TEST-~~~- NO. _o __ OCR .oo 

SOIL TYPE Afwa~ TESTED BY ;e R> DEVICE G- DATE 10fe8 
Orqan,« C. I H 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~} LOCATION col«- f;"u 
St" .29c. £/. -19.S ft: o-vc o. 42 B The o-vm 3. oo 

fc(Day} l.O E'11o} .:!i~t> tc(0/o)_fc(Doy) ~/.~C> __ 

W ,0/o e s I O/o H cc,,, ) DURING SHEAR. 
I nit i a I 81 Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate t°lo/ Hr.) _5'----
Preshear f/.4 /. ~f:/£ 
Final 

_..:n_ -TIME STRAIN ~ 6.tL .5_ ..!tL .5._ 
REMARKS -- - O"'v -( Hr.) (%) - - O"'vm O"'vc O"vc Uvc O"'ym 

0 () (.) 0 /, OtJO 0 0 ()./43 
.(), ;J.. . °" 'f -·013 1.033 ,062-
.18 'I dbl. -: OS 2. 1 .. osi. .1S3 ·<>24 ·!'Sa 
,1s2 , 210 -. 07:5 /,()75 ,/'j.) 

,44z ·~in './I'} /.11'1 .210 ·01~ ,/(,(] 

.b9.>-
I 38" -11e; /,/f<f -34.5 

I.Of ·<f57 -.1'}/ ). l'j I , ?Jes· .Q,S( .no 
/,,!;/ ·S'ld --22-8 /,228 ·#() 
I. 8Y .s91 -,211 lZ7t 1</flf ,08'1 ~ ./62 
2.19 ,,,+ -, ~II() J.~o .. 48!• 
316 ,73, -. "!of. i.fo ~ I :i'2.~ - 40! .lo/ 
4.2.3 .827 -.st,1 1,s,, .53o 
S'-68 • 92./ -, 7()0 /, 7()1) .~4.J - ,/ 32. .Z4:!> 
7.o7 , 9'1~ -.Ro::.- I. 8()~ .;si. 
8.8.)~ /.()7 .-. 88 7 /.897 • S{Jj ./S~ .z10 

-'1·"1'1 -/.-D9 - --. -£'18 -1.8'/'D ,S'}S 
//.5 /./3 -.q93 /. 993 .s10 . /(,/ .2£1) 
/J./ 

/, '" - I, 03 2.03 ,573 
14-~ l./B -/,o' 2.06 ,573 ,f /,7 I 2'f4-
/6.4- /. J 'f -f.ol 2.o? ,5jj, 
19-~ /,If( -/.{)f) 2.os .S741 
19./ /.192 -llJZ.5 .), (),Zs .sw1 ,/?~ ·2S7 'l"J. ,,,~ 
,2(),1. /.19 -1.00 Z.ou ,593 
).J. 7 /,17> - . 'IS/ I. 'ISi ,Wjj .1,a ·278 
.J..J6 /./I. -. S9cl 1.a9u . ,, ., 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
-PROJECT /if!! 1618 SOIL If/<.. fJry Cl'¥ TYPE OF TEST CA-Qi! NO. _Ii~~--

TIME STRAIN -3i... .6.u <Ty ..!tL Th <Ty 
REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) <Tye <Tye <Tye <Ty 1'Vm CTvm 

:<s~- l,13~- -. 016 te~ ,{,/t:. .l~'l .2t>4-
). l. (:; /./2 -.ns /,7 7:; .1.:n .. 
.:Z9. e /.lo -.110 /,]/b .1o1s- .IS? 1'l4+ 

3i 6 J.06 -,,2; 1,6.:l.S' .bS.3 
.34.P, /,()2 -.SIS / .. ~/& ·b72. .14'1 • ?..11 

.3•.1 .993 ---4+'1 /,4.p/ • 6 fin 
3l. q 

. "' 3 
··.400 1: ?oc , 6P. fl ,/!;1 , !9'f -r.., I ?v 111-

1:-;.,; of lev 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE· SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT II/A l6S8 

SOIL TYPE '36n.9J,;L 
Clt;y 

LOCATION ___..8~11~· '-""/& __ 

l.J~ 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 48" 

· Preshear $b'.I 

Final 

TIME STRAIN ...!h__ 
( Hr.) (%) -CTvc 

0 0 

,osc .J4b 
, 1;.:;- .084-
. 20/ • /Otj 

, 3',l/ ,132 
,fO/ .IS/ 

.52" ,/(,, 7 
, 1:.:;z • 17Pi 
.&7b ,195 
/,// ·208 
/. J:/ 121'0 
/."' ,,,(;i_J 

/.'fl .i 3c) 

:<.SI .l44-
3 -b .~ .25'2. 

_4.36 ,2s1;; 
S.27 .2,, 
b,2Z. .lt,,~ 

7.4"1 . lb7 

11. ·12 0.2 .. ti 

r. 4j' .26t~ 

/0,7 0 '2.6b 

a. 7 • 2'-S 
/.H'> . i1-1 
1~:a 1251. 

TYPE OF TEST C Kiili NO. _/ __ OCR l.Oo 

DEVICE _G __ DATE "o,4~ TESTED BY RB 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in./-$~) 

SI 0/o 

~u. ---CTvc 

<.:) 

.021 
.o3~ 

.ol.~ 

,074 
,0'16 
.104-

d32. 
,147 

,/bl 

,/8 7 

• 2../b 
.:a7 
.26() 

.~/ 

,3;27 

,JSo 
. :371 
.397 
.4/f 

.-</2<1-
,931 
.164-
·~Bet-
1SO'I 

.20.v The O'vm 2d.O 

2.o E/'lo) 1.f:>-tc{0/o)_fc(Day) __ _ 

H ( c., ) 

/. 99S2 

.!!L 
O'vc 

i,0(.)0 

, 'f73 

"'" t1 ,C/J1 
. 'l'l b 

.9o+ 
.896 
'8/,t) 

• 8.5..3 
, 833 

1 8/..3 
, 784 
, 77..3 
' '}tic) 

.611 

.J,J;J 

.t;v 
, bl.'/ 

. ""3 
I ~8i 

.57t. 
,sw 
.SJi. 
, ::;16 

.~fb 

. DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate C°/o I Hr.) S /23 

..!b... _!Ii_ .!!::i_ 
REMARKS -O'y O'vm O'vm 

0 -- ·- 'i' :: 5 K,/ lvv 

, 1)4.£, I 
Of£. + 

1/6' 

,/If ;z. 

./66 

• /8{; 

le .. ' ) 

,22'1 

• 2'1'1 
,21;1 

.Zo.>' 
.l'ib 
I 3.2Y 

I Ji.I 

• 3.b'<f 
, tf.O'I-

, '$-'ZZ. 

.<142-
1461 'f'h nt~ 

-~':) 
·"173 
.<;93 
, SCJb 
• ..Yo 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT lilJ!1 /6f'6 SOIL Bcuv;A.clc. Ctc,'I TYPE OF TEST CK!)U NQ._I __ 

TIME STRAIN ~ ~u O"' y ..:!:IL Th .!!.Y._ REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) O"'vc O"'vc O"'vc O"'y 1'Vm Uvm 
15.'i , 2M:1 ,50</ .491:> ,~J) - - i' .:2J'/.,/J.,,.. 
16.b ,J6!> .$2'1 . '/71 , S67 I 
I 'tJ. '}; .2.)~ .s.:.-o . 43-<) .567 't 

.io.o , l.</f ,587 •41.3 ,sf!lrr 

.i:i. I) .2 "J<) • {pjc) , Du .bU 

,))..9 ,228 ,{., ¥r ,.Jhb 0 61) 
:Z.) 3 ;2/b .643 • ~57 -'70) i4 .. :> 1.J k. 
2.1-.t ,2/3 • '756 .342 ,.'1l 'L. i 
u •. f 11.03 't..80 '32() ,l,.j) ... ' 

211.3 1 19B ·b'f2. .Joe ,,42 
.3cJ.o .190 I 7o.<;,- ,295 ,(p4:; ·ej,/?:. ~ 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT· fl fA /tf:a3 

SOIL TYPE 81a1.J J,ic. 
C/4., 

' 
LOCATION Bt116 

i/4-

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I s2.·2 
Preshear .39..f 
Final 

TIME STRAIN ...!h__ 
( Hr.) (%) -O'"vc 

0 0 
.·O!)/ . 0 t.'f 
.10?> ,o<,1 
.107 ·OU 
,JS'tj .087 

.42.J ,/J3 
,(.,/O .157 
,EJ'J/ • /81;. 

1.17 . 20;' 

/. t.L ,22() 

I. 95' .226 

~- ~:r ,2)4-

J.'IJ .244-
3.bh ,.z5z. 
4,W) . l(,,0 
~.73 ,2t;,.) 
J,. 71 .2,7 
7.0.,. .2~B 

7 9"J . 2" ti 
'I. 0() .lh \} 

10.:: ,·2,r 

TYPE OF TEST Ck,;u NO. 211 OCR l.oo 

TESTED BY A;,1/3 DEVICE _G-__ DATE it,hi. 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in 7Jm ) 

s I 0/o 

~u. ---O'"vc 

0 

0 

0 

,oz7 

.oS I 
. 0,1 

.D83 

.105' 

I 12'0 
1S'f 

.1e1 
, Z.I 4-

.245'" 
.l., 7 
, 3vti 
.HS-
,3,;-
I ~76 

'3S £'> 

Jf!'!> 
.Q47 

10.o The o-vm 10.0 

I. 7. EJ°lo) ,ll_°tc(0/o)_fc(Doy) __ _ 

H ( t:tr'! ) 

:l. 31)0 
;J.. 132 

-
~ -O'"vc 

'· 000 
/. Oc'-1 

/. ()<)L' 

, '17.J 
. '11'1 

,'Of 
, ''117 
.~</{ 

I e 72.. 

, ef1 

• 813 
, ltib 

.7SS' 
,73) 

I '-'t4-

·'-bf/ 
1b'j 
.6"2+ 

, ''2 
.587 
,553 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rote (Oto I Hr.) .:r 

2h... ..!h_ ..s._ 
REMARKS 

O'"v -O'"vm O'"vm 

0 - -
,f) 2<( 

,Ou 

• o6i; 
,orz 
,/42 
,1')1 

'2tJ!J 
.23{ 

, z"z.. 
• 2~; 

• 2.ft> 

.-3l9-
,J# 
, 37j 
. 3q9 
.4ZZ.. 
.430 c" ,......,., 
.crq,,; 

456 
,qtJ4- 7 u I :-.ff) ""el 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT /If A 165'0 . 
SOIL TYPE PanJkl; 

Cl9y 

LOCATION 13d it~ 
V4-

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 
Preshear 3),7 
Final ~8J 

TIME STRAIN ~ 
( Hr.) (%) -O"vc 

0 0 

10IJC .02.3 
. Ob'1-- ·042. 
.16f• .01.7 
/ l t"i:.1 10'12 

.47:t , //~ 

'(:, 72. , /<f.J 
. y;/ 'l:i) 

O,l~ /,/ 7 ./t.4-

f'robl~,,, 
/,fd ,Jft,'}_ 

/. 96 ·1?4-
,,;/. .3l' ,/Cj!J 
3. 31 . ilt> 

"/.Sf . 2.3, 

~,(,,.I>. ,Z.W. 

6·'7 .z44 

7. 'd '- .-2.4 '[;'I 
13.$0 , 2 ... -v 
9. 'lb • ::Z ~~I 

/() .. '7 , ']~/ 
I .1. '2. 124t:J 
14-. I .2.43 
16. r) . l4() 
18.5' '22'i 

TYPE OF TEST CKou 2t3 . NO . ..;;;::_ __ OCR /.oo 

TESTED BY _R""-13 __ DEVICE G DATE /i;'bt:; --="----- • 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in /JM ) 

SI 0/o 

b.U. -O"vc 

c> 

,()/4-

.ol'I 
,OL" 
.044-
~ ot.i. 
,{)fr 
,/O] 

·loef 

wdl, Vo 
• () Jtf 

.osei 
• O'/t? 
,17;;' 

~2zv 

.1s1:,, 

' 1-'// 

.. 3o) 
I 3l{ 

'!>~ 6 
• 3J..(, 

.d'fi> 
.4,1; 

'~S;J 
• 50(, 

4o,o The O"vm 4tJ.o 

.2.o E.fla) :u.3 O'c(0/o)_tc(Day) __ _ 

H (Cm ) 

/.785 

!!:i_ -Uvc 

I. oou 

. '/ Bb 
,C/a1 
. '!74-

. 'IS• 

.f J" 
, '111 

• 8 '1J 

· lifl 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate ('>/o I Hr.) -=5--_ 

..!b_ .2!L . .!!:L REMARKS O"v O"vm -O"vm 

0 - -
.Ol"!J 

,()43 
,{)6 7 
,()'f 1;. 

,/19. 

,/~h 

.11 • .J 

./$4' 

li1.1;nc: C.11 ,fr, I a.pf ,,,..,,,~J 

• '171 .11.9 

,'?4 z_ ./~'6 

• 9()4- , 'l.t'f 
,j'/.) • l(;/,.. 

. 77'1 , Z'IB 
.}'f..h. . J_z.o_ / 

• 7<>'1 '341' 
~ l:>e'/) ,351; 
,t,J{ 17Z-
.61~ . 390 'lh l"I~ 
.f,J1- ,39? 
• Iv/() .4c7 
,~lj</- 14lt-
, sro .4Jl 
1494- ·~t.3 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
-PROJECT ///~ i6S'O SOIL pq,,tljl)~ C/Qi TYPE OF TEST Clr'oL/ NO. _2_d __ 

Tl ME STRAIN _l ~u cry ~ _!IL .!!:J_ REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) crye cryc crye cry 1'Vm crvm 
2c. 2. · ;ZZI ,S4.3 -~S7 .48) ·- --
2:/. 7 , ;z;o .~-~J , '417 ,So3 
ZcJ.ttf . '2,;j . "'3 ·367 ,S2J 

2£./ '/f'./2. . '111 .. 3S'1 .!>Ji- . 
27.9 ,/ 8<f- . ,,) ... ~JS- ,,sr1 ·-
.3<-'- 2. .175" ,1;;94 . 3L>l .s7_~ '4,/?.. ~ 
J1.J ,/7() . ?01 ... 2. 'iCf ,Stl 

SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY REMARKS: 
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
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Sheet I of 2 

DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 
-PROJECT H 111 /6S6 TYPE OF TEST CKoU NO. _..3 __ 0CR I.Sc 

SOIL TYPE J3an,ykl:. 
Ci4y 

LOCATION -=B=H...;.;t".._~ __ 
iJI--

W ,0/o e 
I nit i a I 52..3 
Presheor 4Q..o 
Final 13.? 

TIME STRAIN 2L 
( Hr.) (%} -O'"vc 

0 0 

I 02+ , 02~ 
. C)"f9 . ~,., 
. c '/fJ 412-

,.19'5 , /Ji 

.Z'l~ ,f,-0 

.41V , 2. c)/ 

1b3> , 23; 

,fjO) .z49 
I. I() ,J.77 

1.51 . '2 '19 
I l?c• • )J 2-

;.?. If) . 3lo 
..t'. b t- dJti 

3 .t/'f .:34b 

""· 34-
,3;/ 

5..l( ,J;Y 

'· 3 2. 
.·~v"' 

/SQ '~/c) 

8 .t#) ,372. 

'1.3; . 374 
10. 3 , !)73 

1.l. 7 • 372 
/4,J ,3i;,;-

Jt.t) .~57 

TESTED BY Je.13 DEVICE G- DATE 11fei1 --='----- • 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~) 

crvc 1.3..f3 The crvm .2CJ.o 

fcCDay) /.O Ef'lo) aLtc(0/o}_tc(Doy} :<.o 

s I O/o H ( C..ff'I ) 

2. 047 

6,U -- !!ji_ - -
O'"vc O'"vc 

c /. OOll 

-.oo~ /. O()} 

-.ot/ /.Ofl 

-.011 I. 4'1 
-.02:; /.O'l.:i 

-.oJ; /.03) 

·-:o'fo /.04CJ 

·-:. <X}fJ /. 04~ 
·-.oSS" I. o )) 
-. O'S'b /. tJ5r,, 

-.05S 1.0:;,-.; 

-. 02"1 t. oi~ 

-.o2S I. 02; 

0 /.Ou.) 

, 003 .977 
I {.)4(p ,f?S4 
.01:/ ,'l.() 

,/OZ.. ~ '(.'f~ 

• I 32. . b''t\ 
./43 ./;'57 

-170 . ff3v 
. / j'{' 0 •' 

'~/) 

, l 3o '77() 

.t]J t 731) 
• 3t.15" .(/15 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain_::::_ Stress __ 

Rate t°/o I Hr.) S-

..!tL 2L .!!:J._ 
REMARKS 

crv -O'"vm O'"vm 

0 G) cJ. "" 7 
.02e 
' Of;)" .044; . r,7; 
·0'/2 

• 12'6 .08 7 ''1$-' 
./ i> L. 

·l'lj' .134 ,t,,92 

I 2.Z,I 

,. z 3 .. 'I 1,,t. ,70?, 

·26:; 

. l l:;l3 , /'19 • 7()"!, 

t .. ~,l.3 

.3/J .'213 ,(.,'O ~ 
, !JJ ~ 

• 347 ,.Ho • (,{;!) 

. 3 "" 
. .38~ . z ~'I .Mb 
,'/O& 
.42;;' , 21" ,67'j 

·4»-
. 4S() . 2 4'1 ,SS4 f;; nt.y: 

. 4 S'(J 
'"ltf 2- • 14'i: .!J-1~ 

.;c1.• 
1S' 13 .:l.31, ,-ff.A 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT !/rtJ /6S'CJ SOIL J34n8i.i (l11y TYPE OF TEST C£{J NO. _3 __ 

TIME STRAIN ~ 6u -5_ _!h_ Th ..!!.:L REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) O"'vc O"'vc O"'vc O"'y 1'Vm O"'vm 
ll!> I 3;" / f ~3>J .. vb2 .5-l.'f . l:H :441 
18.9. ,3<10 ,JfJ . 1>17 ·.5~0 

~/.2 • }lf' .~)) .5 '-1 , S" 77 I;, l'O I 3 ]'(. 
.u.1 I 3J.O . .Y.5'f ,S4-I • 6-Y/ 

24.2 . !312. J/cr! '~-,;; , (:,,2/ , ior.c I 3·u 
J. .;, ? ,°304' .STD ·"1'i0 -b7) 

.i '· '! ,2.94 .575 .42) A~vz .1'16 ,Zt3 lfii I?., m...,,e· 

-;;:_} ,..f -1~;,.f 
. 

,• 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT HtA /6/iB 

SOIL TYPE &ieyici. 
('/9y 

LOCATION )31118 
U4-

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I !/J./I 
Pre shear 440 
Final 46.2 

TIME STRAIN _:h__ 
( Hr.) (%} -Uvc 

0 c 
,()5'1. .oo 
.o91' ,/ Z.3 

,1ee , ISS 
. l.fl 2. 121.2 

. ~8; • .1.SJ 

.>n ,J.<J7 

·75'2. d# 
. '18;' • 39<> 
/. 3; ,433 

/. "'' . 1-,,:: 
~.02. • '1 'iV 

;?. S".3 .$4() 

3.54- ,577 

4.t3 .597 

4.10 I {,/{) 

5.J{ ·b21.. 

s. ff>- ./,4() 

h.57 ~'14:i' 

7. 99 ,(.5~ 

8.97 I'"' 9. £.t, 'bl,/ 

11.4- . Iv;)' 

J.1.. ·7 . f,S() 

/4.1 ,(,Jl 

-TYPE OF TEST __ C_'K:"'-c;U __ NO. _4 __ 0CR 3.0() 

DEVICE _G __ DATE /~8 TESTED BY !ft> 

CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in~) 

uvc 6, I> 7 The uvm .lO,() 

fc(Day) /,' E.f/o) iilLO'c(0/o)_tc(Day) _:;_._o __ 

s I O/o H { CW) ) DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain__::::_ Stress __ _ 

..l., /JtS 
Rate (O/o I Hr.) 5 

b.tL s._ Th 2b._ .s_ 
REMARKS -- - Uy -- Uvm Uvc Uvc Uvm 

0 /. 00() 0 0 .:H3 
0 f, COi) '" "''J. 

- .o ~a I 030 .111 ,041 , 343 
-~. () i; !I ;. o'J 117'1 

-.G'75 l.01;; .~02. ,014- . 3i'IJ 
-.o r.:,.7 I. 0~7 1 lJ, 

·-. 11.{ /. /;}, )' :J'1 ,o 9't .-375' 
-. II> I /.Ii.I • 'l'17 

-.1 f,_) I. 18:/ , !de 1 1!J0 . 3'1$' 
·-. 2/'e /. 2.1<0 'J;t:, 

-,2Z9 1 • .i.2r I 37f ./!/.f , 4/o -
-. 25"1 I. .2. )'1 . 3'14-
-; ~co /.3~ . 41• ,J~O ( 433 
-, ·33 c) /~3.JJ ,43~ 

·-. 31.1) I. J lt> . 'fS.J ,/99 .440 ri Crr"'ft~ 
-. 310 /. J;<.) .4{;,,_ -r:. va. I 

- I 31c;) I. 3U J/71 ,zo1 I 9-'I{) 
. -

Cf -- ~ 
-.)/<) /, 310 ,.,(t,10 1, 

-,.:1,2/ /. 3ll .46€ ,.21::/ • 'ff/ 

-. 3:Z..."l /. Jl..•/ • <;'(It> 

-. 32 2. J, ~22. • 500 • ,J.1 a)- • 441 '7:1.. rn~ 
-. J<.'V /~Jo() ,50:; 
-.2.'1.l I. lt,2 ,S/fi ';l/<fJ .421 

-. '2 0 tJ i. z ()'(- . S)l 

-·'"" 1.11,.5 .549- I J. lo' 
.. 

, 3 t'\t) 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT fltlJ lt:5b SOIL f3u,,,,iui Cl"'! TYPE OF TEST CZU N 0. ---'-4-__ 

TIME STRAIN _.:h_ .6u 3- 2:h_ Th ..!!::I._ REMARKS -(Hr.) (O/o) Uvc Uvc Uvc Uy -a'Vm Uvm . 
/S.9 ,621 -,/(); 1.10; .St-Z. 
17. 3 ·b05" -. O~I 1.0:;1 . ~- 7? ,}.() 2 - ,:S?o 
19. z.. .;n .. oo~ 'i''i 2, S'OI 
.ll. 4- .SScJ ·, o'io .9/() 1 60>·"' ,18 3 I '!x.J4-
.). 3. 7 .S!'f . l!i3 ·B17 ,. '-If. 
.2S.2 .494 .l'/t: ' IJ t.:vt , uz... · '"") .Z~b 
~6.7 .. 17; • 2.3J .]lcJ . t.I~ 

~8.-2. ,41,,3 ,2,~ , 7 37 , "JcJ ./S? .l46 '4,/ t?:. ,,....,. 

&.Jof k.Jr · 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT JJt /} Its~ TYPE OF TEST CAUU NO. f)- OCR 6.0() 

SOIL TYPE &1n3.tti:. TESTED BY Ro DEVICE G DATE 11/MJ 

Cl4·t 
I 

CONSOLI DAT ION (Stresses in /Jtrl ) LOCATION /31118 
Ll4' t:rvc d j~ The t:rvm :<a.o 

fc{ Day) /.o E.flo) t~.2 °tc{0/o)_tc{Day) ,;.o 

W ,0/o e 
In it i a I 51.1 

st O/o H (cm ) DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Presheor 17.'2. .1.ou,1;· 
Final 4$.b Rate (O/o I Hr.) __ S-__ 

TIME STRAIN ..::tL.. ~u. 5- Th -- - '"Uv ( Hr.) (%) - -t:rvc t:rvc Uvc 

0 () 0 /. ooo 0 
,() S' MD 0 /. 0() , CJ e,3 
,/4b ,/.3t\ 0 /. ()() ·/J5 
,l.f 'O ,1'iS" -.03h /.0~ .1e1 
,314 ,·2.4) -. O'- f. /. ()'" , 2. 30 
.. 0-1-- dV(, -.11rc /.//'CJ • ). 7$ 

·"~ '.;t,3 .~./47 1.147 .317 

,Cf 2. ; 432 - 159 /.151 '373 
/. l./ .<f'I> -.lf.9 /.1&y .4/7 

/.4) .5J'1 -. ·u,4 /,l.,4 ,42, 
/. 75' ,S9) -.2i${1 /. 2i!~ ! 46Z. 

:i..n.. • "5tl -, H' /,JP> , 4-'14-
.2. )2.. ,llt -.4/Z /, 41:2. ,:;,-10 

.3 ;r .790 --; 493 l.f9 !J SJu 

'/.S'd .872. -. '°'J /.{p()(.I . 547 
I,. 05' • o/"1 ?> ·-: JI)[\ 1: 71J[I .S.i2. 
z.u 1.oaa .-.. ~9L . /..l:i:L .55:; 
881 I.OZ'! -. '7'17 I. J'i7 .Sl..) 

'I bct /.04; -. 83 '5 /. Jj JJ .57z.. 
il I /.()57 ·-. l!J/LJ /. 8 IO . 5ttJ 
/t.9 /,Of.CJ ·-. 822. l.b' 2.Z. ·~81 
J~. 7 /. ()b() ·-.. 7'lh /. 79, ,Sy() 

/4 .. 3 /.032 -. 73l /, 732 . 5'77 
/1,4 .'l'i~ -.f;,Sl /. (,.~ 2. . b()l-

17. 'I ,95<1 ·-.':;,-,2 1.S;,.2. .~/</-
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_:h._ .!!!i._ -O"vm t:Tvm 

0 ().ii:,/,/, 

,02.; 
"" 1 

• <J4-I 11?7 

.0'10)' rl<// 

,. 
• 0 f..Z. .> t19t3 

,arr 1214 

I ,-i l'J ':2 3t> 

,/45 ,1. '7 

.l~"J. . I 'L'l.7 
,17/ .J.9o/ 

"7:J.. '~v l:. 

d?t,,<; • 3<> H" 

.172 .289 

./~c) ,u,o 

REMARKS: 

REMARKS 
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 
-PROJECT lit& !lib TYPE OF TEST C~u NO·-'=-~--

TIME STRAIN _51_ 6u O"y ..!h_ Th ..!!.L REMARKS (Hr.) (O/o) O"vc O"vc O"vc O"y 1'Vm O-vm 
:lo,>- , C/ lo -. 49'1., i.11'(1 . '-1' 
,).}, 7 '9tJ() -.12u /.42tJ ;~,j:)' ./-SiJ ,23til 

.:l .), 2. 'tlf.l -. J;f 2 /,3'12 • (:,.f"J ;) 

·9.4- ·R37 -.. ~} /dO'J- ',4, ,13'/i" ,'1. 17 :i 
3'.:>, u • 'CO') -,.] s 2. 1.,l5 2 ,i.42 ,}34- .:J.o&; r..J;;:. ~-: -
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DIRECT - SIMPLE SHEAR TEST 

PROJECT flfA /655 TYPE OF TEST CIY:iU NO. --=6 __ 0CR /2.0 

SOIL TYPE i3ao!I klc... 
C/4'/ 

LOCATION /3n1b · 
V4-

W ,01o e 
In it i a I $8. 3 
Preshear 4'13 
Final SI./ 

TIME STRAIN ..:!h_ 
( Hr.) (%) -

CTvc 
0 0 

.07?1 ,17; 
.24'/ , 3ol 
,. 3'1 I . f.O'Z. 

.S'!>l .-1:0 
• 7')1.. ,s.zz 
.'126 ''-VO 

1.11 I b5'i' 
/.SI , ]~() 
l.f;JJ .fjl<f.. 

2.37 /t3t 
;}, 'lb J,OI 

J bl I.lb 
4. f;H, /.17 
s~.; /.34-
7. {).t/ /.-l:i" 
815 /.Sl. 
'I. '1{" 1.~-7 

/I. 0 1.S'J 
/,l. 2 I. S"i 
1J. 9 /. I? _-i, 

154- /. bfjj-

''·., /.l,,J I 
18..3> /. ~ q. 

i '1.8 /. b?J 

TESTED BY R.B DEVICE G DATE 12h6 --- . 
CONSOLIDATION (Stresses in 7.$"1) 

/.o 

s I 0lo H ( ,,,, ) 

.:l.ost-

-{).LL 55J_ -- --CTvc CTvc 

0 /.ooa 
0 /. (}t:i) 

-.Obh /. <Jhb 

-.144 /./ff 
-. /f,l) l./t.8 

- . 1.lt, /.lib 

-.25Z. /,.l S2. 

-. 2'11- /. 2-'i4-
-. 3.J.S /, 3.2) 

-. 47.:;' /. 47f' 
·-. 571 /, s 71 

-.t,1r 1,, J? 

·- 8 35" /.83:{ 
- • 'l'JtJ /Jl<K; 

-1.0'l .:l. (.)'/ 
-1 . .i:> .<.J...; 

. -1..3~ .;+. Jf/-
-/.S3 :i. :i3 
-1.s4 2. 54 
-/ . .)-b 2.So 
··!, ,3 ;l.t.3 
-/. f,/<) 2. {,,ft) 
-I. !>-b I?. ,.(p 
-1.WJ 2. (,o 

·-1.S+ ;;,s4 

- :l 11.() The crvm 

E..f/o) /M_tc(0/o)_tc{Doy} ;.S 

DURING SHEAR 
Controlled Strain~ Stress __ 

Rate (O/o I Hr.} .L 

_.:tt_ O"v Th 
REMARKS 

CTv O"vm -CTvm 

0 0 O.t>83 
•17:; 
,293 ,oi.s .058; 
' 3lZ. 
,41z.. ,o4o ,Of] 

,4Ji 

·'11t' ,051.) .105 
• St>O 
. s'r. .O~"J- •. f/() 

.5w 
.S'iJ ,077) , 13o ;· 
,~':{ 

• &:, 17 .Ot'/4- ./52.. 
.j-90 

.(.,42 ,/// ,173( 
• IJ4Z. 

.• IA-}"'- . ,/1(, - ,/9'?r 
. '120 

• {;, 1.5 ,/31- I J./o) 
, 

.fvZ~ 

•/:,I~ ,f 35" .:.t.tb 
'" j ·:,- .13/i ,.Zit{° f;,~ 

. "3t3 
. '13' .13b ·J/v 
. b43 
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DIRECT·- SIMPLE SHEAR (continued) 

PROJECT lift1 lb5b SOIL drtn.Jkck Ct"7 · TYPE OF TEST CK.:'Z: NO. _6 __ 

TIME STRAIN 2h_ ~u <Ty 2IL Th <Ty 
REMARKS {Hr.) (O/o) <Tye <Tye <Tye <Ty ?vm <Tvm 

,,]/ . .3 l.S7'B -/.5o 2 :>-o .h4 7.. ,/;}.) ,.;_I) 7) 

../~. 7 /.58:..~ -/.47 .2.47 .643 
.2<;. 7 l.S4- -/,Ji:, ;/, 3b .(,,S2. fl'(, .t9l 
.2,." I.So ·-1.24- z2+ . "70 

/.'775' '2./6 ·"83 
. 

,, 71 211./ -1./t:. .t.22> 
.H? '- i.4r,i. -/./4c) 2. l'lc.J .. (,8; ,1J.1f .11lj • t;,/.i;; ~ . 

. 
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